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PART I

Introduction, ontology, epistemology and methodology
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1 Introduction
In the summer 1993 NERI contacted me. They asked whether if I was interested in continuing
my goods transport research that I had been doing as a part of the final thesis (Nedergaard
1993) at the Institute for Technology, Environment and Social Planning at Roskilde
University Centre. NERI was concerned about the increasing contributions of goods transport
to air pollution. Little was known about the factors causing this growth. They felt that the
GDP which for years has been used as single indicator for the level of transport activity was
(and still is) too rudimentary an explanandum for transport demand. 

Research in other countries (e.g. Whitelegg 1993, McKinnon & Woodburn 1994, Wandel &
Ruijgrok 1993 and later McKinnon 1996, OECD 1996, EU Commission 1998 (REDEFINE),
DETR 1999, TNO 1999 (TriLog)) have been pointing to the increasing role that structural
factors are playing in deciding levels of transport demand, and not the least the type of
transport solutions asked for. NERI was looking for knowledge about these structural factors
so as to be able to design more appropriate policies in the field to the Ministry of
Environment. 

At that time little intellectual capital had been invested in understanding the nature and origins
of transport demand in Denmark. Therefore, the thesis should make a contribution to fill this
knowledge gap. In the same period the Danish Transport Council had been established and
since they had similar interests the funding was available, and I could initiate my studies in
spring ‘94 at ILT.

1.1 The way I see transportation
One of the first things you notice when studying the transport literature is that transport is
generally interpreted as an activity which is derived from or as an appendix to production
activities whether if regarded from a macro economic perspective or from a company
perspective as a function of logistics strategies. Probably this step-motherly treatment of
transport has left the field with little academic attractiveness career wise - in Denmark at least. 

A great pity, because transport is not only the technical means by which material flows
between different points in space are enabled. It is also an expression or crystallisation of the
ways we relate to each other socially in time and space, culturally and economically.
Furthermore, transport is as institutionalised as any other social activity, and therefore carries
its own internal dynamics, which cannot be understood as a derived economic function only.
Goods transport is by nature an inter-organisational undertaking and something else than
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production activities. Goods transport joins actors - actors who have intentions as to the
context of co-ordination in which the transfer of goods takes place. 

Transportation is a unique social practice that bridges the spatial gaps between places and
persons as a special means of communication that involves the transfer of both material and
information. It is claimed in this study that transport demand must be assumed to be generated
not only as a derivative of production activities, but also as produce of exchanging actors
intent.

1.2 Basic questions
What are the driving forces behind freight transport demand generation, and how do they
affect transport operation? Those are the basic questions that motivate and permeate this study
(these generic questions will later be specified). The analytical approach chosen is neither
based on econometric modelling, operations analysis or systems design analyses. The scope
of the study is to examine transport demand in an inter-organisational logistics perspective,
and to get closer to the dynamics between transport practise and structural change.

A fundamental assumption is that transport demand is specific to the type of goods carried.
For this reason the concept of product chains has been adopted. It has much in common with
the way the product chain concept is used particularly in the Life Cycle Analyses literature. It
does not either differ from more commonly used concepts like logistics chains or supply-
demand chains in terms of its inter-organisational, boundary spanning focus. The concept of
'product chains' serves as a metaphor for the assumption that transport demand is specific to
product types. 

A particular lens is applied to the logistical perspective. Usually logistics organisations are
viewed from a manufacturing (OEM typically) or shippers perspective. In this study,
however, the logistical organisation we call product chain, is viewed from a transportation
perspective. 

It is claimed that this is a rather new approach in that it is very much practise oriented rather
than strategic as most logistics analyses or mega-trend oriented as much regional economic
and economic geography contributions. Focus is on what is actually happening - what are the
specific consequences of demands for transport generated in specific product chains. 

The inter-organisational perspective on transport and logistics applied in this thesis bears
familiarity with those you can find in the British journal “Transport Geography”, with the
Swedish approaches to macro-logistics and not the least with the so-called transport logistics
approach developed at the now former Institute of Logistics and Transport at Copenhagen
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Business School1 as a part of the PROTEUS I and II research programme sponsored by the
Danish Transport Council.

This project is a produce, or spin-off, of the innovative research agenda set by the PROTEUS
programmes. Thus, apart from responding to the empirical enquiry concerning transport
demand generation an independent purpose of my work will be to elaborate a theoretical and
methodological framework for analysing product chain practises in a transport perspective
and with a focus on inter-organisational relations. This is my contribution to this programme
and joint research effort.

Before going into more detail with the research questions, please, allow me to introduce the
ontological and epistemological foundation of my work. Though a little hairy exercise I think
it is a necessary one.

1.3 Ontology, epistemology and methodology
Often we as scientists take for granted that we share worldviews with our audience, that we
agree on what is relevant and what is not, what is the right or wrong thing to do. As the
ontological foundations of research - the core arguments as to the status of the 'Real' - are
essentially anchored in what the researcher personally believes in - whether you are a radical
empirical positivist, a radical social constructivist or a softball critical realist in between like
myself - I feel it is necessary to account for how I struggle and wrestle with the understanding
of reality and the empirical. The basic guidelines, ontologically and epistemologically, that
have advised my research questions, my choice of methodology and theory are rooted in
critical realism.

I favour critical realism because it:

- gives some solid ground for my post-Marxist strives to empower the individual with some
entrepreneurial capabilities to transform his structural bindings

- leaves space for actors as well as for structures to have their say as a dynamic, open and
not straight forward relationship

- anticipates the presence of competing tendencies guiding economic action, and thus
advises us to use complementary theories on economic behaviour

- advises us to remain curious and open-minded as to the explanation of the causal powers
at work - regardless how obvious the answer may seem to be. In this sense, there should
always be an exploratory element in any empirical enquiry and theoretical explanation

- allows for knowledge to be dynamic, complex, fallible and not necessarily accumulative

                                                
1 This notion does not only cover the logistics of transport companies but also the focus on logistics
organisations seen from a transportation perspective
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- insists on the importance of including the material dimension in the explanandum, which
is appealing to one that occupies himself with logistics and transport issues.

- intuitively is right to me

The account of critical realism presented in this chapter is to a large extent influenced by the
work behind the article: “An organisational lens on logistics activity – a critical realist
perspective” written by me and Jesper Aastrup, Ph.D.-student at the dept. of marketing,
Copenhagen Business School. 

1.4   The Ontological Position
Tony Lawson has formulated the ontological position of critical realism (CR) in this way:

“...the world is composed in part of objects that are “structured” and (to use Bhaskar’s term)
“intransitive” - structured in the sense of their being irreducible to the events of experience,
intransitive in the sense of their existing and acting independently of their identification.”
(Lawson 1994, p8)

This definition of the Real differs from other more naive interpretations where the Real is
taken to be what you can see and measure. What we know about the Real in the CR
interpretation is “fallible and theory laden”, as Sayer (1992) expresses it. It is questionable.
Bhaskar (1975) distinguishes between the real, the actual and the empirical domains. The real
domain (independent from the observer) contains the generative mechanisms, which create
events, the actual domain is where the events appear created by the interaction of the real
mechanisms, and the empirical domain is where the observer experiences the events. The
critical realist tries to answer what the world must be like, what mechanisms must be working
given a certain event or phenomenon is observed (Lawson 1994). The Real must be
interpreted (Aastrup 1999).

1.5 The structure of causal analysis
The most fundamental assumption of CR, whether studying social or natural phenomena, is
the existence of generative mechanisms that create events (Bhaskar, 1975). These events can
be regular as well as non-regular, ‘one-offs’ as well as patterned. The raison d’être of CR is to
link the generative mechanisms and the actual events in causal analysis. Sayer (1992) explains
this link between mechanisms and events suggesting the following structure of causal analysis
from a CR position.
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Figure no. 1-1-1: The structures of causal explanation

Object Causal powers
and liabilities

Conditions (other objects
with powers and liabilities)

Events

e1
e2
e3
e4

c1
c2
c3
c4

{{ }P1, p2, p3, 
l1, l2, l3, X

S

Object X, having
structure S…………. necessarily possessing

causal powers (p) and
liabilities (l)…………………………... under specific

conditions (c) ……………………. will:
(c1) not be activated
hence producing 
no change - e1
(c2) produce change
of type e 2
(c3) produce change 
of type e 3 etc

= necessary relation

= contingent relation

Source: Sayer 1992

The horizontal dimension reflects the concrete analysis; i.e. how concrete events are
generated or created. Events are generated or created by the activation of particular causal
powers possessed by objects. Causal powers (or the limitations or constraints of these powers
by the causal powers of other objects, i.e. liabilities) in this context means the inherent
potentials or abilities of objects (whether natural or social) to do things. Powder as an object,
for example, has the ability to explode; persons as objects have abilities to interact in social
settings in certain ways; transport flows and volumes are generated because of the activation
of causal powers possessed by various structural elements or objects like the logistical
structure of the product chain or the nature of the product  

These causal powers, though, are not necessarily activated. The activation of causal powers
and the events created are conditional. Powder only explodes in the presence of sparks.
Whether or not persons interact in certain ways depend on their choices and other persons’
choices. Changing market conditions, strategic manoeuvres of competitors, or state
interventions may be external conditions that have a bearing on the causal powers of the
structural elements and hence on the transport flow. These conditional aspects reflect a
‘contingent relation’ between the objects possessing causal powers and the events created. In
the words of Sayer (2000) this contingent aspect is about what could be the case, i.e. what
may or may not happen. 

The vertical dimension in the figure (the relation object X with structure S) reflects the
abstract analysis. The abstract analysis aims at understanding why objects possess certain
powers and liabilities, why they are activated and how these powers and liabilities change
over time. The structures that objects consist of and exist within explain the powers and
liabilities. That powder has the potential to explode is explained in terms of its chemical
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structures. That a person has the ability to interact in certain ways is explained in terms of for
example interests, competencies, social relations or status. That certain types of transport
demand are generated is explained in terms of the structural configuration of logistics
organisations and the causal powers and liabilities that are activated. These relations between
the object and its structures are termed ‘necessary relations’. These relations represent what
must be the case (Sayer, 2000), in the sense that the structures determine the abilities (or
causal powers) of objects.

If we apply these categories to social science and in our particular case logistical analyses we
get the following:

Events: Logistical practises, behaviour and action in logistical organisations, and their
consequences – in our particular case – transport demand in product chains.

Objects: Individual and collective actors (Lawson 1997) like logistical officers, transport
carriers, members of supply or product chains et cetera that are assumed to possess the
capability to make things happen. Objects can also be the functional components (e.g. the
nature of the product, the production, warehouse and transportation facilities, information
systems) of product chains or the entire chain as a coherent functional system.

Causal powers and liabilities of objects: The actors' inherent capability to choose and act
(causal powers) is subjugated the constraints and tendencies (liabilities) that make some ways
of action more likely than others. This could be the ability to make various types of strategic
decisions (e.g. handling the inventory/transport trade off, or to decide whether or not to make
or buy certain activities or competencies) or to perform various types of logistical practises
(e.g. efficient JIT-delivery or direct distribution).

Structures: Structures are characterised by being sets of internally related objects. That is, the
causal powers of individual objects depend on the causal powers of other objects in the
structure. Structures have a material dimension and a non-material dimension: the physical,
technological and spatial structures, and the social structures. 

Logistical structures then are the functionally coherent geographically localised structures
that facilitate the material flow and transformation through all stages of the product chain or
parts thereof. It could also be all the tools employed to manage this flow.

The social structures explain the socially constructed causal powers and liabilities that actors
e.g. in logistical organisations are endowed with. Thus, social structures comprise such
elements like positions, power, identities, relationships, incentives, beliefs, meanings,
intentions, knowledge, experience, routines, strategy options, constitutions et cetera.
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Contingencies: The relationship between the abilities to make things happen and what
actually happens in logistics organisations depends first and foremost on actor's choice and
potentially disturbing external conditions like striking truck drivers, increasing oil prices or
congestion. Both choice and external conditions are considered to be contingent in nature.

Further elaboration of these categories and how they relate to each other will be presented in
the following.

1.6 Structure, action and choice
Social structure is crystallised between us and within us as we interact as ways, means,
conditions, meanings of action which guide future action in some way and to some extent.
Social structures are thus in a fundamental way anchored in social practises. 
 
“Human practices or doings are the key to it all… any social phenomena that we may wish to
explain will either be the result of, or, perhaps, just consist in, some forms of human activity...
Generally speaking, then, the explananda of the social realm, the phenomena to be explained,
are the practices in which people engage, and the explanans are the physical, social and
psychological conditions of the relevant actions.” (Lawson, 1997).
 
All human actions are permeated by social structure, while social structure in turn is brought
to life in a transformational way by human actions. Social structures do not, however, act or
make people act like puppets like some over-socialised theories (Granovetter 1985) seem to
suggest in the efforts to identify (simple) causation mechanisms between structure and action.
Neither is the actor a free bird that creates his own conditions. Bhaskar (1998) summarises the
critical realist position in this way:

“People do not create society. For it always pre-exists them and is a necessary condition for
their activity. Rather, society must be regarded as an ensemble of structures, practises and
conventions, which individuals reproduce or transform, but which would not exist unless they
did so. Society does not exist independently of human activity (the error of reification). But it
is not the product of it (the error of voluntarism)… Society, then, provides necessary
conditions for intentional human action, and intentional human action is a necessary
condition for it. Society is only present in human action, but human action always expresses
and utilises some or other social form. Neither can, however, be identified with, reduced to,
explained in terms of, or reconstructed from the other.” (Citations of Bhaskar 1998 in
Aastrup 2000)

 Structure and action are thus loosely coupled, and yet mutually dependent.
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 According to Lawson the central phenomenon to explain (explanandum) in social science can
be labelled social practice or social action. Social practice (the events to study in social
research) refers to the actual behaviours, actions and activities of social objects.
 
According to the critical realism capabilities, conceptualisations, motives for action and the
act it self belongs in a fundamental way to the actor (Sornn-Friese 1997). Socialisation and
intentional behaviour of course should be understood as the product of dynamic interchanges
between the actor and the institutional structures and context (social as well as material), but
they are not straight forward coupled as for instance social constructivists seem to suggest, but
loosely coupled.

 This has to do with the crucial contingent element - the actor's choice - which links the
powers and liabilities with the social practices. "Choice" refers to the ability of actors, in any
situation, to act in another way than was actually done (Lawson, 1997). Social actors are able
to act in certain different ways, but the actual practices unfolded depend on specific choices
made by these actors. Consequently, choice represents a contingent element.

The same can be said about the causal powers and liabilities that people have. They are
necessary conditions for action but cannot be taken to be always effected or activated or
always to take certain directions. In fact, when this happens it should be understood as a
contingent event due to the manifold presence of powers of causation in concrete situations
(Sayer 1992).

The actor may then be perceived of as the creative holder of a set of access opportunities to
different fields of social practises in which socialisation and intentional behaviour are
performed. The institutionalised structures, routines, experiences, positions and so on, that are
generated in these fields, may be explained as the discrete results of the heterogeneous
employment of individual causal powers in these fields. But, they cannot be viewed as a
closed system where the components and the activities between them are defined by virtue of
each other or some master plan or design. 

Let us take the example of a logistics practitioner to demonstrate the analytical consequences
of this viewpoint. He performs at least three significant social practises: as an employee, as a
co-ordinator of some instance of a material or information flow between two or more points in
the product chain, and as a colleague. It follows that he is involved in different sets of
relations or social practises. As an employee he relates to his employer, as logistics co-
ordinator he relates to the people who’s working tasks are directly influenced by his actions,
and as a colleague he relates to the people working around him. These relations are internal or
necessary (social) relations.
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They must all be assumed to have an impact on actor behaviour, and since these practises are
not easily separated both structure and actor behaviour becomes moulded in different
directions: as an employee in a vertical or hierarchical direction, as a logistics practitioner in a
horizontal and most likely cross company direction and as a colleague maybe in an multi-
directional way.

All these forces of institutionalisation or tendencies compete with each other and blend in to
make up the social/institutional structures and processes within which our logistician take
action. Even if there may be difference in the strength of these institutionalising structures no
one can be taken for granted as dominant. The intentional behaviour of the individual plays its
role and the motivations for action may origin from far from conscious sources. The point to
make is that no a priori assumptions can be made without previous knowledge of the field. 

 By ascribing intentions to actors, attention is directed towards the reasons behind choice and,
thus, action. CR states that human intentional activity cannot be assumed to be a result of
neither conscious evaluation only, nor exclusively of largely tacit and structurally guided
action. Instead human action can be understood as deriving from a mixture of both processes
(Lawson, 1997). Non-trivial decision events occur which encourage a conscious reflection
and evaluation, as well as one must anticipate that the daily decision making to a large degree
is tacit, routinised and procedural in character. Thus, theories of behaviour in business
organisations must be able to handle both conditions.

1.7 Social practise and the material dimension
A central assumption of critical realism is that social practises are inescapably permeated by
material structure as well. Material objects with causal powers and liabilities exist in society
independent of how they are perceived and interpreted. Their use and role in society, though,
still depend on their ascribed meanings. 

However, the critical realist disagrees with the social constructivist in that the material aspect
“... cannot be reduced to its conceptual one...The social is inescapably embedded in, and
internally related to, the material/physical basis of reality...The social realm is not a
dislocated re-discription (or mis-specification) of Nature. Rather, it is nested within and in
continuous dynamic causal interaction with the rest of nature”. (Lawson 1994, p14).

Lawson thus reminds us that economic activity in a fundamental way is embedded in material
circumstance which affects the scope and direction of action, and which cannot be reduced to
hermeneutics alone. 
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1.8 Case-studies in a critical realist perspective
In the following it will be argued that case studies fit particularly well into a CR framework.
Case studies are not new to logistics research of course although the majority of logistics
research focuses on quantitative methods like simulations, modelling or statistical testing of
survey data (Ellram 1996). However, applying a critical realist epistemology has some
implications to the empirical investigation in terms of reasoning and data validation. 

Fundamental CR demands on methodology are:

� Critical realists are interested in explaining the underlying structures and generic
mechanisms behind social events

� Explanation of organisational behaviour and structure must take its starting point in the
concrete social practises 

� Context rich data are necessary to be able to account for contingencies and rivalling
rationalities/interpretations, and the complex interrelations between actors

� Since causal relations in a fundamental way are dynamic and characterised by asynchrony
is time a basic factor. Longitudinal data and historic reasoning must be part of the research
design

These demands can all be met by case study methodology (Yin 1989). Case studies are better
than other data collection methods capable of supporting both abstract and concrete analyses
from actions, through reasons to rules and to structures and causal powers. As Easton writes:

“Case research can, in theory, be used to describe empirical events and, by its use of multiple
data sources, trace out links over time, digging ever deeper, and following through the actual
to the real domain.” (Easton 1995, p378)

Thus, case based research must be included to reach the depth of analysis required by CR.
 

1.9 What are case studies?
Yin has described a case study as an empirical inquiry that investigates "a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context" (Yin 1989, p23), and Maaløe continues his line of
thought:

"Case studies are a way of tracing causes and links between discrete events, as subjects
interchange with each other within their internal, as well as fluctuating, external
environment." (Maaløe 1994)
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The case studies are usually limited in number and based on qualitative, in-depth data
collection methods - first and foremost interviews. However, they are often accompanied by
additional data stemming from e.g. surveys, official statistics, and other so-called multiple
sources of (secondary) evidence (Yin 1989) so as to enhance findings and to put them into a
broader perspective.  

1.9.1 What is the status of knowledge deriving from case studies?
We use theory to identify generative powers in Society which may have some general
applicability - like market mechanisms, competitive pressures, technological developments,
spatial dis-equilibria of supply and demand, resource dependencies, opportunism, uncertainty
et cetera, but in the same time we must admit decision power to the actors of - in our case -
the product chains we are investigating, and context dependent contingencies.

Acknowledging that the structural dimension of action is contextually formed implies that we
must combine a theory-informed approach with an interpretivist. Easton writes:

“Case research which would wish to lay claim to a realist epistemology must be …inquisitive,
look for the roots of things, disentangle complexities, conceptualise and reconceptualise, test
and retest, be rigorous and creative, and above all seek for the underlying reality through the
thick veil which hides it.” (Easton 1995, p379-380)

Easton indirectly touches upon a fundamental condition for doing research from a critical
realist point of view. The knowledge we as social scientists can have about Reality is always
incomplete and continuously undermined by the processual and open character of the social.
There can be no exact match between what we know and what exists (in the real domain). As
knowledge is fallible and concept dependent the researcher has to go into dialogue with his
empirical field. Andrew Sayer conclude:

“Social phenomena such as actions, texts and institutions are concept dependent. We
therefore not only have to explain their production and material effects but to understand,
read or interpret what they mean.” (Sayer in Easton 1995, p384)

This dialogue is central to hermeneutic reasoning and in line with CR. Hermeneutics focuses
on the relation between the interpreting researcher and the subject-object relation (as opposed
to the phenomenological understanding of the subject-object relation by a researcher without
prejudice and theory-laden interpretation). In hermeneutics the researcher interprets through
dialogue with interpreting actors the actor-phenomenon relation on the basis of his own
scientific interest and focus (Aastrup 1999).
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The researcher enters his field with a certain level of insight in the matter under investigation.
This provisional knowledge helps him to give direction and focus to his inquiry. The CR's
insistence on loose couplings, contingencies and openness of social systems urges the
researcher to be aware of new aspects and causal relations and not to let present knowledge
blind him. 

A way of combining a theory informed approach with an interpretivist is to make thematic
interviews where the scope is to on the one hand to touch upon issues that have theoretical
and empirical relevance to the analysis, and on the other to leave space for the dialogue
between interviewer and interviewee to take unexpected directions with different weighting of
arguments. Bent Flyvbjerg expresses the viewpoint like this: 

“The combination is necessary, because purely actor oriented analyses tendentially end up
with insufficient subjectivist-idealistic explanations, while purely structural-historical
analyses tendentially over-generalise and use explanations with a deterministic content.”
(Flyvbjerg, pp7-8, translated from Danish, KN)

In practise this means operating with loosely structured questionnaires which are theme
organised rather than following a rigid scheme. This type of interviews of course puts higher
demands on keeping track on the contents of discussion, so that you end up with useful
material. The advantage of structured interviews is that you are more likely to get a uniform
material. Structured interviews however put high demands on ex ante knowledge of the field
both in terms of what you are looking for and the likelihood of getting that information. In
case you are doing explorative studies, as has been the case with this thesis structured
interviews are less adequate.

The hermeneutic dialectics also implies that data to some extent is concept dependent and
coloured by theory. As Aastrup writes:

“The amalgamation of the theoretical and empirical spheres makes induction and deduction
blurred concepts, as they are based on the sharp distinction between theory and empirical
data. A realist approach formulates alternative criteria of "truth" in a much less exact and
precise manner than positivist clarity.” (Aastrup 1999, p15)

1.9.2 Validation of the empirical data
Thus, the CR researcher does not strive to obtain knowledge that mirrors reality. Instead, he
strives for good working hypotheses and knowledge claims in a more pragmatic fashion.
Instead of striving for truth the realist strives for the practical adequacy of knowledge,
according to Sayer (1992).
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“To be practically adequate, knowledge must generate expectations about the world and
about the result of our actions which are actually realised… Knowledge should be judged as
more or less 'useful' rather than true or false… Knowledge is useful where it is practically
adequate to the world.” (Sayer 1992, p69 & p70)

Obviously these considerations have some serious ramifications as to how validity of data can
be obtained and as to the role of case research. Within the logistics research community this
type of approach is very rare if not absent. 

Logistics research is by and large based on positivist science ideals, according to Mentzer &
Kahn: 

“Overarching logistics economic and behavioural orientations have their foundations is the
scientific approach of positivism. Positivism has the goal to explain and predict reality where
the reality is considered to objective, tangible and fragmentable. Research findings in the
positivist tradition are considered value-free, time-free and context-independent, with the
general agreement that causal relationships can be discovered…To date, all logistics
research has been founded in the positivist paradigm…” (Mentzer &Kahn 1995, p232)

In this interpretation of positivism in logistics research, people are viewed as deterministic
and reactive. The scope - and the capability of the researcher - is to predict reality, which is
considered to be objective, tangible and composed of fragmentable entities, from a point of
observation external to the subject matter. Law-like regularities can be identified that have
general applicability across populations of similar entities. 

Though quite a few logistics researchers probably would refuse this categorical labelling of
their epistemological foundation, it is a significant property of logistics research that the
method of validation of data and knowledge is borrowed from the positivist science tradition
(Dunn & Seaker & Waller 1993, 1994, Ellram 1996, Mentzer & Flint 1997, Handfield &
Melnyk 1998, Garver & Mentzer 1999). In question are first and foremost internal validity,
construct validity and external validity. These validity constructs are first and foremost
concerned with securing alignment of the theoretical categories, mode of causal explanation
and methods of data collection with the bits and pieces of reality actually catched so as to
enable generalisation and prediction (Aastrup 1999).

According to CR we cannot make such strong distinctions between data and theory, and since
we must view the social systems as basically open structures we cannot rely on regularity and
co-occurrence in the way positivism does. The external validity - the applicability of insight
into other contexts - thus must have another content.  
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Sayer concludes that - given the CR interpretation of knowledge - statements have to be inter-
subjectively negotiated, in order to first be established as intelligible and second as true or
false. As previously mentioned, it is not enough to reach inter-subjective consensus.
Knowledge has to be adequate to practice. This type of reasoning has parallels to Habermas'
concept of communicative rationality. In the words of Luc Renneboog:

"The post-modern critique on this concept of 'the better argument' states that the distinction
between 'correct' and 'false' consensus cannot be made. But Habermas replies that if the
concept of the better argument is replaced by the argument that convinces a specific audience
at a specific point in time, only a social critique that is context dependent is possible. As a
result the requirement of 'general rational validity' would be lost… Habermas replaces the
monological philosophy of knowledge with a theory that is close to practice." (Renneboog
1994, p92)

These considerations make Steinar Kvale's criteria for validity in interpretative research
topical. He operates with three types of validity: Communicative validity, practical validity
and quality of craftsmanship.

Communicative validity is obtained when knowledge can be validated through consensus with
a relevant community e.g. the companies involved in the analyses, industry representatives
and the scientific community about the correspondence between the researcher's and the
communities' reality perceptions and the quality of the arguments forwarded.

Practical validity. This refers to two types: degree of correspondence between
statements/intentions and behaviour, and whether if the researchers knowledge claims can be
used to change practise is some way or other.

Quality of craftsmanship. Refers to the skill of the researcher in terms of arguing for his
findings and not the least in terms of methodological design and implementation.

1.9.3 Generalisations from case-studies 
It has often been claimed that case studies lack scientific value, because findings and thus, it
is argued, conclusions are contextually discrete and as such lack relevance for the research
community. This type of argumentation is countered by Yin who states that case studies
cannot depend upon numbers for its epistemological justification:

“...case-studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not
postulations or universes. In this sense, the case study, like the experiment, does not represent
a “sample”, and the investigator’s goal is to expand and generalize theories (analytical
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generalizations) and not to emunerate frequencies (statistical generalization).” (Yin 1989,
p21)

The critical realism’s response is that even if the social world basically is an open structure in
constant motion, certain mechanisms can come to dominate over others in time and space
restricted contexts causing what Lawson (1994) calls partial regularities or what could also be
labelled general tendencies governing social action over a certain period of time in certain
places. 

In this way may social structures like families, business organisations, nation states, the
market etc. establish themselves as relatively enduring structures endowed with both
intransitive and transitive properties which enables them to act in certain ways and inscribe
themselves in certain contexts which give meaning to them. The single constituent
components are not collectively defined by the structures but are in some way, to some degree
influenced by them as well as they may be reproduced and reaffirmed by the actors actions.
One may assume that the larger the social context the more heterogeneous is its composite
structure and thus less likely it will be to find a common core, but this will depend on the
strength of the institutionalising powers at work.

Stability and change are two aspects of the same phenomenon: social structure. As in with
change what causes stability must be accounted for. The generalisations made, however,
should never be stand alone explanations but be accompanied by investigation in the specific
field of interest. Lawson writes:

“Such ‘stylized facts’ can serve both to initiate investigation and to assess the relative
explanatory power of competing hypothesis that may, in due course, be developed. (Lawson
1994, p24)

For the same reason what can be understood and generalised upon are cumulated tendencies
in social processes produced by complex heterogeneous (inter-)actions (driven by individual
causal powers), orientations, negotiations.

1.10 The case studies of this thesis
The Danish Dairy Industry has been chosen as the specific practise field of empirical
investigation. It is an important industry and it allegedly generates substantial transport
volumes on the Danish roads. It is not possible to statistically verify this latter assumption in a
very clear way as neither Statistics Denmark nor the Dairy Industry’s branch organisations
have industry specific data on transport volumes at this dis-aggregated level. However with
the help of a comprehensive analysis of the Danish transport market I published for the
Danish Transport Council this year (2001) some indications can be given.
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Figure 1-2: Road goods transport divided by category and their share of total volumes, tonne-
kilometres, traffic volumes, and trip generation in Danish national transport 1999
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Though the share of foods products are only 11% of total goods volumes transported
nationally by road their share of tonne-kilometres and traffic volumes is 18 and 16%
respectively. If we just look at the development of the average trip length over time no other
goods category has increased as much as the food products as you can see in the figure below. 

Figure 1-3: Development of average trip length of road goods categories in national transport
from 1980-1999
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This is an indication that significant changes in the functional and geographical structure of
the food product chains are taking place.

Assuming that the development of the dairy products market resembles that of the general
foods market and that dairy products stand for a significant share of total food products we
can conclude that dairy products are transport intensive.

The Danish Dairy Industry is characterised by being extremely concentrated. At the time of
data collection (1995/96) - two companies Kløver Mælk and MD Foods covered more than
90% of the Danish dairy products market. Later they have united and recently merged with
the Swedish dairy company Arla. They are now doing business under the name of Arla Foods
- the biggest dairy company in Scandinavia.

The extreme vertical integration of the industry gave potentially good opportunities to map
the Danish dairy product chains, the transport demand and volumes they generated, and to be
able to identify which factors play a significant role in deciding the actual transport demanded
for. Further, the dairy sector has good traditions for collecting data, so there was a chance that
the necessary data could be found. The core of the empirical investigation is the product
chains of the now former Kløver Mælk and MD Foods.

Apart from these two firms also the ecological dairy Thise and two Italian dairies have been
subject to case studies. They have contributed to illuminate and give depth and validation to
the analyses of the two main case studies. 

1.10.1 Definition of the analytical field
This very simplified model below of a dairy product chain may serve as indication of how the
analytical field of analysis has been delimited.

Figure no. 1-4: The Analytical Focus of the Dairy Product Chain

Milk Supplier Dairy Warehouse Wholesaler/Retailer

In-weighing Transp. Inter-mediate Transp. Distribution

= transformation node
= transfer link

= field of analysis

A Dairy Product Chain

Source: Own Working
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Included in the analysis are these functions: in-weighing transportation of natural milk, the
dairy production, the intermediate transportation of semi-finished and finished products,
consolidation and warehousing, and final distribution. It follows that milk suppliers and final
customers (wholesalers/retailers) have not been directly included. The reason for this
delimitation is basically grounded in available resources. Another delimitation is the focus on
inter-organisational relations - the interfaces between the transfer (transportation &
distribution) and transformation (production, final product configuration, storage) activities. It
implies that factors internal to the business units involved in the analysis have not been
considered per se. Since the dairy industry produces a large amount of different products it is
useful to group these products according to some common (physical) properties. Therefore the
product chains have been divided into 5 categories: Natural milk and whey, liquid milk
products, cheese products, butter and simile products, and finally milk powder, milk protein
and milk sugar products. Finally, the analyses have been limited to the product chains of the
Danish home market. 

As indicated previously much unknown territory was lying ahead at the beginning of this
study. There were few contributions to build upon. This was so empirically as well as
theoretically. For this reason both theory development and empirical enquiry have been
explorative in nature.

However, it is also true that the theoretical contribution primarily lies in combining already
existing perspectives. The explorative nature of theory development is reflected in the
structure of this report. Each of the following chapters leading up to the case-studies
contributes with a refinement of the apparatus implemented in the empirical analyses, such
that those general research questions presented later in this section become more focused in
the course of the project. 

As the critical realist do not believe in the empty headed phenomenological scientist totally
amenable to what his empirical field tells the theoretical accounts also serve as documentation
of the pre-understanding of the field I had before entering it. In this sense the case-studies are
informed explorative enquiries.

I have chosen to make a multiple case study with a focus on the two major players in the dairy
industry at the time of investigation: MD Foods and Kløver. Apart from these two dairies and
their transport and distribution operators other three dairies have been subjugated my
enquiries: The organic milk dairy Thise Dairy, the city milk dairy of Milano (Italy) Centrale
Latte di Milano and the cheese dairy from the Trentino region in Italy: Caseificio Sociale di
Fiavé. They have been included in the analysis to be better able to perspective the findings
and conclusions on the Kløver Mælk and MD Foods case studies on a number of issues:
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Thise Dairy: First of all it is one of the few Danish dairies not controlled by any of the two
big dairies. They have experienced the effects of having two dominating players in their
market on their business conditions. Their case did also shed some light over the particular
geography of organic milk producers and product distribution – a geography much different
from the traditional dairy industry. Further, the co-op spirit allegedly was very different from
that of the traditional co-op organisations, and thus the governance structure and
organisational structure differed. Thise Dairy produces organic milk and butter products. At
the time of investigation the volumes of in-weighed milk amounted to appr. 7 Mio l.

Centrale Latte di Milano: This dairy is interesting because it is a type of dairy that vanished in
Denmark 25 years ago. A dairy without its own milk suppliers. It buys all its milk by contract
not with individual milk suppliers but with co-op milk wholesalers. A completely different
institutional arrangement than the prevailing here in Denmark. The dairy produces all types of
bulk milk and dessert products. At the time of investigation the dairy bought around 75 Mio. l.
natural milk annually.

Caseificio Sociale di Fiavé: Even if it is a co-op its governance structure is different from the
institutional setting of Danish co-ops. Further, it is interesting because it has chosen to base its
production strategy on flexibility and not on scale to satisfy a local market strongly protected
by local consumption traditions. However, it is experiencing an increasing pressure from the
retail chains that pushes the dairy towards a more scale-oriented strategy. The dairy produces
a long range of local specialty cheese products from very fresh to very hard types of cheese.
At the time of investigation the annual volume of in-weighed milk amounted to appr. 12 Mio
l.

Thus in various ways they expose differences to the modus operandi of Kløver Mælk and MD
Foods that may help to explain better why they do what they do. 

The initial contacts with the dairies revealed very clearly that neither enquetes nor very
structured interview guides were useful in getting detailed information on e.g. the geography
of product flows and transport operations. There were several reasons for this: 

� the information was not available or not in the format required 
� no single individual held sufficient information to the subjects in question 
� the guide was far too extensive and scared the interviewee 
� answers to the questions often covered more questions, though usually not in the

format asked for by the guide – also meant repetitions
� I had insufficient knowledge at the beginning to ask the right questions 
� the more I knew the less comfortable I was with the guide.
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I decided to skip the structured interview guide, and to use a loosely structured thematic guide
instead. I also decided to have the contact persons in MD Foods (Claus Haase) and Kløver
Mælk (Erik Ankjær) teach me a lesson or two on the basics of dairy product logistics –
especially Claus Haase straightened out a few things for me. The knowledge acquired through
these meetings was not only valuable as empirical data in itself it was also a great help as a
way of creating trust and mutual respect in the following interview situations. Insight signals
true interest in the practise of the interviewee. I am convinced that I have received both more
sensitive and more honest information than I would have done using a very structured
approach. Too much insight of course may also be a hindrance to new insight, but this was not
my case I am sure.  

One of the cornerstones of critical realist methodology is to look for contingencies. Assuming
that most people try to do as good a job as possible a good strategy was to ask for what caused
changes and disturbances in their practises. Having established a good dialogue you will get
more than just the sales speeches about the way it is supposed to be.

However, the consequence of this approach is that the interview material that you produce is
very different from one interview to the other even if the initial situations (theme, position,
place, company) were the same. In fact, the output varied from mostly factual information and
little strategic considerations to the opposite, and from long interviews to quite short ones
depending on the interviewee and the quality of dialogue we managed to get established.

Two categories of people were interviewed:

� people directly involved in the operational management of the transport flows; 
� people with tactical and strategic competencies as to responding to customer demands,

scheduling of production, and purchasing of transport and distribution services.

They were asked give their viewpoints on two types of questions:
� questions dealing with describing the material and product flows as accurately as possible

and why they are organised the way they are;
� questions dealing with factors causing changes or disturbances in the conditions of

operating and organising these flows.

For the list of interviews see annex no. 1.

To the extent possible I have supplemented interview data with statistical material when
possible first and foremost from the dairy companies themselves (handed out during the
interviews and annual reports), from the Danish Dairy Board, Statistics Denmark (both
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standard annual statistics and a special data query), from the analyses of the Danish
Competition Authority and from other research publications. 

With these considerations we have already embarked upon the issue of validity. So, let us do
it in a more structured manner. ‘Communicative validity’ has been sought in more ways. As I
got wiser during the interviews I confronted the interviewee with central arguments forwarded
by his colleagues during earlier interviews. In this way I was able to get an impression
whether if there were consensus on central issues. I have also had the opportunity to discuss
some of the findings with industry representatives so as to secure that the reality I have
catched and described is recognisable to the relevant actors. Finally the small contrasting
case-studies have provided with validity in terms of exposing what is general and what is
specific. 

When discussing ‘external validity and generalisation’ it is relevant to consider to whom or in
which context these validity claims should count. The research conducted provides with a
straight forward numerical validity since 95% of the dairy production is included in the case
studies - a little less if you count numbers of dairies active on the Danish home market.

More interesting however is to discuss what an analysis of the dairy industry can contribute
with to the research aiming at disclosing structural dynamics behind transport demand
generation. The dairy industry is interesting because there has been a strong structural
development through all the phases of the product chains. The case-studies will illuminate
many of the mega-trends that are taken to have impact on transport demand in both the
logistics literature and in the regional economics and economic geography literature like
concentration, flexibility, specialisation, time-compression and so on. It is also an industry
where transport and logistics play a central role. Thus, there was a good chance that the
relationship between structural development and transport demand would be more clearly
exposed.

As the case-studies are very detailed also a more detailed picture of this relationship has been
drawn. They may for this reason be a valuable contribution to these trend studies as well.
Evidence from the case-studies may be used for formulating hypotheses not only in future
studies of the dairy industry but also studies of similar product markets like meat and fish.

As a consequence of the three-year moratorium of this study the main body of empirical data
is approximately 5 years old. This is no serious problem what regards the core purpose of the
study: the relationships between structural development of product chains, transport demand
generation and the impact on transport operations. The age of empirical data is not of cardinal
importance, because focus is on aspects that are assumed to have some temporal endurance
and relevance, and on developing the methodological and theoretical foundation of future
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research in this area. Apart from this, the delay in project completion has had the advantage
that previously confidential data now has been included in the analysis

Apart from these more global contributions I hope my friends and colleagues at the
Copenhagen Business School and at Roskilde University Centre - and others with similar
research agendas - may find inspiration in the methodological and theoretical framework I
have developed. In this way hopefully some practical validity may be obtained.

As to the ‘quality of craftsmanship’ I will leave this to the judgement of the reader.

1.11 Research questions
The empirical contribution of this Ph.D. consists in answering the questions: 
� In which way do changes in the following characteristics of the dairy product chains

influence/change transport demand and transport operations in a significant way?:

- the nature of the products
- the geographical and functional structure of supply, production and distribution
- the material flow management strategies
- the external demand from retailers and customers
- the social context of co-ordination that ties the whole chain together from the milk

supplier to the retailers

� Based on the empirical findings what can be said in general about the relationships
between consumption trends, retailers demand on product supply and delivery, the dairies
production and distribution strategies and the impacts on transport demand and operations

As the inter-organisational perspective on transportation is taken to be new a major effort has
been to elaborate a theoretical and methodological foundation for this perspective. The scope
has been to integrate the functional systems perspective of traditional logistics approaches
with an inter-organisational actor’s perspective. The ontological and epistemological
foundation for selecting theoretical and methodological approach is the critical realist
understanding of real life phenomena. The inter-organisational perspective on transportation
is solidly founded in existing schools of thought. The novelty consists in bringing them
together in the particular practise field of transportation. 

1.12 Guide to the readings
Let me take you through a quick guide to the readings. The project is made out of 5 parts:

I. Introduction, ontology, epistemology and methodology
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II. The functional structure: transport demand, products and logistics strategies
III. Social fabric: the organisational lens on logistics practise
IV. The case-studies
V. Discussions and conclusions

PART I: Introduction, ontology, epistemology and methodology

Obviously you are already at the end of part I where I hope to have accounted for the
background of this study, the main questions pursued and not the least for critical realism as
an ontological and epistemological guide to the choice of methodology and theory. Two
central advices were given to the theoretical and empirical investigations:

a. The product chain as an analytical object should be viewed as a duality of two loosely
coupled structures: 

- the functional structure of transformation and transfer processes that tie the
product chain together

- the social structure as the fabric and context of co-ordination in which action and
behaviour is motivated

b. As a researcher entering the empirical field you have to be conscious about and
exploit your pre-understanding and in the same time give precedence to the dynamics
of the dialogue you have with the actors in the field

These advices have been translated into project structure as well as it will soon be clear. As
the exploration of the analytical framework applied to the empirical enquiry proceeds every
chapter in part 2 and part 3 will end with some advice to refining the framework.

PART II: The functional structure: transport demand, products and logistics strategies

This part consists of chapter 2. The chapter goes through the literature to find out how major
contributions have defined the role of transport in society and economic activity in general.
Next, transport demand is viewed as a part of the dynamics with national or international
transport systems. This perspective is further dis-aggregated, as we will look at how transport
demand has been analysed from a logistics system perspective. Finally, I direct attention to
the fact that transport is also an inter-personal/inter-organisational undertaking. The chapter
ends by pointing to an analytical framework for identifying transport demand generating
factors stemming from the functional structure of product chains. 

PART III: Social fabric: the organisational lens on logistics practise

Part three consists of two chapters. The first chapter is an account of the evolution of logistics
thought and of the organisational lens mainstream logistics research have put on logistics
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practise. This includes a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the system theoretical
perspective, which has been dominating. The second chapter seeks to spell out a theoretical
framework that strengthen the organisational perspective on logistics organisations, and that is
capable of handling a loose coupling between the functional structure of the product chain and
the social fabric (or structure). 

The choice of theory has fallen upon transaction cost theory and the industrial network theory.
The consequences of applying these theories are spelled out, and the chapter concludes with
proposing an analytical scheme for identifying driving motives behind governance and
behaviour within product chains.

PART IV: The case-studies

This part consists of 2 chapters. The first chapter gives the historical setting of the dairy
companies. Since the case-studies do not describe historic processes themselves the historical
background information serves to put findings into perspective and to enhance the explicatory
power of the analyses. The second chapter embraces the comprehensive empirical study of the
dairy product chains of MD Foods and Kløver Mælk.

The presentation of the case-studies has a prosa-like character where the content has been
organised according to the progression in the arguments forwarded during the interviews
rather than according to the structure of the analytical frameworks. 

PART V: Discussions and conclusions

The conclusion of all this work where all the methodological, theoretical and empirical
explorations are synthesised and put into perspective. The analytical frameworks identified
will bee used to decipher and to present the results in a condensed format. 

Good reading!
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PART II

The functional structure: transport demand, products, logistics strategies
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2 Understanding Transport Demand - State of the art

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is three fold: First, to give a state-of-the-art of how transport is
conceptualised at both macro and micro level in relation to economic activity in Society;
Second, on this basis to build a skeleton for the descriptive analyses of the product chains
what regards the functional and geographical organisation; and Third, to present my own way
of conceptualising transportation.

With my background in economic geography I have entered the field of transport and
logistics. This trajectory shows in the way I interpret what is “the-state-of-the-art” and the
way I try to answer questions outlined previously. You will not find classical network
analyses, operational arithmetic, econometric exercises or classical transport modelling in this
report. This does not signify that these approaches are not relevant just that they are outside
my competence area, and that I try to stick to what I know best. I hope that my approach to
understanding transport carries some novelty and additional value to the other approaches.

Transport is basically a relational undertaking that can be approached and studied at various
levels:
 
� at the societal level as a medium for social exchange and spatial structuration of human

activities; 
� at the level of the transport system where the general demand structures are met with the

general transport supply opportunities which themselves are restrained by the global
supply of infrastructure; 

� at the level of the logistical system as the specific co-ordination structure with in which
transport facilitated material flows for specific products are handled in certain ways; and

� at the level of the single exchange situation where transport bridges the gap between
specific located supplies and demands thus tying specific actors together in certain ways.

This study focuses on the two last levels, but lets take quick closer look at the two first to
position this contribution in the wider context.

2.2 Space, transportation and social activity
The transport business is one of the most important industries in Denmark. In 1999 it
contributed with appr. 60 Bill. dkk of gross value added to the Danish economy. Agriculture
usually considered a core activity in Denmark only contributed with half the amount - if also
the contributions of fishing and forest industries are added.
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Being the physical representation of one of the most important social exchanges in a market
based economy, the exchange of commodities, transport activities can be understood as the
ligaments of the economy. Transport is involved in almost any kind of social activity.

It has left the domain without clear conceptualisations and understanding of the role and
functioning of goods transport in society. One could assume this to be a reason for the
widespread use in politics of “transport” as a magic wand capable of conjuring up wealth and
happiness almost just by the sway of the word. 

However, the magic of transport is also emphasised in the textbooks written by the few
enthusiastic pioneers in the field:

“Transport creates the utility of space, it is a liberating force setting free natural,
manufactured and human resources from situations where they are yielding little satisfaction,
and transferring them to places where their full utility can be realized…We may therefore
define transport as a means for increasing human satisfaction by the movement of goods and
passengers, so that inaccessible goods may be moved to those points where consumers
require them or consumers may be moved to those points where otherwise inaccessible
service facilities may be enjoyed.” (Benson, Bugg & Whitehead 1994, p2)

Spatial friction as well as locational and seasonal bondage of resources is viewed upon as
bothersome constraints upon the economy, and transport is the means with which to overcome
these constraints. The provision of transport opportunities can even “save” peripheral areas
from their ignorant and simple lifestyles by being joined to the global economy:

“The television screen daily depicts for us out-of-the-way places where simple men still lead
simple lives ignorant of the wealth that lies in their sun drenched hills or frozen tundra.
Transport can release these resources. ...[In this way] transport releases utilities trapped in
undeveloped areas of a country”. (Benson, Bugg & Whitehead, 1994, p2 and p13)

The social and environmental consequences of this demand driven strive for economic and
spatial expansion has only recently been questioned. Instead increasing transport volumes are
often interpreted as a sign of increasing wealth, as a quasi natural phenomenon that exists
because of peoples natural desire for more:

”Of course demand for transport is in a sense a function of available facilities and services:
people always want more than they can have. Similarly, the services and facilities provided
are clearly a function of demand, for unless demand exists there is no point in providing
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them...Restricted mobility is inevitably a brake on development, in every sense”. (Hoyle &
Knowles 1998)

Very often economic activity and transport activity is thought of as two directly proportionate
economic factors. But even if there might be fairly stable co-variations between them, no
straightforward conclusions can be drawn - e.g. claiming that higher transport volumes always
result in higher economic outputs or vice-versa. The well-known British transport researcher
John Whitelegg (1993) refers to an extensive German enquiry where the proportional
importance of different factors to the increase of the volumes of road freight transport in
Germany has been examined. The results are presented below:

Table no 2-1: Different factors proportional contribution to a 73% increase of road transport
volumes from the years 1987 - 2000 in Germany

Source to growth % of total growth
Increase in GDP 54,2
Spatial changes in economic organisation 26,3
Reduced share of rail-transport 6,9
Logistical changes 6,9
Cabotage opportunities 5,7
Total 100

Source: Whitelegg, J. (1993)

Even if one of course should use such generalisations with caution the study indicates that
many other factors than level of economic activity are in fact playing a significant role as to
the explanation of transport demand. The findings suggest that structural factors are at play.
These factors relate to the spatial organisation of producers and consumers, what generally is
referred to as the division of labour either between localities or business functions, and how
they are operationally connected via the transport system. And it is to these structural factors
attention in this thesis will be devoted. 

Every social exchange has a spatial dimension, and therefore, the dynamics of labour division
play a crucial role in explaining the structural components of transport demand generation. E.
Swyngedouw (1993) observed that

"[e]very social activity is inscribed in space and takes place". (Swyngedouw, p306, 1993)

The spatial property of social action is a fundamental conditioning element to any activity in
Society. Activities that involve joining of resources and exchanges of material thus all have
particular spatial characteristics that are intriguingly tied to the opportunities that the transport
system offers. 
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Swyngedouw pointed at an interesting aspect of the relationship between social exchange,
space and transportation, namely the spatial inscription of social activity. What does it mean
that our actions are inscribed in space? If actors’ perception of, action in, and experience with
space are closely connected and inter-dependent, then actors perception of space defines or
limits the spatial reach and horizon of their activities. If this is so, then the perceived potential
reach in space is linked to experiences with access to systems that facilitate spatial reach, in
our case transport systems and their capacities. On the societal level then one can say that the
transport system restrain social exchanges and influences our perception of the spatial
framework for action. On the other hand dynamics in the social systems may push the
development of transport systems so as to expand or change the spatial scope of social
activity. 
 

2.3 The transport system and the economy
Let us go a little deeper into the dynamic relationship between the development of the
transport system and the structural development of economic activity. Transportation gains its
role and function by joining resources (products, labour, markets, persons etc.) located in
space. Thereby, it enables certain social practises to take place. 

If we think of a product’s creation process from raw material to final consumption and re-use
as a system of divisionalised activities in function and space - then transportation is the means
by which the activities of specific systems of labour divisions are tied together. Seen in a
macro perspective the localised nature of these resources and activities creates spatial
imbalances of supply and demand. 

Local excess supplies and demands may be distributed and satisfied by means of
transportation thereby enabling localised economies of scale. In this way resource locality and
transport opportunity may not only extent the spatial configuration of exchanges, it may also
in turn lead to a specialisation of economic activities in a way that extent the spatial gap
between demand and supply. This is the case whether if you look at exchanges between
internal company units, between firms or between regions. 

At this point we are not dealing with e.g. the impact of the (transport) costs involved in
overcoming spatial friction (time, distance) or particular qualitative requirements to transport
services.  It is simply the possible relationship between improved accessibility to resources
and improved transport opportunities and how this influences the spatiality of economic
organisation. These types of dynamic relationships between demand and supply have been
captured by the figure shown below.
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Figure no. 2-1: Spatial reorganisation in response to transportation improvements.
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This model indicates the dynamic relation between the supply of transport opportunities and
the demand for transport services or maybe rather the demand for accessibility to localised
resources and markets. Peter Dicken describes the dynamics of this relationship as follows:
The demand for accessibility is driving the demand for transport operations as well as
innovations that enhance available transport opportunities (through higher speed and/or
efficiency) either as new modes of transport or as improvements of existing services. This
leads in turn to a spatial convergence in time and distance and thereby bridging existing
spatial gaps between demands for and supplies of localised resources. 

New enhanced transport opportunities may themselves be the reason for extending these gaps,
because the extension of possible geographical coverage/reach of economic exchanges makes
the economic actors adjust to these new conditions by extending the spatial set-up of
operations, e.g. through concentration and specialisation of production sites and tasks. Further
one must keep in mind that new transport innovations, like other new technical /organisational
innovations, often will contain excess capacity or utility which will be exploited subsequently,
and thus as a result change the scope and conditions of economic exchanges. New levels of
interaction across companies and regions then spur the quest for access to previously spatially
protected (or constrained - depending on viewpoint) areas and resources. (Similar
considerations and arguments can for instance be found in McKinnon (1995) and DETR
(1999, chapter two)). 

A few comments on the model. When first the dialectical relationship is put in motion it is
difficult to distinguish which change triggers the next. In this sense the importance of
transport innovations to the demand for accessibility probably is exaggerated. Even if there is
an obviously important mechanism at work it has been very little understood or proven, and
therefore an important field of study. One of the major problems is the time span of change.
Another thing is the presumption that the demand and supply is moving in a one way
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direction towards still more spatial integration and higher accessibility through the mobility2

gains obtained by innovations in the transport system. 

It excludes possible regression of present transport opportunities e.g. due to infra-structural
capacity brake downs or regulation of the traffic and transport market which may in fact
hamper and/or redirect demands for accessibility. 

Clear indications of this situation are the saturated motorways in Germany and the
Netherlands and the extremely jammed air route system in Europe. Conditions that may even
course unsatisfied trip demands and spatial reconfiguration of economic exchanges if
accessibility is hampered in a more permanent manner. Other examples are restrictions on
traffic flows due to the social and environmental impact of transport activities. The point to be
made is that there is no automatic correlation between gains in mobility and accessibility to
located resources and markets. Increases in mobility may in fact lead to a decrease in
accessibility.

Further, the model points at increased interaction as a result of improvements in the transport
system. One might also think of it in terms of changing not only the scale but also the content
of interaction because new types of resources can be accessed. In this way one must assume a
dynamic relationship between the development of the transport system, the spatial
organisation of production and markets, and the transport demands that is generated as a
consequence. But it is important to keep in mind that how this relationship works is little
understood3. 

The functional rationality applied in the model presumes that the potential spatial gains
obtained through transport innovations will be automatically exploited by the economic
actors, is a strong supposition that needs to be qualified. It is suggested that the social
embeddedness of exchange relations and the spatial orientation of actors be closely
interwoven in a way, which bring other rationalities in play. Perceptions of space and the
relevance of reaching certain resources may be decided by a long range of other factors. This
is an important research issue and central to the understanding of the actual spatial
configuration of economic activities and actual transport demand generated. This will be
addressed in this thesis.

                                                
2 Mobility is defined as the ability of goods, persons or information to move in space and accessibility is defined
as the ability to reach certain localised points in space measured against a time/distance factor.
3 Notable exceptions are the PROTEUS Programme mentioned in the introduction, various contributions of Alan
McKinnon (1994, 1995, 1996), Wandel & Ruijgrok 1993, and the European project REDEFINE all of which
will be introduced later in this chapter. Also the modelling approach developed by among other Tavasszy et al.
(1999, 2000) deserves recognition although not included in this account. The intellectual heritage from the
Wandel & Ruijgrok model is represented in the next section.
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A last aspect to be touched upon at this aggregate level is the importance of transportation as a
means of contributing to the cohesion of social systems. Referring to an argument forwarded
by Herbert Spencer about a hundred years ago Irwin & Kasarda (1994) write:

“Transportation systems are both a mechanism of communications and commodity
distribution that define the social and spatial cohesion of the system” (Irwin & Kasarda,
p345, 1994).

Transport is also a means of communication, they write, and it contributes to cohesion of
social systems (e.g. cities, regions or business networks). Transportation may thus have a
much more complex role and function in Society than these very aggregated models may lead
us to believe. Transport is deeply embedded in the social context in which it is operating.
Understanding this context therefore becomes of utmost importance.

Clearly, there is both a functional (how) and socio-economic (why) dimension which need to
be integrated in the analytical design. There is something essentially systemic about the nature
of transport demand. It is born in a dynamic relationship between general socio-economic
conditions, present transport opportunities and the structure and functioning of specific
product chains. 

Figure no. 2-2: Transport demand in a socio-economic context
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Understanding transport demand thus imposes us to describe the systemic properties and to
search for the dynamic variables that bring about changes of those properties in the concrete
functional and social context in which they are operating. Let us then consider the functional
properties and change variables related to transport in perspective of the transport system.

2.4 The transport system
Wandel & Ruijgrok (1993) have developed a way of conceptualising the relationship between
transport demand and transport supply wherein they also include information technology as
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an integrated part of this relationship. It is a functional non-dynamic model that has been
designed among other things to capture any mismatches between existing transport demands
and transport supplies or opportunities. 

Its strength lies in its clear conceptions of transport demand and transport supply from an
operational point of view, in that it views the transport system as an integrated part of the
economic system, and in that these interrelationships have some functional properties which
can be described. 

Rather, the system is conceptualised as a certain structure of activities and links that together
provide with the means of moving material, information and people from one place to
another. In this sense it is a plastic system that can take on many forms depending on the
context in which exchanges are organised and executed, and the activities can be carried out
in different organisational settings. And this is what we need at this point. 

Wandel & Ruijgrok have constructed a 5-layer model that divides supply and demand in 5
functional layers: material flow; transport operation; transport infrastructure; informatics
operation; and telecommunications infrastructure. These layers or subsystems interact and
thereby creating four types of markets. 

The first layer is the material flow. The logistical activities needed to bring a certain product
to final use make up a system of material flows that pass through different, geographically
localised nodes for production, assembly, storage and display. In this study the system of
material flows is called a product chain so as to stress that systems of material flows may be
product specific. The material flow layer does not picture the actual flow but the need for
moving material between different points in the total product chain.

The demand for transport between these nodes can be described with various parameters like:
tonnes lifted, tonnes moved (= transport volumes, measured in Tkm), shipment size,
frequency, lead time, precision and demands in terms of flexibility and reliability. The total
transport demand of a given product chain then can be described as the aggregated demand
for all links.

The supplies of available transport services can be described with the same parameters as for
the demand for transport. To master these transport operations the transport companies (or
the in-house transport units) have different kinds of terminals, load units and vehicles at their
disposal. The provision of these services results in the movement of load units and vehicles
between nodes including modal shift, transhipments, sorting, consolidation and de-
consolidation. This level does not represent the actual flow either but rather the transport
opportunities available.
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Figure no. 2-3: Wandel & Ruijgrok’s model of the transport system
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 Source: Slightly elaborated version of the original (Wandel & Ruijgrok 1993, p236).

Demand and supply is matched on the transport market. Possible unit flows and vehicle
movements need not necessarily correspond with the pattern of the material flow demanded
for by the shipper. There could for instance be a mismatch between available means of
transport and the quality and quantity of transport demanded for, or because of geographical
imbalances in material flows. This would put strains on the efficiency of operations on the
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part of the transport provider). This mismatch can be measured as load factor or capacity use
efficiency, vehicle kilometres, unsatisfied demands, and level of service quality.

The supplies of physical transport infrastructure and their management are external
conditions to the transport market constraining actual possible vehicle movements in space
and time through infrastructure capacity levels, speed limits, tariffs and the actual formation
of networks of roads, routes and tracks.

The demand for using transport infrastructures and its actual supply is matched on the traffic
market. Levels of congestion, trip time reliability and even unsatisfied trip demands are
parameters that describe the degree of matching.

To any movement of materials and vehicles a flow of information is needed, and in the same
way as with the material flow there are service providers offering software and hardware
solutions to facilitate operations on both the transport and traffic market. These providers and
users on what is labelled the informatics market are in turn dependent on the supplies of IT-
infrastructures and their management together forming the telecommunication’s market.4

This 5-layered model does not explain transport demand or the dynamics behind it (it was not
intended to do so either), but in an illustrative way it integrates the material flow systems of
product chains with the system of transport opportunities. In this way the model supersedes
traditional contributions that conceptualise of the transport system as an entity completely
subjugated transport demand. 

The Wandel & Ruijgrok model emphasises the interrelationship between those two systems as
they are linked in the transport market, and it provides with descriptive parameters of
indicating and measuring realised transport demand and supply. These parameters will be
used in our investigation. 

2.5 Transport demand in a logistics perspective
Let us now then, take one step deeper into this context of transport demand generation. The
co-ordination and set-up of material flows and the transportation part thereof is the traditional
field of logistics. What logistics means and the theoretical implications of it will not be
addressed in this section. It deserves exquisite attention in a separate chapter. Therefore, the
reader is requested to accept for the time being at least, a vague notion of logistics as the study

                                                
4 Another important infrastructure, which is not included in the model but worth mentioning, is the dense system
of energy supplies along the transport infrastructures the costs of which in general make it extremely difficult to
supply with systems that support vehicles using other types of energy sources. The energy supply infrastructure
thus represent an important impediment to change towards other types of transport services.
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of how material flows are organised (geographically and functionally) and co-ordinated across
functional units (nodes) in a product chain. Transport as the glue that holds this chain together
occupies a central position in the study of logistics. 

At this point it is attempted to approach the logistics perspective through a discussion of
transport in relation to different elements of the logistics system we term product chain. 

If we perceive of the logistics system (or product chain) as the sequence of transformation and
transfer activities (material flow in the Wandel & Ruijgrok model) that are involved in
bringing a product through all its stages of production and consumption, then logistics is
about the ways in which transfer activities (e.g. purchasing, inbound transportation, stocking,
intermediary transportation, outbound transportation, warehousing, distribution, take-back)
are organised so as to facilitate the transformation processes (production, assembly and
customisation of products and consumption).

McKinnon & Woodburn (1994) have developed a logistical perspective on the demand for
transport. Their perspective is that of the logistical engineer in a single company. For this
reason their focus is on the factors that he can influence and manipulate. It may for this reason
also be called a decision hierarchy. They point to three levels that each in different ways have
their impact on the volumes of transport, namely

� Volumes of sales
� Nature of Product 
� Logistical factors

They do not specify exactly in which way transport demand is dependent on the first two
levels, since they are believed to be out of the reach for logistical management. So, an attempt
to fill out these two levels is done.

2.5.1 Volumes of sales
There is a quite obvious relation between the volumes of sales and the volumes of transport,
as we have already mentioned. Increases in sales of a certain good create a demand for
producing and distributing more which translates into increased transport demand. Therefore
any factor that influence the level of sales influences the demand for transport. It can be e.g.
consumer preferences; level of competition pressures; entry of rival product types on the
market; general supply of transport opportunities or level of accessibility to markets;
regulations on markets and so on. Apart from volumes of sales in a general sense these factors
also have importance to product obsolescence, product life, and geographical coverage which
all relate to the time and space dimension of sales volumes.
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These factors are external conditions under which the logistics of product chains is operated.
In an analytical framework then they may be included as indicators and trend signals to the
extent they can be described in e.g. statistics and available sector analyses, and as elements of
an analysis of relevant actors perception of the wider environmental conditions for operating
and how they respond to them.

2.5.2 The Nature of the Product
There are also some obvious connections between the quality or type of product that needs to
be transported and the quality and quantity of transportation that will be demanded for. The
nature of the product can have influence on such factors as frequency of shipments, choice of
transport mode, capacity use, geographical coverage, size of consignments and it may even
decide the location of production and distribution centres. This needs qualification that is
provided with in the following. 

Main relevant factors that may describe the nature of a certain product can be listed as
follows:

� Volume density
� Value density
� Raw material dependence
� Degree of process production
� Fragility and perishability
� Shape and size
� Degree of harmfulness
� After-use-residuals

Volume density
Volume density refers to the weight/size ratio and is an indication of whether the nature of a
certain product and/or its wrapping basically restricts transportation opportunities by its
weight or by its volume. A lot of air is often transported along with volume dense products.
Their high demand on floor space makes these products more costly to transport relative to
more weight intensive products. If transport costs are regarded as critical the volume density
of a product may restrict the geographical extension of its distribution. 

Transport of volume products often implies that the capacity of transportation means
generally is fully exploited. For this reason also choice of mode may be influenced since rail
and ship offer both a volume and a carrying capacity which by far exceeds that of road and air
plane and at much lower prices. Transport volumes and modal choice may therefore be
dependent on the volume density of products. Given that the mode of transport remains the
same then transport volumes will increase if a product’s volume density increases because
more trips will be needed. If high volume density forces a change e.g. from road to rail then
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transport volumes probably will decrease because much larger quantities can be carried at the
time. Examples of high volume products could be polystirol wrapping materials, foam rubber
mattresses or materials for isolation.

Value density
Value density refers to the “volume cost/product value ratio” and is an indication of whether
if the transportation costs are significant or inferior to the total costs of a certain product. A
value dense product is a product that is of high value and where transport costs probably are
regarded to be of inferior importance to overall costs. Producers or customers of products with
a higher value density may afford to demand for other qualities of the transportation service
than price, like precision, frequency, reliability, shipment sizes and so on. Requirements that
may put a strain on the operational efficiency of the transport provider, as also pointed at
during the presentation of the Wandel & Ruijgrok model. If a product has a low value density
then transport costs may be of a significant importance thus restricting geographical coverage
of product distribution. Often these products are bulk goods that are shipped in big quantities.
This calls for low cost, high capacity means of transportation like rail and ship. In this way
geographical coverage may be obtained anyway.

Geographical coverage and accessibility to resources are aspects of the same phenomenon:
the spatial friction of distance and the costs of overcoming it. The value density of a product
can be measured as transport demand elasticity as done by Coyle, Bardi & Novack (1994)
describing the relationship between change in transport price and change in demand as a
response.

Figure no. 2-4: Influence of Value and Demand Elasticity on Price
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These graphs show the same: a high value product is little sensitive to changes in transport
price whereas the opposite is the case with low value products. The only difference here is
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that the variable is not distance but quantity. It is supposed that the product is transported, and
therefore product demand decreases with higher transport prices depending on the nature of
product in question. Hence volume and value density may be significant variables in
explaining the specific spatial set-up of exchange relations. All these considerations are not
new. They have been central issues of classical location theory (see e.g. Weber 1909,
Christaller 1934, Perroux 1950, Lösch 1954, Isard 1956, and  Pred 1967).

Raw material dependence
The degree to which the production of a certain product is dependent on inputs of natural
resources can have a significant bearing on transport demand as well. If the production is
heavily dependent on raw material inputs then there may be an economic stimulus to locate
production sites near the source, even if the markets are far away. Natural raw materials are
often of a very low value density which makes the friction of distance (here equal to costs of
transportation) high. At the point of production value is added and therefore does the relative
importance of transport costs decrease. If instead inputs are everywhere available then
location of production centres may be decided by many other factors, which of course gives
other demands on transportation. 

In the figure below these two types of situations are depicted for a raw material dependent
low value product, and for a high value product that have easy access to input. Products are
directly distributed from the point of production to make it simple. The P-D relation therefore
expresses the value-added that the production process has brought about.

Figure no. 2-5: Relationship between transport costs, product value and extension of product
chain
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Different from the previously mentioned factors raw material dependence is primarily related
to transport generation in the supply phase, but it can have impact on the conditions of
distribution through the location preferences of the manufacturing company, as can been seen
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from the figure. These are all assumptions made in perspective of the importance of transport
costs, which may not be included at all in the actual decision making.

Degree of process production
Some products are the result of complicated production processes that must run in
uninterrupted sequences ie. chemical or dairy products or nuclear power. This excludes that
functional disintegration and labour divide of the production process that is possible for other
products. Production inherently becomes centralised in fewer nodes as a consequence. In this
way the nature of the production process directly conditions the incoming and outgoing
material flows. This is illustrated below.

Figure no. 2-6: Highly Processed Products In Concentrated Product Chains
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Fragility and perishability
Some products are by nature fragile and/or perishable in a way which conditions the transport
requirements in a certain way. Fragile products like electronic devices, glass and living
animals are less easy to pack and store in transport means. They usually need special space
consuming packaging that puts strains on the possible use of capacity - more air is likely to be
transported. Perishable items like dairy products, flowers and newspapers need fast material
flows all the way from raw material inputs to end consumption in order to keep their market
values. This may affect the logistical set-up of activities both in terms of choice of mode and
geographical coverage. Preference is likely to be on speedy modes of transportation, like
trucks and airplanes when it comes to transport of perishable products. Depending on the
geographical dispersion of markets then also vicinity of production sites to markets may be a
critical factor in order to keep product quality through short transport links. The time pressure
is high in the whole logistical chain.

Shape and size
Most transport managers prefer to transport bricks but often products have unfriendly shapes
and sizes that make the job more difficult. Shape and size of products may condition the kind
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of transport needed as well as the volume of transport. Changes in product layout may thus
have impacts on the ability of transport providers to consolidate and efficiently use available
capacity.

Degree of harmfulness
Some products are dangerous to the environment and must be kept, contained and transported
in special ways to avoid any unwanted damages underway. Special forms of transportation
often are required and even special routes must be followed at times. Obviously if a product is
classified as harmful it may seriously affect the demand for transport.

After-use- residuals
This heading refers to especially two aspects that have gained importance in the later years,
namely the transport associated with handling non-redeployable waste products and transport
packaging. Transport demand in relation to other after-use-residuals is thus dependent on
factors like product type, design features, context of use and on environmental concerns. 

All the above mentioned factors have to do with the nature, design and use of the product.
Each of them may be important and indicative to the identification of the transport demands
and flows generated both overall and in specific links of product chains. 

Whereas the considerations above relate to product properties and their potential impact on
transport demand viewed in isolation, the arguments presented below takes the perspective of
various managerial policies and their potential impact on transport demand. In other words,
classical business logistical aspects of transport demand.

2.5.3 Logistical factors
McKinnon and Woodburn (1994) are more specific about this level of perspective. “Logistical
factors” refers to the different areas of business activities and decisions that have direct
influence on the management of the material flow through the organisation to the customers.
They have identified four levels of activities that each in their way conditions the demand for
transport. They are:

� Structure of the logistical system
� Pattern of sourcing and distribution
� Scheduling of product flow
� Management of transport resources

The two first levels have been joined in the discussion below. For this reason the heading has
been change to simply:
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Structure of the logistical system and the pattern of sourcing and distribution
The ‘pattern of sourcing and distribution’ refers to the geographical pattern of commercial
relations with suppliers and customers. ‘Structure of the logistical system’ refers to the
number, location and capacity of production units, warehouses and freight terminals comprise
a logistical system of nodes between which freight is moved. This level thus corresponds to
the material flow level of the Wandel and Ruijgrok model.

The configuration of the logistical system and the supply and customer geography determines
the spatial relations between these nodes and thus to a large extent also the volumes of freight
which are to be moved. Therefore, there is a direct relationship between the volumes of
transport (tonkm) demanded for and the organisation of links and nodes. Below is some
examples will illustrate the line of thought.

Situation (I) in figure no. 4-9 illustrates a traditional intra-regional material flow system
where suppliers, producers and customers are located in the same area. Situation (II)
illustrates an interregional material flow system with a wider, different spatial setting with
fewer and larger nodes. 

Figure no. 2-7: A change from an intra-regional material flow system to an inter-regional setting
of supplies, production and consumption.
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It is not given that a change from a self-contained intra-regional system of supply, production
and consumption generates lower transport demand levels than a centralised inter-regional
system. Obviously, the trip distances increase in situation (II), but fewer linkages may
compensate for this. It is not given either that traffic volumes will increase since there is a
better scope for consolidating shipments. Thus, the impact of longer trip distances may well
be counteracted by the fact that fewer trips are necessary. 
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Much in the same way, a change in the nodal structure can result in changes in the transport
requirements as the figure below demonstrates where a long hierarchical distribution channel
(II) is substituted with a shorter model (II). 

Figure no. 2-8: A change from a long distribution channel with more levels of warehousing to a
short, direct distribution channel with one central warehouse
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Going from situation I to Situation II a process of centralisation has taken place both in the
production and supply links. Supply and distribution lines are in general longer in scenario
two. On the other hand concentration of suppliers gives fewer links and opportunities for
consolidating transport operations.

The upstream or downstream relations to a certain node may be organised in many different
ways. Upstream relations (the suppliers) may consist of everything ranging from many small
independent suppliers to one large single pier supplier responsible for lower levels of
hierarchically organised suppliers. Obviously, these different organisational forms condition
transport demand in different ways. One might presume that concentration on suppliers may
lead to more consolidated transport operations and thus lower traffic volumes, but other
factors could be at play making it very difficult to predict the consequences for transport
demand. For instance, changes towards tiered supply channels might be accompanied by
changes in transport requirements. New supply opportunities both production wise and
transport wise may accompany a concentration of the organisational responsibility of
incoming supplies on one or few very able suppliers. Changes in transport demand can for
this reason not be foreseen in advance. The context in which material flows are organised and
transport demands formulated must be investigated. 
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The same goes for the downstream relations or customers of a focal node. Customers are
served directly from the production node in the examples above. But the distribution channel
could be organised in many ways with more nodes, for instance regional and local warehouses
and/or links of wholesalers and retailers thus extending the distribution channel in terms of
adding more nodes and links.

Again, the spatial setting of the distribution activities vary significantly from short complex
distribution lines in situation (I) to long consolidated ones in situation (II). And again, no a
priori assumptions can be made on the basis of these two spatial settings as to the character of
the transport demand - just that it differs fundamentally.

One interesting aspect of the spatial set-up of product chains seems to be neglected by
McKinnon and Woodburn. Namely the organisation of production tasks inside the corporate
hierarchy not in terms of designing production systems, or labour organisation, but in terms of
the functional division of task between existing business units a long the product chain. This
is an aspect that some regional economists have pointed at as an important factor in
determining transport demand. Capello (1992) observes that reconfiguration of production
tasks between existing plant units may have significant impact on the need for intermediary
transportation between intra-company production and distribution units. 

Figure no. 2-9: Going from local to local production and distribution to centralised production
and distribution
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Source: Own Working

An illustration of a change from a situation where many different products are produced by
the same business unit and distributed within a geographically limited area, to a situation
where each business unit produce a single product is given below for distribution to all
markets. Note that it is not the composition of nodes that is changed radically but rather the
contents of exchanges between them. It is only the warehouse function of the production units
that has been merged into one central warehouse.
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In the above different examples are given to highlight the idea that transport demand is
closely related to the specific geography and function of nodes and the material flow
management through and between these nodes of specific product chains. Even if the different
elements like concentration/ decentralisation, long/short distribution channels, high/small
numbers of exchange relationships have commonality in their scope it is very difficult, if not
to say impossible, to generalise as to which type of reorganisation results in which type of
change in transport demand and transport flows.

What triggers these changes and what are the motives behind them depend on the strategic
decisions of the company: How many suppliers a company wants to/is able to engage in and
with who; what is to be made in-house (and where) or sourced out; how to distribute and
deliver the goods to the customers and by who - all decisions that directly influence the
transport demand.

The actual “layout” of the functional structure of a certain product chain may depend on a
long range of decisions. For instance, whether if the nodal actors regard it important to have
competition based exchange relations (may favour a strategy of multiple sourcing on identical
parts from competing suppliers), or to have competence based sourcing where close
interaction between few dedicated partners is necessary (may favour a tiered supply
organisation). These questions are theoretical issues that will be dealt with in chapter 5 & 6.

Inventories and transportation
In the logistics literature there is a widespread recognition that there exists a close relationship
between transport demand and inventory levels. It is often regarded as one of the main fields
of decision making for logistics managers. This issue will be touched upon in the following.

One might wonder why at all keep inventories in warehouses. They are expensive both as an
administrative intermediary unit and in terms of having capital tied to stockpiled merchandise
that could be used for alternative profit generating purposes. Main reasons for warehousing
can be listed as follows:

Purchasing discounts: Quantity discounts may be trading off the costs of stockpiling
supplies. Therefore inventory levels may be higher than the
input needs of the production at a certain point in time;

Production process: It is generally very expensive to close down production lines
because of missing supplies. Therefore safety stocks may be
kept, so as to stave off the consequences of sudden insufficient
supplies;
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Supply/demand time gap: This refers to the fact that most products are not produced for
order. There is a time lack between purchase and production of a
product. So, if the customer is not willing to wait and has the
opportunity to substitute the placing of an order the supplier is
forced to keep inventories to satisfy customer demands.
Operating from warehouses close to markets can thus also be
used as a means of increasing the time and place utility that can
be offered alongside with the product itself (Coyle et al. 1992);

Uncertainty: If customer demand is fluctuating in ways that are difficult to
predict then inventories must be kept at certain levels (safety
stocks) in order not to run into situations of stock outs that may
severely damage future sales opportunities. Uncertainty at one
point in the sequence of links in the material flow system or
product chain may thus have a domino effect causing
significantly higher inventory levels at each node upstream in
the product chain as a whole - the so-called Forrester-effect
(1964).

Product value: As a product passes through the different nodes of the material
flow system or product chain value is added. Thus it becomes
subsequently more expensive to stock the product. Hence, the
value of the product has great significance as to the
attractiveness of exploiting the benefits of warehousing. To the
extent high value products are stockpiled the importance of
operating with short through put times increases in terms of cost
minimising. Another way of putting this argument is to say that
the higher value a product has the more likely is it that
transportation is preferred from warehousing, with increasing
transport volumes as a likely consequence.

Product Life Cycle: The quicker a product becomes obsolete in the market the higher
is the risk of keeping inventories. Therefore, where markets are
volatile and rapidly changing one may expect that level of
inventories are kept at a minimum.

Small quantity purchases: In case the market of a certain product is characterised by many
small customers buying small quantities it will often be
necessary to keep inventories due to the discrepancy between
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the costs (and time) of transportation of small lots and the size
of purchases. Spare parts inventories are a good example of this.

Consolidation benefits: One of the main benefits of warehousing is the possibility not
only to consolidate (reduce transport volumes through larger
shipment sizes transported between nodes) inbound
transportation of single products but also to consolidate
outbound transportation of multiple product batches to
individual clients. Warehousing in this way reduce the costs of
transportation.

Transport opportunities: This gap is not only decided by the time-lack that originates
from the production process, but also from the transport
opportunities that are available. If the transport link adds
significantly to the order lead-time5 then adding a warehouse
closer to the market may be necessary to keep up customer
service levels. If the transport link is expensive adding a
warehouse link may decrease transport costs because
warehousing may enhance the scope of consolidating transport
operations. For this reason, one could expect that e.g. low value
products in small quantity orders distributed over a large market
would imply long distribution channels.

A very rough rule of thumb may be that when inventories are preferred volumes of transport
go down, provided that the geographical set-up of the material flow remains the same. But it
is highly questionable whether if such a rule is worth anything in practise. 

A set-up that relies heavily on transportation is likely to encourage actions and practises that
drive down transport costs and thus enhance efficiency in transport operations. Whether if
these mechanisms work at all may also depend very much on the cost of transport in relation
to other costs. In some product categories transport costs are completely insignificant and do
not effect at all the functional and geographical set-up, and the demand is exclusively directed
towards the quality of the transport operation (e.g. speed, reliability, safety, precision). 

But there is no doubt that the inventory/transportation trade-off is an important parameter.
This will be clear in the following that serves to make this trade-off situation more explicit.
Let us consider a situation where demand is relatively stable and known.

                                                
5 The time it takes from an orders is issued and received till the requested product has arrived.
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Figure no. 2-10: Relationship between frequency of supplies, inventory levels and safety
stocks

Inventory Level
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Safety stocks

Safety stocks
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Source: Own Working

In this example it has been estimated that transport costs do not increase to any extent that
exceed the savings possible through reducing the necessary level of safety stocks (going from
situation (I) to situation (II). By operating with more frequent deliveries and smaller shipment
sizes inventory cost have been reduced significantly (II). A shift towards a system based on
more frequent deliveries increases the dependence on the quality of transportation and may
even have consequences in terms of changing mode of transport towards quicker and more
reliable modes.

If instead demand conditions are very unstable higher levels of inventories are necessary as
can be seen in the figure no. 2-11, more radical transport mode solutions maybe viable.

The major difference here is the large safety stock that is needed to avoid stock-outs because
of a sudden massive increase in demand like the one at point 0. In this case it might be very
much cheaper to rely on airborne goods transport in case demand peeks drastically to
replenish inventories so that replenishment time A-C becomes A-C1 and the necessary safety
stock level decreases from point B to B1. There is a close, and dynamic relationship between
the spatial utility opportunities (time, place, price, quality) offered by different modes of
transport and relevant infrastructures and the inventory policies viable for any actor at a given
moment in time and place.
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Figure no. 2-11: Change in safety stock levels when introducing more speedy supplies when
demand is uncertain
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This counts for not only the levels of inventories at each point of warehousing in the product
chain but also for the decision as to how many warehouses are likely to be established along
the product chain. Taking a plain cost perspective the decision situation can be depicted as
follows:

Figure no. 2-12: Trade-off between costs of warehouse plants and transportation
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Source:  Gubbins, J. (1996)

It is not proposed that this optimum is always found or that decisions as to how to the
combination of number of warehouses and inventory levels are always following this
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rationale. Rather, they are strong hypotheses that need to be qualified, but given that cost
considerations have significant importance these trade-off costs and benefits are likely to be
relevant and thus it may have a strong impact on the demand for transportation.

Scheduling of product flow
As the headline indicates this level has to do with the co-ordination of the flows between the
nodes in product chain. We have seen that factors like external market conditions, transport
opportunities, product properties, the functional organisation of production tasks, inventory
levels and the geographical configuration of production sites and warehouses, location of
suppliers and customers are interdependent. Flow management refers to how this
interdependence is handled through linking the transformation processes and transfer
processes at the nodes and between nodes of the product chain. We will investigate how
different management principles may influence transport demand generation.

Roughly speaking ‘product flow scheduling or management’ can be categorised as supply or
demand driven. Supply or push driven product flows are managed on the basis of expected or
forecasted demand of actors located downstream in the product chain. For this reason some
researchers have a little ironically denominated these guiding principles as Just-In-Case (JIC).
In markets of stable demands relying on forecasting and prognoses may be a very viable
strategy of organising the material flow. The transformation and transfer of raw materials,
component parts and final products are scheduled in advance and the material flow is pushed
downstream in reliance on demand.

When markets are unstable (e.g. due to shifting consumer preferences, rapid development and
introduction of new products, and the arrival of new competitors) it may become expensive to
rely on prognoses. Inventory costs may increase radically due to the necessary keeping of
higher levels of safety stocks and due to products and components parts becoming obsolete
(and thus stock) in the process. The higher the value of the product the higher the risks
associated with running a JIC based supply system. 

A response to such external conditions could be relying instead on Just-In-Time (JIT)
principles of organising the material flow. Basically it means not to activate any
transformation or transfer activity before demand is voiced from downstream nodes (actors).
Thus exchanges and activities are executed on the basis of real demand and the material flow
is pulled down through the chain as demand signals are send upstream. In this way inventory
costs in principle can be kept at zero, if customers are willing to wait till the whole sequence
of activities in the product chain are realised and the product is delivered. Just-In-Time thus
refers to the principle that all inputs to transformation processes are transferred exactly when
they are needed. Therefore, time and timing become critical factors.
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You might say, that whereas the JIC organisation has a timing problem with fluctuations in
market demands and a time advantage as to responding to known demand, the JIT
organisation has a time problem with responding to known demand but an advantage as to
timing response to market fluctuations. 

In terms of transportation a JIC type of organisation favours large shipment sizes and
consolidated transport routines, and - depending on delivery requirements - all transport
modes can be used. This includes broken transport chains (combined transportation) because
large quantities are available from stock and the inventory margins are higher at the point of
delivery. 

The JIT type of organisation on the other hand requires speedy modes of transportation. That
is lorries and air borne transportation, because timing in the transformation process is so
critical, and if inventories are to be avoided then frequent and punctual deliveries of small
shipment sizes are necessary. These qualitative demands on transportation make other modes
non-viable alternatives at least with the present qualities (technological and organisational).

When markets and demands are stable process and product standardisation and large scale
production is possible creating what is called economies of scale. When markets are volatile
and demand constantly changing process flexibility, product differentiation and small batch
deliveries become important. Standardisation and flexibility may be seen as two mutually
excluding strategies6.  In reality mixes of standardisation and flexibility elements will often be
found.

Examples of combinations of the two ways of material flow handling are the so-called
postponement strategies.

“Postponement is a risk-reducing concept. The basic idea is to seek structural arrangements
or agreements that postpone final-product configuration or geographical positioning until
final customer commitment or order is received. In other words, postponement strategies do
not seek to finalize products or move them to forward markets until they are sold.” (Bowersox
& Cooper 1992, p99)

                                                
6 In fact, this dichotomy has been at the core of post Marxist theories of regional economics and economic
geography. Standardisation is taken to be the fundamental organising principle of the so-called Fordist regime of
regulation or techno-economic paradigm, and flexibility is taken to be fundamental organising principle of an
emerging regime/paradigm often called flexible specialisation or in less dichotomised versions: post-fordism.
For more detailed discussions see Fröbel & Kreye 1980, Piore & Sabel 1984, Dicken 1986, Scott & Storper
1986, Leborgne & Lipietz 1987, Walker 1988, Sayer 1989, Amin & Robins 1990, Becattini 1990, Camagni 1991,
Capello & Williams 1991, Hirst & Zeitlin 1991, Best 1993, Swyngedouw 1993, Capello 1994, Massey 1995.
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Two types of postponement strategies can be identified: Form postponements and time
postponement.

Form-postponement refers to delaying final manufacturing, assembly or packaging until
customer preferences are known and specified. In this way product differentiation is
postponed and pushed downstream. This approach is based on use of some degree of
prognoses and forecasting in the production and distribution planning. In this way basic
components which can be used in many different types of products are produced in advance,
whereas for example labelling, tags, colours, extra equipment, special packaging is added to
the basic product at a late stage. Even postponement centres can be established only with this
purpose. In this way it is possible to obtain both quick response, differentiated product
portfolio and economies of scale. Form-postponement may be interpreted as a way of adding
flexibility to JIC oriented material flow systems where some degree of demand can be
anticipated. 

The content of time-postponement is the opposite as form-postponement. The full range of
finished products is kept at (a) central warehouse location(s) and delivery is not initiated until
demand is voiced. This may be a viable strategy if demand is very fluctuating, the products
are sold on several markets and if they are of high value. Time-postponement reduces the risk
of having stocks of goods stowed in dislocated warehouses in relation to where demand is
voiced. In this way some economies of scale can be obtained in the production process
because products are manufactured for general demand and not situated demand. Products are
then shipped directly to customer when demand is voiced. This type of time governed direct
distribution relies heavily on the availability of high-speed transport modes. That is, as it is
today, lorry transportation and airborne shipments. Products must be of high value to equate
the high distribution costs incurred by this type of organisation. Even if the postponement
strategies are different in content their objective is the same: avoiding having capital tied in
stocks under conditions of uncertainty.

Resuming
In the figure below some of the basic arguments presented above have been displayed so as to
hopefully give an overview over some of the complex and interconnected relations between
the various logistical factors, product characteristics and market conditions we have touched
upon. The arrows indicate that there is a continuum in all dimensions.
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Figure no. 2-13: Relations between inventory levels and different elements of JIT and JIC
oriented material flow organisations under conditions of market uncertainty
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Management of transport resources
This heading refers to the handling of transport resources available to the provider of transport
be it in-house or third party operators. Within the logistical set-up described previously the
actual transfers of material need to be carried out. Important factors in relation to transport
demand generation at this level are: 

� capacity use of transport vehicles
� composition of vehicle fleet (number and capacity of vehicles)
� route guidance capabilities
� modal choice
� transhipment (between modes) capabilities
� scheduling, timing, speed and reliability of operations
� cost of transportation
� traffic volumes

It is important to emphasise that even if we have sorted out different levels or logistical
factors of the material flow organisation they are closely dependent on each other and cannot
be viewed as entities, but for reasons of clarity and explanation this has been done.

2.6 Implications for transport demand
It has been stressed several times that transport demand may be discrete to specific product
chains, however the different logistical elements push transport demand in various directions
which may be stated in an indicative manner. This has been done by several authors. Apart
from McKinnon & Woodburn (1994) and Wandel & Ruijgrok (1993) which both will be
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presented below reference can also be made to Tanja (1992). They all reach more or less
similar conclusions. More recently the framework of McKinnon and Woodburn has been
applied a major research project under the 4th framework programme of the European
Commission called REDEFINE (1999). Their results will also be presented.

On the basis of their framework McKinnon and Woodburn (1994) carried out a general
survey, which included logistics/distribution managers of the top eighty companies within
eight industrial sectors in the UK. (Food and drink; clothing and textiles; paper products;
chemicals; construction; non-electrical machinery; electrical and electronic machinery; and
transportation equipment). Their answers enabled a listing of the most important factors
causing changes in transport demand. The results are presented in the table no 2-2 below.

Table no 2-2: Factors Causing change in Manufacturers’ demand for Road Freight Transport,
1988-1993: Sample Firms

Net proportion of firms changing their use of
road transport

Level

Change in customer requirements + 55 L 3
Adoption of low inventory strategies + 44 L 3
Change in market area + 36 L 2
Change in  the level of sales + 32 S
Relocation of warehouses + 20 L 1
Change in the nature of the product + 19 P
Relocation of production + 16 L 1
Production/stockholding centralisation + 15 L 1
Taking over responsibility for transport   + 9 L 4
Change in the use of alternative modes   + 9 L 4
Internalisation of transport operations   + 3 L 4
Shedding of responsibility for transport    - 1 L4
Production/stockholding decentralisation    - 9 L1
Consolidation of loads  - 53 L3/L4
More efficient vehicle routing  - 59 L4
Legend: L1=Structure of the logistical system; L2=Pattern of sourcing and distribution L3=Scheduling of product flow;
L4=management of transport resources; S=Sales volumes; P=Nature of Product
Source: McKinnon & Woodburn (1994)

The conclusion they reach is that the most significant factors of change relate to changing
customer requirements and structural changes in the organisational set-up of the logistical
structure of product chains. Their survey further confirms that even if sales volumes are of
importance they far from explain the variations in transport demands. They also conclude that
the nature of product play notable role in deciding demand levels.

Sten Wandel (1993) has given some qualitative indications of the transport trade-offs of
change in logistical structures, elements and management strategies in a more general manner.
In similar ways they point at the most significant factors not only in relation to transport
volumes as in the McKinnon & Woodburn survey but also in relation to other more
qualitative aspects of transport demand.
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According to Wandel the factors that have the strongest impact on transport volumes are:
Sourcing strategies (local/global supplies, market orientation (production for local/global
markets) number of storage points (Warehouses), increased product value and production for
order. 

Table no 2-3: Relationships between logistics structures and transport demand
Logistic shifts TonneKm Geographical

coverage
Shipment
size

Frequency Speed Quality Flexibility Service
coverage

Global sourcing ++ ++ + _ + + _ +

Fewer partners + + + _ _

Outsourcing + + ++ ++

Fewer storage
points

+ _ _ ++ ++ + + +

Inventory
upstream

+ _ + + + + +

Local sourcing
and production

_  _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table no 2-4: Relationships between logistics components and transport demand
Logistic shifts TonneKm Geographical

coverage
Shipment
size

Frequency Speed Quality Flexibility Service
coverage

Increased
product value

_ _ _ + + ++

Shorter product
life cycle

+ _ + + +

Customised
products

_ +

Order production _ + ++ + +

Table no 2-5: Relationships between logistics management and transport demand
Logistic shifts TonneKm Geographical

coverage
Shipment
size

Frequency Speed Quality Flexibility Service
coverage

JIT _ + ++ ++ +

Channel
integration

+ _ + + ++ _ / + ++

Quality
programme

++ ++ +

Customised
distribution

+ + + ++ +

Legend: * = increase; ** = large increase; _  = decrease; _ _  = large decrease
Source (table 2.2, 2.3, 2.4): Wandel (1993) 

In a recent European research project, REDEFINE (1999) a large consortium - composed by a
long range of leading logistics research institutions in Europe - has surveyed evidence from
four European countries as to the underlying components of the growth in freight traffic. The
key logistical trends and drivers that were used as explaining variables were a slightly
modified version of the McKinnon & Woodburn framework presented earlier: 
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1) Restructuring of logistical systems
2) Realignment of supply chains
3) Rescheduling of product flow
4) Changes in management of transport resources
5) Changes in product configuration/design

These factors have different effects on the nature of the change in the transport demand. The
first two points are the main drivers behind changes in handling and average lengths of haul.
They point to the factors which have led to an increase in the numbers of links in a typical
supply chain, and to the fact that increasing dispersion of locations and increases in market
areas have led to increasing trip lengths. Changes in the next two points reflect the efficiency
of the transport logistics sector and will affect the total amount of transport through changes
in carrying capacity and load factors.

The findings are summarised in the table below. There is no simple conclusion concerning
these forces and their relative strength, since there are variations between products and
between countries. 
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Table no 2-6: Logistical Trends and Drivers 1985-1995 
Key Logistical Trends & Drivers
1985 to 1995 

Agriculture
Products 

Food &
Drink 

Wood &
Paper 

Building
Materials 

Transport
Equipment 

Miscellaneous 

1 Restructuring of logistical systems 
1.1 Spatial concentration of production;
either through 

�� �� �� �

Reduction in plant numbers, or � � �

Increased plant specialisation (‘focused
production’) 

� �

1.2 Spatial concentration of inventory � � �

1.3 Development of breakbulk/
Transhipment systems 

� �

1.4 Centralisation of sorting operation in
hub-satellite network 
2 Realignment of supply chains 
2.1 Vertical disintegration of production � � � �

2.2 Concentration of supplier sourcing � �

2.3 Wider geographical sourcing of
supplies 

�

2.4 Wider distribution of finished products � � �

2.5 Increase in retailer’s control over
supply chain 

� �

2.6 Concentration of international trade on
hub ports 
3 Rescheduling of product flow 
3.1 Application of JIT principle in
manufacturing 

� � �

3.2 Adoption of Quick Response and ECR
in retail distribution 

� �

3.3 Growth of ‘nominated day’ deliveries 

3.4 Proliferation of booking-in/timed-
delivery systems 

�

4 Changes in management of transport
resources 
4.1 Improvement in road’s relative
cost/performance 

� � �

4.2 Increased use of outside
transport/distribution contractors 

� �

4.3 Changes in vehicle size regulations � � �

4.4 Changes in handling systems 

4.5 Increased use of Computerised
Vehicle Routing and Scheduling 

� � �

4.6 Increase in return loading � � � � � �

5 Changes in product
configuration/design 
5.1 Increase in complexity, sophistication
of product 

��� � � � �

Legend: ��indicates a significant driver or force in the sector
Source: Commission of the European Communities (1999)
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The report has identified six critical factors, which affect the way in which a given output of
goods is translated into vehicle-kilometres of freight traffic:

1. Value density: the ratio of product value to weight, which affects the translation of GDP
into a physical volume of goods.

2. Modal split: affected by price and reliability factors such as time in transit, variance of
time in transit, security of goods and accessibility to depots.

3. Handling factor: nature of networks and the size of total flows will affect the number of
links in a supply chain. This can be measured by the ratio between the weight of goods
lifted (loaded on to a means of transport) and the weight of goods produced.

4. Average length of haul: as the spatial pattern of production and consumption changes, so
will average lengths of haul, but changes in the logistic structure which affect the number
of separate links in supply chains will also affect average lengths of haul.

5. Load factor: changes in the efficiency of carriers will be affected by the relative bulk of
loads and the size of vehicles, as well as by operational scheduling efficiency.  This
translates tonne-kilometres into vehicle-kilometres, that is, a flow of goods into observed
traffic.

6. Empty running: in addition to load factors per se, it is necessary to take into account how
efficiently vehicle fleets are managed.  A considerable proportion of freight traffic
involves the movement of empty vehicles back to depots.

The results of the REDEFINE analysis indicate that an increase in the average length of haul
is the single most important contributor to increased road freight demand. In some countries,
this has been accompanied by a significant rise in road's share of total traffic. Typically, this
has resulted in appr. 50% increase in road tonne-kilometres. This was at least double the
growth in the weight of goods produced or imported. The use of heavier vehicles has to some
extent compensated for this. The average payloads have become around 20% heavier. This,
together with a reduction in the level of empty running (approximately 10%), has limited the
increase in vehicle kilometres. This additional demand, however, is still greater than the 20%,
or so, increases that change in the weight of goods produced or imported would account for.  

Of particular interest to our case is the findings of the French case-study regarding the trends
in the food and drink industry. These logistics trends and drivers were found to be the most
significant:
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Table no 2-7: Logistical trends and drivers in the French Food & Drink Industry 1985-1995
Restructuring of logistical systems � Spatial concentration of production either through reduction in plant

numbers or increased plant specialisation
Realignment of supply chains � Vertical disintegration of production

� Wider geographical sourcing of supplies
� Increase in retailers control over supply chain

Rescheduling of product flow � Application of JIT-manufacturing
� Adoption of quick response and ECR in retail distribution

Changes in management of
transport resources

� Improvement in  road’s relative cost/performance ratio
� Increased use of third party transport and distribution
� Changes in vehicle size regulations
� Increased use of computerised vehicle routing and scheduling

Changes in product configuration � Increase in product complexity and sophistication

Source: REDEFINE and the EU Commission 1999

We have now gone through the various components of material flow organisation and the
matching with the supply of transport opportunities together forming what in the Wandel and
Ruijgrok model has been labelled the transport market. And we have identified important
logistical elements of product chain organisation and how they relate to transport demand. 

These elements can be used analytically as tools of describing the structural properties of
product chains that have importance to the quantitative and qualitative aspects of transport
demand, and as explanatory variables as to the most important factors that bring about
changes in this structural setting. 

In the scheme below the descriptive variables within the McKinnon framework are listed.
This scheme has been used as a reference framework for asking questions during the case
studies. It also serves as a skeleton for arranging the findings much in the same way as
presented in the REDEFINE project. 
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Table no 2-8: Analytical variables and questions to the functional structure of product chains 
McKinnon’s
Hierarchy

Driving forces

Changes in the
product
configuration and
volume of sales

? What are the most significant properties of the natural milk and the dairy products in
terms of their:

- volume density
- value density
- raw material dependence
- processed production origin
- fragility and perishability
- shape and size
- other

? Which trends in consumption of the dairy products can be observed 
? In which way do they influence the demand for transport and the management of
transport operations

Changes in the
logistics structure

? Which major changes in the logistical structure of the dairy product chains can be found
in terms of:

- Concentration of dairy production (numbers, location, capacity of units)
- Specialisation of production (number of dairy product categories per unit and

degree of functional task division between units)
- Concentration of inventory (numbers, geography, capacity of warehouses) 
- consolidation and breakbulk points

? In which way do these changes influence the demand for transport and the
management of transport operations?

Changes in the
structure of supply
and demand
linkages

? To which extent has a process of realignment of supply and demand linkages taken
place in terms of:

- Vertical (dis-)integration of production (out/in-sourcing of production tasks)
- Concentration of the milk supply structure
- Geographical sourcing of natural milk 
- Geography and scale of customers’ (retailers’) supply structure*
- Vertical (dis-) integration of transportation and distribution*

? In which way do these changes influence the demand for transport and the
management of transport operations?

Changes in the
scheduling of the
product flow 

? To which extent has a process of rescheduling of the product flow taken place in terms
of:

- Degree of JIT oriented strategies (inventory strategies)
- Product focus (standardisation or customisation)*
- Process focus (flexibility or scale)*
- Changes in customers’ (retailers’) demands on delivery* 

? In which way do these changes influence the demand for transport and the
management of transport operations?

* Some obvious elements missing in the McKinnon/REDEFINE framework
 

2.7 The single exchange situation
Before going on to discuss the theoretical framework I would like to recall what transport is
about by taking a closer look at the single commodity exchange situation. Fig. ? shows an
example of a single exchange sequence of a certain product chain, where the material and
information flow associated with an exchange between two nodes in the network, has been
depicted.
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Figure no. 2-9: Bridging the producer-consumer gab with transportation in a single exchange
situation

Customer Producer

Transport provider

Material flow
Information Flow

Source: Own working

Let it be an Italian company that supplies a Danish chemical plant with some basic substance.
A third party carrier carries out transportation. The Italian company provides with a located
resource, the Danish company provides with a located demand, and a transport provider
enables this exchange to take place. Transport is the activity by which localised resources (be
they natural, manufactured or human manpower) are brought together to satisfy the wants of
certain located actors performing spatially separated activities in a product chain.

Transport is movement in space (in time over distance) that bridges the geographical gaps
between located supplies and demands (Janelle 1969). This is how transport creates what was
termed as the utilities of space through bridging the producer-consumer gap, and thereby
adding value to the business activities in a given product chain. 

Transport operations therefore have an inherently strategic importance to any material
exchange situation in the sense that available transport opportunities decide the possible
geographical reach of company operations, or a company’s possible access to localised
resources and markets. Therefore, at any given time it is the present transport opportunities
that decide the possible spatial extension (in time and distance) of demand and supply
relations in any product chains. But, as we already know, there is more to transportation than
just being a trick to overcome spatial imbalances on the market. 

First, the phase of transportation is the critical intermezzo where a certain good has left the
“safe harbour” of the producer and not yet arrived at the “safe harbour” of the customer.
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Depending on type of product, then control over and co-ordination of the exchanges
(information flows) becomes an important part of the transport operations. The higher
demands on care and delivery of products the more co-ordination and control over operations
is needed. 

Second, the higher the importance on timing of dispatching and arrival of a certain product
the higher the degree of interdependence between the two exchanging parties, and the more
co-ordination is needed not only between producer and transport provider but also between
producer and customer. The functional cohesion of business activities provided by transport
operations is thus fundamental to the understanding of transportation, as well as the social
context of co-ordination that it implies. The mutual perceptions of behaviours and capabilities
of the actors involved in these activities must occupy a central role to the understanding of
transport demand. 

The social embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985) is of importance to answering the “why”
questions and thus calls for a theoretical framework for understanding actors actions and
behaviour in product chains. The co-ordination needs that accompany a higher degree of
integration of two exchanging parties economic activities are not only inscribed in space and
time but certainly also in a sociality that evolves around the exchange situation. 

Third, the transport provider will often be the field representative of the supplier as he hands
over the good. Thus, transportation may for this reason often function as a communication
channel not only between the provider and the involved parties at each end of a consignment,
but also between the exchanging parties. The transport provider can have a signalling value in
terms of representing a certain producers product and commitment in the exchange relation. 

Therefore, the theoretical approach must be able 
� to understand transport demand as a part of a wider set of functional and strategic

elements in companies' behaviour. 
� to interpret the role and significance of transport in a certain exchange relationship, as

well as in the whole sequence of exchange relationships of a product chain.
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3 Foundations of logistics thought

In the previous chapter we have identified an appropriate skeleton for describing the
functional and geographical structure or organisation of product chains. Of course the
rationale guiding the strategic and operational management of these structures is the domain
of logistics research. Therefore, a natural starting point for the investigation of a theoretical
foundation for the understanding of the structure-action relationships in logistical
organisations is to learn from the business logistical research tradition. Although it is a fairly
new discipline it has already had an unprecedented success as an applied science discipline.
This is clearly demonstrated by the rapid increase in strategic importance in the business
hierarchy the logistics function and way if thinking has enjoyed over the last decades.

The intention with this chapter is therefore to identify the strengths of the logistics research
tradition and if possible to supply with a few additional perspectives that fit with the overall
purpose of this project - first and foremost a strengthening of the actor’s perspective.
 

3.1 The emergence and development of the logistics thinking
Historical accounts of the conceptual development of logistics (e.g. Kent & Flint 1997,
Norrman 1997, OECD 1996, Møller 1996, Hutchinson 1987, Bowersox 1986, Ballou 1985)
demonstrate the challenges to the research field in terms of contents and coherence: The
expansion of its domain (Storhagen 1987), and (may be as a consequence) the segmentation
of contributions in terms of either focusing of certain parts of this domain or include all
business processes - and thus all management disciplines. 

An OECD-panel of logistical experts has analysed the relationship between the general
management orientation and the position and role of logistics in a historical perspective. In the
table below is given a summery of their viewpoints.

Before the 1970’s the management orientation was very much directed towards obtaining
economies of scale. Business functions were separated from each other and cost reduction
policies were of a local responsibility. For this reason all the functions that we nowadays
name logistical functions, like purchasing, in-bound and out-bound transportation, order
management, packaging production and distribution scheduling etc. were disconnected
activities. 
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Table no. 3-1: Industrial Management and Logistics Orientation

Production
orientation

Focus on low  cost,
economies of scale,
high volume produc-
tion.

RIsk of excess 
capacity, over-
production

Sales
orientation

Focus on sales,
increased sales,
short term com-
petitive advantages

Risk of too much
emphasis on scale
resulting in 
decreasing profits 
per article

Market
orientation

Focus on market,
market-analysis,
produx mix,
market planning

Risk of too much
emphasis on mar-
keting and service,
forgetting produc-
tion procurement,
distribution

Material flow
orientation

Focus on total cost
and revenue in 
internal and external
flows.

Risk of focussing too
much on material 
flows, which can 
cause problems in the
total allocation of 
resources

Product generation
orientation

Focus on flexibility and 
short lead times in product 
development, production
and distribution

Risk of increased costs 
due to failure in optimising
resource utilisation in the 
network

1910 1930 1950 1970 1990

Logistical focus on reducing costs of transport  and inventory
as separate functions

Log. focus on reducing
tot. log. costs of the firm,
 and creating customer 
 service value

Log. focus on tot. network
costs, and the establishing
of flexible, temporary log.
channels

Source: Constructed on the basis of OECD 1996

As the volumes of material and products through the business organisations were increasing
and becoming more diversified pressure on the handling costs was increasing. Total cost
accounting was introduced in the 50s as a response to these cost increases and gained impetus
during the 60s. It marked the entrance of systems thinking (Kent & Flint 1997) and concepts
of logistics referring to a set of activities facilitating the production organisation and later the
purchasing and distribution function. Total cost analysis grew out from explorations of the
inventory/ transportation trade-offs. This approach focussed on the fact that local cost
rationality often was counter-rational from an overall cost perspective (e.g. the trade-off
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between inventory levels and the costs of transportation). Its primary objective was therefore
to balance the costs of several logistical activities in the business organisation against each
other to avoid diseconomies of fragmented cost reduction measures. These measures tended to
push the cost problem around rather than lowering the overall costs of handling the material
flow organisation.

Operations analyses followed suit (Grønland 1992) and were introduced as a method of
increasing efficiency in the co-ordination of the individual activities (first of all production
logistics and transportation optimisation). This process began in the sixties and took speed
during the 70s where also increasing customer demands were putting strains on the logistical
organisation. Focus gradually shifted towards the external relations of the companies. The
material flow organisation should not only be viewed as an internal field of optimisation but
also as an external field. Matching out-bound transportation and distribution operations with
customer demands became still more important. 

Total chain perspectives on logistics developed and the system thinking settled as the way of
interpreting logistics activities also in the business management disciplines. For instance the
issue of avoiding functional duplication in the interface between two logistics systems
(Bowersox 1986) became an apparent reason for applying such a perspective. By the mid 90s
a new era has allegedly begun where the total material flows of products across business
organisations are seen as the new field of optimisation and co-ordination:

“The change that can be seen taking place right now is the change towards product
generation orientation where companies focus their efforts at a global optimisation of
resources and shortening of all lead times, this is seen as necessary as competition and
consumer demands increase even more and the life cycle of products get shorter.” (OECD
1996, pp41)

One may say that the product-oriented approach adopted in this thesis is also of contemporary
relevance from a management point of view. According to the OECD panel, it is the rapid
improvements of the information technology and transport opportunities that have facilitated
the development towards still more flexible, temporary production and distribution networks,
and virtual corporations where companies join together with the purpose of rapidly
developing, introducing and distributing specific products for specific clients. Up and down
stream relations may extent geographically as the search for the right business partners is
becoming more crucial. This type of management orientation requires the mastering of highly
integrated logistics operations and not the least relationships. 
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3.2 Conceptualising Logistics
Practically every textbook in logistics is struggling with the vast number of different concepts
that more or less cover the same ground. Some concepts focus more on purchasing, the supply
side dimension, some on production planning and control, and others on the distribution and
marketing aspects of logistics. Some have a very operational approach to defining logistics
and some are very strategy oriented. As a general consideration one can say that as time and
timing are becoming still more important competition parameters logistics have become a still
more “hot” management issue, and its perceived strategic importance has been increasing
both amongst practitioners and researchers.  As a consequence the concepts of logistics have
expanded their domain not only operationally but also strategically.

Of course, the managerial orientations are also reflected in the various concepts of logistics
that have developed over the years.

The figure below shows a slightly modified version of a graph that Møller (1996) sketched to
demonstrate how the different concepts of logistics can be positioned in relation to each other.
It is an attempt to grasp the flourishing concept development that has been characterising this
field so far. 

Figure no.  3-1: Various Logistics Concepts Positioned

Logistics Engineering

Materials Handling

Integrated Logistics Management

Materials Management Production Control Physical Distribution

Supplier Management Physic. Distrib. Managem.

Business Logistics

Logistics Management

Supply Chain Management

Materials Administration

Marketing Logistics

International Business Logistics

STRATEGY FOCUS

OPERATIONAL FOCUSSUPPLY FOCUS DEMAND FOCUS

Source: Based on Møller 1996

For the same reason, it is difficult to point to a common reference of what logistics precisely
is and cover. The American institution The Council of Logistics Management (CLM) is
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probably the one institution that comes closest to be an authority in the field. Their definitions
of logistics - old as new - have very often been cited in the literature. The conceptual
development of logistics over the years is also reflected in the changing definitions of
logistics. In 1962, when they were still called The National Council of Physical Distribution
Management (NCPDM), they defined the field as ‘physical distribution management’,
referring to:

“the integration of two or more activities for the purpose of planning, implementing, and
controlling the efficient flow of raw materials, in-process inventory and finished goods from
point of origin to point of consumption. These activities may include, but are not limited to,
customer service, demand forecasting, distribution communications, inventory control,
material handling, order processing, parts and service support, plant and warehouse site
selection, procurement, packaging, return goods handling, salvage and scrap disposal, traffic
and transportation, and warehousing of storage”. (Cited in Ballou 1985, p4)

Logistics is thus defined as the search for material flow efficiency through integration of
various business activities. The perspective is not the co-ordination of the entire chain but
segments thereof. The organisational focus is not very clearly defined, and attention is
directed towards internal efficiency. The Scandinavian tradition of logistics studies, - or
'Materials Administration' as it is labelled - was from the start less prescriptive and clearer in
its organisational approach to the field, than the American tradition. In 1971 Dag Ericsson
defined Materials Administration (MA):

“as the view and the principles by which we seek to develop, plan, organise, co-ordinate and
control materials flow from raw material to final consumer”. (Dag Ericsson, 1971)

The MA - school was from the out set more explicit about their systemic view on logistics
organisations (Storhagen 1987). In 1986 the CLM reformulated their concept of logistics:

“Logistics is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, effective
flow and storage of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods, services, and related
information from point of origin to point of consumption for the purpose of conforming to
customer requirements”. (Cited in OECD 1996)

Logistics is no longer only about operational efficiency, it is also about effectiveness
measured against external customer demands. Trade-offs between customer demands and
operational costs have become part of the logistics domain. Anther popular way of expressing
this challenge is by the so-called "7 R's":
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“to ensure the availability of the right product, in the right quantity, and in the right
condition, at the right place, at the right time, for the right customer, at the right cost.”
(Møller 1996)

Following this line of thought the role of logistics may be interpreted to be to provide with not
only space and time utility, but also quality and quantity utility for each node in the system or
chain, and as a total system for the final customer. The provision of these utilities are thus
accompanied by possession utility as well (Novack & Wells & Rinehart 1992). 

3.2.1 Supply Chain Management
The increasing focus on customer demands has inspired to picture the logistical system as a
demand led chain of activities where the material flow is pulled downstream in sequences of
dyads of demand and supply relations, as shown in the simple figure below7.

Figure no.  3-2: The Logistical System of Demand and Supply Chain Relations

SupplierPurchaseInventoryProductionWarehouseDistributionCustomer

Demand information + finances

Transportation of materials 

Source: Own Working

One may perceive of the product (supply) chain as a certain organisational arrangement or
form in its own right and different from formal business organisations. A strong contribution
to this line of thinking is the concept of supply chain management (e.g. Ellram 1991,
Saunders 1994, Macbeth & Ferguson 1994, Schary & Skjøtt-Larsen 1995, (Lambert &
Cooper & Pagh 1997 and 1998, Kotzab & Otto 1999), or simply SCM8. With the supply chain
concept the field of logistics expands from an engineering discipline logistics into the
business economic domain by explicating and emphasising the organisational context of
logistics (Lambert & Cooper & Pagh 1997). 

                                                
7 To be sure, these processes are not conceived of as linear. In fact often backward loops, parallel and /or reverse
logistics activities occur. Rather the figure is proposed as a model of the main flow through the system.
8  Other theoretical contributions with a stronger organisational perspective are the marketing channel literature.
Though closely related to the logistics discipline surprisingly little theoretical interaction has taken place
between those two fields (Stock 1995). Here only SCM is described. It serves more as a trend description rather
than an account for all the various approaches in the logistics research. 
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‘Logistics’ then takes on another and more comprehensive meaning: The development of the
supply chain as a particular (efficient and effective) organisational formation, or maybe rather
a strategic organisational arrangement (Schary & Skjøtt-Larsen 1995).

As a consequence of the increasing focus on SCM and the accompanying confusion (New &
Payne 1995) as to the difference between the concept of logistics and SCM the Council of
Logistics Management again modified their definition of logistics:

"Logistics is that part of the supply chain process that plans, implements, and controls the
efficient, effective flow and storage of goods, services, and related information from the point-
of-origin to the point-of -consumption in order to meet customer requirements." (CLM, 2000)

This "rally of re-labelling" as New & Payne (1995) call it does not bring much additional
information about the basic differences. Schary & Skjøtt-Larsen (1995) have tried to explicit
the difference. They write:

“The supply chain encompasses logistics, but it is more. It includes the flow of materials and
products to customers, but it now also includes the organizations that are a part of this
process, crossing organizational boundaries to link their internal operations as a part of this
system... 
…
“At the risk of being arbitrary, we define logistics to be oriented primarily to the processes of
a single firm and its supporting logistics service organizations. It has an orientation from
inside the firm, coordinating activities and the flow of materials into the organization and the
movement of products outwards toward the market.

In contrast, the supply chain embraces the entire set of processes and organizations from
source to final customer. The orientation extends beyond the flow process itself.” (Schary &
Skjøtt-Larsen 1995, p18)

Supply chains are defined as a specific form of organisation with distinct attributes (Schary &
Skjøtt-Larsen 1995). Based on an extensive content analysis of the SCM literature Kotzab &
Otto (1999) conclude that supply chains are generally viewed as 

"a set order-linked sequentially inter-dependent actors passing material object (products) in a
uniform direction from stages of raw production, along several steps of manufacturing and
assembling through various stages of moving, storing, and selling to the final customer in
order to satisfy customer demands thereby optimizing choice, service, speed and cost"
(Kotzap & Otto 1999, p216)
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The closest we come some authoritative definition of SCM is probably the one offered by the
Global Supply Chain Council (GSCC)9:

"The supply chain encompasses every effort involved in producing and delivering a final
product or service, from supplier’s supplier to customer’s customer. Supply chain
management includes managing the supply and demand, sourcing raw materials and parts,
manufacturing and assembly, warehousing and inventory tracking, order entry and order
management, distribution across all channels, and delivery to the customer. " (GSCC 2001)

Apart from demonstrating how the domain of logistics definition wise has expanded into
practically all business processes, the definition also reveals a certain actors’ perspective. It
makes topical the question: who is SCM good for? Cooper & Ellram (1993) write that SCM

"organizations are characterised by having a top management structure often headed by a
strong chief executive. The supply chain clearly needs to have leadership in order to develop
and execute strategy." (Cooper & Elram 1993)

SCM is thus an organisational design strategy, a strategic tool for top management of leading
manufacturing companies (Kotzab & Otto 1999). In this sense the concepts remains faithful to
the tradition of defining logistics normatively. 

This is not surprising since logistics researchers often define the field as a genuine applied
science discipline at the service of logistical practitioners (e.g. Kent & Flint 1997, Hensvold
1997). The emphasis on the organisational and strategic aspects in the SCM literature
represents one of the most prominent examples of trying to position logistics as a proper
business scientific research field. The co-ordination of the different functions is not only
viewed as challenges originating from the technical interchanges of the supply chain, but also
from the configuration and functioning of the social organisation in which these supply chains
are embedded. 

In fact, one conclusion from an extensive analysis of SCM implementation where 80
managers were interviewed was that if management was not aware of adopting measures to
align organisational behaviour to the supply chain objectives and operations, the supply chain
would likely to be less competitive and profitable. An interesting observation was that if the
physical and technical properties of supply chain operations change the alignment of
organisational behaviour is likely to be in need of change as well (Lambert, Cooper & Pagh
1998).

                                                
9 This Forum is founded by some of the largest manufacturing companies in the world.
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Let us try to conclude. Till now it has been attempted to picture the way in which many
logistics researchers define their research field and basic analytical focus. The main points to
be summarised are the following:

� The organisational focus has been continuously expanding from an intra-
firm/production unit process and cost optimisation focus to gradually include
distribution, supply operations, and finally the whole sequence of activities including
the supply chains of customers. 

� Logistics research is still new demonstrated by the constant re-labelling and re-
defining of the logistics concept.

� Logistics research is regarded to be a genuine applied science discipline. This is
reflected by the normative definition of logistics referred to. 

� The role of the logistics researcher is to provide with new tools and organisational
design which management can apply to enhance the performance of their logistical
systems.

� The analytical unit is ideally the supply chain. Supply chains are perceived as the
order-linked functionally coherent sequence of transformation and transfer activities
necessary to satisfy specific product demands of customers.

� However, the analyses of supply chains usually take on the perspective of the main
actor endowed with the power and position to pursue strategic management objectives
across the various actors linked together in the supply chain.

� The supply chain is understood as a system.

� All individual units and activities of the supply chain are better explained and
managed as collectively interdependent elements.

� The supply chain has purpose and can be viewed as a strategy in itself.

� The purpose is to obtain cost efficiency and competitiveness through the provision of
proper space and time utilities, quantity and quality utilities, and possession utility for
each node in the system as well as for the total system including the final customer.

Systems theory plays crucial role to logistics thought. Since it ahs some important
ramifications as to understanding behaviour and the role of the actor we will dig into this.

3.3 Systems theory and the perspective of actors in logistics
Systems theory as such has its roots in mathematics and engineering and bloomed in the post-
war years. These theories were specifically devoted to understand and develop complex
technical systems. The definition of systems therefore had an exclusive functional content.
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Later the system theory spread into the social sciences as well. System thinking has had
pervasive impact on much theory building in social sciences and has followed many strands.
Here we shall concentrate of the systems theoretical thinking which has been prevailing in
logistics. So, when reference is made to systems theory it is that particular interpretation
which has gained hegemony in logistics thinking - the general (or hard) systems theory and
situational design theory (Schary 1986, Gomes & Mentzer 1988, Ho 1995).

Even if it has been an essential part of logistics thought since the emergence of total cost
accounting and operational analyses, (Bowersox 1986, Törnroos, Haim & Ekholm 1995) few
contributions in the field explicit actually their system theoretical foundation. However, the
growing awareness of establishing a solid scientific basis for the business logistics discipline
have led researchers to suggest to make systems theory a more explicit part of the analytical
foundations (see e.g. Gomes & Mentzer 1988, Gammelgaard 1997, Hensvold 1997), 

Below some interpretations of what the systems perspective implies to the understanding of
logistics systems/organisations:

Hutchinson writes:
“The word system, as used in the context of logistics, identifies a grouping of logistics
elements or activities that are integrated through the common purpose of attaining an
objective. Regarding logistics as a system is an abstract method of thinking, but this
abstraction prevents the logistics manager from getting lost in the details by emphasizing the
importance of harmony and coherence among logistic elements”. (Hutchinson 1987, p5)… 
“The manager who views an enterprise (a business concern or firm) as an integration of
functional areas working together toward a common goal is considering that enterprise a
system. Various areas within the firm are integrated by the flow of resources, with each area
depending on the others for survival. The firm then becomes a physical system just as a
machine such as an automobile is a system.” (Hutchinson 1987, p4)

Grønland adds:
“Logistics is systems thinking applied to the flow of materials...It means that we focus on the
material flow. We then divide it into its separate functions, and analyse how the entire
material flow is influenced by the interplay between different transport activities,
warehousing and transformation processes...Seen from a system perspective the logistical
system of the company can be interpreted as consisting of the three simple building bricks:
Transport, Inventory and Transformations...What we are interested in when we analyse the
logistical system is not the single components but the totality. (Grønland 1992, p32 and p33 -
translated from Norwegian)

Bowersox on the purposefulness of logistical systems:
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“Given objectives, a system capable of obtaining the desired results can be designed”…
“Some principles can be stated concerning general system architecture. First, the
performance of the total system is of singular importance. Components exist and are justified
only to the extent that they enhance total system performance. Second, components do not
individually require optimum design. Emphasis is based upon the integrated relationship of
components in the system. Third, a functional relationship, called trade-off, exists between
components that may stimulate or hinder combined performance. Finally, components linked
together as a system can, on a combined basis, produce end results greater than possible
through individual performance. In fact, the desired result may be unattainable without
synergistic performance. (Bowersox 1996, p26)

Persson & Virum point out that:
“system theory enables analysis on the complex relations between purchasing, production,
marketing and consumption. It provides with an overall and coherent framework for
classifying problems in different system levels...The company is defined as an open system,
because its components have contacts not only to each other but also to the surrounding
environment - suppliers, customers, competitors, Society and other interest groups. Systems
are dealt with in different levels according to the brick or module building principles, for
instance the type of functions, departments, companies and markets”. (Persson & Virum
1990, p39 - translated from Norwegian)”

And finally Schary & Skjøtt-Larsen on the managerial challenge:
The system concepts is a central theme of logistics management. Logistics involves many
organizational units and functional activities which must be coordinated to achieve a common
goal. Organizational conflicts and the focus on individual goals of each organizational unit
results in sub-optimizing behaviour, which conflicts with the larger management goals for
logistics as a system...
Three types of problems immediately become apparent: Identifying the components of the
system, measuring the present and potential impact of system changes, and motivating
managers within the system to conform to system goals. The first exercise in determining
sources of interaction and influence which define the organizational system. The second
measures cost and performance of system actions within this context of interrelationship...In
addition motivation of managers in other organizational units is difficult when they operate
under different guidance...
The alternatives available in any given system are created by strategies relating to the
numbers of distribution centres and factories, production schedules, inventory and
transportation policies and other elements which are tied to specific system designs. (Schary
& Schjøtt-Larsen, p22-23 1986)
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Although one should be careful with making generalisations on the basis of these few
statements it is claimed that the majority of logistics contributions rest on these assumptions.

Below in table no 3.2 an attempt is made to distillate the basic assumptions out of the system
theoretical approach to logistics. 

Table no. 3-2: Theoretical foundations of system thinking in logistics - headlines
a) A logistics system is defined by the observer and is as such an abstract model of a real world phenomenon

b) A logistics system can be defined as an ensemble of nodes (organisations, actors) and the relations
between them (links). Nodes and links are best understood by their role and position in the system

c) A logistics system is an ensemble of processually connected functions or activities

d) A logistics system is more than the sum of its constituent parts and relations. Synergy and interdependence
thus characterise these relations, and appear as positive or negative feed-back mechanisms that influence
the functioning of the system as a whole

e) A logistics system is defined as open because its’ components are related not only to each other but also to
the surrounding environment. Components may be parts of other systems and thus possess conflicting
purposes and meanings. The more a system is dependent on exchanges with the environment the more
open it is, and the more uncertainty and less control is introduced in the system

f) A logistics system has both structural (composition of and links between nodes) and processual (types of
routines and procedures) qualities

g) A logistics system is purposeful. It exits for a reason, and the system as well as its constituent nodes and
links are legitimised by this overall purpose or reason - which is defined by the observer

h) Because it is ascribed purpose a logistics system’s legitimacy depends on its performance. Performance is
in turn the joint result of system design, its specific tasks and the environment in which it is operating

i) Optimal system design is possible. It depends on the skill of the designer

Source: Own working

Let us try to examine some of the ontological and epistemological consequences of these
assumptions.

ad a - d: Totality and synergy
According to systems theory knowledge is not tied to fragmented entities - singled out
phenomena - but to systems. In fact phenomena are best understood as systems of interrelated
and interdependent entities. More than getting knowledge about individual phenomena you
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get knowledge about constellations of related entities. The same goes for logistics systems. It
is a fundamental attribute of the logistics system that it is technologically or functionally
defined in the sense that it is the material flow that define the system and organisational
context.

In a review of logistics system thinking Ho (1995) concludes:
"Modern logistics management methodologies are dominated largely by the image of
organism, which reflects its unitary stance." (Ho 1995, p225)

The dominating approach represents what is termed hard or unitary systems approach (Flood
& Jackson, 1991; Ho, 1995), because it emphasises the mechanics and the purposefulness of
logistics systems, rather than the social processes. The actors operating the logistics system
are viewed in terms of their functional contribution to the system, as also evident in the
Bowersox et al citation. The ‘social task’ is to comply with the logic of the total system. In
this view management must be assumed to hold the ability or power to impose a certain goal
orientation in the structures and processes of the logistics system. 

Ho concludes:
"by focussing on the control of the interrelated set of logistics activities, and downplaying the
social, psychological, and intersubjective aspects of the human organizations that ultimately
make up the logistics pipelines, these logistics approaches are constrained within the unitary
perspective (or Hard Systems perspective)… This image fails to recognize that organizations
are socially constructed phenomena which, arguably, must be understood from the viewpoints
of the people within the organizations. They emphasize the harmonious relationships between
the parts, ignoring the fact that organizational relationships are often conflictual" (Ho, 1995).

The social dimension of logistics systems is constructed by the researcher as a consequence of
the functional determination of the logistics system, and the actors are defined by their
functional contribution to the system processes. Therefore are this system perspective is called
unitary (Flood & Jackson 1991, Ho 1995) structure and actor is part of the same thing.

A system is both a distinct entity different from its environment of other systems, and a part
of this environment. For this reason it is of paramount importance to the system theorist to
delimit and identify the defining properties of the system under investigation.

Forrester (1964) was occupied with this problem. His solution was to define the extension of a
system by the components that have an identifiable impact on (or mutual interaction with,
Schary 1986) other components of the system. 
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The more closed, stable systems you can identify and describe the easier it will be to describe
and explain the constituent parts of the system, and reversibly the more open, dynamic they
are the more difficult it will get. ‘Open’ denominates the degree of blurring of system
boundaries toward the environment. Open systems are thus depending on their environment
and react with it. The more open a system is the more it is necessary to account for also the
properties of the environment. 

ad d - i: Openness, intentionality and design
Systems theory tells us that inter-relatedness and interdependence of phenomena (between
system elements) are basic attributes of systems activity and functioning. The systemic nature
of these phenomena is called synergy. Synergy refers to the dynamic by which the effect of a
state of being or action at one node or link in the system generates effects at a system level
that supersedes the total sum of single effects - the so-called Forrester-effect (1964) as we
have already mentioned. Synergy may for this reason be both positive or negative. In logistics
systems this effect is often exemplified by the additive effect uncertainty at one point has on
necessary safety stock levels of upstream inventory facilities as mentioned in the previous
chapter. 

Which mechanisms transfer these effects through out the system are thus of keen interest.
Forrester called them feedback mechanisms. He defined them as an identifiable set of
principles governing the interactions within systems. These may be referred to as the
processual properties of the system - that is, those routines, rules or procedures governing
action at each node and in the links between them, as well as the exchanges with the
environment - to the extent this happens. A system therefore has both structural and
processual attributes.

The system is perceived of as a collective actor responding or adapting to certain external
situations. Thus, a system can be interpreted as a structure whose configuration is provoked
by specific external circumstances rather than the result of processes of interaction inside the
system. This view is a produce of the so-called situational design model in which the system
configuration is evaluated against the specific “environmental” or situational conditions of
task completion and consequentially changed if "necessary". The figure below illustrates the
line of thinking.

Figure no.  3-3: The framework for situational design
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It is the specific task conditions (e.g. level and type of competition, uncertainty,
communication and transport opportunities) which decide the desirable system configuration
by help of market mediated selection criteria (efficiency, effectiveness, efficacy). Logistics is
thus about designing systems - logistical organisations that best match current external
conditions.

The logistics system perspective is based on the postulate that business activities are more
efficiently governed if they are organised according to their functional and value adding
contributions to the material flow system seen as a whole and to final customer demand. For
this reason the research carried out in this field is intentional and oriented towards
demonstrating the excellence of logistics and developing operational tools and managerial
concepts that facilitate more integrated and total flow oriented practises and procedures.

The strong design orientation is a major feature in logistics thinking and bears immanently
some strong suppositions as to the superiority of management in the logistics system. As
previously stated analyses and recommendations presuppose what the marketing channel
literature calls channel leadership - the ability or power to impose a certain goal orientation
and focus in the structure and processes of the product chain - and that this leadership is
generally taken to be held by the main manufacturing organisation in the supply chain.

The interest in and focus on powerful agents in successful supply chains is a natural
consequence of the teleological or purposeful system perspective, and of the functionalist
mode of explanation applied.

As an applied engineering discipline and managerial orientation there is no doubt that the
focus on optimising operations and reducing costs viewed from a total chain perspective has
been extremely successful. And of course, from an operational point of view it is both
convenient and relevant to reduce role of the actors to that of a system facilitator. However,
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the later years increasing focus on relationship and change management (Lamming 1993) has
exposed some weaknesses in a too mechanistic or functionalistic approach to dealing with
logistics practises. It is not an unknown issue of course to the logisticians. It is evident in the
citations that a major challenge of management is exactly the alignment of the social
processes to the functional rationale of the logistics systems.

The supply chain literature stresses that due to high competitive pressures on every single
business activity in the supply chain (the task situation - to use the design model terminology)
more complex labour divisions and logistics systems are developing. (Schary & Skjøtt-Larsen
1995). This development makes logistics systems very open organisations, and problems of
common orientation and co-ordination become a very critical issue. In fact Pfohl (1996) find
an extensive need for more research in the interface between organisation and logistics.  In a
review on the future perspectives of logistics thought Kent & Flint (1997) conclude that future
research is likely to be much more focussed on behavioural issues and de facto boundary
spanning organisations. The honourable James Stock also adds to this discussion:

"The application of behavioural theory to logistics, which as been lacking in most logistics
research to this point, offers significant potential for understanding many behavioural
processes involved in logistics activities (e.g. customer behaviour, employee relations,
empowerment, JIT, negotiations, supplier relations, supply chain management, teams, TQM)"
(Stock 1995, p198)

From a critical realist point of view these efforts can only be welcomed. CR advises us to
perceive of the functional system and the social fabric as only loosely coupled. Because
logistics is relatively new and has such a wide organisational perspective there is ample
possibility to take in disciplines from a wide spectre of science traditions. James Stock (1995)
suggests including theories from philosophy of science, from psychology, organisational
behaviour, consumer behaviour, political science, sociology, geography, economics and
management. Since logistics is a boundary spanning activity in practice it should also be so in
theory, is the argument.

Concluding: The logistics research tradition may give us some clever advice to case-studies of
this thesis what regards the functional and operational dynamics at play in the dairy product
chains:

� Causal relations are systemic in nature. Thus, do not restrict your focus to individual task
situations. Rather, the consequences of change in product properties, logistics structures,
alignments of supply and demand patterns and the product flow management at one point
may be transmitted and amplified via the functional inter-linkages of the product chains;
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� As the individual practises are functionally inter-linked and thus condition to some extent
each other a fruitful way of understanding organisations and delimiting the analytical is to
section out those activities that have the most significant impact on each other, and let this
decide the analytical field

� Thus, approaches focussing on the qualities of relationships rather than of the individual
should be preferred;

� Sub-optimising may be do to actors not adhering to a common vision and rationality
orientation that transgresses their individual task situation. Thus, it become important to
know what rationality perspective these actors have.

Let us take up the challenge in the next chapter where it is attempted to establish an
organisational perspective on logistics as called for that is less unitarian than in traditional
systems theory in logistics research. As CR insists on the material dimension of social
practises this perspective must be able to handle the inter-linkages between the social and the
material dimension. The knowledge of the material dimension and functional context of
logistics practise that logistics research has produced must be embraced by such a perspective.  
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PART III

The Social Fabric: An organisational lens on logistics practise
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4 An inter-organisational lens on logistics practises

4.1 Introduction
Which types of theories do we need to explain behaviour in logistics systems. This is the
fundamental question to answer. We have concluded that a transcendental system logic cannot
be taken for granted as a behavioural rule. This counts for both the operational logic that a
logistics system designer could come up with or the economic logic that a traditional market
economist would adhere to. Though we have to admit that logistics systems often do operate
quite efficiently and companies or individual market players actually do pursue certain goals
in quite optimal ways from an economic point of view one cannot take for granted that this is
due to some transcendental mechanism. Rather, we must assume that reasons for being
optimal or economic or the opposite is a produce of socialising contexts where a number of
rationales compete. 

Two theories have been chosen: The transaction cost theory and the industrial network theory
developed especially in Sweden. Both these theories have the advantage of being oriented
towards inter-organisational relations which is key to the understanding of logistics
organisations. Transaction cost theory has the advantage of being cognate to the way of
thinking in logistics research in terms of focussing on optimisation and also in terms of
recognising the importance of the technological or the physical properties of the exchange
relations. It is also oriented towards prescription like much logistics research is, and in this
sense closer to the practical minded logisticians.

The network theory has a stronger concept of the actor and puts much emphasis on the
procedural rationality that CR advocates. The network theory offers the possibility of viewing
product chains as a loose construct of a functionally coherent logistics system or chain and the
social fabric that is spun around this system. 

They expose different but complementary insights as to behaviour in logistics organisations. 
� The transaction cost theory views the firm as a particular governance structure or nexus of

contracts that emerges as the result of actors attempts to efficiently respond to external
market conditions.

� The network theory insists on the horizontal and in particular vertical relationships as
sources of discrete (competitive) resource and competence building. One may say the it is
a competence perspective on inter-organisational relations.

The two theories emphasise different causal relations, and they have to some extent
competing explanations of organisational behaviour and the existence of firms, which could
be used in a complementary manner. This is strength that also CR is asking for.
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In the following an account of the transaction cost theory - hereafter called TACT - and a few
examples of its application will be presented. Its shortcomings are discussed and interaction
approach and network theory is discussed as means of amplifying the explanatory power of
the transaction cost theory. 

4.2 Transaction cost theory (TACT)

4.2.1 The critique of neo-classic economy
The transaction cost theory is born out of a criticism of neo-classic economy. In neo-classic
economic theory the actors are assumed to be perfectly rational, informed of every, all-
available production factor and technological alternative, their qualities, capabilities,
locations. They operate in perfect markets. A sort of hyper rational individual performing
exchanges outside time and place, securing efficiently optimising systems of resource
distribution, production and consumption. Supply and demand are always equilibrated - in
balance.

The neo-classic economy is not able to explain such phenomena as competition and the
existence of firms, because it trivialises the exchange relation by assuming perfect market
conditions. In so doing - as an ironic consequence - it dismisses the basic dynamics of the
market economy the existence of competition (Andersen & Davis 1985).

Competition is per definition a product of imbalances originating from phenomena such as
power, technological superiority and asymmetrical access of resources and ability of their
exploitation. These factors are excluded in the neo-classical analysis. And if resource
allocation actually were best co-ordinated over the market, there would be no need for
management and the firm as an institution (Coase, 1937), - or for business economists for that
matter. As Simon says:

“It is only because individual human beings are limited in knowledge, foresight, skill and time
that organizations are useful investments for the achievement of human purpose” (Simon
1957, p199)

Thus imperfection must be anticipated. But, even if the neo-classical theorists accepted this
condition by converting optimality as a theoretical presumption into the notion of satisficing
solutions (Simon 1957), they would only focus on the external market oriented behaviour.
The consequence of this however is that rationality as a predetermined uni-dimensional
property of everyone no longer can be anticipated. Thus their theoretical approach remain a
theory of production factors and costs, and not one of the firm (Williamson 1989, Knudsen
1992). The firm remains a black box (Sjöstrand 1989) reference and an "excuse" to study
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aggregated market situations of single products (Cyert & March 1963, Machlup 1967, Jensen
1983).

Ronald Coase (1937) and later especially O. Williamson, have been occupied with building a
theory of the firm based on the recognition of human imperfection and market failure, as
preconditions for at all dealing with the firm and micro-economics in general.

In the following the Williamsonian approach - the so-called transaction cost theory (TACT) -
to the organisation of economic activities will be presented. 

1.2.1 Behavioural Assumptions
Williamson took a so-called realistic stance (“the Man as he is”) and observed that human
beings failed to be perfect because few if any could claim to be able to get access to and
interpret all market information needed to make fully rational decisions. 

Instead of the economic, rational man Williamson introduced the contractual, bounded
rational man. The economic actors are viewed upon as limited by their nature in a way that
make them “bounded” rational. He refers to Simons definition of bounded rationality as
behaviour that is “intendedly rational, but only limitedly so” (Simon 1961). This human
defect may in turn activate another human flaw: opportunistic behaviour. 

Being limited by Nature the actors become exposed to the context specific and time
dependent uncertainty related to contractual arrangements and maybe - as a consequence -
exploitation by their counterparts. In this context opportunistic gains can be understood as the
additional benefits that other parties may obtain due to the exploitation of superior knowledge
of the decision situation. Opportunistic behaviour can thus be the outcome of the intendedly
rational pursuit of interest seeking (with guile) gentlemen10 (Williamson, 1985). 

Information incompleteness generates transaction costs in many different ways. The
asymmetric distribution of information and discrete knowledge formation in turn create the
basis for competition and economic exploitation at the disadvantage of others. So, relations
between companies could be highly influenced by strategic manoeuvres, that have little to do
with optimal resource allocation in an absolute, macro-economical sense.

These behavioural presumptions form the core of the TACT, and they have some ‘principal
ramifications’: contract making is per definition an uncertain activity; promise-based relations

                                                
    10 They only cheat you within the rules of the game... Economic agents are permitted to disclose information
in a selective and distorted manner.
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are ´naive´ and fragile to opportunism; reducing uncertainty by safeguarding against
opportunism and other bounded-rationality-trade-offs through organisation is a fundamental
way of (micro) economising.

1.2.2 The Costs of Transactions
The limited access to information induces costs on the actors in several ways, i.e. both in the
process of ex-ante market screening, designing institutional framework of the exchange
situations and ex-post controlling of the completion of contractual agreements. These costs
are transaction costs, where the transaction is defined as the situation in which

“...a good or service is transferred across a technologically separable interface. One stage of
activity terminates and another begin.” (Williamson 1985, p1)

"Transaction costs" can thus be viewed as the costs of running the economic system, or the
co-ordination costs of a given product chain. Therefore they refer to transactions both external
and internal to the firm. The existence of informational deficiencies and transaction costs
produces “market failure”.

1.2.3 Governance Structures
According to the transaction cost theory, market failures become the precondition for the
existence of the firm, because some activities are more efficiently co-ordinated inside
hierarchical governance structures than via the market. This is due to the reduced uncertainty
that can be obtained through having more direct control with information generating
activities, the incentive structure and with the resource deployment. Internalisation has also
the advantage of mitigating opportunistic behaviour. According to Williamson:

“Internal organisation is not beset with the same kind of difficulties that autonomous
contracting experiences when disputes arise between the parties...Internal organisation, by
contrast [as opposed to interfirm relations] is able to settle many such disputes by appeal to
fiat - an enormously efficient way to settle instrumental differences.” (Williamson 1975, p30)

The character of the exchange relation determines according to the TACT the decision
whether to make in-house or buy on the market. Apart from uncertainty that we have already
dealt with the decision situation is also determined by frequency, and asset specificity.

Between these three factors ‘frequency’ is the least significant. The importance of frequency
is indirectly determined by the fact that the existence of a given non-market governance-
structure can be partly explained by the need of formalising repeated transactions. Since you
can use the same argument in a situation of single, exceptional transactions, the explanatory
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power is limited - at least as a general rule. The importance of frequency, therefore, will be
highly context specific and closely connected to the two other situational factors.

Williamson (1985) himself stresses the ‘asset specificity’ as the most important.
An asset becomes transaction specific if it implies a high degree of functional dedication of an
investment that can not be re-deployed to alternative uses without significantly reducing the
value of that asset. The various types of asset specificity that are generally referred to are:

Place specificity: Determined by the limits to mobility a certain asset has.
Technological specificity: Determined by the limits to alternative uses of an asset deriving
from the physical properties of that asset.
Knowledge specificity: Comes from discrete (maybe relation specific) knowledge obtained by
individuals e.g. through training and learning-by-doing.
Dedicated asset specificity: Arise from doing relation specific capital investments that do not
fall into any of the other types of asset specificity.
Brand name specificity: Refers to investments related to a specific product group or segment 
Temporal specificity: Occurs in situations where certain objects and/or skills need to be
employed in a specific place and time. 

Different from the two other factors it may carry incentives to closer co-ordination between
buyer and seller, because of mutual dependency of services/switching costs and of
depreciation of dedicated investments respectively. In this connection it is relevant to
introduce his concept of ‘fundamental transformation’. It refers to processes during which the
realising of a transaction generates asset specificity (e.g. development of specific knowledge
and/or equipment adaptation necessary to conclude a certain exchange) in a way that changes
an initial ‘large numbers’ bargaining situation to a small numbers situation. (Williamson,
1975).11 In this case ex post transaction costs have emerged if similar exchanges are to be
conducted in the future, because of the risk of seller exploiting the small numbers situation. If
asset specificity becomes a too crucial property outside corporate control (and therefore
vulnerable to opportunism) vertical integration may be the response, as a way of economising.

                                                
    11 That asset specificity in this way can be developed in time gives the TACT a potentially processual analytical
property, even though it exclusively focuses on the outcome in terms of a change of positions in a given relation.
This is a detail not always considered by the many critiques of TACT claiming that the TACT freezes the exchange
situation analytically (like the arrow in one of Zenon's famous paradoxes), and abstracting from the context (like the
neoclassical economy) - though on the basis of more advanced decision situational premisses.
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In short: the less (or the more) frequent, the higher degree of uncertainty and the more specific
the asset the higher is the risk of running into additional transactional costs stemming from
opportunistic behaviour, and the more likely is the internalisation of the activity inside
corporate hierarchy. Below is shown a model of the transaction cost framework.

Figure no. 4-1: A Framework of Transaction Cost Theory

Bounded rationality Uncertainty/complexity

Frequency
Asset specificy

Opportunism Small numbers

Source: Modified/extended version of Douma & Schreuder (1992, p107)

The model displays interrelations between the different situational factors that may decide the
choice of governance structure.

To conclude: according to the TACT, hierarchy appears nearly per definition to be the
efficient response to uncertainty. In this sense you can say that the TACT at least in its early
version inherits the Marshallian enthusiasm of economies of scale. However, Williamson later
developed this argument recognising that there are also other institutional responses varying
with the degree of asset specificity and uncertainty.

To exemplify this, a matching of governance structures with different kinds of transactions,
described by the variables ‘frequency’ and ‘specificity of investments’, can be displayed by
way of a matrix.

Table no 4-1: Matching Governance Structures with Commercial Transactions
Investment characteristics

Non-specific Mixed Idiosyncratic

Transaction Low Market
governance

Trilateral governance (project organisation)

 Frequency High Bilateral governance 
(joint venture)

Unified governance
(hierarchy)

Source: Williamson 1979, p253

 
In the matrix above the make-or-buy argument is enlarged with a "make together" alternative.
These co-ordination alternatives can be lined up as a continuum between the two extreme
institutional set-ups, market and hierarchy, where you will find mixed forms of bilateral or
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trilateral12 contractual relations. They will be chosen in case vertical control is assumed to be
too costly compared to the relative risks arising from the uncertainty and degree of investment
dedication involved in a given transaction.

Therefore, vertical integration is not necessarily the only response to high uncertainty and
asset specificity. Actually Williamson states that:

Unified ownership (vertical integration) is the organisational form of last resort, to be
adopted when all else fails. Try markets, try hybrids, resort to hierarchies only when market
mediated modes predictably (and actually) experience break down. That obtains for high
levels of asset specificity. (Williamson 1993, p29)

Apart from these externally determined factors that influence the decision situation
Williamson recognises that other non-economic rationalities may play a role in deciding the
concrete governance structure - factors that are founded in the social qualities of the
organisational mode. These factors are encapsulated by the notion of atmosphere. 

The concept of atmosphere points to the fact that some governance structures can have
preference over other maybe more economic ones, because of superior working conditions
that can even prove to be more competitive, due to motivational factors.
 
“Atmosphere has reference to the degree to which a trading relation is characterized by
calculativeness and involvement.” (Williamson 1988, p358)

It is a rather vague notion and of little significance to the analysis, at least in this early version
of the TACT. As he admits himself:

“Atmosphere has been resistant to operationalization, whence its comparative neglect.”
(Williamson 1988, p358)

When the decision situation is known the TACT suggests consistent hypotheses about the
governance structure (between alternatives) that most efficiently co-ordinates a given
exchange relation.  To any (non-trivial) decision situation regarding the institutional
conditions of specific exchange relations there is an optimal organisational form. The logic of
the TACT programme is thus: Between the boundedly rational actors those who survive are
those who have chosen the most cost effective organisational set-up. Or with a more dynamic
view: those firms survive that most efficiently adapt to the changing external conditions of the
business environment. Lippert-Rasmussen & Mols put it this way:
                                                
    12 Where an independent umpire may intervene in case of conflict between two parties
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"It is to be expected that bounded rationality will favour those organisational forms that are
particularly well suited to deal with the incomplete process of contract design, that is those
structures, which by help of an adaptive and sequential decision process are capable of
economising with the bounded rationality." (Lippert-Rasmussen & Mols 1993, p 10)

TACT thus refers to a "natural selection process" where the more fortunate governance
configurations will win in the long run because they turn out to be the most efficient. 

Summing up the perception of the firm and of strategy advanced by the TACT: The firm is
viewed as a response to market failure. It is a kind of contractual arrangement - a juridical
person - that is made up by a bundle of bilateral agreements each of them the individual result
of the pursuit of efficiency. The firm therefore is viewed as a transaction cost minimising
institution who’s organisational structure is the result of strategic attempts made by the firm to
make the best fit between environment and organisation.

4.2.2 TACT and logistics
Maybe it is not so strange why the TACT has been so widely adopted by logistics researchers
in the later years. TACT has common ontological and epistemological as the functionalist
science tradition, which has been dominating large parts of logistics thought. Also the
situational design approach that is part of the traditional systems theory shares common
grounds in focussing on the fit between environment and organisational design. Another
familiarity is the focus on costs minimising as the main driver to competitiveness.

One of distinguished Scandinavian logistics researchers who have adopted the TACT
approach is Lauri Ojala. He has tried to identify the relevant transaction costs seen from a
logistics system point-of-view. He divides these costs in tangible and intangible cost
elements. His line of thinking is illustrated in the figure below
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Figure no. 4-2: Exemplification of Logistics Costs

Information management

Direct logistics
costs:
• freight
• inventory

Cost of capital employed

Customer service level

Control of supply chains

Indirect logistics costs

Tangible cost elements        Intangible cost elements

Source: Ojala (1995a)

One key concern is the measurability of the costs referred to in the TACT programme, and as
the division in tangible and intangible costs indicates this is not always clear cut - rather it is
usually difficult to measure transaction costs. In the table below Ojala has made an account of
various types of logistics costs and their measurability.

Table no 4-2: Estimation of the measurability of transaction costs and exemplification of direct
and indirect costs in logistics 

Direct costs in production and logistics
Transaction cost elements Measurability Logistics costs elements Measurability
Production costs Readily measurable Freight Readily measurable

Materials Handling Costs* Readily measurable
Warehousing Costs (fixed) Readily measurable
Inventory Costs (variable)** Usually well measurable

Generic transaction costs, and Indirect logistics costs
Transaction cost elements Measurability Logistics costs elements Measurability

Asset specificity Approximation possible
Cost of information
management

Difficult to measure, except for
the hardware

Uncertainty Approximation possible
Opportunity costs attached to
feasible distribution solutions

Difficult to measure the total
costs

Complex product descriptions Difficult to measure Customer service trade-offs Difficult to measure

Opportunism Difficult to measure
The difficulty to control the
supply chains or intra-firm
relationships

Difficult to measure and to
show a justifiable division of
costs and benefits

Bounded rationality Very Difficult to measure
The difficulty to master the
supply chain operations

Difficult to measure channel-
wide costs

* Such as cargo handling in terminals and to and from transport modes
** Such as maintaining the inventory
Source:  Ojala (1995b)

Despite these difficulties Ojala concludes:
The TCA rationale lies at the bottom of logistics in every firm… One could say that to use the
logistics "tool-box" in improving the firm's procurement, materials management and
distribution with the related information, material and financial flow efficiency is a real-
world operationalisation of the TCA rationale… When a truly holistic approach is used in
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improving the logistics of the firm then the essence of TCA economising will (most likely)
come true. (Ojala 1995b, p9)

Another example of the use of TACT within logistics is in the argumentation for the particular
organisational set-up, which is often suggested in the SCM-literature. A prominent figure in
that strand of logistics research Lisa Ellram accounted for the advantages of SCM-
organisation in an article from 1991: "Supply Chain Management - The Industrial
Organisation Perspective" in the IJPD&LM-journal. According to her SCM aims at 

"co-operatively managing and controlling distribution channel relationships for the benefit of
all parties involved….Supply chain management represents a network of firms interacting to
deliver a product or service to the end customer" (Ellram 1991)

Thus, a supply chain organisation13 is to be interpreted as a strategic contractual arrangement
or governance structure between market and hierarchy. In the table below Ellram synthesise
the advantages that SCM shares with hierarchy and obligational contracting (a strategic
dyadic arrangement), and the disadvantages of hierarchy and obligational contracting that
SCM reduces.

Table no 4-3: The advantages that SCM shares with hierarchy and obligational contracting, and
the disadvantages of hierarchy and obligational contracting that SCM reduces.
Advantages which Supply Chain Management shares with
vertical integration and obligational contracting

Disadvantages of vertical integration and obligational
contracting reduced by supply chain management

Vertical integration Vertical integration
Co-ordination and control Exclusive asset ownership
Communication Generate all own technology
Goal congruence Reduced "market" incentive to perform
Uncertainty reduction
- Improved asset utilisation
- Economies of scope

Diseconomies
- Scale
- Span of control
Exit barriers

Obligational contracting Obligational contracting
Risk sharing
- spread asset ownership

Limited to dyadic co-ordination and control

Uncertainty reduction
- Commitments to, price quantity, quality
- Information sharing
- Future orientation

Duplication of efforts

Reduced barriers to entry
- Not required to own all assets

Difficult to manage multiple relationships

Increased flexibility versus ownership Difficult to transfer due to relationship dependence

Source: Ellram (1991), p 18

                                                
13 Later the organisational focus has become more oriented towards the channel leader, which is adviced to
reduce the number of strategic suppliers to a minimum and focus SCM on the first and maybe second tier
suppliers (Kotzab & Otto 1999)
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A general characteristic of the use of TACT in logistics research is that it is used in a
prescriptive manner to advocate certain governance configurations under certain conditions in
the transaction environment. 

4.2.3 Critical Realist critiques of TACT
From a critical realist point of view the TACT suffers from a series of weaknesses that have to
be dealt with if its undoubtedly strong hypotheses are to be exploited in a credible manner. In
the following some of the most serious problems with TACT.

Functional and intentional explanations

Is TACT relying on functional or intentional explanations? Williamson is not very clear on
this question. Actually, it appears that intentional explanations are used in a prescriptive
manner to suggest certain governance structures under certain transaction conditions, and
functional explanations are used to argue retrospectively for the emergence of certain
organisational forms. The problem seems to be connected to the notion of "bounded
rationality." 

As to the intentional explanations. Generally it is agreed that the neo-classical individual is
rational in a kind of one-dimensional way: The interest maximisation through maximum
utility gains by intentionally exploiting the best of alternatives is what characterises the
behaviour of the economic man. 

One could argue that TACT does not significantly diverge from these assumptions. The actors
are just boundedly rational and open to opportunism. The “degree” and content of rationality
may thus be varying, but basically it must anticipated that there is a direction in the rational.
The reference authority is thus a kind of supra-rationality that resides somewhere outside the
individual and the decision situation. Therefore you must anticipate that there is a
correspondence between a rational behavioural rule of the individual (however bounded) and
a transcendental economic rationality that decides what is cost efficient. 

The intentionality in this interpretation is thus an awkward kind of intentionality where the
actor's choice is given by the situational circumstances. On the other hand, if the actors are
perceived of as boundedly rational it is not obvious why they should be able to first decipher
the transaction environment correctly and second choose the right governance configuration
(Knudsen 1991).  

As to the functionalist explanation. According to the functional explanation the raison d'être
of governance structures at any point in time is given by a weak mechanism of natural
selection.
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“The economizing to which I refer operates through weak-form selection - according to
which the fitter, but not necessarily the fittest, in some absolute sense, are selected”.
(Williamson 1993, p126)

Williamson’s reference to a functional, evolutionary, not intentional, selection mechanism to
explain present governance structures is problematic in that this mechanism works behind the
back of the actors. There is no attempt to integrate this feedback mechanism in the theory
itself (Knudsen 1991). Changes come from the outside - outside the social realm of markets
and hierarchies. Thus, there is no proper account of the dynamics between actor and structure.

Even if you look upon the theory with its own eyes there seems to be an apparent weakness.
The application of a functionalist selection mechanism presumes the existence of perfect
markets, where the less fit is actually and always confronted with a superior competitor. In
reality where such phenomena as oligopolistic/monopolistic markets and protectionist
governmental measures exist they disturb or distort this mechanism, exactly because
institutions other than open markets dominate the exchange situation. 

In the end, it is however difficult to see the difference between intentional and functional
explanations in this case, because they both refer to a transcendental supra-rationality either as
a behavioural rule or as a deterministic causal relation. Either way this implies a too simplistic
interpretation of the actor from a critical realist point of view. In the words of Foss:

"Atomism or internal closure corresponds to an approach to the understanding of human
behaviour in which the whole explanatory burden is placed on the situation of the agent and a
rationality principle imposed by the analyst. In such situational analysis the individual is but
a "zero. We may trivially still treat the individual as the locus of choice, however much
influenced by external factors he/she is…This drains the word "to choose" of most of its
meaning. It amounts to operating with an extremely limited conception of the powers one
ascribes to individuals…" (Foss 1994, p27)

Foss concludes that these approaches empty the actor of internal structure (in the CR sense).

From a critical realist point of view it is necessary to employ a more procedural rationality
concept that allows for internalising feedback mechanisms between choice, action and
structure. What does this mean? It means that theoretical explanations must take into
consideration that what we do and think and is capable of doing and thinking depends to a
certain degree on what we have done and thought so far. The same dependency counts for the
material or technological structures that are employed or activated as a part of the actors'
economic practices. These considerations are in fact at the core of the so-called competence
based views on the firm that we shall return to later.
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From a critical realist point of view exchange relations must be viewed as socially
conditioned to a large extent. To study governance structures is to study economic activities
as sociological phenomena guided by an economic rationale which is socially constituted as
well. 

Economic rationality is as institutionalised as anything. It is interpreted socially, and as such it
may very well be of a local kind depending on things such as position, place, and different
perceptions of goals, benefits and drawbacks, and of time. This does not mean that economic
rationality and individual interest seeking is completely the opposite of the neo-classical
"individual = global" presumption - that rationality is individual. Rather it must be assumed
that through its social constitution, and to the extent it is hegemonic, economic rationality
gives direction to economic behaviour in a way that enables the TACT, with their behavioural
assumptions, to produce good working hypotheses (Granovetter 1985).

If the economic rationality did not have a hegemonic status and transcendental qualities, of
course the capitalist economy would not work. It provides with coherence in, and legitimacy
of our social activities. 

The firm as a black box

By focussing on the external exchange relations the TACT “negates” the internal dynamics
and the heterogeneous character of firms, that must be anticipated if we are all bounded
rational and interest seeking. In this sense the TACT has not overcome the critique of the neo-
classical science program of having a black box view of the single firm. The existence of
other goals than profit-maximisation, for instance long-term survival, conflicting interests
between different actors inside the firm etc. (Cyert & March 1963) is not considered. Or
maybe it is more correct to say that managerial fiat is expected by the TACT paradigm to
suppress heterogeneous goal orientations in firms. 

If then we accept the application of a more procedural rationality it implies that the
transcendental logic governing choice must be abandoned in favour of a more context specific
logic. By so doing it becomes more important to understand what is going on inside the firm,
what the actors are doing and thinking. 

Under and over socialised views of the actor

In his article: “Economic Action and Social Structure: The Problem of Embeddedness”,
Granovetter (1985) comments on the basic assumptions of the TACT addressing the absence
of considerations as to the social context in which both company internal and external
exchange relations take place. This absence has lead to what he calls under- and over-
socialised views on economic action. 
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An over-socialised view is characterised by interpreting Man as an actor performing on a
predetermined stage, or within a socialising framework obedient to already established rules
of behaviour. Thus, the social structure predetermines to a high degree social action.
An under-socialised view is characterised by interpreting Man as an actor induced with
economic rationality - the interest maximising individual that acts according to some kind of
supra-rationality mechanism outside social reach so to say.

Granovetter points out that the economic as well as the contractual man are of an under-
socialised gender in that the actor in both instances is operating completely on his own. He
argues that the belief in hierarchical power as a smooth problem-solving organism contains an
over-socialised presumption of its capacity to homogenise different interests within the
organisational structures of the firm. Both the under-socialised and the over-socialised views
assume the actors to be uniform and atomised in their behaviour, and outside a process of
socio-structural transformation in a given time/space context. Instead he advocates a balanced
view on the actors and their 

 “attempts at purposive action embedded in concrete, ongoing systems of social relations.”
(Granovetter 1985, p60)

It is though unfair to claim that TACT perceives of the actors as completely atomised in their
behaviour like in the neo-classic theory, since it is the dyadic transactional relationship that is
the analytical unit in the TACT program.

Trust and malfeasance

Granovetter is basically concerned with what brings order to economic relationships. Trust
and malfeasance are the parameters in this discussion of how or under which conditions
exchanges take place; and market and hierarchy are the different responses considered as
means of co-ordination.

First, he notes that economic self-interest seeking is a socially regulated activity that can be
based on anything from fraud to trust. By this statement he refers to the centrality of
opportunistic behaviour, or malfeasance, to the TACT, according to which a clever
institutional design can avert malfeasance by making it too costly to try. Henceforth
governance structures are constructed so as to introduce order or efficient co-ordination
mechanisms into economic relationships. 

The basic argument of Granovetter is that an institutional arrangement does not produce trust
but is a functional substitute for it. He believes that trust is superior to fraud as decision
conditional parameter, and that order for this reason does not necessarily spring from
organisational form but from the nature of personal relations.
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The important point to make is that social relations per se tend to discourage malfeasance,
because institutions cannot make it alone. In the jargon of TACT we can argue that trust-
based relations have the advantage of information being cheap (i.e. reduces search and
screening costs). Information is direct, and one trust one’s own information more (i.e. reduces
costs of interpretation as to contents and reliability). This gives rise to expected future
behaviour [i.e. reduces vulnerability of investments], and thereby giving economic incentives
to layoff opportunistic behaviour.

For this reason there is nearly always an impetus to social overlay in economic exchange
relations. These relations cannot be understood without considering their embeddedness in the
social context. Actually, Granovetter claims that it is rather the social quality of the exchange
relations in terms of complementarity and mutual correspondence that decide the degree of
order and efficient co-ordination than organisational form. And therefore, markets or
hierarchies do very seldom appear in clean absolute forms as institutional arrangements.

The industrial network approach take-off exactly in this type of reasoning by shifting focus
away from the individual (dyadic) transaction to relating parties in recurrent exchange
relationships.

4.3  The Interaction Approach
The industrial network theory presented here has its roots in the marketing channel literature
and in particular in the Interaction Model (IAM) developed by the research network:
Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group. IAM was developed as a response to empirical
findings that suggested that the explanation of governance not only should be reserved
particular decision situations as is the case of TACT. It should also take into account the
dynamics of interaction between the parties that engage in exchanges. The fact that resources
are heterogeneously distributed over individuals and firms (in time and space) makes
interaction necessary and in the same time influences the way in which this process is
organised and develops. The model can be seen as an attempt to overcome some of the
weaknesses of the TACT.

The IAM is based on four observations:
� Both buyer and seller are active participants in the market;
� The relationship between buyer and seller is frequently of longer duration;
� The links between the parties involved in the interaction process may develop into an

institutionalised set of expected behaviours of the other parties - as task division, roles,
routines, rules. These relationships can be full of conflict as well as co-operative in nature;

� Relationships develop as the process of mutual adaptation and institutionalisation
proceeds. They are based on past experience, mutual evaluation and degrees of trust.
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These relationships are anchored in the context of material flows, be they raw materials,
components or finished products or service provision.

The IAM was directed towards explaining those forms of governance that lie somewhere in
the middle of the Williamsonian market - hierarchy continuum, but is well suited as an
analytical framework for theorising on business relations in general.

In figure below the worldview of the theory is presented. It consists of three analytical layers:
� Environment
� Atmosphere
� Interaction process

Figure no. 4-3: The Interaction Model of The IMP Group
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Source: Håkansson (1982), with a slight modification

The "environment" refers to the wider societal context in which the interacting parties are
embedded. They have to relate to different types of authorities in their operating environment
be they governmental bodies, competitors or the industrial branch to which they may belong.
The IMP group divided the different aspects of this macro social context into five headlines. 

Market structure refers to the general conditions or structure of the market. That is, level of
market pressure and its extension. The market structure thus limits the diversity of choice as
to both which supplier and which customer to choose. 

Dynamism refers to the dilemma of engaging in a closer relationship with other actors. Closer
relationships increase the mutual knowledge of the engaging parties. While of potential
benefit in terms of possible sharing advantages too strong ties maybe a disadvantage if
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markets are very changing and volatile where switching might be preferred. In this case the
costs of strong ties become high. 

Internationalisation at large refers to the spatial perspective of doing or being in business - the
extent to which former barriers to geographical expansion and orientation has been
eliminated. You get closer to the World, but the World gets closer to you too. 

Position in the manufacturing channel refers to the fact that every manufacturing company
takes part in certain divisions of labour in the total product chain, or the extended channel
structure as the "marketing people" calls it - from primary producer to final consumer.
Depending on the properties of the product the manufacturing company enjoys a certain
position or role. Some types of products (or services) are included in many different product
chains (or marketing channels), and thus a company may have to administer many different
channel or chain positions.14

The social system refers to the wider socio-institutional context that in different ways acts like
a barrier or encouragement of certain business activities. This context can be general belief
systems, certain ways of doing business and making agreements. It can also be exchange
rates, trade unions or other regulating bodies that in different ways frame the scene of possible
actions.

The "atmosphere" represents the perceived conditions under which actors participate in
economic exchanges with each other. Atmosphere thus refers more directly to the actual
exchange situations and it can be 

“described in terms of the power-dependence relationship which exists between the
companies, the state of conflict or co-operation and overall closeness or distance of the
relationship as well as the companies' mutual expectations.”  (Ford 1990, p17)

Atmosphere is a product of the experience with and the intentions of the actors in a certain
relationship, which again is influenced by the characteristics and nature of the exchange, the
technological properties and also of course the wider socio-institutional context as mentioned
afore. 

Atmosphere is therefore determined by two factors: The actors perception of the conditions at
large under which the exchanges are performed, and the conditions given by the special
properties (e.g. nature, use, value, service) of the exchange in question. One may say that the
theory attempts to give TACT's notion of atmosphere more content and importance.
                                                
14 Note that position here is to be understood from a functional point of view. Position as a social construction of
exchange relationships was developed in the industrial network theory, which will be presented later.
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The atmosphere of a specific exchange relationship can have different properties that may be
interpreted as positive or negative (or both) of the interacting parties. It might be an advantage
to enter a mutual dependence relationship or to keep relations at arms length. This evaluation
has two dimensions according to the IAM: An economic dimension and a control dimension.
The tools with which to make these judgements analytically are borrowed from TACT and
Resource Dependence Theory (RDT). They are used as “plug-ins” in the IAM.

The economic dimension refers to the costs or benefits of a particular governance structure of
an exchange relation. More close collaboration may lead to efficiency gains through
organisational (formally, technologically, informally) facilitation of the exchange interface
(flow of material, information, finances, understanding) between the parties involved.
Efficiency gains may also be obtained through task division between the parties. This is the
TACT domain. Another aspect is the gains in terms of effectiveness and efficacy - that is, the
competitiveness in terms of competence and durability which more is the domain of RDT.15 

The mutual exploitation of unique and complementary competencies and capabilities in a
close co-operative atmosphere may develop into durable economies of effectiveness for both
parties and as such pave the way for sustained competitive advantages. But closer co-
operation also increase opportunity costs, because strengths and weaknesses of each involved
participant are exposed, and because the development of relational and technology specific
competencies and routines also create potential path dependent costs in terms of highly
specific assets. Therefore, market or hierarchy may be preferred from co-operation.

The control dimension refers to the fact that possession and access to resources understood in
a broad sense is not symmetrically distributed via the market. In fact resources as also
indicated above can be highly discrete as properties specific to concrete working processes,
their technological nature and the social relations engaged in performing these activities. 

As much as Man is regarded as boundedly rational as much is it a fundamental condition to
economic activity that no Man possesses all the resources he needs to perform that activity.
Limited interpretation and prediction capabilities together with incomplete resource
possession condition actors decision making with uncertainty and produce a need for
exchanging resources (Alchian & Demsetz 1972). Access to and control over (localised)
resources then becomes of central importance to enable and complete a certain economic
activity. Dependence and power become measures of the actors' perception of their position in
the exchange relation.  

                                                
15 Another way of framing the difference could be to say that where TACT is focusing on doing things right, the
resource dependence theory is more occupied with doing the right things...
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Perceptions of power...will be related to the resources perceived to be possessed by each
party as well as their relative dependence on this individual relationship... The level of
dependence on one relationship affects the vulnerability of an organization to the exercise of
power by its opposite number...Relationships are established and used in order to gain
economic benefits, lower costs, higher profits, and/or improving the organizations control of
some part of its environment. A critical aspect of the management of these relationships is the
extent to which the firm can balance its inter-dependence with others. (Ford 1990, p18)

The benefits that can be obtained by gaining access to and developing discrete resources via
longer term relationships must thus be traded off against the dependence that is
simultaneously produced. 

One of the fundamental assumptions of the resource-dependence theory is that any economic
actor tries to reduce uncertainty costs by maximising control over its resources. The
interaction theory expands the RDT framework by pointing at relationships as a specific
resource in its own right, that should also be considered. Later the network perspective is
introduced where this argument is brought further in that resource access through network
relations should be taken into consideration as well.

4.3.1  The interaction process
What regards the interaction process itself, the basic assumption is that repeated exchanges
between two parties may lead to exchange relationships, which in turn change the scope of
these exchanges. Therefore the process of interaction must be divided into two elements:
exchange episodes and exchange relationships, where ‘episodes’ refers to the content of
exchange and ‘relationships’ to the social embeddedness of exchange.

Episodes

An episode consists of four elements:

A) Product or service exchange
B) Information exchange
C) Financial exchange
D) Social exchange

ad. A The basic component of an episode or a single exchange is the product or service that is
to be transferred. The characteristics of the product or service involved are likely to have a
significant effect on the relationship as a whole. An important part of the analysis therefore is
to determine what kind of product or task is to be exchanged - the nature of it and the
external, environmental conditions under which this exchange take place.
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ad B. The information transferred has certain distinctive properties, which characterises and
influences the exchange situation: The contents of the information exchanged whether of
technical, economic or organisational character; The means of communicating information be
they personal or impersonal will tend to select the contents of information; The formality of
information can have direct links to the atmosphere in which information is transferred and
thus importance as a signalling value as to the type of relationship a party wants to engage in.

ad C. The quantity of money involved is an indicator of the strategic importance of a certain
exchange episode. Further, an exchange episode can be very much affected by the conditions
under which the transfer of money is to be conducted - for instance the uncertainty stemming
from fluctuations of currency exchange rates.

ad D. The social exchanges that accompany a certain exchange episode have an important
impact on the relation in terms of potentially reducing uncertainty rooted for instance in
cultural diversity or spatial distance where knowledge of the other party is limited. This
uncertainty reducing capability of social exchanges can be translated into a strategic
competence, which then alters the scope of future exchange relations. 

The continued exchanges of products/services, information and money increases the
knowledge of each others resources and competencies in a way which creates the possibility
of transforming this knowledge into organisational changes aimed at adapting and joining
these resources and competencies to increase the effectiveness and efficacy of both parties.
Repeated social exchanges thus carry a potential for developing trust-based relations that
differ significantly from single exchange episodes. 

But social exchanges of course may exist long before and long after transactional exchanges
of the other kinds have begun or ended. Social exchanges and contact patterns therefore may
be seen as a valuable resource that can - when used - activate other types of exchanges.

Relationships

A relationship consists of three elements:

A) Institutionalisation of expectations
B) Creation of contact patterns and role relationships
C) Adaptation of exchange relations

ad A. This first element refers to the process during which repeated exchanges transform into
routines. This shows as mutual expectations as to how working procedures are handled and by
who. Roles and responsibilities are established as a consequence. Rationales of organisational
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behaviour become institutionalised and their original motivations may be forgotten along the
way. Social as well as technological trajectories develop and create path dependencies, which
can be very rigorous and thus significantly restrain future possibilities of action and
interaction, as well as becoming a source of a highly discrete competitiveness.

ad B. The institutionalisation of routines also creates patterns of contacts between the
different parties involved. Large amounts of information of all kinds are exchanged and pool
together as views on the capabilities and resources of the involved parties not only in strictly
economic or technological matters but also in the sense of being e.g. trustworthy, deflective or
naive. Therefore, these contact patterns also function as an evaluation structure of the
relationships, and corrections in behaviour may result in radical changes of these
relationships.

ad C. Adaptation refers to modifications of the elements exchanged, of the process of
exchange or even of the organisational structure. The mutual tuning of the organisational
interfaces is a very important aspect of the interaction process, because herein lies both the
potential benefits as well as costs of a stronger mutual orientation and dependence.

As mentioned earlier possession of and access to resources and capabilities must be
anticipated to be heterogeneously distributed and to a large extent also discrete. Further, the
IAM points to the importance of social, cultural and geographical distance in the social
exchange situations. These factors each represent gabs in the relationship, which the process
of adaptation will try to bridge. More precisely these gaps represent the spatial (in a wide
sense) properties of the exchange situation. 

The participants (organisations and their individual representatives) of the interaction process
all have certain characteristics/capabilities/intentions, which influence their position in the
exchange situation. They form the engaging entity and the platform upon which relationships
are created. Four characterising properties have been pointed out:

1) Technology. This basically refers to the compatibility of the technology and the expertise
and routines exchanged between the two parties to enable the production and transfer of a
product and/or service;

2) Organisational size, structure and strategy. It is claimed that size of the firm and power
goes hand in hand or at least that the bigger company has more resource control potential than
have small companies. Further, the organisational structure - extent of centralisation,
specialisation and formalisation - influences both content, form and scale of exchanges;
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3) Organisational experience. Experiences gained from other exchanges in similar markets
form a resource of knowledge at both an organisational and an individual level, which
influence the choices and preferences in those specific relationships;

4) Individuals. Individuals perform the exchanges. Therefore, the individual personalities,
experiences, capabilities and motivations that are involved directly influence or condition the
processes through information exchanges and relationship building and through their position
and functions. As mentioned earlier the specific contact pattern of individuals (and
organisations) function as an evaluation structure as well through which experience and
learning is channelled in more or less formalised ways. The information tapping and
generation of individuals therefore may diffuse vertically and horizontally and change
preferences and intentions of the parties not only on the individual level but also on the
organisational level as a whole.

4.4 The industrial network theory
Whereas the interaction approach first and foremost deals with (sets of) dyadic relationships
the industrial network perspective focuses on the governance of chains of relationships that
cut across legal boundaries of firms and forming unique vertical and/or horizontal structures
of business relations.

What the network theory tries to develop further is the idea that relationships are both socially
and functionally tied to other relationships. Feedback and amplification mechanisms are thus
active across both functional relationships - much in the same way as conceptualised in
conventional logistics system theory - and social relationships. In network theory this is
sometimes called the network effect (Håkansson & Snehota 1995). The network theory
further claims that relationships in themselves function as resources as a means of tying other
external network structures and their resource channels to the companies.

Many different network approaches as been developed. Networks in the regional economics
and economic geography literature are perceived as particular organisational forms with
particular geographical properties like industrial districts (see e.g. Pyke & Becattini 1990,
Bianchi 1993, Brusco 1990, Illeris 1992, Piore & Sabel 1984, Freeman 1991), or as
formalised relationships (see for instance the GREMI research group and Camagni 1988,
1991, 1993, Maillat & Crevoisier & Lecoq 1994, Vaccá & Zanfei 1990). 

In the industrial network theory networks are understood as the direct and indirect
relationships of a certain focal organisation (see e.g. Axelsson & Easton 1992, Ford 1995,
Håkansson & Johansson 1992, Johansson & Mattsson 1988, 1992, Håkansson & Snehota
1992, 1995). This network concept is more open than the other contributions. They may be
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defined along different dimensions: product, geography, process, technology et cetera - or by
the activities of a single powerful organisation (Easton 1992). 

Common for especially the first two approaches is that the notion of “networks” is more
perceived of as “networking” - as a strategy option rather than as contextual conditions. For
this reason, actors are ascribed a relatively large autonomy and networks are per definition
relatively well defined. Networks are something you can choose to be a part of. The position
adopted here is the one that Nohria is advocating namely that networks is a social reality for
all, whether if you are aware of it or not. Some may be cleverer in taking advantage of their
positions than others take but this does not make "networks" a particular governance
structure, but "networking" a particular strategy. 

“From a network perspective, all organizations can be characterized as networks and indeed
are properly understood only in these terms. So to say an organization has a network form is
a tautology. Nevertheless, there are some proponents of a network perspective who have not
rejected outright the idea that »it is meaningful to talk about networks as a distinct form of
coordinating economic activity« (Powell: 1990:310). The notion that it is meaningful to think
of network organization as a distinct form should, in my view, be understood as a rhetorical
strategy that is employed by some theorists to get beyond the markets-and-hierarchies
distinction that has become the dominant frame for comparative analysis of organizations.
(Nohria 1992, p12)

The more in-depth presentation of the network theory below is largely based on the major
theoretical contribution from Håkansson & Snehota (1995): Developing Relationships in
Business Networks.

As this approach also is strategy oriented - networks as a strategic organisational arrangement
- the account of the theory will emphasise the analytical categories while underscoring
elements that focus on networks as particular governance structures. Another property of the
approach is that networks are generally described from the perspective of the single firm.
From a total logistics chain perspective however the single units of the chain should be
functional entities like departments or units involved in the management of the co-ordination
of the product flow. This is also viable with this approach. 

It is therefore a biased presentation, which may not render full justification to the original
design. The approach however offers a favourable framework for conceptualising the product
logistical network as described in the previous chapter.
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4.4.1  Connectedness
A central concept of the theory is ‘connectedness’. It relates to the interdependence of
relationships in a chain structure. Relationships are connected when a given relationship
affects or is affected by what is going on in certain other relationships. Connectedness is a
measure for the degree of resource access that the bundle of relationships, which a company is
spun into, enables. The connectedness is described by the “thickness” of ties across the
‘distance’ gabs outlined in the interaction model. Included is also the degree of formality of
ties the extent to which hierarchy is dominant in the exchange situation. 

Connectedness does not only refer to the dyads that are directly linked but also to indirectly
connected relationships that are influenced by changes in a certain relation. A network
therefore may be understood as a pattern of generalised connectedness. ‘Connectedness’ of
cause also embraces a company’s horizontal relationships for instance to service organisations
of various kinds. The connectedness of business relationships ties firms into certain types of
structures or business networks. Some of these networks may be characterised by a very low
degree of connectedness in general, or by a combination of high and low levels of
connectedness in the vertical as well as horizontal chains of activities. 

The network approach suggests that an exchange relationship can be conceived of as a
combination of activities, resources and actors. The notions of exchange episodes, exchange
relations and atmosphere of the interaction-approach are integrated in the network approach.
Since relationships are organised by and organise Space itself a spatial dimension will be
suggested as well as this argument is not well developed in the network theory. 

4.4.2  Activities
An activity occurs when one or more actors combine, develop, exchange or create resources
by use of other resources (Rosenbröijer 1994). A distinction is made between transformation
and transfer activities. Through transformation activities resources are changed in some way
(e.g. production or product customisation). 'Transfer activities' refers to the process where
direct control over a resource is transferred from one actor to another (e.g. transport and
warehousing). Transfer activities thus link transformation activities of different actors.

Activity links regard technical, administrative, commercial and other activities of a company
that can be connected in different ways to those of another company. The totality of activity
links of a company then can be identified as its activity structure. The activity structure is thus
a complex co-ordination structure where all the many, many different activities are linked to
each other. Via exchange episodes the two involved companies’ activity structures become
activated. As their relationship develops their activities become linked with each other.
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This increased connectedness may also grow an interest for adjusting either party’s internal
activity structure. The degree of linking reflects the need of co-ordination as to how, when
and by who activities are carried out, which in turn will affect the efficiency and effectiveness
of the activities. Not all activity links are equally important and do for this reason not have
equal impact on the composition of the activity structure. 

Productivity is therefore not only a function of how the specific activities are performed but
also how they are locked into other activities. The productivity of a firm is not given by
simple task efficiency but rather by the effectiveness in relating its activity structure to the
activity structure of other firms. From a management perspective then

“[t]o develop activity links means to achieve better synchronization of activities in time and
space and better matching of two activities in their quality (content and scope)”. (Håkansson
& Snehota 1995, p120)

The activity structure can first and foremost be viewed upon as the result of interactions with
the major counter parts (seen from a certain focal organisation) and as a result of the position.
As we saw in the presentation of the IAM position is a relational notion, which refers to the
perceived role that an actor plays in a certain context of interaction with others. 

An important concept to this thesis is that of 'activity chains'. In the figure below a sequence
of such a chain is depicted.

Figure no.  4-4: Activity Chain Sequence
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Source: Håkansson & Snehota (1995)
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An activity chain can be identified as the sequence of transformation and transfer activities
that precedes and make a certain activity possible. A product specific activity chain may thus
be conceptualised as the sequences of transformation and transfer activities involved in
bringing a product through all the stages from raw material provision to final consumption
and recycling.

A company may be locked in on many different activity chains. From a company view one of
the major challenges to management is thus how to combine activities, resources, and actors
so as to obtain scale advantages and positive spin-off effects across its activity structure, and
how to establish the best conditions for developing its discrete resources. 

This is also called finding a balance between standardised and differentiated activities. In
comparing the division of activities between companies involved in certain product specific
activity chains one may discover that this division can be quite different one chain from
another. 

The activity chains in which firms are involved both limit and facilitate the construction of
activity structures of firms. The sequential interdependencies of companies cause the network
effect. If the connectedness is very strong even small changes in one part of the activity chain
may have big network wide effects. The ensemble of connected activity structures is called
the activity pattern of a network. Activity chains span organisational boundaries and integrate
activity structures of different companies into the over-all activity pattern of a network.

Where the activity chain - with all its linkages of relationships - specifically relates to certain
products or products groups the activity pattern relates to the totality of activity structures that
are tied together by certain activity chains. Thus, it also indirectly connects to the other
activity chains than the one the involved companies engage in. It is therefore a very
comprehensive notion. 

Networks can be analysed at different analytical levels and with different horizontal and
vertical extensions. Applying a product oriented network approach has some advantages in
that the backbone of the analytical unit has a functional determination: the product specific
material flow. The two other dimensions of the network relations: the resource and actor
dimensions are thus to some extent defined by this functional context (though not in a
straightforward one-to-one manner). It may then be useful to follow the strategy suggested by
Johanson and Mattsson:

A network can be delimited on the basis of resource inter-dependencies in relation to some
focal products, technology, country, region etc. The inclusion of relationships is then a matter
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of determining who are the actors who control relevant resources. (Johanson and Mattsson
1992, p210)

In this way they have given the cue to the next sections.

4.4.3  Resources
Resource ties connect various resource elements (technological, material, knowledge
resources and other intangibles) of two companies. Resource ties result from how a
relationship has developed and represent in themselves a resource for the company. The
ensemble of resource ties of a company then can be identified as its resource collection.

The concept of resource is closely related to perceived use of a certain element. A resource is
not a resource before it is perceived as useful. It is therefore a relational or contextual concept.
An element may never be transformed into a resource or it may become subject to different
exploitations and therefore represent a multiple or heterogeneous resource (Alchian &
Demsetz 1972). A resource element may for this reason be combined with other elements in
many different ways that cannot be all known in advance. The potential of resources could
therefore depend on joint exploration between actors involved in resource transformation
and/or transfer.

Resource collection refers to a company’s possible resource capital that can be deployed in
their activity structure. Resource collection as a concept has close reference to Penrose's
(1955) notion of companies as bundles of resources - the value and exploitation of which is
dependent on the contextual environment in which they are exposed.

There is always a provider and a user of resources. Therefore, as a relationship develops both
provision and use of a certain element may change and therefore a certain resource can be to a
large extent tied to the specific relationship in which it is exchanged and/or used. Hence, there
could be a dynamic relation between resource creation, provision and use. Resources not only
enable certain activities they may also be shaped by these activities. This is part of the
explanation for the discrete character of resource building in relationships where different
elements are activated as resources and developed and moulded during the process.

As a company not only is a user of resources but also a resource provider for other companies
it must consider how to utilise and how to provide resources in the best way. As a result:

“It may well be that creating and developing resources rather than economizing on resources
is their [the companies, ed.] primary purpose.” (Håkansson & Snehota 1995, p134)
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The economic performance of a company is for this reason not only related to the costs of
engaging in certain transactions, but also to how their resources are used and developed in
relationships. Thus, demanding partners and partners that actively engage in the constant
evaluation and development of the content of exchanges and in the way they are organised
can be an important resource asset in itself. Resource development may therefore be a mutual
process where the heterogeneous resource collections of the engaging parties are invested,
become changed and may be adapted to one another. Resource ties may actively transform
both tangible and intangible assets of either party and produce novel resources that become
built-in in those ties.

“Relationships are a peculiar type of resource as they cannot be controlled by any single
party in isolation but are controlled jointly by the parties involved. A relationship is jointly
owned by those who have ’invested’ in it. (Håkansson & Snehota 1995, p138)

As these ties are connected directly or indirectly to other resource collections and
relationships, and as the same resource element may be deployed in other relationships,
resource collections become connected and form resource constellations. A resource
constellation may thus develop to become a networked pool of knowledge of how to use and
provide a certain resource, which can be accessed to and tapped by different actors in the
network. In the same way as the notion of activity pattern 'resource constellation' is a difficult
concept to handle analytically. It might be translated into the general knowledge about use
and deployment of resources present at the industry or branch level.

An important resource and output of the exchanges between parties in activity chains is
knowledge and learning. Knowledge can be highly relation specific. During the exchange
process the involved parties produce both tacit knowledge and codified knowledge or tangible
knowledge. The created knowledge pools together and forms not only here-and-now utility
but also dynamic utility. Knowledge from joint learning processes may thus be more
extensive and more adapted than externally acquired knowledge, and therefore in the long run
less costly and not the least: more competitive.

Repetition and time are central conditions for learning. For this reason stability is important.
As markets are becoming more volatile innovative capabilities become more crucial.
Therefore, stability and variety of knowledge production is an important asset and challenge
to business relationships. 

Joint learning is the result of a process where mutual specialisation in producing joint values
or resources is developed. Resource specialisation and complementarity can be interpreted as
the strategic outcome of joint learning processes and relationship building, because the mutual
reliance on competencies of each other may lead to task division as well. In this way
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economies of scale can be accomplished as well as economies of scope. Hierarchy as a
response to resource dependence may therefore be a wrong choice in the long run, because
there is a danger that the inputs to the process of search and finding become 'routinised' and
'standardised'.  This would in turn degenerate the value of learning. 

The handling of resource ties therefore becomes a very important strategic capability. How
knowledge of resource use and provision is transformed and transferred between the involved
parties is critical. Mutual insight in the resource deployment and use of exchanging parties in
specific activity interfaces becomes a central means to achieving this. Better understanding of
the functional context and workings of the other party enhance problem solving and resource
development. It is thus not only a question of learning from and adapting the other party but
also of teaching.

Depending in part also on the volatility of the general economic environment the
connectedness of a company in a network may be constantly changing and therefore also the
access to different other resource structures. A company’s resource control may for this
reason be in a state of constant pressure or change.

4.4.4  Actors
The actor is of course what makes the clock tick. An actor can be identified as everything
from individuals, departmental units, firms, or networks depending on which organisational
level you focus attention. The Swedish approach16 points to five characteristics of the actor:

1) The actor bases his activities on direct control (via ownership) or indirect control (through
relationships) over resources.

2) Through exchange processes the actor develops relationships. All actors are embedded in
networks of more or less strong relationships. This gives access to resources he does not
himself control.

3) Actors are intentional and limitedly rational. "Irrespective of the goals of specific actors
the general goal of actors is to increase their control over resources." (Håkansson &
Johanson 1992, p29). Through resource control other goals can be pursued.

4) Actors have differential knowledge and perception of activities, resources and other
network actors. Thus, resource control, goal orientation and network perception are likely
to be heterogeneous amongst network participants. 

5) Actors obtain their identity and power through their position in the network. Position is a
property that is ascribed to an actor by the other actors of an exchange relation and/or
network.

                                                
16 This listing is different from the original in that the concept of position is emphasised.
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It follows from these actor characteristics that resource control is a main driver behind
exchange relations and their institutional setting. It also follows that since resources are
heterogeneously distributed over the network there is asymmetry in resource control. Thus,
one can expect to find conflicting interests between exchanging parties (e.g. those who have
direct resource control and those who seek indirect control where the former may prefer
formalised short term contractual arrangements and the latter long term relationship building).

Central concepts in this respect are thus position and power. "Position" is a complex notion
and property of an actor (see also Johansson & Mattsson 1992, Rosenbröijer 1994). It is
determined in part by the functional role he plays in the activity chain, and in part by the
resource possession (qualitatively and quantitatively) he is perceived to hold by other actors.
Power in the network theory is directly linked to actors' perception of others actors' resource
possession. It has thus both a relational determination and an absolute determination given by
the actual resource control.   

What are the dynamics between actors' identity creation and resource development and
control is therefore a question that has become central to answer. According to the network
theory these dynamics are in a fundamental way an inherent part of not only the single
exchange relations but of the whole set of network relations. They are transmitted through
what is labelled actor bonds.

Actor bonds connect actors and influence how actors perceive each other. They form the
identities of actors in relation to each other. Bonds are created through interaction and reflect
the interaction process dealt with in detail by the AIM. The ensemble of actor bonds of a
company can be identified as its organisational structure. 

Bonds between companies arise because of bonding between individuals. Individuals bring
into relationships the ' bounded rationality', that is, their limits as to the capacity not only to
get and process information but also limits to their capacity to specify what is needed and
why is it needed. Bonds to others have an important role for the 'boundedly rational'
individuals. They relate their intentions and understanding to those of others making it thus
possible to transcend their limits. (Håkansson & Snehota 1995, p 194)

The actors bring life into the activity and resource dimension and are in turn constrained by
them. But the knowledge, capabilities, perceptions and intentions of the actors are not only
defined by this functional context. They are also formed by the limited capability of
interpretation, by the actors' evaluation of interpersonal relations, their experiences and
learning in other contexts, cultural backgrounds et cetera. 
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As the actor per definition does not have access to all relevant information a relationship is
always surrounded by uncertainty and incomplete information access some degrees of
commitment and trust must be present. Håkansson & Snehota writes:

“Commitment is a tendency to persist with courses of action, often without an apparent
causal motive, on bases of vague expectations; it always is to some extent an ‘act of faith’ by
which the actors handle uncertainty and the complexities of situations...Trust is a necessary
condition for commitment and commitment only makes sense if tomorrow matters. Trust, on
the other hand takes time to develop...Dependence on time (history and future) makes
relationships unique. (Håkansson & Snehota 1995, p198)

Identity and commitment are two central properties of the bonds between actors. Identity
relates to the perceived usefulness of each other - what the actors can do, whereas
commitment relates to the shared expectations of action of each other - what the other will do.
In this way the attributes ascribed to an actor or company are transformed into tangible factors
of behaviour which can be decoded to some extent and used for evaluation. As the interaction
process evolves a mutual limitation as well as empowerment of behaviour takes place which
in turn defines the position of each engaging actor in that particular relationship. This process
is characterised by institutionalisation of roles, routines, expectations, responsibilities,
procedures et cetera. In this way mutual orientation is institutionalised and path dependencies
and residual rationalities17 develop. 

Commitment and engagement in exchange relationships may be grounded in personal bonds
as well. Therefore, bonds between actors have an organising effect on the whole web of actors
in business networks, and therefore also on the structural properties of business activities - the
organisation of activity chains and activity structures. Actor bonds influence the composition
and orientation of resource ties and activity links of the activity chains. 

Håkansson & Johanson (1992) summarise the main forces at work in networks in this way:

� Functional interdependence: Actors, activities and resources together form a system
where heterogeneous demands are satisfied by heterogeneous resources. They are
functionally related to each other.

� Power structure: On the basis of control of activities and resources there are important
power relations between the actors. The performance of the activities is to some extent
organised on the basis of these power relations.

                                                
17 Residual rationality refers to the fact that the original reasons for ways of doing and thinking might be
forgotten or blurred as the institutionalisation proceeds and thereby they may even loose their legitimacy in
terms of contribution to the efficient and/or effective use of resources.
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� Knowledge structure: The design of the activities as well as the use of resources is bound
together by the knowledge and experience of present and earlier actors. And the
knowledge of those actors is related one to another.

� Inter-temporal dependence: The network is a product of its history in terms of all
memories, investments in relationships, knowledge, routines, etc. Therefore, all changes
are thus constrained and partially determined by existing structures.

Seen from a critical realist point of the network approach (and the AIM) satisfies a range of
the demands on theoretical explanation forwarded by critical realism:

1) It operates with a procedural rationality - history matters
2) It acknowledges and integrates the material dimension as an essential part of explaining

organisational structure and action
3) Actors are perceived of as intentional and their causal powers do not alone originate from

their functional positions in the exchange relations but also from individual properties and
collective qualities of the organisations they represent, from past experiences and
competence building processes, and from other relations not directly linked to the
particular exchanges relations. Thus, a loose coupling between actor, structure and
practice is proposed.

4) The concept of 'positions' is used in a similar way as in critical realism as mediating points
where the causal powers of actors can be activated and transformed.

Let me in the following suggest some extensions of the theory and forward some critiques.

4.4.5  Space in networks
One of the obvious perspectives in a network-oriented approach is recognising the spatiality
of exchange relations and its impact on the organisation of activity linkages, resource ties and
actor bonds. It is not however included in the general theoretical construction of the network
theory. Some propositions are given in the following. The IAM indirectly introduced a spatial
dimension when explaining the different aspects of the process of adaptations or co-ordination
problems related with exchanges. In this approach Space is treated as geographical and social
friction and as an issue which is articulated as a consequence of calibration needs in the
exchange process rather than a factor which might influence decisions as to the functional
structure of activity links and chains. But network oriented theory building should be
concerned with the spatiality of exchange relations as well as the social embeddedness these
relations.

In he network approaches adhering to the research traditions of regional economics and
economic geography space is the fundamental platform for analysing social relations. Space
take a much wider meaning in the sense of milieu or localised community (see the
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contributions of e.g. the GREMI-network, Camagni 1991 & 1993, Becattini 1990, Capello
1994, Maillat 1994, Scott & Storper 1986, Törnquist 1990, Walker 1988)

In our context I would like to suggest that Space is ascribed a positive property in terms of
being an aspect of the resource dimension, as well as a negative property in terms of friction.
Resources have been conceptualised as the perceived usefulness of products, actors and/or
relations between actors and that these resources are heterogeneously distributed.
Heterogeneity is a spatial quality of resources. Resources are only seldom everywhere
available and spatial friction must be overcome to gain access to these resources. This is a
fundamental condition of economic activity, that is often forgotten and only shows critical in
situations where the means by which access to resources become restricted in some way. The
concepts of place and temporal asset specificity of TACT share some common ground with
this view.

The spatial attributes of resources condition each in their way the specific framework of co-
ordination at work. An activity chain may thus also be conceived of as a specific combination
of spatial settings of activity links, resource ties and actor bonds. The spatial attributes or
dimensions are of five kinds:

Location. Resources (be they materials, knowledge, equipment, finances, manpower) are not
evenly distributed over space. Often they are tied to specific locations and not easily
transferred (corresponds to TACT's notion of place specific assets). Therefore, they must be
accessed in various ways through exchange relations with located actors who possess these
resources either fully or jointly with others, and via different means of tangible and intangible
exchange facilitating infrastructures (e.g. transportation, information, finances flow
infrastructures and/or not the least located (in relationships and/or communities) shared
systems of meaning and interpretation);

Capacity. Resources have capacities that define potential volumes of exchange possible
between located parties;

Quality. Resources are endowed with certain qualities which decide their use value in terms of
reliability, flexibility, frequency and timing when connected to and deployed in certain
activity links and chains;

Density. Resources have a certain density in terms of number of sources distributed over a
certain area locally as well as globally which defines the number of potential exchange
relations;
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Connectedness. Some resources may be ascribed additional value due to their connectedness
to other resources. This is especially so with knowledge and information based resources
accessed via actor bonds. Actors' connectedness to other actors may add value to a specific
actor bond in that it might give access to other pools of valuable resources, which have
specific spatial properties either as resource collections in geographically limited areas (like
local milieus or industrial districts) or as collections of resources connected spatially in a
more contingent manner by a certain “community” of mutual orientation (e.g. co-ops). 

These localised resources may have the capability of processing and distributing specialised
information knowledge amongst the “members” due to their mutual orientation and
knowledge of the resources available between them. By locking into those “communities”
potential new suppliers, strategic allies or customers may be found thus deciding the spatial
set-up of the activity chains the firms engage in and the activity structure they accumulate.

The position is taken that since economic activities are constructed in and through Space the
various co-ordination challenges posed by those five dimensions mentioned above suggest
that the significance of Space is more than just a matter of adaptation as proposed by the
interaction approach. Rather, it appears to be as fundamental to the exchange relationships as
resource ties, activity links and actor bonds. 

The spatiality of business activities has therefore both a contingent element and an
institutional dimension in that space is created via actor bonding, held together via resource
ties and co-ordinated via activity linkages. The scope for doing business in a geographical
sense may thus be heavily influenced by the contact patterns that are activated in specific
activity chains. 

4.4.6 Comments on the Interaction and network theory
The merits of the AIM and network theory is their attempt to systematically join theoretical
insights from both transaction cost theory, resource dependence theory and economic
sociology. They argue that the combination of cost efficiency, resource dependence and social
embeddedness of economic exchanges is main pillars in the explaining of inter-organisational
behaviour and structure. One may say that, rather than being a new theory it is a merger of
already known perspectives into a larger analytical framework. 

Power and control 

There are some built in conflicts in the theory that relate to the concept of power and in
particular to what the selection mechanism is that legitimises the existence of certain
organisational forms. Williamson has argued against the resource dependence theory that it
over dramatises the power aspect in its focusing on resource control. He argues that the
“underdog” in a relation does not enter a particular exchange relationship just because it is
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forced to do so. Most actors enter with the intention of achieving benefits. There is no
necessary correspondence between having control over a large amount of resources and being
the one doing the better job. Williamson polemically frames the difference between his
approach and resource dependence theory as the difference in believing in the survival of the
fittest, as he does, and believing in the survival of the fattest which would be the resource
dependence theory argument. 

While Williamson explains the existence of big business with the cost reduction advantages of
scale economies the resource dependence theory would argue that the bigger gets bigger
because his is big, according to Williamson. 

But I believe that he is missing the point, namely that it is not the "fatness" of the firm that
matters it is the way it is fat, which makes the difference. The network theory would suggest
that performance is not given by simple task efficiency alone. Rather, it is given by the
effectiveness in relating a company's activity structure to other activity structure to achieve
better synchronisation and matching (qualitatively and quantitatively) of activities, and in the
capability of creating and developing resources that respond to market needs.
 
Resources have different strategic values (e.g. due to availability, discreteness or importance
to core activity). Thus, one can expect that the wish to control varies very much with the
resource in question. As this differs from one firm to another one must also expect that power
is highly relation and context specific, and not an easy concept to deal with. Williamson has a
point that the network theory (in line with resource dependence theory) has a tendency to
equate size with power.

That power has influence on the exchange relationships is beyond doubt but one must dive
into the specific relations to examine whether if it is exercised or not (and how).

An important aspect of the network way of thinking is that the environment is not taken be an
exogenous variable to which the actors adapt in a reactive way. Rather, it is assumed that
actors try actively to not only adjust and adapt to external changes and demands but also try to
change the expectations and demands so as to match competencies and capabilities with
current external demands better.

In this sense there is a markedly different selection mechanism is assumed to be working than
in the TACT where external demand is taken for given and where the market mechanism will
eventually force the lesser fit out of business - albeit with some time lag. Thus, inefficient
companies only exist because of this time lag, according to TACT. The network theory
suggests that there is a much larger room for slack (from an efficiency point of view).
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Relationship building creates this room where discrete supply and demand configurations are
mutually developed. In this way not all demands are voiced and expressed on the market and
as such exposed to the same extent to market correction as the TACT assumes. A reply from
TACT could be that to the extent that relationships in chains develop quasi hierarchies then
one can expect the market mechanism to be operating at a chain level. In this way, the more
efficient chain will squeeze the lesser so out of business.  

It is difficult to judge who is more right. There is no doubt that cost efficiency of course is
important in a market economy. One the other hand often the markets will be so volatile and
changing that the capability of responding to, and may be even of shaping market demands,
could be as important selection mechanism - even if this is done with more slack. I think one
viable conclusion is that it will be the market conditions dominating the particular market
segments that decide which type of selection mechanism is stronger.

Intangible assets and control and positioning

The control argument seems to be based on the assumption that actors know which resources
they have and what they need in order to succeed in reaching their goals. However, the
network theory points out several times that as the exchange processes become
institutionalised much of the knowledge and competence vested in a relationship are
transformed into intangible resource assets, or tacit knowledge, which are not easily defined
and controlled. 

This leaves it a little unclear whether if power and control is reserved identifiable, tangible
assets that have larger symbolic value as well as being more manageable, or subject to power
and control you might say. The same problem goes for the positioning argument. The
positioning in exchange relations appear to a large extent to take place on the basis of the
perceived tangible resource assets of the other parties. The control and power argument thus
becomes more of a make-or-buy decision argument. 

When it comes down to practise power must be interpreted as what it is perceived as by the
actors in specific relations. It is a difficult concept theoretically though certainly an important
aspect, as power is associated with constraining action and manoeuvrability in certain ways. 

4.5 Summarising on the theoretical assumptions
In the table below are main fundamental assumptions of TACT, resource dependence theory
and the network theory are going to be used to explain organisational behaviour and structure
of the dairy product chains.
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Table no 4-4: Differences in focus and basic explanation variables of transaction costs theory,
ressource dependence theory and network theory

TACT Resource Dependency Network Theory
Actors' cognitive capacity Incomplete�Bounded

rationality
Incomplete�Bounded
rationality

Incomplete�Bounded
rationality

Unit of analysis Transactions in dyads Resource distribution
across dyads

Relationships i networks

Governance driver Opportunism Power Trust
Response to uncertainty
and asset specificity

Hierarchy Resource control Relationship building

External conditions of
decision situation and
actor response

Given - adaptation Given - inert adaptation Can be modified/
negotiated

Actor-structure relationship Static Processual - path
dependencies

Processual - path
dependencies

Selection mechanism Cost efficiency Power and innovation Effective positioning
Mode of explanation Functional & intentional Intentional Intentional
Source: Own Working

Let us end by stating as done in the beginning of this chapter: These theories emphasise
different causal relations, and they have to some extent competing explanations as to
organisational behaviour and governance structure. In this way they may contribute to give a
richer picture of the causal structures and relations at work. In the scheme below key factors
explaining organisational behaviour and governance structure from an inter-organisational
perspective are listed as identified in this chapter. This scheme will be used to discuss
behaviour and governance in the Danish dairy product chains.
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Table no 4-5: Key factors explaining organisational behaviour and governance structure from
an inter-organisational perspective
Dyad The interacting parties

Transaction focus

Transaction objective The perceived end to the transaction

Nature of transaction What is being exchanged and the way it condition the governance
structure/exchange relationship

Rationality orientation The success criteria by which the actors evaluate their own
performance e.g. cost reduction, profit, service criteria

Frequency The frequency of transactions

Asset specificity Degree of investment dedication/resource dependence (e.g. place,
technology, knowledge)

Decision environment Degree of uncertainty the actors are conditioned by in their practice

Contractual relationship Type (co-op or “normal”) and length of contracts 

Availability/consciousness of
alternatives 

Small numbers/large numbers markets? 

Relationship focus

Atmosphere of relationship Is the exchange-relationships and action conducted through by
impersonal, arms-length, trust based/friends-like contacts? 

Perception of power distribution Perception of dependence on the other party: discrete/large volume
resource control and negotiation/buying power 

Process of tech./org. adaptation Specificity relationship assets - mutual adaptations over time

Network orientation and
connectedness

Whether if the actors see themselves and explain what they do with
reference to a wider context than the particular function they have in the
product chains

Source: Own working
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PART IV

The Case-studies
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5 Some headlines of the recent Danish Dairy history
The following is a historical introduction to the case-studies of the two dairies: MD Foods and
Kløver Mælk. Their coming in to existence and the relationship both with each other and with
the retailers bears some explanatory power to the strategies and practises identified in the
case-studies which should not be left out. The reader may also think of this story as a gentle
introduction to the particular world we are about to enter. In it self it is also a piece of
interesting co-op history.

The account has been made on the basis of a range of new paper articles, publications from
the Danish Competition Council and the books of Vedholm (1995) and Søgaard (1990).

MD Foods was founded the 12th of June 1970 as the result of a merger between 4 large dairy
companies and 3 small co-ops, and officially started its activities in October 1970. This event
was the outcome of 7 years of different attempts to unite and rationalise milk production and
distribution first of all in Jutland. 

In the after-war years there was much debate about what to do with the increasing instability
on the international markets and the accelerating wearing down of the dairy production
apparatus. The mantra was rationalisation, concentration and specialisation. In the mid 40s the
number of co-op dairies reached its peak of 1637 dairies corresponding more or less to the
number of parishes in Denmark. All dairy production and consumption were organised in a
very local context. Little exchange of products across these local markets was taking place.
Further there was a strong division between country co-ops and city co-ops. 

The city co-op had state concessions of monopoly on supply of milk products to the city
population. Their markets were protected as a kind of reward for securing supplies of milk.
Therefore they also decided upon the way milk was sold and distributed. At that time dairy
products were sold from special outlets and not from retailers shops. 

The dairies in the countryside however were less protected against structural changes both
those on the world market and those on the home market. They were also called production
dairies, because they first of all produced butter and some cheese for the world market, and
the general assortment for the local market. They did not have State protected markets and
were therefore more exposed to the new winds which began to blow from the end of the 50s.
Before that time any attempt to unite the dairies in bigger companies would have stranded on
the simple logistical factor that the in-weighing transportation was carried out by horse and
carriage which put some natural limits to both quantity and geographical coverage in the
supply system. This barrier was removed with the introduction of the first truck pulled milk
tanks during the 50s and early 60s.
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The Dairy Planning Committee was established in 1958 (closed 1964) by the Danish Dairy
Board (DDB) with the specific aim of pushing for rationalisation in the dairy industry. As a
way of overcoming resistance towards concentration by the dairy managers they were offered
very favourable compensations in case their dairy had to be closed down. The committee
typically suggested that 10 dairy companies should merge into one company with everything
they owned and produced to establish one single economic unit. Further it was recommended
that production tasks as far as possible should be specialised 1:1 - one unit one type of
production. Out of the 10 typically 6 had to be closed down transferring production tasks to
the four remaining best-equipped units. The average annual rate of closures quickly rose from
18 in the early post war years to 75 during the 60ies. The process of rationalisation had gained
momentum, and an unprecedented structural development took place from the 60s and is still
going on although at much slower pace. This aspect will be dealt with more in detail later.

It was in this period that the idea of Dairy Company Denmark, which is the direct translation
of Mejeriselskabet Danmark (MD), was forwarded publicly. It was the head of DDB: T.
Mathiesen who in 1963 proposed the idea of a national dairy company in its full meaning: one
national company. It should integrate production and marketing in one economic and
organisational unit in order to stave of competition and price pressure from the international
markets, and in order to maximise economies of scale - to solve the cost problem once and for
all in the production link. 

It was further argued that it would ease investment planning and product development. The
entire milk production should be handled and processed within the same company at
production 1:1 specialised production units. It was even going to be specifically stated in the
preamble of Mejeriselskabet Danmark that it should work actively to integrate all dairy
production in Denmark into its company organisation.

But its implementation proved to be much more difficult among other things because of the
very heterogeneous character of the industry at that time. The big concessioned city dairies
that held the protected lucrative city markets did not have the same problems on the export
markets - they did not need to go there – as the dairies in the countryside. They saw very little
point in changing their businesses. At the end of the sixties it was Jutland based dairies, which
were heading for the foundation of MD.

5.1 Dairies and Retailers
The situation of the city dairies however changed rapidly. Politicians who wished to push the
process of rationalisation phased out the legal protection of their markets (from 1968 - 1973).
The entrance of provincial dairy products on the city markets, and not the least the permission
given to retailers to sell milk products from their own shops, laid a heavy pressure on the city
dairy organisation, which till then were selling their products from own milk outlets and milk
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vans. This happened by the 1st of January 1971. Only a year after, 50% of milk sales in the
cities were taken over by the retailers.

The retail business was going through a radical process of concentration as well and the first
retail chains were established like IRMA, Dansk Supermarked and FDB. As they expanded
their geographical coverage the city dairies were facing severe organisational and economic
stresses. 

The greater Copenhagen dairies had till then divided their markets between them
geographically such that each dairy produced a full product range to all milk and (later) retail
outlets in the area. This structure was increasingly difficult to maintain as the retail chains
grew in strength and market coverage. One may say that a growing dis-equilibrium developed
between the organisational geography of the dairies and that of the retail chains. 

IRMA was the first chain to make an agreement with a dairy, Jægersborg Allé Dairy
according to which the dairy was obliged to supply with liquid bulk products to all IRMA
outlets across its traditional market frontiers in the Greater Copenhagen Area. This agreement
practically smashed the attempts of the city dairies to establish one single co-op that could
take over the negotiations with the retail chains in that area. This was the beginning of the end
of the city dairies, and the beginning of a parallel structural development of the retailing and
dairy businesses - fewer and bigger economic units covering a larger area.

The year 1977 is often in the historical accounts of the dairy business taken to be important
due to the significant events that over a very short time period again dramatically changed the
strategic and structural landscape of the dairy industry. And Mejeriselskabet Danmark (MD)
was a main actor. In April a company, Danmælk I, was jointly founded by FDB - the largest
retail chain in Denmark also at that time, MD and by the dairy “Enigheden” in Aarhus. MD
was not at that time big enough in itself. So they made agreement with Enigheden Dairy to
produce specialty products to all retail outlets of FDB across the country. In July the most
important of the city dairies in Jutland, Central Mejeriet (Aarhus), was taken over by MD. As
one of managers at that time said shortly before it happened:

“At the end of the tunnel MD is waiting. There is no doubt about that. The problem is that we
don’t know how long it is”. (Citation from Vedholm 1995, p51).

And in October 1977 MD and FDB founded another company: Danmælk II. It was going to
supply all FDB outlets with bulk dairy products. According to Vedholm (1995) FDB made it
clear that if MD did not want to join in they would start dairy production themselves. These
agreements with FDB marked the beginning of many years of co-operation between these two
giants in each their link of the dairy product chains. In the first agreement of strategic co-
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operation they obliged each other do business together for the following 17 years. At that time
MD produced about 10-12% of all dairy products while FDB was controlling around 22% of
the daily commodity market. Both companies had their chairmen and CEO’s in the board of
Danmælk during the years up until 1992/93 where MD began its production co-operation with
Kløver Mælk and Danmælk was closed down.

An indication of the reasons why FDB was interested in actively restructuring the general
supply structure of the dairy industry towards bigger and more homogeneous units or actors,
and maybe even become a producer themselves, might be indicated by this citation in
Andelsbladet 1978 (from the minutes of a meeting between FDB top managers):

“Previous legislations concerning milk for consumption have had the implication that the
supply to the retail shops had to be done directly from dairy to shop, and it should be noted,
that ‘brugserne’ [co-op retail shops of FDB, KN] did not have any opportunity so sell milk
until 1967 as a consequence of the change of rules by the Ministry of Internal Affairs
concerning trade with milk for consumption. These conditions have implied that FDB’s shops
are being unequally supplied with consumption milk products through out the country and
have not enjoyed the procurement advantages of standing united because the trade conditions
were a matter between the single dairy and the single shop.”  (Andelsbladet no 4, 1978, p90)

Apart from uniform supply and more favourable trading conditions a concentration in the
dairy business was taken to imply cheaper products. And the dairy products made up a
significant portion of the general turnover in the FDB shops - in the seventies it amounted to
around 10% according to Søgaard (1990). In this way, as both MD and FDB grew bigger,
there was a mutual interest in obtaining both market and supply stability. It was even
mentioned in the preamble of the Danmælk II agreement that the purpose was structural
rationalisation of production and distribution of milk in Denmark, as well as securing an
appropriate product development, and thereby obtaining mutual both short term and long term
profits from this process.

With the alliance between MD and FDB the rest of both the dairy industry and the retail
business were confronted by a new type of competition they had to respond to. It was the final
push that brought together three of the remaining big dairies: Mejeriselskabet Esbjerg,
VEKOFA and Nordjydsk Mejeriselskab. They merged into what was to become called Kløver
Mælk. And Kløver Mælk made a long-term agreement with the second largest retail chains in
Denmark: Dansk Supermarked. In fact, much of the rethorics around the founding of and
legitimacy searched by Kløver Mælk were based on three arguments: 

1) the producers protection against MD - there should be a viable alternative; 
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2) the provision of an alternative to the retailers in general - to evade imports from northern
Germany and Poland; and 

3) a viable alternative to the smaller retailers. 

These arguments were voiced until the end of Kløver Mælk - and for good reason as we shall
see. Kløver Mælk’s self understanding was very much based on being in opposition to MD.18 

In the years that followed the concentration process continued - now almost exclusively with
these two companies as main actors. 

5.2 Establishing National Distribution Systems
The growing complexity of the supply links to FDB, the wish to expand the portfolio with a
larger variety of fresh products and the wish to offer a homogenous product assortment and
quality in the various retail chain outlets increased seriously the need of co-ordinating better
the incoming logistical operations. Consolidation and control were main objectives which
FDB strived for when they in 1978 suggested to the fresh food suppliers (especially the
butchering industry and MD Foods) to establish a common distribution system through which
all fresh products could be channelled. 

More than a suggestion it was actually a threat in the sense that if they did not do it FDB
would do it themselves (Vedholm 1995), and through backward integration taking control of a
larger part of the activity chains in the food industry. Recalling the Danmælk agreements this
was not the first time FDB had threatened to integrate up-stream. MD had already established
a distribution system through which they supplied their customers. A parallel FDB
distribution system would not only inflict losses on the MD distribution system but also
represent a potential entry channel for foreign competitors. Further, loosing control over the
distribution link also would mean loosing power in the negotiations with the retailers about
which products to produce, in which way, in which name, in which type of display et cetera.

Despite the enormous investments needed to establish such a fresh product distribution
system the perspective of letting FDB establish their own distribution system was so little
attractive that MD together with one of the biggest butcheries at that time: Forenede
Sjællandske Slagterier (“United Slaughterhouses of Zealand”) founded the company
Hjemmemarkedsselskabet Danmark a.m.b.a. (“The Danish Home Market Company”) in
December 1979. Later simply referred to as HD. This company was then to lead the
negotiations with FDB about the establishment of a distribution system for fresh products.

                                                
18 For details see e.g. the chairman Knud Harck’s statements in the industry journal: Andelsbladet no 26 1991.
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They agreed to place two terminals: one in Jutland (Tyrstrup) and one in Zealand (Slagelse),
FDB promised to channel their fresh products through these terminals, and the partners should
equally bear the costs. But, soon it was clear that it became far more expensive than the
slaughterhouses were willing to accept. Also FDB began to complain over the expenses and
broke the agreement with MD. In 1984 the terminals were de facto under full administration
of HD - which in turn had become 100% a MD affiliate. FDB continued however to channel
their fresh product supplies through HD’s distribution system. During the 80s HD build out a
distribution network with full national coverage including other terminals in Hobro, Holstebro
and Vejle located in Jylland and another terminal on Zealand in Ishøj despite heavy losses.
With the slaughterhouses and FDB opting out HD was faced with the challenge of
consolidating the distribution activities themselves. Only through a massive expansion into
the market for fresh products distribution HD succeeded in reaching critical mass levels. The
case of HD will be treated more in detail later. The 3rd of October 1988 MD changed its name
to MD Foods.

Kløver Mælk chose another strategy. In the mid-eighties they were asked by Dansk
Supermarked to build up a fresh distribution system with a wide geographical coverage to
supply the outlets of the rapidly growing retail chain more effectively. KM chose to keep their
distribution activities in house, and expanded these activities first as a consequence of the
mergers with other dairies, later they also expanded into the market for fresh products
distribution to reach similar distribution intensity albeit within a more geographically
restricted range of operation. The KM distribution system is left unfairly accounted for in this
rush through history but will be exposed to further analysis later.

5.3 The Milk War
Another significant event was the so called milk war in 1992 which actually was the
culmination of a series of confrontations in the milk market between what had grown to be
two giants in the dairy industry – MD Foods was by far big brother of the two. This time
however the war resulted in a drastic change and re-organisation in the industrial landscape.

During the eighties several milk wars broke out between MD Foods and Kløver Mælk
grounded on the wish to increase market shares through lowering the price on milk. But with
stagnating markets and small profit margins it was an expensive undertaking - which basically
resulted in lower earnings for the coop members. 

In February 1992 these occasional wars reached a new climax when Kløver Mælk managed to
“steal” the contract of supplying natural milk to the city dairy Enigheden (Copenhagen) from
MD Foods - as a part on their expansion strategy. This “steal“ resulted in quite absurd
additional transport flows between the island of Zealand and the Jutland Mainland. 
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Kløver Mælk was already before the agreement lacking local milk supplies to their dairy,
Englevaad, in the North West of Zealand. In the year 91/92 they had to transport 46 mill.
litres of natural milk every year from Jutland to Englevaad, but with the “Enigheden
agreement” additional 37 mill litres had to be transported to Copenhagen. 100.000 litres of
natural milk had to be transported every day across the Great Belt, corresponding to 5-6 trips
of around 250 km – that is some 1,200 vehicle km’s a day or 440,000 km’s a year. (The
figures will be slightly lower if you compensate for the transport needed for transferring the
milk to original locations).

And since MD Foods did not have alternative uses for their sudden excess supply of milk in
Zealand they had to transport an equal amount from Zealand to Hobro in Jutland producing at
least the same amount of extra kilometres if not more. The absurdity was exposed to the
public on the ferries crossing the Great Belt where KM-trucks going East were passing MD-
trucks going West. The illustration below is a re-sketched version of the front cover of the co-
op news journal “Andelsbaldet no 4-92” exposing this absurdity.

Source: Re-sketched drawing from the front cover of Andelsbladet 4-92
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During the general reorganisation process of the milk supplies to the Greater Copenhagen
Area some 5 years earlier, Enigheden had made an irrevocable agreement with MD that they
should purchase all the milk they needed from MD. Being a city dairy they did not have their
own supplies. However, in the autumn ’91 a disagreement on the price of deliveries arose
which ended with a breech of contract when KM took advantage of the situation and offered
dumped prices (some 14-15 øre/litre) to Enigheden. As a response MD Foods dumped their
price 25 øre to their customers in Zealand. In this way MD Foods managed to put an indirect
pressure on Enigheden via its customers who suddenly found themselves buying expensive
milk relative to the customers of MD Foods. Had the war lasted various estimations of the
potential losses to the co-op members - the milk suppliers - varied between 200-500 Mio dkk.
annually. So, it was not insignificant amounts of money - somewhere between 13,000 -
35,000 dkk. on average for each producer a year.

The situation quickly became unbearable. Milk producers from both KM and MD demanded
that the management of their dairies should come to a solution during several meetings held in
their producers organisation during the early spring ’92. Also the smaller dairies suffered
badly under this fierce price competition and they threatened to leave the Danish Dairy Board
if no agreement was made.

The negotiations that followed paved the way for the foundation of the MD-KM conglomerate
forming a hitherto unseen degree of monopoly in any of the Danish industry sectors with
market shares above 90% on the milk products home market, 75% of the yellow cheese
market and 80% of all in-weighed natural milk.

The milk wars were an indication of the tense relationship that existed between the two rivals.
MD Foods had consistently been forwarding the idea that KM should merge with MD Foods
not only in the public but also concretely in terms of trying to persuade KM members to
switch over to MD Foods offering those who did a bonus of 20,000 dkr. According to MD
this amount corresponded to the efficiency and scale gains obtainable in case of a merger. As
late as autumn 1991 a major but unsuccessful attempt was made. Seen in this light it is
somewhat ironic that the strategic move of KM in the end provoked its own members to push
for close co-operation with MD Foods.

In August ’92 a model for the new joint milk dispatching and production co-operation was
send to the national Competition Council the main component of which were:

1) a common milk allocation company (M-amba) for distribution of natural milk
2) a common production company (P-amba) for home market products
3) co-operation on export markets
4) a system that secures an equal economic result for the coop-members of both companies
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Interestingly, one of the original ideas regarding co-operation on the in-weighing
transportation was given up. Why, will be answered later.

Figure no. 5-1: The Joint Milk Dispatching and Production Co-operation of MD and KM 1992

Milk producers

MD Foods

Kløver
Mælk

M-amba P-amba

MD-Foods owned
production units

Kløver Mælk owned
production units

Source: Own Working

The M-amba agreement: The main option of M-amba was to allocate all natural milk from the
suppliers of the two companies in the best way possible to the various production units of MD
Foods and KM that were associated to P-amba. The milk should be sold to individual
production units, common units or to third parties. The dispatching was to be done on the
basis of the needs of the parties and in unanimity.

The P-amba agreement: The main option was to secure the most rational production of liquid
milk products and yellow cheese bound for the home market. P-amba did not have
competence to sell by it self but was obliged to sell its products to the parties according to
their needs. The budget required unanimity, and there was a right of veto when production
units were to be closed down. Only the running costs should be covered - a non-profit
business. Sales, distribution and marketing was still to be an individual matter. 

MD and KM wanted to share consolidation and back-payments to their members. The
competition situation between the two companies would not suffer from this agreement, MD-
KM argued, because efficiency in the production and sales link was not subject to joint co-
ordination, and thus remained a competitive element.
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However, the council forced MD-KM to give up the clause on equal back-payments and
distribution of profits and losses, because it represented a de facto merger between the two
companies in the view of the Competition Council (KonkurrenceNyt no 21 -1992, no 1, 9 &
19 - 1993). MD-KM expanded in the following years their production co-operation to include
joint production of preserved milk products (K-amba) and joint distribution of Cheese for
export (basically the German market). 

Important events after the completion of case-studies
1996: MD Foods starts co-operation with Arla - the largest dairy in Sweden
1996: FDB denounces its contract with HD on distribution of fresh products from its

terminal in Slagelse, Zealand. FDB wants to do it itself. They are building up a nation-
wide fresh products distribution network to service their own retail outlets

1999: After another milk war in 1998 Kløver Mælk was ready to give up its independence
and the 25th of March 1999 the merger was a fact and in effect from the 28th of
September 1998. According to the account that the dairies made to the Competition
Council the merger represented additional profits (scale advantages) of approximately
550 mill. dk or 13 øre per litre in-weighed natural milk.

1999: Dansk Supermarked responds to the monopoly situation by starting a co-operation
with the largest dairy in Germany Nordmilch on the supply of bulk dairy products
under a private label: Engholm – with success

2000: April 17, 2000: Arla Foods amba is born as the result of a merger between MD Foods
and Arla. Approximately 17,000 Danish and Swedish milk producers were joined by
this merger. Together they supply Arla Foods with around 7 billion kg of natural milk
received. With a turnover of approximately DKK 36 billion, Arla Foods has become
Europe's largest dairy group as shows in the table below

Table no 5-1: Ranking of European Dairies according to their in-weighed milk volumes, 2000
Rank Company In-weighed natural milk mill. kg Country

1 Arla Foods 7.100 Denmark/Sweden
2 Groupe Lactalis 6.540 France
3 Friesland Coberco 5.900 Netherlands
4 Campina Melkunie 4.700 Netherlands
5 Nordmilch 4.300 Germany
6 Bongrain/CLE 3.700 France
7 Dairy Crest 3.100 UK
8 Nestlé 2.800 International
9 Sodiaal 2.400 France
10 Danone 2.150 France

Source: Danish Dairy Board 2001

Thus, history proved that the fears of Kløver Mælk were justified. And the vision from the
early 60s of T. Mathiesen has by and large been realised. Once again the industrial landscape
of the dairy industry has changed dramatically. The home-market of the Danish dairy industry
is no more confined to the national borders but now extents to Finland in the East and Lapland
in the North. The consequences of these changes will not be captured by the case study
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presented in the coming sections, although some of the conclusions regarding structural
tendencies may well apply to this larger geographical context.
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6 The Kløver Mælk & MD Foods Case-studies

6.1 Introduction

In the following the case-studies of Kløver Mælk and MD Foods are presented jointly. As it
will be clear these two companies have integrated a large part of their production activities.
Thus, it would be wrong to separate the two. According to the approach applied in this thesis
it would actually be more correct to label this chapter: “The case-studies of the Danish cheese,
bulk milk, preserved milk and butter product chains.” When the conventional firm-oriented
labelling has been used it is because of the particular organisational framing of these products
chains: the co-op mode of organisation which practically embraces all links of the product
chains examined. In this case, therefore, it is more convenient to refer to these product chains
as Kløver Mælk (KM) and MD Foods (MD) product chains. 

Allow me to teleport you back to 95/96. Having done so I will change the language to present
tense to make the analyses and descriptions more readable. For instance, we have to pretend
that Kløver Mælk still exists or MD Foods for that matter. Although, the actors have changed
I still hope to catch relatively enduring structures and contingencies that may explain the
development of transport demand, such that the findings and theoretical implications still are
valuable for coming analyses.

In the table below a short profile of MD Foods and Kløver Mælk is presented to give an idea
of proportions between the two companies at the time of investigation.

Table no 6-1: MD Foods & Kløver Mælk, Key Figures for 1996
MD Foods Kløver Mælk

Turnover, mill. dkr  (tot./in DK) 21022 / 13087 3663.9*
No of employees  (tot./in DK) 10200 / 6830 1210
No of members 8919 2102
In-weighed milk in DK, 1000 kg 3007.3 692
Rank in EUR.  (in-weighed) 3 n.r
Bulk % of turnover 29 32**
Butter % of turnover 11 14**
Cheese % of turnover 32 19**
Natural milk % of turnover 1 10**
Preserved Milk Products & other
% of turnover

27 25**

Source: MD Foods & Kløver Mælk * Including exports ** Own rough estimates

MD Foods (MD) is between 4-5 times bigger than Kløver Mælk (KM) on the home market.
Together they hold market shares of above 90% on liquid bulk products of which KM holds
40%. In the cheese segment they have 75% of market shares of which KM stands for 20%.
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MD-KM together stands for more than 80% of all natural milk in-weighed in Denmark. Two
thirds of the in-weighed milk are export bound.

6.2 Some information on the way Kløver Mælk and MD Foods organise milk
allocation and production together

 
When the milk from the co-op members of MD Foods and Kløver Mælk is collected it is still
MD Foods milk and Kløver Mælk milk until it arrives at the dairy. Then it is technically
bought by the Danish Dairy Board and registered at The Agricultural Data Centre where the
annual matching with the milk quotas takes place. On this basis are fees issued and distributed
to those who have produced too much. The milk producer is then paid on the basis of the milk
price standards calculated via the milk accounting system administered by The Danish Dairy
Board and on the basis of the pay back bonuses offered by the individual dairies (see textbox
below).

The milk then is bought back by dairy but now as M-amba milk. “M” stands for The Milk
Allocation Company (“amba” signifies that it is a co-op company with limited liability). M-
amba administers all the in-weighed milk produced by Kløver Mælk and MD Foods
members. It is its task to allocate the natural milk to where profits are highest in due
concordance with the individual preferences of both dairies. Decisions require unanimity. M-
amba is obliged by the Competition Council to sell a certain amount of natural milk to third
party dairies should they wish to buy. In practise very small amounts of milk are sold to other

Textbox no. 6-1: The  Milk Accounting System 
When the milk has been weighed in at the dairy and registered at LEC = Landbrugets EDB Center [The IT service
centre of the Danish agro-industry, KN] the Dairy Board buys the milk at a standard price. To secure a minimum
price on the natural milk. This price is fixed for several years at the time, and it is based on the Milk Accounting
System which was introduced in 1973. The system is composed of four entries: Values for: fat, protein, residual
dry matter and a deduction for transport of milk for in-weighing. The figures are based on the EU intervention
prices and average Danish cost figures as reported from the dairies. For instance is the deduction for transport
costs very much an average calculation as low volume supplies of milk result in higher transport costs for the
smaller dairies. By introducing an average cost it has been attempted to stave off this bias by calculating both a
fixed price per collection of milk and an average price per kilo milk collected. The standard price in 1995 was
209,31 øre per litre incl. a deduction for transport of 7.40 øre per litre. The calculation looks like this:

Standard price for milk quality 4,20% fat and 3,40 protein 216,71 øre
Average deduction for in weighing transportation     7,40 øre
Standard price 209,31 øre

On top of this standard price the dairies add a bonus which stems from the remaining surplus after consolidation
and investment needs of the dairies have been satisfied. KM and MD in general add 50-60 øre per litre. (The
Danish milk prices are amongst the highest in Europe). Then the Dairies buy back the milk from the Dairy Board
and pay the milk producers according to the individual capabilities and policies of the dairies.
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dairies. M-amba also is in charge of organising the intermediate transport of liquid products
like natural milk for redistribution or sale, and whey.

In the figure below this flow is schematically shown.

Figure no. 6-1: The Joint Milk Dispatching and Production Co-operation of MD and KM 1996
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Source: After inspiration from KonkurrenceNyt, no 1 1997

One of the main customers of M-amba is P-amba. “P” for the Production Company. The main
option of P-amba is to secure the most rational production of liquid milk products and yellow
cheese bound for the home market. P-amba do not have competence to sell by it self but is
obliged to sell its products to the parties according to their needs. The budget requires
unanimity, and there is a right of veto when production units are to be closed down. Only the
running costs should be covered - a non-profit business. P-amba disposes of all Kløver Mælk
Dairies apart from Bov Dairy that produces cheese for the export market, and 13 dairies of
MD Foods. P-amba administers approximately 1/3 of the natural milk. 

K-amba is a joint company that produces condensed products, which are channelled through
MD Foods Ingredients Company. Another 1/3 goes to producing this type of products. The
last third is devoted to exporting cheese products. The exported products are handled
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separately by the dairies. However, Kløver Mælk ships its cheese exports (primarily to the
Germany market) via MD Foods distribution channels.

6.2.1 Is Kløver Mælk and MD Foods two companies or actually just one – in disguise?
Sales, distribution and marketing is still an individual matter. An obvious question that
emerges from this information is whether or not Kløver Mælk and MD Foods is actually one
company or two. I asked the production manager of Kløver Mælk cheese in Snejberg about
that:

KN: “Coming from outside one could get the impression that P-amba and M-amba is one
single organisation with two heads, like a two headed animal, competing only at the last link
having everything behind them in common, is this a right interpretation?
KM: Yes, I think it is. It is also the way we view our organisation, but of course if you look at
the common production background we have a lot of similarities and therefore common
viewpoints, but of course there are divergent opinions about how to manage P-amba. 
KN: I guess you must be co-operating more than before with the other production managers.
How does it work this co-operation?
KM: Looking at the contact on this level it is true that I am together with the other
production chiefs. There are two fora in which I join. One is solely a KM forum with the
production chiefs of KM production units. The other one is P-amba. When I join in that forum
it is because I have delivered products from P-amba, and I have a lot in common with P-
amba.
KN: You are a kind of a customer?
KM: Yes, actually like a customer, but we feel also that we are colleagues in that forum.
There is a relatively stable development in it, I think. Now, of course I am much a ‘Kløver
Man’, because I only produce Kløver products, and I become much influenced by the sales
department... We have two sales departments as a basis that are supposed to make sure that
there is competition on the market. And they are doing that pretty persistently. For this reason
they put a lot of effort in keeping their production units up to the scratch, so if you are
wearing the wrong cap for too long they will firmly tell you were you belong!
KN: The sales and marketing dept. has a strong interest in keeping the Kløver identity back in
the chain?
KM: Yes, they have. It is the same with MD Foods. Apparently the origin of production play
a role in the marketing efforts.” (Intv. no. 3)

The head of Kløver Mælk Sales and Marketing points to the inherent danger of loosing
corporate identity as a result of the increasing co-operation between the production managers
of both dairies. This identity is essential to product innovation and thus competitive capacity:
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“Take the Klovborg Dairy [KM yellow cheese brand name, KN] as an example. The only one
who can sell Klovborg Cheese is us. It is obvious that we [in the marketing and sales
department, KN] have an interest in maintaining the connection to those people together with
whom we have build up a rather good product.” (Intv. no. 8)

A general impression from the interviews made with MD representatives is that the problem
of keeping the corporate identity intact is basically a KM problem. The head of MD Foods
Sales and Marketing department argues in this way:

“Us within MD Foods we have no problems because it is us who develop both on the product
side and the marketing side. We invest large resources in this development. So, we obtain a
natural profiling as the big and strong... so, it is not [a problem, KN] for us with this blurring,
because we just move on” (Intv. no 11)

The interviews left one with the impression that the foundation of the formal independence
between the two companies was quickly eroding though the daily contact and exchanges
between the actors at the lower levels – notably between production managers. An example
that was mentioned was product diversity. Given the fact that they often were basically
producing the same products - just with different packaging and labelling - they were
constantly confronted with the question why not skip this constant doubling of product
assortment and reap the additional scale economies readily available. However, the sales and
marketing people of the two companies were fighting each other on the basis of these labels
and product variations, and their success parameters were different.

This is of course a peripheral discussion to the main focus of this thesis. However, it serves as
a mental understanding of what kind of organisation we are dealing with. With the ever-
changing organisational structure of the dairies any overview will by nature be only
temporarily representative. However, below you will find two maps showing the various
dairies, terminals and other sites belonging to Kløver Mælk and MD Foods around the time
where the case studies were carried out.
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Figure no. 6-2 Kløver Mælk Dairies and terminals 1995/96
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Source: Kløver Mælk 1996

Figure no. 6-3: MD Foods dairies and terminals 1995/96

1   Hjørring: Yellow cheese, fresh cheese
2   AKAFA: Milk-powder
3   Bislev: Feta, melt cheese
4   Farsø: Yellow cheese (for cooking)
5   Års: Yellow cheese
6   Hobro: Terminal, distribution, bulk milk 

products, acidified products

7   Durup*: Yellow cheese
8   Rødkjærsbro: Feta, yellow

cheese (for cooking)
9   Holstebro & HOCO: cream cheese
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10 Thorning*: ?

20 Vejle: HD -intermediate transport 
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25 Brørup*: Yellow cheese
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27 Brændstrup: Garage, repair
28 Haderslev*: Export terminal
29 Høgelund: Mould Cheese
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32 Sønderbys Fabrikker*: preserved milk
33 Grøndal*: Feta
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11 Vellev: Yellow cheese
12 Øster Tørslev*: ?
13 Grenå: Mould cheese
14 Vrinners: Cream cheese
15 Head Quarter: Marketing and sales
16 Brabrand: Range of acidified speciality products
17 Troldhede: Mould cheese
18 Nr. Vium:Yellow cheese,

protein enrichment
19 Tørring*: Cheese,

milk treatment, garage

43

T

T

T

T

T

T

= Co-op dairy

 T = Terminal

Those dairies on both maps marked with * have all been closed down since then, apart from Grøndal Dairy, that is going to
be sold to a competitor as a part of the agreement with the Competition Council when Kløver Mælk was merged with MD
Foods.

Source: MD Foods 1996
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Structure of the transport linkages

The structure of the dairy product chains is complex because the two dairies’ production and
transport organisation is partly integrated, and because production and transport organisation
differs depending on type of product. In the figure below, a overview of the transport chains
managed within the MD Foods organisation are depicted. It is not complete in the sense that
all variants of flows are included. Neither is the KM product flow included. 

Figure no 6-4: Overview of transport chains managed within the MD Foods organisation
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Legend

Source: Own working based on material from MD Foods

However, the principles of organisation are similar between the two dairies, so the map
demonstrates the type of architecture we are going to deal with. One could draw a very similar
map taking the KM organisation as perspective. As such the map represent a mental reference
for the analyses. 

The in-weighing transport with milk trucks is shown with a full line and the intermediate
transport of natural milk and whey with fine-dotted lines. Intermediate transport of semi-
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finished and finished products is shown with a “normal” dotted line. Finally, the distribution
flows are indicated with a bold line

The intra-firm goods flows are complex per se. However, complexity is enhanced by the fact
that Kløver Mælk and MD Foods have partly integrated their production organisation while
operating with separate distribution systems. The figure may be helpful as a reference as we
go through the following detailed description of the intermediate transportation and
distribution organisation

The case-study presentation is made out of two main parts: The in-weighing transport link,
and the intermediate transportation and distribution link. The in-weighing transport link refers
to the transport of natural milk from the milk producers to the dairies, the intermediate
transportation is transport between a dairy and another dairy or a distribution terminal of
semi-finished or finished products, distribution is either transport directly from a terminal to a
retail outlet or to a retailers distribution terminal of the retailer.

Within each part the most significant factors that influence and change the conditions of
transport operations are discussed. First the factors that relate to the nature of the products
transported, and next the factors that can be ascribed to changes in the logistics structure of
the milk suppliers, the dairies, the transport units or the retailers. At the end of each part the
consequences of these factors to the transport volumes and operational conditions of the
transport units are discussed including changing flow management strategies of the dairies
and the retailers. 

The analyses will focus on Kløver Mælk and MD Foods. However, in order to put at deeper
perspective on the findings case-study material from the Danish organic dairy Thise Dairy19

and from two Italian dairies: the city dairy: Centrale Latte di Milano20 and the cheese dairy
Caseificio Sociale di Fiavé21 from the Trentino Region. They differ in many ways both in
scale,  governance structures, external conditions and scope. Thus, when relevant they cases
will “comment” on the findings of the Kløver Mælk and MD Foods case studies.

                                                
19 Thise Dairy produces organic milk and butter products. At the time of investigation the volumes of in-weighed
milk amounted to appr. 7 mio l.
20 The dairy produces all types of bulk milk and dessert products. At the time of investigation the dairy bought
around 75 mio. l. natual milk annually.
21 The dairy produces a long range of local specialty cheese products from very fresh to very hard types of
cheese. At the time of investigation the annual volume of in-weighed milk amounted to appr. 12 mio l.
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6.3 In-weighing transport of natural milk and the structural development of
milk suppliers and dairies

6.3.1 The impact of product configurations
Natural milk possesses some qualities, which in various ways condition the organisational set-
up of exchange and the handling of the in-weighing transport activities. Milk is the basic raw
material from which all dairy products are processed. Listed and discussed in the following
are those product properties of natural milk which have been found to have an impact on the
logistical organisation of the in-weighing transport link and throughout the dairy product
chains:

Product properties of logistical significance:
1. It comes from cows bred at farms located where the soils yield low profits
2. It is a low value product
3. Cows produce milk quantities with seasonal variations 
4. It is constantly produced regardless demand
5. It varies in quality
6. It can be decomposed into several different raw materials
7. It is liquid and perishable
8. It is sensitive to transfers
9. It is very difficult to substitute

Farm location and product value (1 & 2): 
Even if milk is produced by mobile sources (the cows) their breeding are dependent on
available land resources that cannot be used for more profitable purposes (especially the case
for the North, West, South and Southwest of Jutland. As we will see later a geographical
separation of milk production, processing and consumption has taken place during the last 50
years. 

Natural milk is considered by the dairies to be a low value product that should be transported
as little as possible. Therefore, it pays off to extend the intermediary transportation link – the
transport of value added semi-finished and finished products between dairies and terminals -
instead of the in-weighing transport link. It is also historically reflected by the location of the
milk collecting dairies relatively close and central to the milk producers rather than to the
markets. 

Thus, the geographical extension of the in-weighing transportation link is influenced by the
relative geographical immobility of milk production on the one hand and by its low value
density relative to the value-adding processes downstream on the other. In the future the
location of new dairies will be less conditioned by the location of milk suppliers because: 1)
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The scale advantages outweigh higher transport costs stemming from longer distance; 2) joint
location of production and distribution centres give large savings in logistical operations.
Thus, the impact of transport of low value products on the geography of the in-weighing
transport link is likely to be decreasing in the coming years.

Cow milk production does not fluctuate with product demand (3 & 4): 
Another property of natural milk is that production during the year may vary quite
substantially. The seasonal variations of milk production stems first and foremost from the
fact that cows normally calve in May – June. Therefore they produce most milk in these
months least during the months of November and December. There are also variations in the
content of milk-fat for this reason. Apart from the individual qualities from cow to cow the
variations can also be caused by for instance the weather conditions and the different
conditions under which cows are bred. 

A part of these variations have diminished as the process of concentration of milk producers
proceeds. This is due to more harmonised production conditions across milk producers. In
86/87 the variation over the year was within a 23% span. Today, this span is around 15%. As
there is no correspondence between the pull for dairy products and the availability of natural
milk, and since the co-op dairies are obliged to take in milk in what ever quantities available -
as long as it match the quality standards - a seasonal pressure for keeping inventories occurs.
The obligation of taking in all milk also limits the dairies ability to seize production capacity
according to demand. Therefore, there is a pressure for running with seasonal excess
production capacities also. 

It is however very difficult to estimate its impact due to the very integrated and co-ordinated
allocation of natural milk and production tasks which takes place in the KM/MD organisation.
But, the situation in Ireland may serve as a demonstration. In Ireland the dairy production is
less vertically integrated and co-ordinated. The seasonal variation of milk production thus
strikes harder, and during winter time causes severe under-capacity utilisation rates down to
55% of at production sites as well as high inventory levels, because demand does not fluctuate
in the same way (Keane 1996) as milk production. In less vertically integrated structures there
is less scope for relocation of excess milk supplies to alternative uses.

So, since natural milk cannot be stored the dairies may be forced in periods of excess supplies
to allocate natural milk to production of preserved milk products or solid cheese products that
tolerate long or medium inventory life-times. In this way seasonal variation also translates
into changes in the intermediate transportation link if excess milk supplies need to be
redirected to other production purposes.
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 very related ‘problem’ is that cows produce milk when they have to. They do not regulate
ut-puts according to demand fluctuations downstream. Since the co-ops are obliged to take
n all milk produced, there is a constant milk pressure in the whole logistical activity chain.
his pressure may in turn jeopardise or limit the dairies' capability to adjust product range and
utputs according to demand. 

hese factors thus constitute rigidities that push for production of lower value products like
ulk milk and preserved milk products which have stable demands or long inventory lives.
he combination of product properties and organisational form thus appears to favour what
reviously was called a push oriented production organisation.

atural milk quality and use (5 & 6): 
ilk can be processed for many different uses and products. Apart from the traditional

roduct range of cheese, milk, preserved milk, and butter products in various versions from
at to low fat and from very fresh to almost non-perishable also protein and enzyme products

an be processed from natural milk. 

hese products further exploit different qualities and components of the natural milk at
arious stages of the refining process. To some products the freshness of the natural milk is
ritical to others this may be less so. 

istorically the uneven quality of the raw material forced the in-weighing transportation units
f both KM and MD to operate a double supply network simultaneously. High quality milk
as thus transported from the milk producers to the dairies that produced for instance bulk
ilk products and fresh cheese products separately from milk of lower qualities which was

ransported to dairies that produced for instance hard yellow cheese. 

his situation was changed with the introduction of the one-milk-standard (see textbox below)

his change in the quality of supplies had a profound impact on transport operations and
emand. As the head of the KM in-weighing unit says:

...the introduction of the one-milk-standard system has had a rather big influence [on their
apability to rationalise transportation, KN]. We once had a milk production unit here. At that
ime it was forbidden to use so-called product milk [milk of a lower quality used in the
roduction of products other than bulk] as milk for consumption, but allowed the other way
ound. So, a lot of milk for consumption went to the other places [production units that
roduced products other than bulk]. So, now we don’t have all these routes where we have to
ouble.” (Intv. no. 4)
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Textbox no. 6-2: The 2nd Day delivery System
On the request of the bigger dairies the Veterinary Department decided in 1991 to change the regulations as to
the collection of milk at the farmers, so that it became legal for the farmers to keep the milk 48 hours before
collection. It was believed that much money could be saved when introducing such a system both in terms of
kilometres consumed, number of vehicles operated and amounts of wages paid. Previously the 2nd-day-
collection was allowed only for milk to be used in cheese and butter production, because of the lower quality
standards that - at that time - were to be met. Higher demands on cooling facilities were thought to be able to
curb lower product quality, which would have accompanied a stand-alone permission to keep milk another 24 h.
at the farms.

Natural milk is perishable and sensitive to transfer (7 & 8):
The perishability of milk products is a key factor to the understanding of the logistics
organisation of the dairy product chains. As much as there is a quantity pressure down-stream
as previously mentioned there is also a quality pressure. One may say that the fresher the
products need to be the higher is the demand on reducing total through-put-time for products
in the logistical chains. In the in-weighing transportation link it is especially the time and
temperature factor of milk kept at farms and of milk carried by trucks that are important. 

The efforts to implement the so-called 2nd day delivery system (see textbox no 6.2) is an
excellent demonstration of this point where a combination of a better cooling technology and
a doubling of milk storage capacity and time at the farm significantly reduce transport
volumes.

By improving the cooling facilities at the farms and on the trucks larger quantities can be
transported at the time in a 2nd day delivery system, and thereby halving the number of stops
that need to be done. When fully implemented a substantial reduction on transport volumes
can be obtained. MD & KM calculated that 2,5 øre/l can be saved corresponding to a little less
than 30% of total in-weighing transportation costs at that time.

The substitutability of natural milk (9): 
A way of overcoming the constraints that the nature of natural milk exerts on logistical
operations could be replacing milk with various vegetable products like for instance soya. It
can be produced in large quantities, and transported over long distances when you need it at
low costs. Both milk, cheese and various butter similes have been produced with these other

Textbox no 6-2: One-Milk Quality Standards
The wide span in quality standards between different milk producers was not only a problem for the health
authorities and dairies it was also a problem for the EC dairy markets, which without regulations risked a
European dairy market flooded with low quality dairy products. By the first of January 1994 EU issued a directive
of equal quality standards on milk whether used for purpose of direct consumption or for cheese. The Danish
health authorities responded to the prospects of a coming EC directive by introducing the so-called “enhedsmælk”
(one-milk-standard) in Denmark a half year before the 1st of July 1993. To be approved according to this standard
the milk had to possess the following qualities:

� level of germs (30�) < 100.000 /ml
� content of cells < 400.000 /ml
� max. freezing point - 0.516�
� must not contain antibiotics, pesticides, detergents or other substances that imply risks of damage on human

health or of deterring the quality of the milk for consumption.

As a result a rapid process of quality improvement and levelling took place such that practically all Danish milk
producers could live up to the one-milk standards. Once the dairy industry tuned their production system to one
standard in-put in would become very expensive not to apply to the one-milk standards. The milk could simply be
refused.
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types of raw materials, but only the latter category has any significance in the Danish dairy
market (basically the mixed butter/oil product “Kærgården” from MD Foods). In general there
is no alternative to natural milk. It thus remains an important structural factor that influences
the geographical set-up of the in-weighing transportation link.

6.3.2 The geographical and functional structure of milk supply and dairy production
In the following an account of the changes in the functional structure of the in-weighing
transportation link will be given. The analyses are divided in two: The spatial and functional
properties of the nodes; and the characteristics of the transport activities between these nodes. 

As with the rest of the empirical material presented in this thesis the quality and quantity of
data on MD and KM unfortunately are not as even as preferred. However, the substantial
tendencies are the same. 

The Milk Producers
Let us begin with the basis of the industry: the milk producers. The location of natural milk
suppliers and their milk production capabilities, and the location and volumes of demand form
basic geographical preconditions for the way production and distribution is organised. 

Functional Specialisation
It is close to common knowledge that there is a spatial dis-equilibrium between the location of
milk producers and the location of final demand in Denmark. This situation has come about
because of the process of urbanisation on the one hand and on the other the process of
specialisation of production on the various types of soils available for the Danish farmers. A
general characteristic of the development is that the less fertile areas of the Western, Northern
and Southern part of Jutland have become populated with milk cows and the rest with various
crops. Different from maybe generally believed this process was close to its conclusion
already by the middle of this century, and only a very slow further relocation from East to
West is taking place these years. In 10 years Jutland’s share of in-weighed milk has only
increased from 85.6% to 86.5% in 95/96.

In the figure below the regional split of population size and number of milk cows
demonstrates this dis-equilibrium.
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Figure no. 6-5: Spatial Dis-equilibria Between Location of Milk Cows and Population in
Denmark, 1995. Percentages of Total.
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It is evident that in areas with a high population percentage the equivalent share of milk cows
is low. Further, Zealand (3 first regions listed in the figure) in the East of Denmark has a
significant deficit of milk. Thus, there is a significant geographical dis-equilibrium between
supply and demand that preconditions the organisation of logistical operations.

Concentration
The functional specialisation of the agricultural land-use has been accompanied by a
concentration of milk producers in bigger and fewer units. In KM this development is
demonstrated in the table below:

Table no. 6-2: Development in the number of milk suppliers and their average annual deliveries
to Kløver Mælk from the account period 89/90 to 95/96

Year No of suppl. Index Avar. annual
deliv. kg

Index

89/90 2991 100 217539 100
90/91 2867 96 223263 103
91/92 2502 84 251357 116
92/93 2419 81 273116 126
93/94 2278 76 286710 132
94/95 2191 73 305078 140
95/96 2102 70 329378 151

Source: Kløver Mælk
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In only seven years the number of suppliers (=members) has dropped with 30% while in the
same time the remaining milk producers have increased their average supplies to KM with
50% reflecting an increase in total in-weighed from 651 mill. kg to 692 mill kg.

Figure no. 6-2: MD Foods, Growth in volumes of in-weighed milk, in no of members, and in in-
weighed per member
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In 1972 MD Foods had 9643 members and in 1995 they reached the same level with 9461
after having peaked in 1986 with around 14.000 members. However their average supplies
have grown sixth fold and the total volumes of in-weighed milk have increased 8 times to
reach 2966 mill kg in 1995. It seems however that during the last 5-6 years the volumes of in-
weighed to MD Foods have stagnated. This is partly due to the fairly steep fall, in the same
period, of the number of members. They were able however to maintain input levels only due
to marked increases in their scale of milk production. As can be seen in the figure below. This
general trend towards bigger milk suppliers is not stagnating at all. Rather it seems to have
gained momentum during the 90s.
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Figure no. 6-7 Average milk production per milk producer per year, 1000 t 1984-1999
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These figures should be weighed against the fact that the total volumes of in-weighed natural
milk in Denmark have not increased during the last 30 years, rather decreased a little. This
can partly be attributed to the fact that the milk production has been subjugated EU-
restrictions (the so-called Milk Quota Scheme) during the last 15 years (see below).

This development has been accompanied by what seems to be an ever-growing productivity
of the Danish milk cows. 
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Textbox no. 6-3 The Milk Quota Scheme
The Danish Dairy Board was appointed by the Ministry of Agriculture to administer the distribution of quotas and
the acquisition of milk from all Danish milk producers to be bought by the dairies. The quota assigned for each
producer was at the time of implementation based on the production of 1983 when it was introduced in 1984.
Since then the quota has been regulated several times by EU and as a result of closures releasing quotas that
can be acquired by applying to the Dairy Board. If a producer does not produce as much as he is allowed to do
the excess supply opportunity can distributed to others via the Dairy Board.

When the milk has been collected at the producer, for instance by MD Foods transport division, the dairy reports
to the Dairy Board via the IT Centre of Agriculture (LEC - Landbrugets Edb Center) the quantity and quality of the
milk. The milk is then bought by the board, who sell back the milk to that same dairy. By the end of the year the
national quota assigned is measured against actual production. In case of overproduction the Dairy Board pays
EU and forwards the bill to the producers who have produced more than the quota allowed them to do.

The ruling national quota regulation was agreed upon in 1993 and runs until the turn of the century. The purpose
of this quota system is "to reduce the imbalance between supply and demand of milk and dairy products and to
reduce the structural surplus that follows this imbalance". (Danske Mejeriers Mælkeudvalg 1995)

Figure no. 6-8: Development of annual yields of milk cows (kg) and the number of milk cows
(thousands) from 1986-1999
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Between 1986 and 1999 the annual yield per cow has increased with the number of cows has
dropped correspondingly. Again, this can probably in part be attributed to the Milk Quota
Scheme, which sets limits to the total amount of milk a country may produce. 
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The Dairies

Concentration
As already mentioned the massive concentration of natural milk production on still fewer
farms was accompanied by an equally significant concentration of dairy production units.
This process seems to have nearly stagnated as well after some periods of rapid concentration
in the 70s and 80s were dairies merged into to MD and KM practically always to be closed
down. It was 4 out of 5 rather than 6 out of 10 as in the sixties which were closed down. In the
figure below evidence of this development is presented. 

Figure no. 6-9: Number of Co-ops and Private Dairies 1983 - 1999
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Whereas the number of co-ops has fallen drastically during the years the private dairies seem
to have been able to stay alive although it seems as if they are getting fewer in the last years.
The process of concentration of dairies appears to have come to a halt even if some merging
activities are still going on. However, it seems that the goal forwarded by The Danish Dairy
Board in the early 60’s of having one single dairy covering nation-wide is coming still closer
to realisation. 

By help of data from H. Vedholm (1995) it has been possible to demonstrate this development
seen from a MD Foods perspective. 
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Figure no. 6-10: MD Foods: Number of Mergers and Closures 1970 - 1995
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After the initial foundation of MD a period of consolidation followed. After some financial
problems MD Foods gained strength due to successful investments and not the least the EEC
restitutions which supported feta exports to Iran and contributed considerably to increase the
buying power of MD. The end of the 70s and the mid 80s were characterised by a high level
of activity. Many co-ops were included in the MD Foods organisation whereas in the 90s have
been characterised by stagnation. As we saw in the historical introduction there were some
significant mergers at the turn of the Millennium…

The figure shows the relatively high degree of closures accompanying mergers with an
average delay of a year or so. Of course, in the end there is also a simple limit as to the
possible number of companies that can be taken over. 

The Head Sales and Marketing of Kløver Mælk was asked whether if the milk quota scheme
has had a big impact on the organisation of production:

“Yes, but we close down things along the way. You don’t spent money on another dairy if you
can gather it all in one and make it cheaper, and if you cannot get more milk. The quotas are
fixed and they stay there.... As long as the quota is low we adjust our production apparatus to
this situation.” (Intv. no. 8)

Even if he does not himself subscribe to the conclusion that the milk quota scheme has pushed
the process of centralisation the argumentation forwarded justifies such a conclusion.
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Specialisation
The last 30 years have been characterised also by an increasing specialisation of production.
This is an issue that will be dug into later but at this point an indication can be given by data
provided with by the Danish Dairy Board. In the figure below the development of production
places is compared to the development of production units. A production unit is to be
understood as a particular technological installation capable of producing one or more type of
dairy products. Thus a production place or site may host more than one production unit. The
rate of specialisation may thus be interpreted as the degree of 1 to 1 correspondence between
production place and production unit development (when the curves become one).

Figure no. 6-11: The development of number of dairy production units and places in Denmark
1987- 2000
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As can be seen the gap between the two is narrowing down as a trend thus indicating an
increasing specialisation. Since 1996 the tendency stopped and there has been as slight
increase in the number production units. Probably this can be explained by the increased
activity in the organic dairy business where new facilities are built and with the new large
production plant that Arla Foods has recently opened in Kolding. In year 2000 the curve again
took a downward slope.

Summary

Summarising upon the logistical structure of the in-weighing transport link (or activity
sequence in the network language) we have found that:
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� there is an extreme spatial spatial dis-equilibrium between the location of milk supplies
and population;

� there has been massive decrease in the number of milk suppliers;
� milk supplies are getting concentrated on still larger production units;
� milk cows have increased their annual yields substantially;
� the steep rise in productivity has curbed the steep decrease in number of suppliers such

that total output volumes have remained fairly stable;
� the volumes however have also been subject to regulations (milk quota scheme) which

hinder the exploitation of the potential growth in milk production;
� there has been a massive decrease in the number of dairies - in particular co-op dairies -

and in production units;
� the milk quota scheme seems to have strengthened this development
� production is getting still more concentrated on still more specialised production units;

Significant structural changes have taken place including both a spatial concentration of nodes
of milk supply and production and henceforth a significant extension of the product chains.
These chains in turn have become more spatially integrated as a consequence of the horizontal
mergers in both the nodes of milk supply and production. As a consequence, fewer actors
control a more extensive part of the total activity pattern of the dairy industry. How these
structural developments have caused changes in the in-weighing transportation link is the
issue in the following.

The organisation of the in-weighing transportation

The organisation of milk collection for both MD Foods and Kløver Mælk is based on
“districts” around milk collection units which today all are parts of production units. As a
general rule of thumb it is the size of natural milk demand of the production units, which
decides the size of these districts or catchment areas. The spatial extension in turn is
dependent on the density and volume of supplies in those particular areas. To illustrate this
organisation the 7 in-weighing districts of KM are depicted as of 1995.
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Figure no. 6-12: KM in-weighing districts in 1995
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The small districts in the west of Jutland indicates that the milk suppliers are bigger and more
concentrated than in the other areas, but also where KM has it’s strongholds in terms of co-op
members. The in-weighing transport organisations of KM and MD are very similarly
organised. This is indicated in the tables below where some key performance indicators for
the in-weighing transport activities of KM and MD are presented. 

The data material available was not in itself homogeneous. However, it has been possible
through some re-calculations to put it on the same format. The figures for KM are specified
for each of their dairies (or ‘milk collection points’ at this stage of analysis) and for a whole
year while the figures for MD Foods are based on a 4-week period (period no. 5).
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Table no 6-3: Kløver Mælk - key performance indicators 1994/95 - in-weighing transportation
Benchmarks Fredericia Englevaad Arinco Klovborg Esbjerg Glejbjerg Bov Average
km/veh/day 285 435 259 290 260 230 297 277
stop/veh/day 32,9 19,7 28,5 29,5 29,7 32,4 28 29,1
litre/veh/day 36631 19208 36509 43032 40270 38229 32886 32158
km/stop 8,7 22,1 9,1 9,8 8,8 7,1 10,6 9,5
litre/stop  1113,4 975,0 1280,8 1458,7 1355,9 1179,9 1174,5 1105
hours/day 13,4 11,6 12,6 13,6 12,3 12,0 12,1 12,6
litre/km 128,2 44,1 141,0 148,3 154,7 166,2 110,7 116
tot. costs kr/km 13,3 9,7 10,7 11,8 12,6 10,2 10,3 11,3
tot. costs øre/l. 10,4 21,9 7,6 8,0 8,2 6,1 9,3 9,7
Source: Calculated on the basis of information from Kløver Mælk (1995)

Table no 6-4: MD-Foods - key performance indicators for period 5 95/96 - in-weighing
transportation
Benchmarks N & E Jutl. W & S Jutl Funen Zealand Average
km/veh./day 210,58 229,99 184,4 293,87 223
stop/veh/day 27,03 32,52 26,47 33,23 29,1
litr/veh/day 35901,47 49711,64 34348,48 23923,55 37702
km/stop 7,79 7,07 6,97 8,84 7,7
litr/stop 1332,39 1535,36 1306,08 720 1300
Source: Calculated on the basis of information from MD Foods (1995)

From the tables it can be seen that an average truck whether it is a KM or MD truck makes 29
stops during 3-5 milk round trips a day operating 12-13 hours and producing on average 223-
277 km daily. Behind these similar figures substantial geographical differences in supply
patterns are hiding. The KM supply organisation on Zealand is very transport intensive
(approximately 60% above average measured as km/vehicle/day) for KM. The supply pattern
of MD Foods on Zealand is above average as well but to a less extent so (32%). 

The smaller milk supplies in Zealand (KM: 975 litres/stop against the av. 1105 litres/stop;
MD 720 litres/stop against the av. 1300 litres/stop) force the milk trucks to make more
frequent stops. This explanation does not suffice as to the high KM figures. They must also be
ascribed to the fact that their suppliers are dislocated (some 100-150 km) from the dairy that
receives their milk production. It is the Englevaad Dairy in the Northwest of Zealand that gets
its’ supplies from the islands of Lolland-Falster south of Zealand. This geography generates
the additional traffic volumes.

This situation is a direct consequence of the strategic manoeuvres of KM who wished to get a
foothold on the Zealand market. They took over a dairy in Falster closed it down at associated
their milk suppliers to the other dairy they took over in the Northwest of Zealand, Englevaad.

However, it is not only on Zealand that the structure of the KM milk supply base must be
anticipated to be spatially more extensive but also as whole. This can be deducted from the
fact that the average distance travelled by a KM milk truck per stop is more than 25% higher.
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This difference can be ascribed to the advantage of the more homogeneous supply structure,
that MD can obtain through being bigger also in a geographical coverage perspective. 

This difference can also be expressed in terms of the transport intensity of the milk, which for
MD amounts to 6m/litre and for KM 8,6m/l – a difference of 43%. Apart from a
geographically less homogeneous supply structure explanation must also be attributed to the
lower supply volumes per milk producer in comparison with the MD milk suppliers. Thus,
both geography and scale matters a great deal to the efficiency – measured as transport
intensity – of the in-weighing transportation. 

Another significant characteristic of the in-weighing transport is the functional context in
which it is operating. Both the suppliers and the dairies depend on that the transfer of natural
milk is done:

� very regularly. On the one side do suppliers constantly produce milk which needs to be
contained and collected according to strict regulations as to cooling conditions and time
schedules, on the other hand does the process production machinery of the dairies need
constant in-puts to work properly for technical reasons;

� very carefully such that the quality of the milk is maintained through the whole process of
collection, transportation and delivery.

One might say that there is a significant time and treatment pressure caused by the dairy
product properties and by the technical needs of the process machinery of the dairies and
enforced by both legislation and market conditions through out the whole chain. As the
natural milk is transformed into various types of products this pressure changes in content and
degree to become more product group specific. This issue will be dealt with later. 

In Andrew Sayers (1992) terminology the link is characterised by a high degree of technical
coherence due to the degree of mutual dependence (in network terms) between milk
production and milk processing. Today, the production processes depend more on stable and
uniform milk qualities than earlier (before the unity milk regulation in 1993) where different
milk qualities were handled differently logistically and production wise.

Let us now turn to the question of why Kløver Mælk and dairies at large do not co-operate on
the in-weighing transportation, for instance by letting a dairy with a large capacity take over
these operations. The scale advantages are evident, as we have already discussed. Since MD
and KM has agreed to co-operate on the milk allocation and on production organisation and
intermediate transportation it seems strange that this co-operation does not cover the in-
weighing transportation. MD has calculated that the potential savings would amount to 10-15
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mill. DKK equivalent to around 0,4 øre savings per litre milk, or around 4-5% of the costs of
the in-weighing transportation. 

A part of the savings would also stem from calibrating not only the size of the vehicle fleet
but also the locations of the garages. For instance is the performance of the KM vehicles
lower (according to MD Foods Transport Division) than it would have been if the in-weighing
transport were jointly organised, because all the trailers of KM must be returned to Esbjerg.
This practise produces extra transport volumes of empty trucks. So far KM has refused to co-
operate. 

The answer to the question why should be found in the symbolic value the milk trucks and
chauffeurs have in the co-op organisation. Hans Vedholm formulates it in this way:

The closest and often daily contact the co-op member has with MD Foods is the milk truck
and the truck driver coming to collect the milk and bring it to the dairy. In the old days it was
a horse-drawn carriage and a milk coachman, but the co-op member the meaning is the same.
The driver is MD Foods – at least he is the representative of the company… When he does his
job well he functions as the ambassador of the company. With him you can get to know
everything, and if he does tell himself how things are going, you will immediately be able to
tell by the way he appears. (Vedholm 1995, pp 169-170)

When asked why the dairy does not contract out the in-weighing transport operations the CEO
of Thise Dairy replies:

Thise: “It is quite normal that a dairy has its own tank lorry. There is something emotional to
it, and then there is the assurance that you can dispose of your own vehicle. It is not
imaginable that we would hire e.g. MD Foods to do this. It would simply not be possible”?
KN: “Why?”
Thise: “Even KM and MD cannot find a way to co-operate. How the hell can you imagine
that Dybbækdal and Thise and MD Foods would be able to. You just don’t do it.” (Intv. no
15)

Especially, in the Thise Dairy case where the farmers are so distantly located from the dairy
the importance of having “contact” with the dairy 3-4 times a week is great to the member
feeling, according to the CEO. It strengthens the emotional ties between the dairy and its
members: the second thing is that the drivers are used as a medium for communication
between the dairy and the members, something which would be very difficult if it was MD
Foods drivers coming to collect the milk.
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In the KM case it was exactly the consideration as to the significant negative impact on the
co-operative spirit had the KM co-op members to face MD Foods milk tanks entering their
court yards that in the end blocked for co-operation – despite the savings that would
undoubtedly have been achieved.

Factors causing change in the organisation of transport activities
According to both the KM transportation unit and the Transport Division of MD Foods the
transport activities in the link are very stable. The planning and scheduling of production and
transportation within the two organisations is based on an annual planning scheme of 13
periods (4-week modules). A couple of times a year the supply organisation is revised what
concerns the routing, scheduling and volumes of the transport operations. Various factors
affect or render necessary this revision:

1) The spatial concentration of supplies and the accompanying increase in output volumes
that need to be collected;

2) The transition to the 2nd day delivery system which implies fewer but larger quantities
of milk to be collected at each supplier;

3) The mergers with - and the likely subsequent closures of - other dairies imply an
increase/decrease in the number of suppliers in the organisation. Their inclusion may
change the optimal supply organisation for each dairy;

4) Change of supply needs of the dairies either because they grow bigger or because they
change type of production;

5) The increase in truck sizes reduce the number of trucks needed while increasing the
possible number of collection and thus reducing the overall number of trips necessary;

6) Spatial dis-equilibrium between demand and supply of natural milk caused by strategic
manoeuvres of companies.

These factors do not change overnight, apart from periods of intense merger activities.
However, those periods seem to be over. Unfortunately it has not been possible to directly
link the impact of a specific change of each factor to a specific change in transport demand.
These factors are simultaneously active and pull in different directions. Below some particular
aspects of the change factors mentioned above are discussed more in detail.

Concentration of suppliers and increasing truck sizes (1&5)
When asked how much the concentration of suppliers has meant for the volumes of transport
the Head of the MD Foods Transport Division answered

“I would like to turn the argument around. All those different measures that have been
carried out at the milk producers, they have become bigger, fewer and more distant apart. We
have got bigger trucks, 2nd day delivery and so on. It has meant that our time consumption
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for transport, that is all time included - cleaning of trucks, everything - we measure it,
because it is such a magnificent figure (it does not suffer from inflation) - it falls year by year.
And today, we are close to 1 second [per litre, KN.], and our milk collection costs, it is also
going down, by and large year by year... Management is to a large extent oriented towards
time consumption... Some laugh when we say that now it has fallen with 2/100 of a second or
something like that, but when you calculate it for 3 billion litres of milk it adds up to an
enormous amount of hours. We don’t only calculate in wages, as they do at the production
sites, we calculate in vehicle costs, because it is not only the man out there. There is also the
money invested in the truck and its maintenance and so on. So, the costs per hour are lying
around 200 - 250 kr.” (Int.v. no 12)

Just to carry his example to the end: a reduction in time consumption of 2/100 seconds per
litre would imply a reduction of costs of 2.5 mill. DKK given a cost of 250 DKK per hour. On
average during the last decade Transport Division has succeeded in reducing time
consumption with around 1/100 - 2/100 sec/litre annually. In the period from 1988 - 95 the
total vehicle kilometre production has decreased nearly 10% from 20, 3 mill. km to 18,6 mill.
km whereas the average shipment size doubled from 6,78 hecto litre per stop to 13,37 hecto
litre per stop.

A good part of this reduction is due to the fact that the truck sizes and their carrying capacity
has increased dramatically. Today, a modern milk truck takes 20-22,000 litres (32,000 l. with
trailer) whereas in the 60s the carried a maximum of 4-6,000 litres. In the 10-year period from
86/87 to 96/97 the number of milk trucks has decreased from 362 to 226. Each trucks makes
226 km /day against 186 km/day 10 years earlier. Measured in terms of costs per litre the
savings represent a value of 173 mill. DKK or 5 øre per litre.

Even if annual truck productivity (litre/truck/year) has doubled over the last 15 years, the
productivity increase has been hampered by the increase in distances to the milk producers.
On the other hand, the concentration of milk producers has given much less impetus to
increases in traffic volumes because of fewer stops and larger shipment sizes.

Seen from the perspective of the production planning this process of concentration also gives
more stability downstream as the head of the KM cheese production and packaging unit in
Snejbjerg says:

“It is an advantage to have fewer suppliers with bigger volumes. It is easier to plan and
control logistical wise…We can see it looking at our production in our own companies and in
the common companies [P-amba, KN]”. (Intv. No 3)
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The logistical advantages of larger scale in the supply link are accompanied by more
harmonious inputs, which again eases the production planning and scheduling. One may say
that the structural development of the milk supply is very much in the interest of the dairies
seen from a functional view at least.

2nd Day Deliveries and Spatial Disequilibrium (2)
We have previously mentioned the introduction of the 2nd day delivery system as a powerful
strategy to reduce transport volumes and costs. However, two factors may reduce this
reduction potential at least in the shorter term: The level of implementation, and large spatial
dis-equilibrium between the location and size of demand and the location and size of supply.

To fully exploit the 2nd day delivery system the dairies need to have full implementation.
Even if there is only one every day supplier in an area the truck has to go there to collect the
milk every day. So, the dairies have a strong desire to push for total conversion. This
conversion however is costly to the farmers due to the investments in cooling facilities
needed. One may say that there is a tension between the necessary level of coverage of this
system and the expenses induced upon the milk suppliers. Therefore, every supplier receives
2.5 øre per kilo milk delivered if they make such investments. This compensation has been
calculated on the basis of the savings in transport costs. It was not possible to get these
calculations but at the time of the investigation (95/96) the costs of the in-weighing
transportation amounted to around 7 øre per kilo milk. Thus, the potential reduction in
transport volumes can be expected to be around 35% - more, if the fixed cost element is taken
out of the transportation costs.  

There has been a steep increase in the percentage of milk producers capable of supplying
every second since its introduction. At the time of the inquiry around 4/5 of all milk suppliers
in both KM and MD had invested in this capability - a process which has been helped by the
concentration of milk suppliers. The larger milk suppliers carry the necessary investments
easier and therefore this development is likely to have pushed decisions of small farmers to
close down their production.

The most significant example of problems originating from spatial dis-equilibrium is the
situation in Zealand for MD Foods. The Transport Division has some particular problems
because of the imbalance of supply and demand of natural milk of Zealand - structural
problems with introducing 2nd day delivery in that consumption, production routines on the
dairies and the level of supplies are in dis-equilibrium the Head of MD-Transport Division
says:

“When we don’t have 2nd day delivery in Zealand it is because the dairies have unequal
consumption of milk. It makes it a little difficult when for instance they don’t have any
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consumption at all on Saturdays. Had you then had 2nd day deliveries then you would have
had to transfer all the Saturday milk to Jutland. But Zealand is not self-sufficient. So, you may
transport a whole day’s milk production to Jutland [to have it processed, KN] and then
transport it back another day, and this gives very high transport costs.” (Intv. no 12)

The Head on in-weighing transport of KM also points at the difficult situation in Zealand.
They have to have milk brought from Jutland to their dairy, Englevaad, in the North West of
Zealand because their supplies from the islands south of Zealand are too small to cover the
needs of the dairy.

In 1997 it was decided to end the transition period such that by the end of March 1999 all
milk should be collected through the 2nd day delivery system. However, the market situation
changed. The demand for drinking that was fresher than traditional milk was rapidly
increasing, and in the end MD Foods had to abolish the 2nd delivery system despite all efforts.
The 28 of September 1998 – the date of the formal merger with Kløver Mælk - they
introduced the so-called fresh milk concept. The idea is to pull the production and distribution
of fresh milk to final consumption at least twice as fast as in the old system. 
Now, milk is only 24 hours under way from cow to customer. 

The transition to this concept incurred radical changes of the whole in-weighing transport
organisation. The scheduling of transport operations became much tighter, the routes were
changed, the employees at that received the natural milk at the dairies changed from day to
night hours work, the drivers and terminal operators all through the transport chain has to
meet earlier, and the arrival times at most retail outlets were changed as a consequence.

Unfortunately these changes took place after the conclusion of the data collection. However, it
is evident that the transport savings that were envisaged from the 2nd day delivery system
were lost. The much scheduling of operations obviously also has put extra strain on transport
management. Whether if this has lead to less efficient operations is up to further investigation
to discover.

The Mergers/Closures of Other Dairies (3)
In the shorter term it has been the constant inclusion of new dairies and first of all new
suppliers in both the KM and MD organisation which has posed the major challenges to the
transport management. Two rules have been decisive to this management: the direct costs of
transportation, and the more indirect costs associated with diminishing the quality of milk
each time it needs to be pumped. Thus, the fundamental strive of both the transport Division
of MD Foods and the In-weighing transport unit of Kløver Mælk is to transport the milk as
little as possible, and as directly to the place of demand as possible, so as to avoid
unnecessary redistribution of excess milk supplies. 
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Two times a year the organisation of milk supplies is evaluated such that each dairy receives
the right amount of milk from the closest located suppliers. With the continuing structural
development this pattern may easily change from year to year.

Change of Dairies’ Supply Needs (4)
The increasing pressure for cutting costs on each link has increased focus on time in the
transport units, not only in the sense of transport time, but time consumed for each activity be
they maintenance, delivery, tanking, wages, investments. Being able to make account for
these costs facilitate negotiations with dairies on where and how to reduce costs. This is also
the case when calculations of the impact of concentrating production sites on the ability to
improve productivity in the in-weighing transportation link. For instance do longer transport
distances mean less flexibility when trucks have to be redirected, and this induces heavy
increases in costs.

From the transport units’ point of view it becomes essential to account for the effects of
structural developments that lie outside their control. These developments have a strong
impact on the transport operations and henceforth on their performance indicators upon which
they are evaluated (in the absence of clear market mediated price signals) by the dairy
management.

For this reason there were much better data available than was the case of intermediate
transportation, as we will come back to later.

Spatial Dis-equilibrium caused by strategic action (6)
We have already touched upon the consequences of strategic manoeuvres where the wish of
Kløver Mælk to establish itself on Zealand has had some significant consequences in terms of
less efficient product flows. This was the case with the milk supply pattern of Englevaad
Dairy and this was the case with the hostile take over of the milk supply contract with
Enigheden Dairy in Copenhagen that triggered the milk war in the early 1992. 

The KM dairy Englevaad in Jyderup (North West of Zealand) is the only KM dairy on
Zealand. However, the KM dairy has a much larger market than could be covered by the KM
suppliers on Zealand alone. As a consequence KM had to transport 47 mio. litres of natural
milk from Jutland to Zealand. With the contract made by Enigheden the amount of natural
milk to be relocated from Jutland to Zealand another 37 mio. litres of milk had to be taken
across the Great Belt creating enormous amounts of additional traffic. The total of 83. mio.
litres of milk had to be relocated from KM dairies in Jutland corresponding to around 12 trips
each way with a travelling distance of say 200 km. This would amount to 4,800 km each day
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or approximately 1.8 mill km a year (if we include the empty running of trucks going back
from Zealand).

As we already know these strategic manoeuvres also induced additional transport costs on
MD Foods as they had to transport those 37 mio. litres that usually went to Enigheden to their
dairies in Jutland creating equal amounts of additional traffic across the Great Belt – had the
situation lasted. 

After the establishment of the KM-MD Foods agreements in 1992 this excessive
transportation however was replaced by a more rational system where all milk in-weighed by
the two companies was allocated taking into consideration the location of suppliers and the
needs of the dairies. From then Enigheden was again supplied with natural milk from MD
Foods and the Englevaad Dairy only got 15,000 tons of milk annually from KM while 55,000
litres came from MD Foods milk suppliers located on Zealand.

Organic milk is transport intensive
A few words should be spent on the impact of the organic farming on transport demand. The
following characteristics of organic milk supply, production and distribution have a major
impact on the transport demand:

� Organic milk has to be transported in separate transport chains to avoid risk of “pollution”
from conventional milk. This hampers the possibility of exploiting the scale advantages of
the transport systems in a large organisation like KM or MD.

� Organic milk must be collected every day and cannot be run in a 2nd day delivery system.

� The organic milk producers lie scattered around the country in a very contingent manner.
Thus, the milk trucks have to travel longer by less optimal routes than is the case for
collection of conventional milk.

� The milk suppliers of KM and MD are free to choose whether or not to produce organic
milk. Their decision is therefore based on individual preferences rather than on what
would be optimal from a systemic point of view. KM and MD Foods do not have any
instrument to e.g. concentrate milk supplies around the production units that make organic
dairy products.
“Organic milk is much, much worse than conventional milk [in terms of transport demand,
kn], because it is voluntary who wants to be supplier of organic milk. For this reason you
can make no managerial governance, because it is they who decide not us... Further it is
so that the production of organic milk takes place in West of Jutland.... There are quite a
few organic farmers on Zealand and on Funen – but MD has only one organic farmer.
(Intv. no.12]
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� In the KM MD Foods organisation there are only two of these production units: one in the
Northwest of Jutland (Hobro) and one in the Southwest of Zealand (Slagelse). This
concentration of production adds to the length of the in-weighing transport links.

� The spatial dis-equilibrium between milk supply and production and the consumption of
organic dairy products is even more profound than is the case for conventional dairy
products. The majority of consumption is located in the Greater Copenhagen Area. This
adds length also to the intermediary transportation and the distribution links.

� It must be recognised that part of these demand generating factors can be ascribed to the
fact the organic milk and dairy product manufacturing is organised within a large
international dairy organisation based on conventional products. First and foremost it is
internal functional specialisation within the KM-MD Foods construct and the demands of
their large retail customers (in particular as to geographical coverage, product volumes
and product portfolio). This will be dealt with as a more general issue later.

� The only important factor that seems to pull in the direction of lower transport demand
than conventional material flows is the fact that milk suppliers of organic milk – maybe to
many peoples surprise – are on average larger than their conventional colleagues. This
means that shipment sizes are larger and thus less transport is needed than otherwise
would have been the case.

The market share of in-weighed organic milk is slightly lower than for traditional milk. MD
Foods held 72% and Kløver Mælk 20% before the merger. As can be seen in the figure below
there has been a marked increase in the supply of organic milk since 1987.

Figure no. 6-33: In-weighed organic milk in Denmark 1987-1999
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The explosive growth of organic milk suppliers reduces some of the drawbacks (transport
wise) of organic milk production, as a better geographical distribution of supplies will reduce
transport demand, because the stop distances are reduced.  

6.4 Intermediate transportation and distribution and the structural
development of dairies and retailers

6.4.1 The impact of product configurations
The product portfolio of MDKM is long and it serves no purpose to go into detail with each of
them. However, some general categories can be identified:

� Natural milk and Whey
� Liquid milk products
� Cheese products
� Butter and simile products
� Preserved products

Natural milk and whey

These two types of products are characterised by being residual products of the other dairy
products that are going to be presented later. They differ also in that they are transported by
the in-weighing transport units of MD Foods and Kløver Mælk under the management of M-
amba. 

Natural milk

Natural milk under this heading refers to excess milk that a certain dairy has not been able to
use and which is therefore redistributed to other purposes. Any redistribution of natural milk
is undesirable both from a transport cost point of view (extra transport link with empty return
loads) and not the least from a milk quality point of view. As previously noted every time
milk has to be pumped over to another tank the quality decreases. For this reason will re-
allocated milk often go to the powder plants or maybe to some yellow cheese production,
where lower quality more easily can be absorbed.

Redistribution of milk is expensive and is actively sought to be minimised as much as
possible. However, as production sites become fewer and more distant apart the costs of
additional redistribution will increase. 

Whey

Whey is a residual product of cheese production. When the cheese milk stiffens to become
cheese whey is secreted. For every kilo cheese 9 litres of whey are produced. In the earlier
days it was a problem to get rid of for any cheese dairy. Some of it was returned to the
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farmers as fodder and some of it went places not always well accounted for… Today, this is
history. MD Foods and Kløver Mælk return a still smaller quantity to the farmers and the rest
is transported to the K-amba enrichment plants (e.g. production of proteins and milk sugar –
see later) in West and South of Jutland. 

As alternative uses of whey have been adopted the transport volumes of the intermediate link
have increased. This is due to the extra trip that is introduced in the trip schedule of the milk
trucks. Previously most of the whey was “absorbed” by the return transport of the milk trucks
in the in-weighing link. Whey for enrichment instead needs to be transported to the
specialised production units of K-amba, which may be quite dislocated from the source of
milk supply, and thereby creating additional transport – also because the trucks return empty.

Since cheese production especially in the MD-organisation is very much exposed to changes
in demand in the world market, these fluctuations have a significant bearing on the transport
volumes in this link. The Transport Division of MD gives and example: During the first 20
weeks of 1995 transport volumes of whey increased with 12% because of feta and moulded
cheese were selling well in Japan. 

This is a good example of how world market fluctuations have feed back effects on transport
demand in this link. So, in the same time as the tank trucks are producing fewer vehicle
kilometres in the in-weighing link they are tendentially producing more kilometres in the
intermediate link. This is due to a combination of a higher degree of industrial utilisation of
the residual product, whey, and an increasing demand on cheese products. 

Intermediate transportation of milk, whey and preserved milk products is increasing year by
year. However this increase has till now been curbed by a substantial increase in efficiency of
the in-weighing transport, such that the overall kilometre production of the in-weighing
transport units still is decreasing. However, whey has increased its the share of volumes
transported from 1/7 in 88/89 to 1/4 in 96/97, according to accounts made by the MD Foods
Transport Division. 

In the following the finished dairy products are described. However, the consequences to
logistics and transport operations will be discussed separately afterwards.

Liquid milk products

'Liquid milk products' actually refers to two types of products: 1) traditional drinking milk
products: whole milk, semi-skimmed and skimmed milk and butter milk; and 2) traditional
acidified (cultured) milk products like yoghurt, and more fresh specialty products like
cultured cream (cream fraiche), desserts, fromage frais et cetera.
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The production process in brief
The milk goes through filtering and centrifugation process. Through this process the cream is
separated from the skimmed milk. Both cream and skimmed milk is taken from the top –
cream from the centre and skimmed milk from the sides (due to the centrifugal power).

Figure no. 6-14: Filtering and centrifugation of the natural milk

Natural milk

Cream
Skimmed milk

Source: Arlafoods 2001

The remaining milk fat huddles together in small balls on the surface. They can in turn be
comminuted through a process of homogenisation. To obtain standardisation the skimmed
milk is added milk fat until the desired level has been reached. To produce acidified products
various types lactic acid cultures are added milk or cream depending on type to obtain a
thicker liquid, longer durability and a fresh and sourish taste. About 17% of the natural milk
goes to make liquid bulk products.

Drinking milk products

It is estimated that the total market for fresh drinking milk amounts to approximately 570.000
tons a year including both conventional and organic milk. Due to the rapid expansion of the
organic milk market in the late nineties the market share of organic milk has risen to about
20% of the market (1998). MD Foods holds 56% of the conventional and 49% of the organic
milk markets. Kløver Milk 42% and 20% respectively. Together they hold 93% of the total
fresh drinking milk market. Practically all milk is channelled through Danish retailers.
Milk is especially consumed in relation to breakfast and as an ingredient in the daily cooking. 

There are seasonal variations in the sales of milk. For instance are the dairies selling 30%
more milk in the spring than in low season. The fluctuations of milk demand affect the
amount of milk available to other types of produce. Milk has first priority - despite that other
products may yield more profits – due to its strategic importance. These products represent
the daily contact between the dairy and the consumers and are regarded as key to the long-
term survival on the home market. 
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With the fresh milk concept the transport time of fresh dairy products like full cream milk
make up 75% of the total product lead-time. For this reason is transportation an essential
activity and a fundamental performance variable of the whole logistical network. 

The distribution of fresh drinking milk products form the backbone of the distribution systems
of Kløver Mælk and MD Foods. Since they need to be distributed in high volumes, frequently
over a vast geographical area, the products are produced on large production sites located
close to the consumer markets and linked directly to high capacity infrastructures. These sites
also function as central distribution terminals for the rest of the fresh products that need to be
transported to customer terminals or directly to the retail outlets. Both dairy companies
dispose of 4 such production sites and terminals.

Buttermilk and UHT products deserve some additional comments.
Buttermilk has lost its importance as a beverage in line with whole milk and skimmed milk.
Instead, it is among other things used to make a liquid Danish speciality dessert called
Koldskål, which to a large extent is consumed during summer time. The demand is very
dependent on the weather and can change dramatically from one day to another. For this
reason it has given name to what is labelled the “Koldskål season” in the dairy slang. The
Koldskål season runs from Easter to somewhere in September. During this period the daily
amount of volumes to be transported can vary from a few pallets up to 100 - that is 3 full
loads of these products.

MD: “When Autumn comes and it gets cold people stop to buy… And then all of a sudden
there are no more orders for 3-4 months on those seasonal products.
KN: Do you experience stock-outs?
MD: Many times, of course we do. It is not a lie when I say we produce “koldskål” and
buttermilk on the basis of the weather forecasts.” (Intv. no. 5) 

Since production lead-time is short for buttermilk it is not a very big problem. Even if it is
only produced in one of the KM production units (Fredericia) and in two of the MD Foods
units, the rapid change in demand is not considered a big problem, because production is
located on the big and logistically central production units of both organisations. In this sense
it differs from Cocoa milk and acidified specialty products that are also sensitive to weather
conditions but have other lead-times.

The UHT-products in Denmark almost exclusively consist of Cocoa milk of various types and
of creams. UHT stands for Ultra High Temperature and is a heat treatment procedure where
milk is heated up to more than 135� Celsius for at least one second. In this way much longer
durability is obtained albeit with a slight hit to taste and nutritional qualities. After the
treatment the cocoa milk or cream is tapped directly on sterile packaging. It is only produced
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in one place: At the Kløver Mælk plant in Esbjerg. The production lead-time is 2-3 weeks
which means that buffer stocks are necessary to respond to demand when it suddenly jumps.

Acidified milk products

The market for acidified products amounts to around 95.000 tons. Over half of them stem
from MD Foods dairies. Together with Kløver Mælk they hold a share of around 90%,
according to the Competition Council (1999). It is the traditional products (various types of
yoghurts) that dominate this product segment. There is however a smooth transition from the
traditional products to the more specialised products like desserts. The specialty products
differ in the way they are packed and used in the households. They are more considered to be
cooking ingredients or ready made desserts. They have a much higher volume density due to
smaller batch sizes and packaging design.

When packed acidified milk products resist a couple of days of storage if necessary before
distribution. The production of the traditional acidified products is more centralised than
drinking milk products since P-amba has been established. The Kløver Mælk products are
produced first and foremost on Brabrand Dairy (MD Foods dairy – under the management of
P-amba. MD Foods produces their products on their four central production units of Hobro,
Tyrstrup, Slagelse and Brabrand.

Specialty products however usually require more dedicated production lines all the way to the
final packaging. Production lead-time for yoghurt and the like are 4 days because of the
maturation process they need to go through while in stock, so when demand explodes the
dairies often experience stock-outs. 

General aspects concerning product demand and production

In the figure below the development of the consumption of the various liquid dairy products,
also labelled bulk products, is depicted.
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Figure no 6-15: Development of consumption of various liquid milk products 1986-1999
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As can be seen there is a very stable demand over the years. In the last half of the 80s there
was a slight decrease in demand. After a stable period through the 90s there seems to be a
vague tendency of recovery. This is primarily due to increasing demand for skimmed milk. It
has increased from the lowest level of around 60,000 tons to the highest level in many, many
years in 1999 of 102,000 litres. This change may be attributed to the general tendency towards
consuming low fat products and the increasing consumption of organic milk products. More
than 1/3 of the skimmed milk sold was organic milk. Whereas the market share for organic
products on the bulk market in general was close to 18% in 1999. 

Demand for traditional acidified products have remained stable, whereas the more specialised
product creme fraiche has increased with around 50% since 1986 and cocoa milk with around
40%.

The general picture is that the volumes in the bulk products market have been very stable
through out the period. There has been an increase in the specialty products market that has
increased its share of goods volumes transported from 10 to 13%.

Figure no. 6-16: Production volumes, production units, and output per unit 1986-1999; Liquid
milk products
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As we already have concluded, the bulk milk market as reflected by the quantities produced
by the dairies has been very stable through the period from 1983 to 1999. There has been a
process of centralisation going on, which seems to have come to a halt at the beginning of the
90s where the number of production units were cut down with more than 2/3 over a period of
9 years from 1983 to 1992. In year 2000 there were 18 units running. The rate of output per
production unit has tripled during these years. The share of exports has not been considered
since it is insignificant.

Cheese products

The cheese products can be divided in tow main categories: Yellow cheese and fresh cheese
products. The yellow cheese product category comprises brand names like Malthe, Havarti,
and Riberhus from MD Foods, Klovborg and Kirkeby from Kløver Mælk, and imported
cheese like Emmenthaler and Gouda. The fresh cheese product category comprises products
like feta, mould cheese, cottage cheese, fromage blanc and spread cheese.

The yellow cheese and fresh cheese products vary both in terms of their natures, production
and distribution organisation and consumption pattern. The most important features of these
characteristics are described below whereas the consequences for the transport demand and
the conditions for logistical operations will be dealt with separately and more in detail later.

The production process in brief
To produce cheese you usually need to pasteurise the milk (for one kilo of cheese 9-10 litres
of milk is needed). Afterwards, rennet, calciumcloride, lactic acid bacteria and other
ingredients are added the milk in large containers. When the “cheese-milk” has stiffened
(yellow cheese) it is cut up in cubes and the whey is drawn off. Depending of type of cheese
the cheese mass is pressed and then cut (hard cheese), or just cut (semi-hard cheese like
havarti) to fit various forms.
When the cheese is taken out of
its forms it is salted and it then
goes through two phases of
technical storage through which
it ferments and matures. 

The milk used for fresh cheese
products goes through the same
processes as drinking milk and
cream, before the additives are
blended in. Especially mould
cheese are very fragile to
temperature and oxygen

Textbox no. 6-4 Flexible cheese production in Italy
The Italian dairy Caseficio Sociale di Fiavé demonstrated that it was
perfectly able to switch between fresh and hard cheese products. Every
day they produced mozzarella and caciotella – fresh cheese products,
and once a week they produced hard cheese products called Fontal,
Dolce Fiavé, Dolimiti di Brenta, Nostrano. The only cheese that is not
produced with the same equipment is Grana that has some particular
process requirements. Instead it is exclusively produced on a newly
acquired dairy.

It was a strategic decision to invest in flexible production technology. It
is a small dairy (12 mill. litre of in-weighed milk a year) with a rather
protected local market. Faithful customers attached to the local tradition
of consumption make a very strong barrier against “foreign” market
penetration. So, hitherto focus has been on being capable of following
the fluctuations of the local market demand. However, the growth of the
retail chains constitutes a threat to this local supply-demand system.
Pressure on price, increasing demand for sales campaigns and a more
homogeneous product portfolio across a wider geographical territory
means that focus in the future will be more on costs and economies of
scale.

This was expected to be achieved through external growth and
functional specialisation/ concentration of specialised production on the
acquired dairies in the neighbouring valleys.
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conditions during storage. Fresh cheese products are immature and young. They do not go
through technical storage but are packed right away ready for consumption.

Yellow cheese

Solid yellow cheese is produced on production units that are incapable of producing other
types of cheese products. Technologically it is possible to produce also fresh cheese products
on the same production system (see textbox). However, the scale economies that can be
achieved through dedicated production systems have favoured the choice of large but less
flexible production units.

One of the common properties of yellow cheese is the relatively long maturation needs
(several weeks or months) and shelf life in the retail outlets. They are thus characterised by
relatively long production lead times. This puts high demands on timing of production
planning with fluctuations in market demands. 

On the other hand, the long maturation time offers some logistical opportunities in terms of
inventory buffering. Excess milk supplies for instance (due to sudden or seasonal variations in
dairy product demand or milk supply) can be absorbed by producing more yellow cheese and
thereby - to some degree - contain the impacts of both market uncertainty and the inability of
the management to balance supplies with demand. For this reason production planning and
control of inventory is a critical factor.

Yellow cheese differs from fresh cheese products in that it is consumed daily and primarily in
the morning. However, certain types like Gouda and Emmenthaler are used like dessert
cheese. Through out the year the peaks of consumption are around holidays and during sales
campaigns. 

Yellow cheese is sold either in whole blocks to the cheesemonger’s and the delicatessen
counters of the supermarkets where they are sliced on demand, or in retail packaging in
smaller pieces or sliced. The retail packaging is primarily taken care of by the dairies
themselves. According to the dairies there is a clear tendency towards still more retail
packaged cheese products. It has not been possible to estimate the split and development
between these two product subcategories. However, according to the export cheese production
manager of MD Foods there has been a landslide in demand away from whole cheese for the
delicatessen counters and final customising at the retail outlets to ready made packagings. The
“delicatessen cheese” now only made up 15% of sales at the time of investigation. The trend
has some obvious consequences in terms of more transport demand, which will be discussed
later.

Product diversification
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This development towards more retail packaged cheese should be viewed as a part of a
general trend towards higher degree of product diversification. As yellow cheese is a
standardised relatively uniform product category, diversification is primarily achieved
through making variations over the same theme (e.g. size, form, labelling), rather than making
variations in product quality. As the head of KM Cheese production, Snejbjerg (West-
Jutland), says:

KM: “...if you take our brand name Klovborg [yellow hard cheese, kn], one of the biggest we
have, then ...we don’t mind having a big product assortment...we would cut the cheese in 10
different ways, that is what we call variations over the same theme...and that suits us a little
better.”
KN: “Does the greater variations and retail packaging imply greater a volume of products that
needs to be transported?”
KM: “With bigger variation in product assortment? Yes, it does. The greater assortment the
greater the volumes transported...  (Intv. no. 3)

This development in consumer demand can be ascribed to a combination of individualisation
of consumption and decreasing household sizes, which have lead to a demand for both
diversification and smaller product units.

The home market of yellow cheese differs from liquid bulk and acidified products by being
more competitive in the sense that there are more producers supplying and the retailers have
also penetrated the market by their own private label products. The home market is dominated
by Danish products. Only 5-10% is imported (first and foremost Gouda & Emmenthaler and
cheese to the fast-food business). MD Foods held a market share on yellow cheese of around
60-65% and Kløver Mælk 20-25% before they merged. Together they have close to full
monopoly.

Fresh Cheese Products

Fresh cheese is also produced on production units capable of switching between the various
types of fresh cheese. However, feta cheese and mould cheese are produced on specialised
production units that produce exclusively feta or mould cheese.

Fresh cheese products are characterised by short product lead times and short shelf life. There
are no buffer options for this type of products. They can stay a maximum of 1-2 days before
they “grow” too old. Therefore, they go straight from production and packaging to the retail
outlets.

Fresh cheese products are generally sold in small packaging-for-display units usually
designed to encourage impulsive purchases Therefore, they have a very high per unit volume
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density. They occupy much more space per weight unit and also less suited for stacking than
yellow cheese. Therefore they have significantly higher demands on transport than yellow
cheese products, both in terms of space, time and temperature.

Fresh cheese products are usually used as dessert/ending of a meal or as an independent meal.
It is usually considered to be delicatessen products. For this reason sales typically increase at
the end of the week and during Easter and Christmas when people makes more out of their
supper. The consumption of fresh cheese is also very sensitive to changing weather
conditions, seasonal variations and not the least sales campaigns. 

The short production lead-time means that order impulses can be given closer to the time of
final purchase and in this way reduce risk of excess inventories. On the other hand do the
perishability of these products constitute a considerable risk when demand is unpredictable. 

Fresh cheese products give higher time pressure and higher demand on keeping/controlling
temperature throughout the whole transport and distribution chain. Further, the uncertainty in
demand can be expected to create pressure for over capacity in the transport organisation as
well as less scope for optimisation of transport operations. This will be dealt with later in this
chapter. 

The market of fresh cheese products is more open to competition than the yellow cheese
market. Around 20-25% is imported to Denmark. However, most of the imports is controlled
and channelled through the marketing and distribution system of MD Foods. MD Foods held
a market share of 60-65% on fresh cheese products and Kløver Mælk only of 5-10%. The rest
of the Danish producers (first and foremost Tholstrup Cheese) had a share of around 10-15%.

That there is a development towards fresh cheese consumption is indicated in the figure
below. It shows the share of various types of cheese products produced by Danish dairies. Of
course, since 4/5 of cheese products is bound for export the account is of course also
influenced by the market strategies of the dairies. Therefore, the figure can be merely
indicative for a global trend.

Figure no. 6-17: Cheese production split on various types 1983-1996
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As the statistical data has been changed for discretionary reasons the split on products
categories cannot be made up to date. However, in the period 1983 to 1996 there is a very
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clear trend towards more specialty cheese and fresh cheese products (if we exclude feta and
include mould cheese). In 1983 less than 14% of total cheese production were fresh and
specialty cheese products. This share rose to 35% in 1996.

Given that this trend can be found on the Danish home market and that is continuing one must
expect an increasing pressure on transport demand.

In the figure below the structural development of the cheese production system in Denmark is
indicated through a few central parameters.

Figure no 6-18: Production volumes, production units, and output per unit 1986-1999; Cheese
products
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The number of production units have been steadily falling through the whole period until
1996 were the number of units seems to have stabilised on around 62-63 in the following
years. This development represents a halving of the number in 1983. The volumes have
increased slightly with 11% in the same period. Production output per unit has therefore
increased dramatically peaking in 1996 with an increase of 168% in comparison to 1983. As
can be seen the fluctuations in total volumes can to a large extent be explained by fluctuations
in demand on the export markets.

Thus, significant properties of the structural development relevant to our discussion is:
� significant concentration of cheese production
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� large increase in unit output volumes
� product flow is to a very high degree decided by developments on the world market 

Butter

This product group consist of butter, which is made from pasteurised churned cream, and
butter-substitutes that contain vegetable oil to ease spreadning on bread. Unlike butter they
are not suitable for other purposes like e.g. cooking and baking. The cream used to produce
butter is usually the remaining cream tapped during the production of drinking milk and
acidified products. For every kilo of butter an in-put of 20 litres of milk is needed. Brand
names are Lurpak (butter), Kærgaarden (substitute) and Kløverblomst (substitute) from MD
Foods and Kløver Mælk respectively. These product types also exist in organic variants.

Market shares
MD Foods holds a market share of no less than 78% of the butter market and Kløver Mælk
21%. Together they have a de facto monopoly. The same goes for the butter substitutes.
Kærgården holds a unique position in that market.

A range of small dairies actually produce butter in quantities equivalent to 1/3 of the Danish
market, but practically all goes to exports where the entry barriers are much lower in terms of
gaining access to distribution (see later).

The figure below shows that there has been a significant reduction in the production output of
butter in the period from 1986 to 1999 of 57%. This is largely explained by decreasing
demand both on the export and home market. The very uneven development towards higher
output per unit is due to the fact that the production units closed down during the process of
concentration have been very different in size. There have also been opened new units
smaller than average – allegedly fist and foremost organic production units – that pull down
average output.
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Figure no 6-19: Production volumes, production units, and output per unit 1986-1999; Butter
products
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However, the number of units has been decimated by 2/3 in the period. Butter production of
Kløver Mælk and MD Foods is located in the West of Jutland and of Zealand. Location is
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primarily historically determined where important factors have been capacity and
technological novelty of equipment of those units remaining. 

Organic dairy products
The production of organic dairy products have almost followed the same growth pattern as
that of natural milk. However, very recent developments suggest that demand has come to a
halt while production of natural milk continues to grow. The table below shows the market
shares of organic dairy products of total demand.

Table no 6-5: Organic dairy production in 1999
Product Metric Tonnes % of total market
Butter 1,365 15,2
Cheese 2,793 1
Organic liquid milk, of which 127,139 17,8
- Whole Milk 22,756
- Semi-skimmed 51,417
- Skimmed milk 37,100
- Cream/Cultured cream 2,088
- Acidified products 5,873
Source: Danish Dairy Board 2001

At the time of investigation organic dairy products were produced at Hobro dairy in Jutland
and Slagelse dairy in Zealand. As this market has grown these products are now (year 2001)
also produced at Tyrstrup, Troldhede and Tistrup Dairies. Thus, at the time of investigation
organic dairy production was highly concentrated. The transport demand that stems from this
concentration may thus be expected to have decreased as demand has grown and production
more geographically dispersed. 

Milk powder and protein and milk sugar products

No less than 1/3 of all the in-weighed milk of KM and MD Foods is used for various types of
condensed products. Milk powder (whole milk and skimmed milk powder) is the result when
water is drained from the milk. Other more refined products are powders for chocolate and
cappuccino automates. 

Protein that is extracted from whey can be used for a long range of things in the medicine and
food industry as stabiliser for instance in mayonnaise and salad dressings. 80% of the protein
content of milk is casein. Casein – normal milk proteins and enriched proteins can for
instance be used in sports and slimming powders. Or they can be used as artificial quality
enhancing additives in soups, desserts or “health foods”. Casein has a white-blue colour that
is clearly visible in skimmed milk. Lactose is a residual of this protein enrichment process and
can be used as a sweetening agent.
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The production of milk powder and proteins requires very substantial investments in
production equipment. In the same time it is considered to be a very low value product. There
are big players in a very turbulent world market where profit perspectives may fluctuate
dramatically. However, these products also offer a way of exploiting whey that otherwise
would have had to be disposed of in a non-commercial manner. They may also function as
convenient buffers for storing excess milk supplies of natural milk.

Figure no. 6-20: Production volumes, production units, and output per unit 1986-1999; Milk
powder, protein and milk sugar products
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There are only very few production units in Denmark (7 in year 2000). The figure
demonstrates that the process of concentrated has stopped. The number of units has remained
stable since 1996. It also shows that output levels fluctuate closely with export levels. 
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Planning routines and campaigns
A way of getting an impression of the degree of uncertainty that flow scheduling is
characterised by is how often the production and sales managers need to review prognoses
and production planning. It was a general impression that this need was increasing such that
4-week planning routines would be replaced by 1-week scheduling of production. Another
impression was that this pressure was much higher on the export-related activities. On the
home market the trend was in particular caused by an increasing share of product volumes
being sold during sales campaigns of the large retail chains. The cheese production manager
of Kløver Mælk commented on these campaigns:

KM: You never know how much is sold, at least this is so with cheese
KN: So, you are operating with safety stocks?
KM: Yes, on these sales activities. (Intv. no. 3)

As it will be clear this uncertainty related to sales campaigns is also transmitted to the
transport activities. The general development on the home market as such does not create very
high levels of uncertainty in production planning.

6.4.2 Short presentation of the intermediate transportation and distribution operators
of KM and MD Foods

As there are some organisational differences between Kløver Mælk and MD Foods they will
to some extent be described separately. The major difference is that KM has divided their
intermediate transport and distribution organisation in two units, all in-house activities,
whereas MD Foods has out-sourced both intermediate transport and distribution to HD
Transport which is 100 % owned by MD Foods. However, in terms of operational conditions
and tasks the two transport organisations share many commonalties.

The intermediate transportation unit of Kløver Mælk 

The functional coherence of the Kløver Mælk production and distribution systems is the
strategic objective of the so-called intermediate transportation unit (ITU). The unit is located
at the headquarters in Fredericia where all tasks are co-ordinated. The main tasks the unit
performs these main tasks:

Transport of
� whole cheese forms for storage, cutting and retail packaging from the various cheese

production units to the Snejbjerg warehouse and final processing unit;
� cheese to the distribution terminals for the home market and to the MD export terminal in

Haderslev bound for the German market;
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� butter and specialty products from the various production units to the distribution
terminals for the home market;

� various types of fresh non-dairy products from arriving at the Fredericia terminal for
further distribution via other terminals.

And they do
� redistribution of transport packaging (empty boxes, cages and pallets) between production

and distribution terminals;
� backup transport operations for the distribution units (e.g. direct distribution to some of

the short chains (like big hyper markets of Dansk Supermarked and FDB) - first and
foremost of butter and some cheese products;

� third party transport for the HD Transport company

The unit disposes of 13 trucks that are constantly running of which one is permanently hired
from the KM distribution unit. Each truck produces around 150.000 km a year doing 3-5 trips
a day. If they have a pick-up to be done in the one of the distribution districts they often buy
assistance from the distribution unit if it has an available truck close by (and vice-versa). In
case of sudden increases in demand that they cannot meet with their own resources they hire
external operators on an ad hoc basis. They do not have fixed agreements with anybody.

The distribution unit of KM 

The KM distribution system is a fully integrated business activity of the KM Dairy. The full-
scale fresh product distribution network, including terminals, has been established during the
mid eighties on the request of their large retail chain customers (i.e. Dansk Supermarked).
They wanted to have a reliable and homogeneous supply nation-wide that was capable also of
taking other types of fresh products than dairy products. 

All distribution activities are controlled from two central terminals located in Fredericia and
in Glostrup. As the process of mergers of production units has been proceeding also the
logistics organisation has changed from a local-local structure to a region-region/national
structure – with a still more centralised terminal structure. At the time of investigation the
southern half of Jutland and Funen is served from Fredericia, and the Northern part from the
terminal in Aarhus (Enigheden) and to some extent from a terminal in Randers where they
have an agreement with Randers-Viborg Dairy on co-distribution. From the terminal at
Englevaad Dairy in Jyderup the Northwest of Zealand and Lolland-Falster was covered. The
Northeast of Zealand is covered from the private dairy Borup with whom the KM has an
agreement of co-operation. The rest of Zealand and Amager is covered by Glostrup. All these
distribution activities are co-ordinated from the terminal in Glostrup even though not all flows
pass by Glostrup.
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The unit in Fredericia has 20 trucks of its own to service around 400 customers. Each truck
produces around 100.000 km annually. This is taken to be fairly stable, even though the
distribution pattern varies very much from day to day. The Glostrup unit is about the same
size. In addition to their own transport operations both central terminals are running a so-
called milk wholesaler system with their own trucks. This system will be described later.   

The distribution units perform basically four tasks

� Daily order handling
� Warehousing and distribution of all types of temperature regulated goods (including all

products of the KM portfolio) for grocery retailing
� take-back of transport packaging from own and customer sites
� Management of the milk wholesaler system 

HD Transport and Distribution Company

The transport and distribution company HD is organisationally linked to the
Hjemmemarkedsdivisionen (Home Market Division) of MD Foods. It is however formally an
independent company controlled 100% by MD Foods. Its’ primary task is thus to organise and
carry out all intermediate transportation between MD production units and terminals, and
nation-wide distribution of temperature regulated groceries for MD Foods and other
companies to the grocery retailing industry. Only 1/3 of the products transported stems from
MD Foods. The rest is fresh products of the same kind transported by the KM intermediate
transportation and distribution units. Actually are the volumes of fruit and vegetable are now
higher than the volumes of dairy products. 

To carry out those tasks it disposes of 300 temperature regulated truck units and 5 fresh
products terminals located in Hobro, Vejle, Tyrstrup, Slagelse and Ishøj. As we already know
the build-up of the distribution system had begun in the early 80s on the request of FDB - the
largest grocery retailer on the home market.

Apart from the order routines being more centralised the transport scheduling and routing
principles of HD are very much the same as in the KM organisation. The major difference is
that in HD the intermediate transportation and distribution are not organisationally separated
as in KM. Further, since HD is governed as an independent company, there is an extra
administrative layer – their customer contact organisation. Like Kløver Mælk HD also runs a
milk wholesaler system (see later).
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6.4.3 The role and function of intermediate transportation
It is a characterising property of the transport operators that they see their task first and
foremost to be to make the production and distribution systems stick together:

KM: “Of course we have a budget to keep, but of course if somebody orders something this
morning to be delivered next morning, and if the production can handle it, then we are
supposed to be able to, and probably this costs extra. It is extra service that we simply have to
be able to handle… We are supposed to make sure that the products that the others produce
are delivered. One can accept that a machine in some dairy breaks down, but not that the
products do not arrive…. It simply has to function” (KM Intermediate Transport Manager,
Intv. no. 7)

Their focus is much less on cost than in the in-weighing transport unit. Transport operations
are handled in a very day-to-day manner or even in an hour-to-hour manner. They do not
produce performance-related data of any kind – apart from those needed to keep track of
maintenance needs. Thus, the link in which the impact of structural changes is most notable
the data is missing to the largest extent.

Neither have the additional transport costs derived from structural changes of e.g.
concentration and specialisation ever been calculated, due to the scale of changes taking place
every year - it would be a waste of time as they say. The head of sales and marketing of MD
Foods home market division mentioned that the only way to get an impression of this change
is to look at the bill HD has being issuing over the years to MD for doing intermediary
transportation. 

However, it was not possible to get access to these figures. He made a calculation during the
interview that showed that there had been an increase in costs of no less than 11,4% in the
year 93/94 - 94/95. He stated that this figure gave a fairly good picture of the development in
the latest years in the intermediary transport costs – and volumes. On the question of whether
it was reasonable to equate costs with volumes it was estimated that out of these 11,4%:

“10% is caused by changes in production organisation, we move more goods around,
excluding price increases.” (Intv. no. 11)

However, it should be kept in mind that it is difficult not to say impossible to section out the
specific costs of the structural changes from the costs of logistics and transportation in general
and the effect of changes in the logistical organisation itself. 

Let us now take a closer look on the causal powers at work driving this impressive increase in
transport demand.
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6.4.4 Management of intermediate transport operations
As the management of the transport resources and product flow by and large is the same the
differences will not be spelled out. Below is a description of how the KM Intermediate
Transport Unit (ITU) handles their operations. 

A standard order routine in this link goes like this: The terminals give orders to the production
units, they produce the goods, and the ITU is via phone or fax informed about the transport
operations needed every day. There is a deadline around midday. At that time they know how
much to transport the following morning. The afternoon is spent planning the routes to be
covered the following day. This is done on a day-to-day basis. And there is great variation in
this pattern, and it may even change several times during the day. 

“There is no fixed pattern, really. We are operating after the Just-In-Time principle. The
products should preferably already have been sold before thinking of transporting them…It is
like a jigsaw puzzle that we have to make every day.” (Intv. No. 7)

Even if most operations are made ad-hoc on a less than day to day basis they do have some
fixed trips that run more or less like constant loops, where the trucks are constantly on the
move. An example from the KM intermediate transport unit in Fredericia is given. 

They operate with two fixed trips to Glostrup distribution centre called trip1 and trip2.

Trip1:
Fredericia 7.00 in the morning. The truck is loaded with cheese, specialty products and other
fresh products and takes off to the terminal at Enigheden Dairy in Århus. The truck is
unloaded. Next stop is Brabrand (MD Foods dairy) uploads various types of bulk dairy goods
bound for the Glostrup terminal. The driver crosses with the ferry to Zealand and continue to
Glostrup. In Glostrup it is unloaded and pallets are picked up to be transported back to port of
Kalundborg. In the meantime a trailer has arrived to Kalundborg with Kærgården butter. The
truck unloads the pallets and take the trailer back to Glostrup (they get a load like this every
day). The butter is unloaded again and filled with new pallets and other transport packaging
like cages on the truck and it goes back to Kalundborg.  Then driver sleeps and takes the ferry
in the morning, he leaves his trailer full of pallets and cages in Århus and drives down to
Falster dairy (in the West of Jutland) and get a trailer of Kærgården butter which then is
transported back to Århus. The trailer is shipped unaccompanied over to Kalundborg where it
is picked up by another truck and so forth. And the trailer with pallets that was left earlier on
is then driven down to Esbjerg or maybe to Brabrand or wherever they are in needed. He
maybe then goes to Brabrand the next morning to take a full load to the MD export terminal
in Haderslev and leave it to the transport provider DanExIm, that operates for MD Foods, and
the goods are distributed via their channels to Germany.
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Trip2:
Trip2 starts off in Esbjerg around 14.30 every day with a less than truck load (e.g. with UHT,
juice products and some acidified produce) bound for Fredericia where the truck is loaded
with chicken and other of these kinds of fresh products. The truck continues to Pilegården on
Fyn. Milk is loaded until the truck is full and then it crosses the Great Belt and ends up in
Glostrup, maybe after having made a deviation via Jyderup first to unload some chickens and
then onwards to Glostrup. He unloads the truck and loads it with pallets and cages, then he
goes to Kalundborg crosses with the ferry during the night. In the morning he unloads his
cargo in Brabrand, loads it with dairy products to be taken to Fredericia. After having
unloaded in Fredericia he goes to Esbjerg where another chauffeur takes over the truck. He
will be there around 14.00 and the truck is ready to take the next round.

There is a third route that goes from Esbjerg to Århus at the service of the intermediate
transportation unit (ITU). In the evening it services the distribution organisation. In the
morning it returns to service the ITU. It only stops 2-3 hours a day operated by different
drivers of course. And then there is the butter truck that goes permanently to Zealand and
back again immediately. They run with a lower degree of utilisation, because return loads are
much smaller.

6.5 Distribution
The distribution systems that KM and MD Foods dispose of enable the collection of dairy
products and other perishable products with temperature regulated trucks from the various
production sites to own and customer fresh product terminals, final or direct distribution to
terminals or retail outlets – in a nation wide, fine meshed, high frequency network. The
products are stuffed in re-cycled transport packaging (standardised containers, pallets, cages
and boxes) adapted to the logistics systems and display counters of the retailers.

There are no clear boundaries between the intermediary transport system and the distribution
organisation. In HD they are handled as one overall task, whereas Kløver Mælk has divided
them in two. However their offices lie next to each other and they are constantly buying
transport services of each other whenever they have available resources at favourable
locations the other party can exploit. In this way both units exploit their resources better at
lower costs.

6.5.1 Management of distribution operations
Being in daily contact with the customers it is the distribution units that are responsible for
incoming orders in the day-to-day routines. Whereas the strategic and more long term
planning is left to the sales and marketing department. This implies that it is the distribution
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that issues the orders daily/weekly to the production units as to which kind of products is
needed when and in what quantities. In 1996 this was a fairly new procedure. Commenting on
the old situation before the change the KM distribution manager of Fredericia says:

“Sometimes we couldn’t get any goods, because the production manager of that dairy
produced any way he liked it - if he suddenly got the idea of running something damn cheap
then he was producing cocoa milk for a whole week forgetting some of the smaller products.
That responsibility have we taken over” (Intv. no. 5)

This organisational change has moved inventories of finished products away from the
production sites and downstream to the distribution terminals. This has given better control
over the flows and inventory levels, because they have become more guided by current
customer demands. One may say that the product flow has become more pull oriented in this
way.

This change has especially improved the flow of products with a few weeks of production
lead-time for instance UHT-products. They have to be ordered up to 3 weeks before the need
is there. Previously, they just took away when needed from the warehouse of the production
unit if there was anything to, take that is (or if it wasn’t too old). These discrepancies arose
because there was no direct contact between market needs and production planning, and it
gave rise to frequent quarrelling between the production and distribution people. The
production men produced what they thought was most efficient while the distribution people
often found themselves incapable of delivering what the sales and marketing people had
promised their customers.

“We have made the revolution. The dairy industry is very conservative, you know. They are
old dairymen who think they can decide anything. (Intv. no. 5)

Allegedly, this cultural transformation has not been easy. The production engineers of the
dairies that were previously kings have now become “merged” and subjugated the logic of
one single big organisation where other people decide what they should produce. 

The inventory management of the distribution units has become even more important as the
process of concentration have increased the outputs from the single production units. The
simultaneous process of concentration of the terminal structure has further accentuated this
situation.

The routines
A typical order – distribution cycle goes like this (Glostrup terminal):
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Day 1
Order intake from 18.00, so they know in the evening what the customers want to have out the
following day. Englevaad is advised as to delivery of bulk goods. The production units that
produce bulk goods receive orders from Glostrup terminal in a day-to-day manner. The other
types of goods are ordered on the basis of short term prognoses of expected sales.

Day 2
Actually, day 2 starts around 23.00. First truck is leaving around 00.30. Especially the milk
wholesalers need to have the goods early. The first round of deliveries takes place during
night hours until 6.30 in the morning. Then there is a lapse of 1-2 hours until the trucks return.
From 9.00 to 11.00 am the second round is launched to the big outlets and to the large number
of shops that do not keep inventories at all. On Fridays even a third round is carried out
between 14.00 and 16.00 to the discount outlets. At 18.00 new orders are coming in, new
goods must be ordered, and so on.

Also the Fredericia distribution is capable of delivering three times a day although this only
happens in extreme situations. Their routines are not based on 24-hour activities as at the
Glostrup terminal. Their first delivery is in the early morning (the majority of customers), the
second around midday (especially the discount chains due to their low shelf capacities and the
big super markets with high volume turnovers), and in the extreme case a third delivery in the
afternoon.

When the distribution has an overview of the customer demand scheduling of transport
operations and route planning begins. Milk is a basic commodity that is purchased very
frequently by the customers. It is the milk products standing on the breakfast table, which
represent the daily contact between the dairies and the consumers. They are gatekeepers to the
rest of the product range. Thus, milk coverage has to be very good even in the remote areas.
In terms of volumes, geographical spread and frequency of demand it is by far the most
important product in the dairy product assortment. Therefore, it is the milk demand that forms
the backbone of the distribution strategies of the dairies.

To layout the route pattern the following decision procedure is normally applied: 
� The overall geography of flows is segmented into zones, then 
� number of m2 which is distributed to an area is calculated, then
� location of customers according to their classification is plotted in, and then
� time schedules agreed upon for each customer is taken into account. 

Having stratified this overall map the scheduling, route assignment and transport resource
allocation is fixed. First and foremost they seek to make sure that the right products are at the
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right place and the right time. In this respect the goal of always having the trucks running, and
preferably full is secondary.

Since nearly all customers are serviced during the first delivery it is the total demand of this
delivery that decides the general capacity of the distribution system. This means that there is
an excess capacity available for the rest of the day. Extra capacity is however regarded as a
strategic asset both in relations to the customers and also in relation to potential competitors in
the fresh distribution marked (see later).

Though, milk decides the geography and frequency, it is the fruit and especially the fresh
meat that decides the time pressure on the logistical operations. Fresh meat has the same day-
to-day delivery demand as milk, but as it needs to be prepared in the shops before the opening
hours arrival time has been pushed. Fruits need to be arranged. Thus, one may say that taking
in those types of products in the distribution system has increased time pressure on the system
in general.

The Milk Wholesaler System

As mentioned earlier, both the KM and HD distribution management use a system of milk
wholesalers. The systems do not differ significantly from each other. For this reason is the
system operated by the KM Fredericia distribution unit taken to be representative. One of the
major challenges to the national distribution system is the large number of small customers
like various public institutions, schools, hotels, canteens, bakers, service kiosks, gas stations
and smaller shopkeepers. Many of them need to have daily deliveries. Due to the many drops
of small volumes servicing these customers with a system which is basically designed to
grand distribution is very costly. 

KM: The moment that we are taking in still more distribution tasks that are big and
demanding, then it is too expensive if our drivers must run to the fourth floor with a cage. We
wouldn’t be able to price differentiate ourselves towards both the small and big customer.
(Intv. no. 5)

Therefore, the dairies have established a system of so-called milk wholesalers (or grocers)
that distribute dairy products and other fresh products to the small customers, and those
situated in peripheral areas. 

As Kløver Mælk introduced this system in the late 80s they have reduced the number of staff
at the order intake unit and in the warehouses, and 3,500 thousand customers have been
“kicked out” because they were too small. Instead, some of them are now serviced by milk
wholesalers. In this way KM managed to decrease the number of drop points and trucks in
operation dramatically. Before they distributed to
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KM: “the whole shit - even to those who had a half cradle delivered we came with the big
trucks. It is self evident that it was expensive”. (KM-HSM, intv. no. 8)

Distribution route patterns were reorganised, the composition of the vehicle fleet was
changed, and many drivers were sacked. These were all adjustments that served to consolidate
and trim the grand distribution organisation. After 5 years of operations the annual savings
were calculated to amount to around 3 mill. d.kr. 

In 1995 the milk wholesaler system consisted of 19 wholesalers in Jutland and Funen, of
which 12 are associated with Fredericia. They handled a total of around 21.1 mio. litres/kilos
in 1994 – a little less than 1/3 of total volumes distributed by Fredericia that year. These
wholesalers serviced around 1,300 customers – equivalent to an average of around 50-55
litres/day/customer in comparison. The grand distribution serviced 400 customers equivalent
to an average of around 380-390 litres/day/customer. (Further information about the
conditions of operation and contractual agreements see Annex no. II)

6.5.2 Customer service differentiation
The relationship that the distribution units have with the retailers is in many ways different
from the more strategic relationships that the sales and marketing units of both MD Foods and
KM have with their counterparts. The distribution people are in daily contact or more than
daily contact with the end customers of the dairies – the retailers. 

This relationship is of course to some extent guided by the formal contracts and agreements,
but also by the internal policies of ranking in terms of customer service differentiation, and
not the least by the personal interpretations and preferences in situations of unforeseen supply
shortages and irregularities. 

In both dairies the ranking of customers is first and foremost based on volumes and frequency
of delivery. Roughly speaking A-customers are those retail outlets that receive 2-3 deliveries
a day or need large daily inputs. B-customers are those with daily deliveries, and C-customers
are those who can do with less than daily deliveries or customers located in remote areas. 

This classification system is used as a means of prioritising resources in terms of customer
service levels offered, and in critical shortage situations (see below), and it was introduced on
the request of the big chains.

MD Foods has implemented a volume discount system that apart from favouring large scale
purchases imposes quite heavy stop fees on the small retail shops if their drop sizes are very
small.  
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Figure no. 6-21: Volume discounts on full cream milk offered by MD Foods as percentage of
catalogue prices
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In this way small retailing is discriminated in favour of scale, because small is expensive from
a distribution point of view – at least when the distribution system is designed for grand
distribution

6.5.3 General characteristics of the retail market
A recurrent argument forwarded by the dairies is the radical structural changes of the retail
market. Let us for this reason look at some trends that could give some indications of which
type of market the dairies are facing.

The account below is based on a market analysis made by Stockmann-Gruppen. It covers the
period 1988-1998 when this structural development was already in full motion. However, it
gives a good view of what is going on. The statistical information has been elaborated
according to the purpose of this thesis.

First of all it is clear that the retail market is dominated to a still lager extent by retail chains
and purchasing societies, whereas single keepers of grocery stores become still fewer in
numbers as the figure below shows. 

Figure no. 6-22: Share of outlets (number) split on main grocery retail chains from 1988-1998
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From 1988 to 1998 the retail chains have increased their share of total number of outlets from
around 65% to appr. 80%. This development reflects first of all the massive decrease in the
number of outlets owned by single keepers from 2058 to 714. In the same period their share
of total turnover fell from 16,3% to 9,4%. This indicates that it was first and foremost the
smallest outlets that closed down. Three of the biggest actors: FDB (Danish co-op), Dansk
Supermarked (owned by A.P Møller & The Salling Foundation) and Aldi (German discount
chain) held 65% of the turnover of the total grocery market in 1998.

In the figure below the market shares held by these three chains in 1988 and in 1998 are
indicated:

Figure no. 6-23: Market shares of the Danish grocery retail market held by FDB22, Dansk
Supermarked23, Aldi and the rest24, 1988 and 1998.
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It is quite evident that Dansk Supermarked has been very successful in gaining market shares. 

A main driver behind the increasing share of the chains in general is the growth of discount
outlets as shown the figure below.

                                                
22 FDB consists of these chains: OBS, SuperBrugsen, DagliBrugsen, LokalBrugen, Kvickly, Irma and Fakta
23 Dansk Supermarked comprise the grocery retail chains: Bilka, Føtex, Netto + other retail chains: Bugatti, A-Z,
Tøj & Sko.
24 In year 2000 the wholesaler company SuperGros a/s was established in co-operation with a long range of the
‘other’ retail chains in Denmark: Favør, Spar Danmark A/S, SuperBest, ISO Supermarked, Dreisler Storkøb,
Rema 1000 Danmark A/S, Løvbjerg Supermarked A/S and the KC Storkøb Koncernen, to increase purchasing
power and improve inbound logistics.
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Figure no. 6-24: Share of discount retail chains (Netto, Aldi & Fakta) of total no. of outlets, sales
area (m3) and turnover.
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In terms of number of outlets and sales area these chains have increased their share three-fold
and two-fold their share of turnover. In the figure below the development of turnover of the
three discount chains Netto, Aldi and Fakta is depicted

Figure no. 6-25: Yearly turnover of Netto, Aldi and Fakta, from 1988 to 1998, 1000 dkk
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Within this group Netto’s growth of turnover has been significantly higher than the others.
Turnover has increased 333%, Fakta experienced an increase of 230% and Aldi “only” 162%.
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This has to be seen against the background that they were more or less equal in size in 1988
measured in terms of turnover. The growth of the total grocery retail market was 122%.

Considering their zero stock concept of the discount chains one would expect that turnover
per square metre would be higher than in normal grocery outlets. This is also quite evident in
the figure below.

Figure no. 6-26: Turnover per m2 split of Fakta, Netto and Aldi 1988-1998
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The figure indicates that one reason for Netto being more successful than the others is that
they have succeeded in having a significantly higher throughput per m2 than the other chains.
Aldi even below average in 1996 and 1997.

Unfortunately it has not been possible to find material describing the share of fresh products
sold in discount outlets. It would also have been an interesting indicator on the change in
logistical requirements and transport needs springing from this type of grocery business.
However, some important conclusions can be made:

- A notable process of concentration has taken place. In 1998 800% of the retail outlets
were chain members

- The three biggest chains control 2/3 of the market
- The growth of market shares is primarily caused by the expansion of Dansk Supermarked
- The discount chains have increased their market share from 9% in 1988 to more than 18%

in 1998
- Particularly the Netto chain of Dansk Supermarked has been successful in achieving a

high turnover rate per m2 store meter
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- Thus, there has been a significant change towards low or zero inventory retailing and
towards concentrated buying power

6.5.4 Factors causing change in the transport volumes and operational conditions of
intermediate transportation and distribution

As previously indicated the intermediate transport and distribution activities are integrated.
For this reason it is difficult to precisely section out the impact of various external pressures
or conditions on these activities. The origin of some of these external factors can also be
difficult to determine. However, in the table below I have summarised those factors that
appeared to be most significant during the interviews. Factor origin and impact location has
also been tentatively indicated. These factors or drivers causing change in transport demand
and transport operations will be touched upon in the following. The table may be used as a
reference for keeping the overview while reading.

Table no 6-5: Factors causing change in transport demand and transport operations in the
intermediate and distribution link of MD Foods and Kløver Mælk

Origin of driver Most impact

Incomlete, discontinuous order routines R I/D

Koldskål season R/X I/D

Time windows R D

More discount outlets R D

Demand for fresher products R/X I/D

Reduction in retailer inventories R D

Increase in specialty products D/R/X I/D

Concentration and specialisation of production D I 

Location politics D I/(D)

Critical shortage situations D I/D

Sales campaigns R I/D

Product packaging D/R I/D

Transport packaging D/R I/D

Retailer demand for full product range R I/(D)

Scale and geography of customer organisations R D

Concentration of the terminal structure D I/D

Product differentiation D/R I/D

Merger and acquisition activities D I

Changes in customer base D/X

D=Dairies, R=Retailers, X=external market conditions, I=Intermediate transportation, D=Distribution

Source: Own working

6.5.5 Incomplete discontinuous order routines
A classic issue in logistics is the degree of alignment of the order flow upstream with the
scheduling of the downstream product flow. The dairies experienced reluctance of the
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retailers to avoid last minute orders through more regular ordering procedures, because as the
retailers reduce their inventory levels they become more vulnerable to demand fluctuations.
This process is enhanced by the increasing share of discount outlets. For this reason they wait
until the see they are running out of dairy products. This practise forced the distribution units
to run with higher inventory levels and in some cases they even had to cope with unexpected
stock outs. It is also a classical example of pushing inventory upstream in the product chain
where suppliers must take the burden of keeping safety stocks. The impact of last minute
ordering and emergency procedures is amplified upstream in the intermediate transportation
link due to the complexity of flows. Thus, optimising and scheduling of transport operations
is under constant pressure.

When the telephone rings we never know what is going to happen, maybe somebody suddenly
calls and says that we need a load of this or that and then we have to try to squeeze the
delivery into the other things we have to do. (Intv. no.  7)

This has a significant negative impact on the efficiency of transport operations.

“It is obvious that pressure increases more and more, and it doesn’t get better with this thing
we call just-in-time. For instance they are now often calling in the morning to have something
delivered in the evening before 22.00 or even in the afternoon. This disturbs the whole
planning of routes which have been fixed in the afternoon the day before, and it may also
cause stock outs so that products need to be picked up elsewhere.” (Intv. no. 7)

6.5.6 The Koldskål Season
The headline could also have been weather conditioned demand fluctuations. The summer
period is characterised by very unstable or unpredictable customer demands due to the very
weather sensitive consumption pattern. This period is also called the Koldskål25 season. It
runs from Easter to somewhere in September. The amount of volumes to be transported can
vary from a few pallets up to 100 - that is 3 full loads of these products, depending on the
weather. Two times in the summer 95 customer demand took Kløver Mælk by surprise just as
they thought it was over for the season:

“We are looking at the 5 day-prognoses all the time ...but if it [the demand] suddenly
increases from 20 to 30 from day to day, then there is damn little to do about it. We also have
a date to keep in the other end [if sales suddenly stop]. We cannot just send out. Acidified
products are very difficult to handle, because they need to be sold at the latest 4 days after
having left the production. You don’t need to make big miscalculations to run into problems
when demand changes 300%” (Intv. no 5)

                                                
25 A liquid cold dessert based on buttermilk, that to the Danes is associated with warm weather 
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Textbox no. 6-5: Thise Dairy and opportunistic
ordering practises of retailers
The organic dairy Thise has experienced the same type of
problems. Their way of solving them is very much related
to their history. They introduced a quota system based on
past experience with the customers. Those who stood by in
the bad year of 1993 was advantaged and got a larger
share than the rest. The CEO explains: “We have simply
fixed the quotas according to the amount each customer
bought at the time it was not fun at all. Because everybody
wants to have today, but they will not get it. But those who
bought a lot in 1993, they shall have, their share of the pie.”
(Intv. No. 15)

In some occasions Thise Dairy employed another effective
strategy. They simply deliver the amount ordered and in
this way flooding the customer with products he could not
get rid of.

Transport-wise it is first and foremost the disturbances in scheduling and planning of transport
operations that cause additional transport.

6.5.7 Critical shortage situations
As mentioned before the classification of customers is used as a means of prioritising
resources in periods of delivery shortages. This is typically relevant in case of sudden
increases in sales of certain specialty products (e.g. cocoa milk, desserts, buttermilk and value
added derivatives thereof, acidified specialty products) where demand is very sensitive to
changing weather conditions and where there is risk of stock-out. A-customers get first and a
larger share of available supplies.

However, in extreme situations with sustained critical shortages, this classification system
brakes down. At the time of investigation, this was the case with the organic products market
that boomed before the production capacity of the organic farmers. Despite the agreements
that the dairies made with the retailers about how much they were entitled to order of these
products the retailers exaggerate heavily their orders hoping that they would get a larger share
of what was available.  

KM distribution in Fredericia felt it
necessary to have one person occupied
with checking the customers’ normal
demand levels to downsize orders
according, then orders were ranked
according to the classification scheme
and lastly orders were cut down to 25%
and then shipped out. The KM
distribution in Glostrup described the
situation:   

“So, the smart customers ordered 1000
litres instead of 10 litres just to be sure.
In the end we ended up with astronomic
order sizes because the bad guys told the
good guys how to cheat the system in some meeting between retailers.” (Intv. no. 6)

The response from KM Glostrup was simply to drop orders above a certain size to find a
balanced level of distribution of the limited amounts of milk.
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“It is a hell of a problem. So, now I have decided that we put in a barrage in our program. I
simply can not stand that kind of thinking. So this is what I will do Thursday...I will send a
letter what they can have Thursday, and then they may understand it or they may not. I can’t
solve it in any other way if it has to be more fair towards the customers.” (Intv. No. 6)

Different from KM Fredericia they do not make differentiation between customers under
these circumstances simply because the manager did not believe it was fair. Critical shortage
situations obviously create great disturbances in the planning and scheduling routines, and in
this sense may course severe sub-optimisation from a chain efficiency point of view. When
these situations occur, they also reveal otherwise hidden aspects regarding the nature of
relationship between the dairies and their customers. Among some of the managers of both
the big and small dairies interviewed there is a strong sense of rewarding non-opportunistic
behaviour and actors faithfully keeping business relations in periods of hard times. 

6.5.8 Changes in the customer base
As the dairy product market in Denmark is a fairly stable market in terms of volumes sold on
an annual basis it is the battle for market shares and the stealing of customers from each other
that has the largest impact on the general volumes channelled through the logistical
organisations of Kløver Mælk and MD Foods. These changes have a temporary effect on the
organisation of the transport operations and the general structure of the logistical system until
a new equilibrium has been found between supply and demand.

HD: The volume of milk is more dependent on the competition between Kløver and MD on the
market. If Kløver takes a customer we can feel it at once.  (Intv. no. 14)

6.5.9 Concentration, specialisation and location of production
One of the central arguments in the logistics literature as well as in regional
economics/economic geography (focussing on the structural components of transport demand)
is that it is the process of concentration and labour division that generates the most significant
sustained increases in transport demand. Let us therefore explore more in depth the
consequences of this process as it has evolved within the Danish dairy industry. 

We have already seen how a process of concentration has been taken place within the
individual dairy product segments. That this process has been accompanied by a process of
functional specialisation can also be indicated by doing some gymnastics with the data
provided with by The Danish Dairy Board. By comparing the information on the total number
of production units operated in the dairy sector with the number of processing units registered
in use for producing butter, liquid milk, cheese and milk powder the aggregated rate of
functional specialisation can be visualised as the degree to which the two lines merge such
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that you will find one production unit per production place - one product type per production
place. 

Figure no. 6-27: Development in Specialisation of Production Units in the Danish Dairy Industry
1987 - 2000
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This very aggregated number should of course be taken with some reservation since these
product groups are very large and diversified. Anyway it gives some indication about the
development considering that once the dairies in general produced a much broader range if
not all types of products. This process of functional specialisation between the production
units has allegedly been going on since the dairy companies started to merge and re-organise
their production structures. 

The reason for centralisation as well as for specialisation is scale advantages in terms of lower
per unit costs (production costs) and in terms of facilitating the planning and scheduling of
production runs (lower costs of in particular information, bureaucracy and inventory). These
scale advantages are in turn a main driver behind the mergers and acquisitions of the two
dairies. Scaling volume and variety of production with the demands of the still larger retail
chains is in turn a fundamental strategic challenge of the dairies. A significant additional
consequence of this orientation or adaptation is the need for geographical coverage,
homogeneous products and full product assortment (see later).

The head of the sales and marketing department of KM explains the driver behind these
processes:
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“To do it as cheap as possible. First, obviously to make as much money for our owners as
possible, and second, it is so that the structure of the retail business has changed enormously,
and we try as hard as we can to keep up with them. And it should be no secret that we prefer
to be a little ahead of them if we can get away with it. That is to be as strong a supplier as
possible. And it is also so that when it comes to specialty products, that is acidified products
like yoghurt and that sort of thing, then there will be a certain limit - the larger amount you
can make at the time the better and more homogenous the quality will be. Before hand - when
we made e.g. strawberry yoghurt under the Kløver name 5-6 places - it tasted if not 5 then at
least in three different ways... when we gained national coverage...it was useful not to supply
the Copenhagen market with strawberry yoghurt from three different dairies with perhaps
three different qualities - not that they were bad just different, and that is bad.”  (Intv. no 8)

As the retail chains have grown national in coverage they demand a homogeneous supply
both in terms of product quality, product range and quality of delivery. Thus, one may
observe that there seems to be a self re-enforcing mechanism at work where scale favours
scale. It is an interesting observation that the retailers - in order to reap the benefits of being
big - seek co-operation with big suppliers. In this way they get more homogeneous supplies
that are easier to manage logistics wise and not the least they can have larger quantity
discounts.

6.5.10 Location politics
The process of centralisation and specialisation has a spatial dimension that - among other
things - springs from the preferences of the dairies in terms of location of production. In many
industries these preferences may be rather idiosyncratic and only relevant one or two times in
the course of a business lifetime. In the dairy industry there has been a massive structural
process going on where dairies like MD Foods and KM merged with other dairies maybe five
times a year. The organisational set-up has thus changed from one year to another. Which
dairies should be closed down or live and where to place which type of production have thus
been recurring questions to be answered.  

In terms of transport demand of course it matters a great deal whether or not these location
considerations are based on optimising logistics logics or not. The responses from the
interviews pointed to a long range of location factors. The head of cheese production KM:

"I feel that location in it self does not have any importance at all, at least not when we are
talking about cheese. It is the capacity of existing production units...and then of course also
what kind of product is to be produced. You don’t just move them around. They have their
origins and they are usually produced there… Klovborg Cheese is only made at Klovborg
Dairy." (Intv. no 3)
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From all sides it was pointed out that the decisive factors are the location of expertise and the
existing capacity of each dairy. As to cheese and specialty products expertise is important
whereas capacity and (or) favourable location logistics wise matter for the bulk products. An
example of the last situation is the MD dairy in Holstebro. It has a relatively peripheral
location with respect to the destination of its products. But the quantities of natural milk that
can be handled in that district are so large that the costs of in-weighing transportation would
be very high if all this milk was to be transported to more centrally located sites. But maybe
more importantly it would be very costly to transfer the large capacity of this dairy to another
dairy.

However, it is a part of MD Foods overall acquisition and merger strategy to favour centrally
located dairies and close down peripheral ones - to the extent they do not hold any particular
worth-while-keeping resources.

New production plant locations will to a large degree be decided on the basis of logistical
considerations, that is, centrality with respect to intermediary transportation and distribution -
even if this may imply longer in bound transportation links of natural milk.

Plain geographical and infrastructure conditions however also play their part. The production
activities are to some extent split, such that each side of the Great Belt has a production of a
particular product in order to reduce the need for transportation. The dairies however expected
that the conclusion of the bridge across the Great Belt would have some implications for the
future policy in this area.

There are also some political considerations to be taken that have to do with the peculiar
organisational arrangement of the KM-MD conglomerate:

“It is quite evident that in connection with the new product assortments - the new [very
successful, KN] 1½ l. cartons and plastic jars [for liquid milk products, KN] there is a very
high concern on the part of KM that these type of productions are not solely concentrated on
MD dairies, so that we must remember that some has to be placed in Fredericia [Jutland]
and some in Englevaad. Because at some point we placed the new productions at MD dairies
and KM reacted strongly against this.” (Head of Sales and Marketing of the MD Home
Division, intv. no 11)

To give some examples of the division of production tasks between MD and KM dairies it can
be mentioned that since the MD dairy in Slagelse (Zealand) is the only dairy which has the
capacity and capability of producing all specialty products, KM gets the specialty products
they need to offera full product range from this dairy.
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The decisions concerning production location can thus be viewed as the result of continuously
revised compromises between the location of expertise and production capacity, the politics of
production control, the geographical production split between East and West Denmark and
some logistics system optimising considerations.

Impact of centralisation and specialisation on transport demand

One of the central questions in the context of this thesis is of course what impact these
structural changes of concentration and specialisation of production and increasing product
variation have on transport operations. When production of one particular product is
concentrated on one location an extra (intermediate) transport link is inserted in the product
chain. This mechanism is the single most important factor in explaining increasing transport
demand and traffic volumes as indicated below by one of the interviewees.

The HD-Transport Company says:

HD: “There is a tendency that these product variations are made in one place and just one.
Very clearly there has been a development towards far more intermediary transport of goods
to end distribution than earlier. There is absolutely no doubt about that...Earlier the amount
of goods that didn’t come directly through the hole in the wall [dairy slang: when production
site and distribution site is located at the same place, KN] was very limited. The number of
product variations that we have today is very, very much higher, it is very much higher - and
that results in transport”
KN: Is it possible to estimate how much more the centralisation has resulted in terms of more
transport?
HD: “Of course it is possible we just have never done so. As far as I know this has not been
done... MD Foods has out-sourced their distribution to us, so when they close down dairies
and move the production they are just used to having a distribution system available ready to
handle these changes. Every now and then they forget to tell us...but, well, then we fix it. No
doubt about that. Old fashioned buttermilk, Kærgården (butter with vegetable oil), Lurpak
(brand name butter). That is specialised, and that gives a lot of transport, I can promise you
that. Now also UHT is being produced in just one dairy.”
KN: If we are talking about deciding factors in the structural development this would be one
of them?
HD: “Yes, I can promise you that. Every time I read about a merger or acquisition not only
MD but generally [within HD market interest of course, KN] then I am a happy man - it is
lovely...” (Intv. no 14)

So, these structural changes are good business for the transport operators, but it is also a good
business for the dairies. The head of the Sales and Marketing Dept. of KM adds:
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KM: “You asked whether if it had become more costly [the process of functional and
locational specialisation of production, KN.], yes, viewed in isolation of course it [the
transport operations] has become more expensive, because an intermediate transportation
link is inserted from the production dairies to the distribution terminals, but the gains are
many, many, many times higher both in terms of savings of production costs and the savings
of streamlining the distribution channels.”
KN: So an increase in intermediate transportation but the distribution becomes more
efficient?
“It becomes much more efficient...”  (Intv. no 8)

The head of the MD Foods sales and marketing department agrees with his colleague that the
concentration of production of individual products has led to increased transport demand:

“It surely has. Alone, this thing about the assortment, for instance milk, with the 1½ litres
cartons and plastic jars has in itself lead to increased costs of transportation, because 1 l.
cartons we produce in all dairies located at terminals where we just carry it through the
whole in the wall, but with these specialty products there is no basis for producing on each
dairy. (Intv. no 11)

He touches upon another aspect of concentration and specialisation, namely the fact that dairy
products are produced through large closed process systems will favour large-scale production
and centralisation. 

6.5.11 Speciality products and flexibility-scale trade-offs and full product assortment
As previously stated it is the market of speciality products that is increasing while the bulk
market in general is stagnating and even to some extent decreasing. Speciality product pose
particular logistical challenges because they are usually only produced at one location. In play
are some classical issues discussed in economic geography and regional namely the possible
contraction between scale and scope. Some of the central arguments in that discussion are
neatly expressed in the following citations. 

“The new products in a relatively small scale often requires investment in large machinery of
a reasonable capacity - a rather big investment. This means that if it is not run large scale
and instead in small series many places - if you look at dairy it has a lot of pipes, and for
many products quite a lot is wasted when products is changed. So if you don’t have a
reasonable production basis, then it becomes very, very expensive to run small series, so that
it would quite clearly be much more expensive than what we pay in the intermediary
transportation. It is not something we have any figures for, but there is quite evident that it
would be so significant that we don’t even have to sit down and calculate”. (Intv. no 11)
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An example may illustrate this argument. MD Foods has a very large (high volume) socalled
four-pack machine that they use to produce the acidified milk products Gaio and Cultura. It is
flexible in the sense that it can change labels instantaneously, but it is inflexible in the sense
that when they change from one product to another it takes three hours of cleaning and 5-600
litres of natural milk is lost every time. “It is monstrous”, as the head of MD Sales &
Marketing says. And he continues:

“It is utopia to believe that you can have such a machine producing solely for the Danish
market, but on the other hand we have to say that it is of no use to install small machines
where the costs of change-over are small and the machines very flexible, because you have
higher unit costs” (Intv. no. 11)

Concentration of production thus pays off despite heavy increases in transport costs. MD
Foods has a size that permits large-scale production of specialised products. It is not a
flexibility that can be ascribed to the technological properties of the production system but to
the geographical and organisational scale. These scale advantages permit MD Foods to supply
with speciality products in volumes that correspond to the daily demand of the nation wide
retail chains, however at the cost of more transport.

KM is smaller and has had to solve the demand for full product assortment by the retailers in
another way relying more on technological flexibility. Head of KM cheese production:

KM: “We have organised our production such as to be very flexible, to able to change
quickly. In this way we probably also have precluded ourselves from the large-scale
automation, because our product range is still large - it is a broad fan. Secondly, when you
have to be very flexible then it is very difficult to automate in the same time. It is easier to
change over people than big machines, so this is what we have organised our production
according to. We need to have a quick changeover time. Next, is the rest of our logistics:
paper flow and information flow that also is organised so as to enable quick delivery.
KN: Have you made technological investments to improve the capability of production
apparatus to produce a greater variation of cheese?
KM: Our production organisation is geared to handle a lot of different things...Our
investments have not been done in very advanced machinery...
KN: Is your flexibility then more achieved through the ability of organising labour?
KM: Yes, it is mostly due to that fact
KN: In which way?
KM: Part of our products we can run as a front stock production or as a rear stock
production. Front stock production is when we produce to stock. Part of our production we
can store for some time to be used as a buffer. And it is very important to us...This gives us
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just enough room to change production line in extreme situations ... to run a product which is
needed in an hour or two.
KN: This then requires the capability of the people to...
JT: Yes, they must be able to do everything. It takes a long time for us to train a new person,
because there are a lot of things he should be able to do. (Intv. no. 3)

Inventory (and for some products maybe also less freshness) is thus a cost KM has to pay for
the flexibility its production technology offers. The retailer demands on full product
assortment force KM to operate with a production system that can deliver if not all then
nearly all types of dairy products. Lacking the size that MD Foods has KM must have a more
flexible production technology. 

Full product range

From the end of the 70s and beginning of the 80s the retailers started to demand full product
assortment in all areas regardless geography from the dairies. This has undoubtedly fuelled
the process of concentration of the dairies. It is a tremendous challenge to the dairies also
organisation wise. On the one hand there is the wish to obtain economies of scale by
centralising production of different product types at different locations, on the other hand is
the wish from the retailers to receive full product assortment at all outlets of the chains
throughout the country.

This of course forces the dairies to do a lot of intermediate transport from the various
specialised production units to the central distribution centres where from the complete
product portfolio can be shipped.

Another more general observation could be made regarding the consequence of spatially
internalising the production organisation of practically an entire industry in one single
corporate business structure in terms of additional transport. Intermediate transportation is
also a consequence of the functional specialisation across a still more spatially extended
corporate organisation that needs to harmonise outputs both in terms of quality and variety of
products. 

6.5.12 The strategic asset of capacity and capability
It was previously mentioned that it is the milk that decides the geographical coverage and
volume, the fish, the fruit and the meat that give the time pressure, and the first delivery that
decides the overall capacity needed to meet these demands.

Since first delivery demands far more capacity than the 2nd and 3rd deliveries there is a large
surplus capacity in the distribution system. This capacity can be used strategically to offer
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better services for their customers for goods with very short shelf lives in particular to the
discount chains. KM transports large amounts of fresh products like meat, fruit, vegetables,
eggs, juice, and fish for their clients, but they do not aggressively try to capture transport
assignments per se. The customers do not have to commit themselves to any quantity of these
types of services. It is a standing offer, also to service those smaller retail-outlets that are
peripheral to the distribution network of the retailers. The KM trucks have to go there
anyway. They just have to adjust their deliveries to the KM-terminal schedules so that they
can be shipped out early next morning.

HD has calculated their excess capacity in terms of no. of drops per day. In 1996 they were
able to make 5.500 drops a day. However, the daily activity level is around 4.000. Thus less
than ¾ of capacity is used. HD tries more explicitly to expand their portfolio of customers. At
the time of investigation only 1/3 of their transport volumes were dairy products, and this
share is decreasing.

“And it should be, otherwise we would not have success. The milk volumes are fairly stable.
There is of course a limit to how much more dairy products people can consume. The market
is stable in volumes, but not in products. The traditional products are decreasing while the
specialty products are increasing, and they have completely other logistical requirements.”
(intv. no. 14)

The extra capacity is not only offered as buffer capacity for their clients. It is also used to
expand the range of services offered in terms of a broader fan of fresh products distribution,
more frequent deliveries, introduction of perishable products in the discount chains – for
instance fresh sliced salmon. These services are developed in co-operation with the big
customers at the strategic level. 

KN: The discount chains are now offering a still broader range of fresh products. Is it
something that affects you?
HD: “I would prefer to say that they are doing it because of us...I can’t say what started it
all, I can only say that it started with our distribution system”
KN: It gives more frequent deliveries?
HD: “Yes, it does. By and by as the product assortment has increased... we deliver an
enormous product range every day. There is one discount chain that gets all their fresh
product from us every day no matter what, and that is a lot of pallets.” (Intv. no 14)

Further, it should be noticed that the dairies/transport units have an own interest in moulding
customers’ demand of transport services, such that the extra capacities are exploited better
and in a value adding fashion. It would be wrong to assume that transport demand merely
derive from the changing business of the retailers. It is clearly a dynamic process.
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As it is very expensive to establish and run such fine meshed, high frequency, fresh products
distribution systems extra capacity can be used as a way of creating entry barriers to potential
entrants in the distribution market, through price and service dumping. 

6.5.13 Sales campaigns
Uncertainty is a main condition especially what concerns sales campaigns. Sales campaigns
become a still more important part of not only the marketing efforts of the grocery retailers
and the dairies but also - as a consequence - of the total sales volumes. It is far more difficult
to predict sales during campaigns than under ‘normal’ market conditions. Very often they
have to handle several campaigns of various chains at the same time. Combined with the
increasing importance of zero inventory management with the associated late and irregular
ordering procedures significant distortions are transmitted and amplified upstream through the
distribution system and intermediate transport links to the production units.
These pressures cause severe reduction in the scope for optimising transport resources. The
consequences are less than optimal route planning, poor vehicle utilisation, empty trucks,
more vehicle kilometres and so on.

6.5.14 Product packaging
As previously mentioned there has been a development towards increasing product variation
by - among other ways - changing the type of packaging used and/or reducing unit size. This
has been done to meet changing patterns of consumption in particular caused by increasing
individualisation of consumption and by the decreasing size of households. Notable examples
of this development are the enormous success of fresh milk in plastic jars and sliced cheese in
small retail packagings.

Obviously, 1 kg of cheese takes up more space if sliced and sold in four packagings of 250 gr.
than if sold in one piece. And 2 litres plastic jars (with a handle) take up much more space
than a 2 litres brick carton package. With the standard packaging you can have 800 litres of
milk on one pallet, whereas there is only space for 600 litres if it carries milk in plastic jars. 

Not only has the standard milk product been replaced by another type of packaging, also the
product logistical set-up has changed, because these jars are only produced in Århus. On the
question whether if this change has led to increased transport demand the head of Sales and
Marketing (MD Home market) says:

“It surely has… the 1½ litres cartons and plastic jars has in itself lead to increased costs of
transportation, because 1 l. cartons we produce in all dairies located at terminals where we
just carry it through the hole in the wall [slang for the terminals located in conjunction with
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the big bulk milk production units, KN], but with these specialty products there is no basis for
producing on each dairy. (Intv. no. 11)

Thus, an additional intermediary transport link is needed (apart from those shipments that go
directly from the terminal in Århus to the retail outlets/terminals). As to the fresh specialty
products, the batch sizes are small and the packaging is usually designed to encourage
impulsive purchases, and this takes up more shelf space. With the increasing sales of these
types of products the composition of truck shipments changes and you get a higher volume
density.

”I know where the trucks go, but how many I don’t - but it is significantly more, because the
products take up more space as they leave the production.” (Intv. no.3)

A 5-year prognosis made by a Danish dairy26 calculated that these changes (primarily cheese
products) would cause a decrease in weight carried per truck of 15-20%. Thus, more
shipments are needed to transport the same amount of products (measured in tonnes). As the
distribution manager of the HD Transport company replies:

“If the packaging of a product changes in character then you get a completely other factor
[Factor of volume density, KN].” (Intv. no. 14)

At manager of the MD export terminal in Haderslev mentioned another particular aspect. Due
to the German regulations on packaging in general and the obligations of the German
households to separate waste the German supermarkets want as little waste as possible.
Actually MD Foods has to pay the terminals upon arrival to get rid of their transport
packaging. Also the products themselves must be wrapped with very little packaging, which
makes stacking harder. As a consequence they have to operate with lower truck utilisation
rates.

One may find it a bit bizarre that these regulations on packaging made for environmental
reasons may result in additional transport.

6.5.15 Transport packaging
As much as product packaging may lead to additional transport as much may transport
packaging lead to less. The KM cheese production manager explains:

KM: “Previously, we have had rather big problems transport wise with the large variations
in the product range because we used to distribute the products in many different types of

                                                
26 For discretionary reasons the identity of the dairy cannot be revealed
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transport packaging (in carton). Now, during the last 2-3 years, we have standardised [the
transport packaging equipment, kn] so that a very large part of the products are transported
in one type of stackable plastic boxes that is recycled in the system…” (Intv. no.3)

These transport packagings belong to P-amba and are rented out to everybody. This system in
itself is an important competitive advantage, and is very difficult to substitute, because they
have been developed so as to match the systems of the retail chains. There exists a mutual
dependency – technological asset specificity. Competitors who want to take advantage of the
distribution systems of KM and MD Foods thus have to rent these packagings as well. 

6.5.16 Time windows 
Some of the dairy distribution terminals are open 24 hours a day. So, to exploit resources
most efficiently they try to have as even frequency and volumes on incoming flows – and
preferably also on the outgoing flows. However, the efficient scheduling of the outgoing
flows is constrained in several ways.

First of all the customers do not receive at all at all hours. On the contrary they have very tight
time windows. And these windows do not fit well with the timing of the KM product flows.
This also has an impact on the freshness of products when they arrive. Mismatch of
scheduling prolongs the logistical lead-time and works against KM’s wishes to present
products as fresh as possible. For this reason the demand on three daily deliveries are met
even if it costs. They also accept the tight scheduling (within 15 minutes do they have to be on
the spot) but it puts severe strains on the ability of the distribution unit to schedule and
optimise transport routines. Holes in the planning easily occur because of missing links
between one task completion and the next. It becomes more difficult to optimise and
consolidate operations such that the 10 hours on the road necessary for a truck to be profitable
are reached. 

The KM distribution manager in Glostrup:
“I wish we had more freedom, but in this case we are dependent on the others, and we are
dependent on the customer, and we are dependent on the guy in the retail link who is in
charge of receiving the incoming goods - that he has disposed in way so that they know we
are coming at that particular time…The line of thinking where we make the retailers integrate
our scheduling of trips in their planning, and that we make them accept where there should be
as little time losses as possible to make it more profitable, is an issue we need to work much
more with.” (Intv. no. 6)

The HD transport company addresses the same problem:
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HD: “You must deliver precisely...if you don’t arrive just-in time then you will get
reclamations. The shops are dimensioned to and the staff is expecting to get a precise arrival,
especially if they have to do value adding at the shop [e.g. preparing fish, meat and fruit for
the counter, KN]. The retailers are aiming at reducing inventories as much as possible. The
goods need to arrive.
KN: It gives tighter schedules for you?
HD: Yes of course, and when the bridge [across the Great Belt, KN] is finished you will have
even tighter schedules. Probably you will have to provide with a new product: express
deliveries to Zealand or Jutland ... The goods need to be fresher, fresher and fresher even
Gammel Ole [Old Ole – brand name of a very mature (stinking) yellow cheese, KN] must be
fresh. It is a little hysterical is it not? But that is the way it has to be.” (Intv. no. 14)

Seen from the perspective of the distribution units the problem is that the first delivery is a
purely geographical distribution where high volumes are transported. The first delivery
decides the total capacity needed in their system, a capacity that is difficult to exploit later on.
The tight scheduling put strains on the capacity usage of the individual trucks, because they
are forced to use more trucks than necessary seen from a purely capacity-volume point of
view, in order to meet the time windows set by the large retailers. If larger and more flexible
time windows were accepted KM believes that a better trade-off could be found between
customer demands on delivery and the savings obtained through a more efficient logistical
organisation – for the benefit of both parties.

That they have an ambivalent attitude towards their demanding customers is reflected in this
interview with the distribution manager of KM Fredericia. Shortly before the interview one of
their A-customers wanted to have 2 deliveries on Saturday:

KM: “We think it is a demand which is not necessary, but it has been forced through. They
pressed us for a year, so we have given in now”
KN: Why have they done so?
KM: They believe the buying pattern has changed. You do your shopping at still later hours…
It is dangerous that they are so big, that is Dansk Supermarked, but then again they also have
a lot of ideas. They have become more skilled in many areas. They are sort of pioneers in
many fields, and in this way you can say they keep us moving.” (Intv. no. 5)

6.6 Strategic aspects of distribution
Control over the distribution is an essential asset to the dairies. This importance is captured by
the following considerations expressed by the distribution manager of KM:
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“We need to have control over the distribution flow because we guarantee the quality of the
product when it arrives and the quality of the delivery… We will not accept that our milk is
distributed by others.” (Intv. no. 6)

MD Foods continues along the same lines:

“Imagine that the grocery retailers took over the distribution then…they in principle could
combine their product assortment themselves: we take a little from Kløver Mælk, from MD
Foods, from outside and some from the South of the border. Seen from this perspective if you
in control of the distribution then it is an advantage strategically speaking. Even if HD
Transport not necessarily has given profits, it is anyway an investment in maintaining the
strength which lies inherent in having direct contact with the shop, and you can fix the terms
in this way.” (intv. no. 11)

They point to a number of strategic aspects of distribution control:
1. The perishability of the products require a high level of co-ordination and monitoring of

all the logistical process of the product chains to keep the temperature intact
2. Also the high demands on quality of delivery require a high degree of chain control

Theoretically speaking these demands could be met by a skilled 3rd party logistics provider.
However,
3. keeping control over the distribution enables the dairies to influence the supply practises

of the retailers, and
4. they have more negotiation power as to the setting of terms of delivery
5. they have better opportunity to monitor the introduction of rival products as they to a large

extent need to be channelled through their distribution systems
6. they have more direct access to customer demand information which increase the very

important response capability in fluctuating markets like the dairy markets

The question of sourcing transport and logistics operations is thus far from an isolated cost
evaluation. It should be understood in a larger strategic perspective. The distribution units of
KM and MD Foods hope to stave off competition from their fiercest opponents - the chains
themselves by being superior:

KM: “We have to accept that the single chains e.g. Dansk Supermarked or FDB want their
own fresh product distribution also, but we enter where the level of through put is high, where
logistical management is difficult… Under these circumstances we gain our justification.
KN: What is it that you do better than them?
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Textbox no. 6-6: Landmandslyst in trouble
A clamorous example of the difficulty of a smaller dairy seeking to enter nation wide distribution of their dairy
products is the case of Landmandslyst located close to Roskilde on Zealand who in 1993 refused an offer by
Kløver Mælk to join their cop-operative. KM had already an agreement with Landmandslyst to distribute its
products. Instead, it insisted on its independence, and KM denounced the contract on distribution. The head of
Landmandslyst accused KM of using mafia-like methods by threatening transport operators working for KM not to
work for Landsmandslyst. (Politiken 1995) Landsmandslyst then made a better bid and KM for the contract with
the retail chain Oceka/NHs and its 250 outlets throughout the country. However, the dairy quickly faced severe
financial problems, first of all because of the costs of establishing a parallel distribution system to KM and MD
Foods, but also because its milk suppliers were not able to supply with sufficient natural milk. The dairy thus had
to buy milk from remote suppliers in e.g. Jutland. In the end the dairy broke its neck and MD Foods “swallowed”
the dairy at a lower price than was originally offered by KM.

Even if there probably would be transport carriers with the sufficient capability and capacity to establish a parallel
distribution network, the extremely high running costs of such a network require volumes to be high. These
volumes do not exist outside KM and MD Foods.

KM: The fact that we are able to deliver three times a day, that we can handle orders arriving
after they have finished registering the sales of the day, that we work during night, that we
are present everywhere. No one else has this kind of organisation.” (Intv. no. 6)

In standard product markets with high time sensibility - like dairy products - logistics
excellence is a main competitive capability of the dairies. Distribution is a decisive entry
barrier to new entrants and an effective brake on smaller dairies desire to grow bigger. (Pade
1991)

6.6.1 Retailer contracts and trust 

Long contracts

One very distinct property of the relationship between the two big dairies and their retailing
counterparts is the long contractual relationships. Different from most other businesses a long
contract does not signify two-three years, but 5-10-15 years. 

As already indicated in the historical account the close business relations between MD Foods
and FDB date back to the mid seventies and in particular from the establishment of the joint
venture milk production and distribution companies Danmælk I-II (closed down after the ’92
merger with KM). There has been mutual interests in obtaining both market and supply
stability. Further, as stated in the preamble of Danmælk II there was also a mutual interest in
rationalising production and distribution of milk, so as to obtain nation-wide homogeneity
product and distribution wise. 

Further, FDB wanted to exploit the strategic advantage of reducing the supplier base to one
single, but big supplier that enabled purchasing discounts and homogeneous deliveries. They
have had and still have a mutual interest in growing with the big, because the scope of
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Textbox no. 6-7: Thise Dairy and the importance of long term
contracts (A)
The small dairy Thise that started its production of ecological products in
1988 can also confirm the importance of long-term contracts. During the
first 4 years of existence it was not able to get anything else but very short-
term ad hoc contracts. The agreements with the retail chains started in
1992. IRMA was contacted but they were at first very MD focused. They
suggested however that Thise Dairy should come up with a “test” supply of
an ecological cottage cheese which no-one else wanted to produce. It
resulted in heavy losses, but the contact was made. In 1993 at a fair the
16th of October they had a meeting with the new purchasing manager of
food products in the IRMA chain. She did not know anything about
ecological products, but were kindly instructed by the Thise
representatives. She asked if they could make an ecological creme fraiche
18, and in 6 weeks -  before the first of December - all IRMA shops were
furnished with the new product. They also got an agreement with FDB on
ecological parcel cheese that squeezed MD Foods out of that particular
market segment.

From late 1992 they have been able to base their activities on 4 contracts
with different retail chains of a longer duration (1-2 years) and in the same
time increase the number of short-term contracts. This is depicted in the
figure below.

Figure no. 6-28: Thise Dairy, Number of Contracts with Retailers 1988
- 1995
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exploiting your own scale is larger when your counterparts are big as well. So, the first
agreement was very long term – 17 years. On the question of which advantages and
disadvantages MD sees in the increased buying power of the retail chains the head of the
Home Market Sales and Marketing dept. says:

“There is the advantage that
they will look upon us in
another light. They do not
see us as the giant who
dominates or steam-rolls.
That is, we are big and they
are big. We are considered
as equal partners. For this
reason, it matters less that
we have plans about getting
bigger, because they want
they same. It gives mutual
respect.” (Intv. no.11 )

In the later years the duration
of the contracts with the
retailers have shortened. At
the moment the milk contract
they have with FDB is 5
years, but MD Foods
expected this period to
diminish further. In
comparison the average
length of contracts with the
rest of their clients is one
year. 

Thus, long contracts are first
and foremost something the
dairies seek to obtain with
their largest customers. Large
national or regional retail
chains secure sufficient
volumes and geographical
coverage needed to run a fine meshed, high frequency distribution network. This in turn
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Textbox no. 6-8: : Importance of long term contracts (B)
The length of contracts is a touchy issue. Thise Dairy is fighting to make more durable agreements with the customers
firsts and foremost points because they enable making better and more focused investments.
“We are not going for one year agreements. We can’t use them for a bloody thing, because it is such a slow business we
are dealing with. We have to make agreements with the members, with new members, we have got to take their milk
every day at a fair price...” (Poul Pedersen, Intv. no. 15)
It is extra difficult to find new organic farmers, and newcomers should be assured a reasonable business perspective in
exchange for their supplies. About the relation with customers with whom they have longer agreements he says:
Thise: “It is very much person-oriented... If we did not know them the situation would be completely different...It is a
matter of trust. From the moment you have the contract it is actually very much up to you whether if the contract is going
to be renewed. It is to a very large extent you own fault if your contract is not renewed...It is about behaving well and
being flexible”
kdn: “Flexible?”
Thise: “To be able to supply with products which your customers can profile itself at the expense of the other chains, their
competitors. Our sheer size excludes agreements with a number of potential customers. But those customers that we
have are not really competitors, and that is a privilege which make them more open towards us than other suppliers
where they know that they [products that they develop together, kdn] will be in the shops of the competitors the following
morning.” (Intv. no. 15)
The very successful introduction of their products in the IRMA chain encouraged the competing retail chain Dansk
Supermarked to contact Thise several times suggesting to do business. But that emotional motives may also play a role
in deciding which party to relate to is clearly illustrated by the following statement:
“Hell, I was begging on my knees in front of them [Dansk Supermarked, kdn] in 1993, but they were just sitting there with
a calculator and told me that unfortunately they could no do business with him. Damn it, then, I let them do without...You
can bet we were very willing at that time. We did not have the choice we have now.” (Poul Pedersen, Intv. no. 15)
It is characteristic that the first contract of longer duration was with IRMA that matched in size as well as in market
orientation (high quality products, high ecological profile). The only hang about it was that the chain outlets where all
concentrated in Greater Copenhagen far away (according to Danish standards – 250 km or so). So, maybe there is
something true about the Danish saying. “equal children play better together”. The CEO of Thise also brings “soft”
motives like personal relationships and trust into discussion as strategic assets.

enables the daily contact with a large number of end consumers that is necessary to make
efficient product development and marketing. A significant feature of these contracts is that
they are focussed on the bulk products, because it is they that give volumes and geography. 

Especially during the phase of strong structural development (high external growth,
establishment of distribution networks) on both the dairy market and the retail markets the
long contracts served as a backbone or a spine of the dairies and the retail chains. At the time
of investigation the markets however seemed to be entering a new more mature phase with
more consolidated structures. Thus, the length of contracts seems to be decreasing. 
 

Also Kløver Mælk has long term contracts with their major client Dansk Supermarked.
However, to them there is an additional political reasoning behind these contractual bonds:

“Those long contracts Kløver Mælk has obtained has something to do with politics on the
home-market, because there is a certain group of customers who would dislike very much a 
fusion between Kløver Mælk and MD Foods. They don’t think there is an advantage, and of
course we don’t either. We can’t find it at all. So, to support us and give us a solid base upon
which we can plan and invest, they show us the trust and give us very long contracts.” (Intv.
no. 6)
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This comment should also be seen in the light of the continued pressure of MD Foods to take
over Kløver Mælk. Seen from the part of Kløver Mælk – or maybe rather its milk suppliers -
there is also a particular strategic interest in keeping KM alive. The CEO of KM commented:
“A merger will probably give some rationalisation gains in the short term and put an end to
the war, but it would also bring the dairy industry from the ashes to the fire. In case we
merged into a one big dominating company the big retail chains would immediately start to
import milk from German dairies which get their raw milk substantially cheaper than the
Danish do.” (Scandinavian Dairy information 1/92)

This argument has been supported several times by Dansk Supermarked in the debate. And
for good reason. Since the fusion between KM and MD Foods Dansk Supermarked has
succeeded in introducing bulk dairy products under the private label named Engholm
produced by Nordmilch, a German dairy close to the Danish border. In this way it has
succeeded in making a historic breech into the Danish home market in this product segment.

 

6.6.2 Trust in lasting relationships
When discussing the issue of trust with the actors in the dairy industry two very clear
indications were given: 

- Trust is something you develop with the big customers, because of the long-term
perspective of the relationship and the level of co-ordination needed between big partners

- Trust is related to the capability of an actor’s counterpart to enhance his success in solving
the problems he faces given the position he has. Thus, the meaning of trust interpreted by
the distribution unit is quite different from the interpretation of senior management.  

Trust seen from the distribution management perspective

Trust seen from the perspective of the distribution managers relates to the practical problem
solving and to the improvement of the operational match between their logistical systems and
operations and those of the customers. Apart from the daily contact with their customers both
distribution units have established more formal contact organisations - key account
management systems - where the operational staff of both parties meet several times a year to
exchange experience and to get to know each other better. Below a few key citations are
given. 

Kløver Mælk
KN: You have mentioned trust in relation to your customers?
KM: That is they way we see it. And a relation of trust you get by...we are probably the
supplier that they meet most often. We are also those to whom attention is most often given in
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case of errors and misses. Because he who arrives once a week is only a stupid bastard once
a week where as we who arrive 6-12-18 times a week...That is we have a bigger risk of
making mistakes, but you don’t tolerate more mistakes. So this requires planning.
KN: So, you say that the frequent contact with the customer creates trust...?
KM: Yes (Intv. no 5)

HD Distribution
HD: “Every distribution is a co-operation...you don’t just deliver the product, get the money
and that’s it. This is a service where time and every other sort of quality requirement must
unite. It is one operational organisation [including that of the customers, KN] that needs to
be coherent (fit together). ...
KN: You say it requires a lot of work, but doesn’t it also require some degree of trust?
HD: Well, the customer is certainly also going to work hard. For this reason this is only
something you can do with the big clients or together with the big clients. And in this way we
also upgrade the areas of competence of our operational staff which enhance their
enthusiasm and motivation, because they have an actual say. And the fact that these groups
are actually functioning very well meeting each other 2-4 times a year secures my position
towards the big customers. (Intv. no 14)

Trust seen from the perspective of the heads of sales and marketing relates to the strategic
development of new business opportunities. Trust in their view has something to do with the
creativity of the counterpart on the one and on the other as the willingness to improve not only
own performance but also that of the other by being frank.

Kløver Mælk
KM: “We discuss the things quite squarely as we see them also if we are actually
embarrassing them... that we have been able to do because we through time as come to know
each other so well ...that we can say the things exactly as we see them, instead on going
around things which can create a lot of misunderstandings... You can not call it friendship. I
would call it an informal way of talking together.”
KN: “Have you experience an increase in the need of co-ordinating the logistical operation
with the big retail chains?”
KM: “They are fewer and fewer that get bigger and bigger. And then there is something to
talk about. Before there wasn’t much to talk with the shop-keeper who needed a half cradle of
milk.” (Intv. no 8)

MD Foods
The Head of Sales and Marketing on the development of the relationships with their
customers.
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MD: “They are going to be strengthened... There is a debate about ‘partnering’ and in the
same time we also discuss how far you can go with that part because there has to be a natural
closeness towards each other. One should not open up completely. That would be stupid
because it will be abused.... To have full mutual insight I claim is naive, because there still
need to be space for... If you are to make a good deal you need to have the impression that
you have cheated the other a little bit, so that both have gained an advantage. There need to
be a pressure from both sides so that we can say: All right we have obtained the best possible
result.” (intv. no. 11)

However, he points to the usefulness of cost and benefit sharing of incremental organisational
or technological changes that have system-wide effects along the logistical chain, and he
believes this will be strengthened in the coming years. These types of adjustments do not
necessarily imply changing contracts. This would to a large degree be possible within existing
relationships.

Other logistical products that have been developed in co-operation with the retailers is the
fresh product distribution already dealt with earlier, and of course product development and
private labels. Thus, long term business relationships is not only about stabilising and
controlling current supply and demand conditions, but as much about mutual organisational
and technological innovation and adaptation to improve operational efficiency and expand
market opportunities.

However, trust should not be exaggerated. They are also businessmen and there should be left
a playground for making a good deal – all important success indicators for strategic
management people.
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PART V

Discussions and conclusions
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7 Discussions and conclusions
It was the National Environmental Research Institute (NERI) in Denmark that originally took
the initiative to start this Ph.D. study. NERI was concerned about the increasing contributions
of goods transport to air pollution. Little was known about the factors causing this growth.
They felt that the GDP which for years has been used as single indicator for the level of
transport activity was (and still is) too rudimentary an explanandum for transport demand.
Research in other countries had been indicating that structural factors are playing a significant
role. From an environmental policy point of view it was crucial to know more about these
factors to suggest appropriate actions to curb the negative impacts of goods transport.

As the newly established Danish Transport Council had similar considerations I got the means
to make this contribution. It will not supply with suggestions to reduce the negative impact of
goods transport, but it will supply with knowledge about the structural dynamics behind
goods transport demand generation and their consequences in terms of actual transportation.

This project is a produce, or spin-off, of the innovative research agenda set by the PROTEUS
programmes sponsored by the Danish Transport Council. Thus, an independent purpose of my
work has been to elaborate a theoretical and methodological framework for analysing product
chain practises in a transport perspective and with a focus on inter-organisational relations.
This is my contribution to this programme and joint research effort.

A fundamental assumption is that transport demand is specific to the type of goods carried.
The concept of product chains has been adopted to underline this assumption. The Danish
Dairy Industry has been chosen as the specific practise field of empirical investigation. It is an
important industry and it allegedly generates relatively high transport volumes on the Danish
roads.

The extreme vertical integration of the industry gave good opportunities to map the Danish
dairy product chains, the transport demand and volumes they generated, and to be able to
identify which factors play a significant role in deciding the actual transport demanded for.
Further, the dairy sector has good traditions for collecting data, so there was a chance that the
necessary data could be found. The core of the empirical investigation is the product chains of
the now former Kløver Mælk and MD Foods.

This very simplified model below of a dairy product chain may serve as indication of how the
analytical field of analysis has been delimited.
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Figure no. 7-1: The Analytical Focus Of The Dairy Product Chain

Milk Supplier Dairy Warehouse Wholesaler/Retailer

In-weighing Transp. Inter-mediate Transp. Distribution

= transformation node
= transfer link

= field of analysis

A Dairy Product Chain

Source: Own Working

Included in the analysis are these functions: in-weighing transportation of natural milk, the
dairy production, the intermediate transportation of semi-finished and finished products,
consolidation and warehousing, and final distribution.

The empirical contribution of this Ph.D. consists in answering the questions: 

� In which way do changes in the following properties of the dairy product chains
influence/change transport demand and transport operations in a significant way?:
- the nature of the products
- the functional and geographical structure of supply, production and distribution
- the material flow management strategies
- the external demand from retailers and customers
- the social context of co-ordination that ties the whole chain together from the milk

supplier to the retailers
� Based on the empirical findings what can be said in general about the relationships

between consumption trends, retailers demand on product supply and delivery, the dairies
production and distribution strategies and the impacts on transport demand and operations

The basic guidelines, ontologically and epistemologically, that have advised my research
questions, my choice of methodology and theory are rooted in critical realism.

We use theory to identify generative powers in Society which may have some general
applicability - like market mechanisms, competitive pressures, technological developments,
spatial dis-equilibria of supply and demand, resource dependencies, opportunism, uncertainty
et cetera, but in the same time we must admit decision power to the actors of - in our case -
the product chains we are investigating, and to context dependent contingencies.

Two central advices were given to the theoretical and empirical investigations:
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b. The product chain as an analytical object should be viewed as a duality of two loosely
coupled structures: 

- the functional structure of transformation and transfer processes that technically and
spatially link the product chain together

- the social structure as the fabric and context of co-ordination in which action and
behaviour is motivated

c. As a researcher entering the empirical field you have to be conscious about and exploit
your pre-understanding and in the same time give precedence to the dynamics of the
dialogue you have with the actors in the field

Fundamental CR demands on methodology are:

� Critical realists are interested in explaining the underlying structures and generic
mechanisms behind social events

� Explanation of organisational behaviour and structure must take its starting point in the
concrete social practises 

� Context rich data are necessary to be able to account for contingencies and rivalling
rationalities/interpretations, and the complex interrelations between actors

� Since causal relations in a fundamental way are dynamic and characterised by asynchrony
is time a basic factor. Longitudinal data and historic reasoning must be part of the research
design

The CR researcher does not strive to obtain knowledge that mirrors reality. Instead, he strives
for good working hypotheses and knowledge claims in a more pragmatic fashion. Instead of
striving for truth the realist strives for the practical adequacy of knowledge, according to
Sayer (1992).

As the inter-organisational perspective on transportation is taken to be new a major effort has
been to elaborate a theoretical and methodological foundation for this perspective. The scope
has been to integrate the functional systems perspective of traditional logistics approaches
with an inter-organisational actor’s perspective. The inter-organisational perspective on
transportation is solidly founded in existing schools of thought. The novelty consists in
bringing them together in the particular practise field of transportation. 

7.1 Analysing the functional structure of product chains
McKinnon and Woodburn have developed a logistical perspective on the demand for
transport aimed at identifying the important drivers:

� Volume of sales
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� The Nature of the product
� Logistical factors:

- Structure of the logistical system
- Pattern of sourcing and distribution
- Scheduling of product flow
- Management of transport resources

Since I am in particular interested in how these factors influence both transport demand and
the management of transport resources I have constructed a questioning framework based on
McKinnons’ and Woodburns’ typology as follows: 

Table no 7-1: Analytical variables and questions to the functional structure of product chains 
Driving forces

Changes in the
product
configuration and
volume of sales

? What are the most significant properties of the natural milk and the dairy products in
terms of their:

- volume density
- value density
- raw material dependence
- processed production origin
- fragility and perishability
- shape and size
- other
? Which trends in consumption of the dairy products can be observed 
? In which way do they influence the demand for transport and the management of
transport operations

Changes in the
structure of logistics
systems

? Which major changes in the logistical structure of the dairy product chains can be found
in terms of:

- concentration of dairy production (numbers, location, capacity of units)
- specialisation of production (number of dairy product categories per unit and degree

of functional task division between units)
- concentration of inventory (numbers, geography, capacity of warehouses) 
- consolidation and breakbulk points
- other
? In which way do these changes influence the demand for transport and the
management of transport operations?

Changes in the
supply and demand
links

? To which extent has a process of realignment of supply and demand linkages taken
place in terms of:

- vertical (dis-)integration of production (out/in-sourcing of production tasks)
- concentration of the supply structure
- geographical pattern of supply 
- geography and scale of customers’ (retailers’) logistics structure*
- vertical (dis-) integration of transportation and distribution*
- other
? In which way do these changes influence the demand for transport and the
management of transport operations?

Changes in the
scheduling of the
product flow 

? To which extent has a process of rescheduling of the product flow taken place in terms
of:
- degree of JIT oriented strategies (inventory strategies)
- product focus (standardisation or customisation)*
- process focus (flexibility or scale)*
- changes in customers’ (retailers’) demands on delivery* 
- other
? In which way do these changes influence the demand for transport and the
management of transport operations?

* Some obvious elements missing in the McKinnon/REDEFINE framework
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This framework has been used to discuss the findings of the case-studies as you will see in a
short while.

7.2 Analysing the social structure (or fabric) of product chains
In the attempt to find an appropriate way of understanding the social structures of product
chains - the inter-organisational governance modes - an obvious thing to do was to seek
advice in the logistics thought tradition. Based on a content analysis main points found can be
summarised as follows:

� The analytical field of logistics has been continuously expanding from an intra-
firm/production unit process and cost optimisation focus to gradually include distribution,
supply operations, and finally the whole sequence of activities including the supply chains
of customers. 

� Logistics research is still new demonstrated by the constant re-labelling and re-defining of
the logistics concept.

� Logistics research is regarded to be a genuine applied science discipline. This is reflected
by the normative definition of logistics the literature refers to. 

� The role of the logistics researcher is to provide with new tools and organisational design
which management can apply to enhance the performance of their logistical systems.

� The analytical unit is ideally the supply chain. Supply chains are perceived as the order-
linked functionally coherent sequence of transformation and transfer activities necessary
to satisfy specific product demands of customers.

� However, the analyses of supply chains usually take on the perspective of the main actor
endowed with the power and position to pursue strategic management objectives across
the various actors linked together in the supply chain.

� The supply chain is understood as a system. The actors and their practises are explained
with reference to the overall purpose of the system - an organism metaphoric or unitary
view of the logistics organisation. 

� All individual units and activities of the supply chain are better explained and managed as
collectively interdependent elements.

� The supply chain has purpose and can be viewed as a strategy in itself.
� The purpose is to obtain cost efficiency and competitiveness through the provision of

proper space and time utilities, quantity and quality utilities, and possession utility for
each node in the system as well as for the total system including the final customer.

As an applied engineering discipline and managerial orientation there is no doubt that the
focus on optimising operations and reducing costs viewed from a systemic total chain
perspective has been extremely successful. And of course, from an operational point of view
it is both convenient and relevant to reduce role of the actors to that of a system facilitator.
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However, the later years increasing focus on relationship and change management has
exposed some weaknesses in a too mechanistic or functionalistic approach to dealing with
logistics practises. 

In a review on the future perspectives of logistics thought Kent & Flint (1997) conclude in
concordance with honourable James Stock (1995) that future research is likely to be much
more focussed on behavioural issues and de facto boundary spanning organisations. 

The advice the logistics research tradition gives us to the case-studies of this thesis (a part
from those already given concerning the functional structure) can be summarised as follows:

- Causal relations are systemic in nature. Thus, do not restrict your focus to individual task
situations. Rather, the consequences of change in product properties, logistics structures,
alignments of supply and demand patterns and the product flow management at one point
may be transmitted and amplified via the functional inter-linkages of the product chains;

- As the individual practises are functionally inter-linked and thus condition to some extent
each other a fruitful way of understanding organisations and delimiting the analytical is to
section out those activities that have the most significant impact on each other, and let this
decide the analytical field

- Thus, approaches focussing on the qualities of relationships rather than of the individual
should be preferred;

- Sub-optimising may be do to actors not adhering to a common vision and rationality
orientation that transgresses their individual task situation. Thus, it become important to
know what rationality perspective these actors have.

Seen with the eyes of ac critical realist a less unitary approach to understanding actor
behaviour must be applied. The systemic view on the functional structure should be
supplemented with a view on the social structure that recognises the loose coupling between
the two and in the same time keeps the inter-organisational perspective.  It was found that a
network perspective embracing transaction cost reasoning and resource dependency
argumentation could provide with such a perspective.

Apart from being one of the most successful analytical frameworks in newer business
economics the transaction cost theory is attractive because it shares worldviews with most
logistics researchers and also with the type of reasoning that you hear logistics managers use:
the focus on efficiency and economising. It cannot be said clearer than Lauri Ojala has done:
“The TCA rationale lies at the bottom of logistics in every firm… One could say that to use
the logistics "tool-box" in improving the firm's procurement, materials management and
distribution with the related information, material and financial flow efficiency is a real-
world operationalisation of the TCA rationale… When a truly holistic approach is used in
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improving the logistics of the firm then the essence of TCA economising will (most likely)
come true.” (Ojala 1995b, p9).

Because this type of reasoning plays a central role the logistics managers identification of his
own role and mission it is likely that his actions will be guided by this type of motivations in a
auto-fulfilling prophecy kind of way. The network theory is attractive because it operates with
a much richer interpretation of the actor capable of changing existing conditions of choice
though interaction.

One the basis of these theories an evaluation framework for deciphering why certain types of
governance is present in the product chains. It should also be used to answer in which way
governance influence transport demand generating factors.

Table no 7-2: Key factors explaining organisational behaviour and governance structure from
an inter-organisational perspective
Dyad The interacting parties

Transaction focus

Transaction objective The perceived end to the transaction

Nature of transaction What is being exchanged and the way it condition the governance
structure/exchange relationship

Rationality orientation The success criteria by which the actors evaluate their own
performance e.g. cost reduction, profit, service criteria

Frequency The frequency of transactions

Asset specificity Degree of investment dedication/resource dependence (e.g. place,
technology, knowledge)

Decision environment Degree of uncertainty the actors are conditioned by in their practice

Contractual relationship Type (co-op or “normal”) and length of contracts 

Availability/consciousness of
alternatives 

Small numbers/large numbers markets? 

Relationship focus

Atmosphere of relationship Is the exchange-relationships and action conducted through by
impersonal, arms-length, trust based/friends-like contacts? 

Perception of power distribution Perception of dependence on the other party: discrete/large volume
resource control and negotiation/buying power 

Process of tech./org. adaptation Specificity relationship assets - mutual adaptations over time

Network orientation and
connectedness

Whether if the actors see themselves and explain what they do with
reference to a wider context than the particular function they have in the
product chains

Source: Own working
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With these two frameworks for analysing the functional and social structure (which I prefer to
call social fabric) it is time to see what conclusions can be made out of all this. 

7.3 Analyses of the functional structure of dairy product chains
McKinnon’s analytical hierarchy and the research questions raised will be structuring the
discussion of the empirical findings. Like in the presentation of the case-studies the discussion
will be separated in two parts. First, we will look closer at the in-weighing transportation that
links milk suppliers with the milk collection points at the dairies. And afterwards we focus on
the intermediate transportation and distribution that link dairies with other dairies, with
distribution centres and with their customers - the retailers. 

For each some summary tables have been constructed to give some overview over the many
detailed findings. They are in turn commented with respect to the most significant aspects. At
the end, I will risk to raise the findings into a larger indicative picture of how the major
structural trends have developed and what the consequences have been in terms of transport
demand.

Factors causing change in transport demand in the in-weighing transportation link

The role of in-weighing transportation
In Andrew Sayers’ words there is a strong technical coherence or mutual dependence between
the production apparatus of the milk producers and the dairies. This has some implications to
the governance structure as we will discuss later. Here suffice to point to the role and
importance of the in-weighing transportation.

Natural milk is a perishable and fragile product. To keep its quality it is necessary keep strict
control with hygiene and temperature from the cooling tank of the milk producer to the
reception at the dairy. Obviously the transportation should maintain these standards. Every
time milk is pumped the quality decreases, so as little milk is reallocated from one dairy to
another as possible. Further since there is a constant milk pressure from the cows at one end
and a processing plant that needs constant inputs at the other the milk has to be transported.
Other wise it will incur heavy losses to both milk producers and dairies in terms of wasted
milk and downtime at the dairy production.

In the table below the most important drivers behind structural development as identified in
the case-studies are listed.
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Table no 7-3: Significant drivers behind structural development in the in-weighing transport
link

Drivers

The product
configuration

Natural milk
� Low value product - and lower than value-added products (of course)
� Seasonal variations in milk production
� Produced regardless demand (milk pressure)
� Perishable
� Very sensitive to transfers
� Very difficult to substitute
� Introduction of one-milk standard

Restructuring of
the logistics
system

� There has been a massive decrease in the number of dairies and in production units
� Recurrent restructuring of the transport organisation as new dairies merged in

Changes in the
supply and
demand links

� Spatial dis-equilibrium between the location of natural milk suppliers and final demand –
especially true for ecological milk

� Massive decrease in the number of milk suppliers
� Supply is concentrated on still fewer producers with still higher supply volumes
� Milk cows have increased their annual yields substantially
� Steep rise in productivity has curbed the impact of the steep decrease in the supplier

base – total supply volumes are fairly stable
� Organic milk producers increase in number

Changes in
product flow
scheduling

� 2nd day delivery system (1991 – 1998)
� Fresh milk concept (1998 -)

Source: Own working

Product configuration of natural milk and the structural impact on the in-weighing
transportation operations

The case-studies showed that the most important factors originating from the configuration or
nature of natural milk that impacted transport operations were: Low value, seasonal variation
and the introduction of a uniform milk standard.

One may say that most dairy products are low value products and thus one would expect that
transport costs would be the primary focus all the way through the product chains. This did
not turn out to be the case. Even within low value product chains there is a significant
differentiation. This focus was by far the strongest in the in-weighing transport link. This
showed in the data they produced which was much more detailed than was the case for
distribution and intermediate transportation, and it was much more focussed on time and km
consumption than the two other transport links.

It also showed in that it was important to the dairy companies to have milk consuming cheese
production located close to where supply was high so as to reduce the haul lengths. In this
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sense you may say that it was better to increase length of haul of the intermediate
transportation by keeping dairies close to suppliers than to locate production close to
distribution terminals. At least this was so during the long phase of closures and concentration
of dairy production. Now there is a change towards locating new production in conjunction
with terminals, probably because the scale advantages outweigh the increasing costs of in-
weighing transportation.

We saw in the case of Irish dairy industry that they were struggling with seasonal variations in
milk production in the of 50%, which was forcing the industry to operate with a high level of
over-capacity most of the year both in the production and transportation system. The Danish
milk producers have managed to obtain a significant decrease in seasonal variation such that
in mid 90s it had reached around 15%. Obviously this development has been contributing to
better rates of capacity utilisation also transport wise.

Changes in the structure of dairy production and supply of natural milk and their
impact on transport operations

The main issues regard the massive decrease in the number of dairies, the concentration of the
in-weighing transport management, the concentration of milk supply, and the growing spatial
gab between milk supply and final demand.

� Denmark has experienced an incredible reduction in the number of dairies since the 2nd

World War from 1637 dairies to 30 dairies in 1999. The vision of one single national dairy
formulated by the Danish Dairy Board in the early 60s has come true with the merger of
Kløver Mælk and MD Foods. The concentration process implied that the catchment area
of the remaining dairies increased a radius of a few kilometres up to 40-50 km - and in
some case more – depending on the density and scale of supply available. This
development obviously has contributed to increase average trip length of the milk trucks.

� That development has been paralleled by a massive decrease in the numbers of milk
suppliers. The story of MD Foods speaks for it self. In 1972 MD Foods had 9643
members. In 1995 they had about the same (9461) despite the fact that around 120 dairies
had been taken over and closed down and their members included in the supplier base. In
the same period the average supply per milk producer increased sixth fold. As the total
supply volumes have remained stable the constant decrease in the number of suppliers has
been compensated by the growth of the remaining suppliers. Alone in the period 1984-99
annual output per supplier has increased 2,5 times from 160 t. to 420 t of milk. The ever-
growing yields of the cows have also contributed to this situation.
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� The development towards bigger and fewer suppliers have counteracted the effect on
transport volumes of the larger catchment areas. The milk trucks need to make fewer stops
with larger pick-up sizes and thus fewer trips. This saves both time and kilometres. The
closure of small milk suppliers has also removed the physical barrier against large milk
trucks turning in the courtyard. All together this process has facilitated the introduction of
still larger milk trucks with better cooling facilities, that were better able to reap the
benefits of increasing scale on both the supply and demand side (dairy). The average
capacity of the trucks has increased 5-6 times since the 60s.

� As the dairies were taken over their milk trucks were included in the in-weighing transport
units of KM and MD. Subsequently a large part of them were sold. The recurrent changes
in the organisation of the transport routes, scheduling, vehicle fleet and size of operations
have progressive lead to an overall improvement in capacity usage.

� A few words should be spent on the impact of the organic farming on transport demand.
The supply of organic milk has grown from practically nothing in 1987 to 7% of total
volumes in 1999. Organic milk must be collected every day and cannot be run in a 2nd day
delivery system. It has also to be transported in separate transport chains to avoid risk of
“pollution” from conventional milk. This hampers the possibility of exploiting the scale
advantages of the transport systems in a large organisation like KM or MD.

The milk suppliers of KM and MD are free to choose whether or not to produce organic
milk. Their decision is therefore based on individual preferences rather than on what
would be optimal from a systemic point of view. KM and MD Foods do not have any
instrument to e.g. concentrate milk supplies around the production units that make organic
dairy products. Instead the organic milk producers lie scattered around the country in a
very contingent manner. Thus, the milk trucks have to travel longer by less optimal routes
than is the case for collection of conventional milk. MD Foods only had two of these
production units: one in the Northwest of Jutland (Hobro) and one in the Southwest of
Zealand (Slagelse). 

Since the investigation finished and the dairy products market took off other tow dairies
are now producing organic milk products. The explosive growth in the later years of
organic milk suppliers has given a better geographical distribution of supplies. Thus even
if organic milk probably still is more transport intensive the difference is diminishing.

It must be recognised that part of these demand generating factors can be ascribed to the
fact the organic milk and dairy product manufacturing is organised within a large
concentrated dairy organisation based on conventional products. 
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� The last issue is more of a general kind. As the cows have moved west the population and
final demand has moved east towards the bigger cities. This in itself extends the total
product chains and thus as a tendency increase trip lengths. This spatial gap is even more
significant with the organic milk products since most organic dairy products are consumed
in the Greater Copenhagen Area.

Changes in scheduling of product flow and the impact on transport operations
However, the most significant single factor was the introduction of the 2nd day delivery
system where the milk producers change their supply routines from daily to every second day.
This required massive investments in larger cooling tanks at the dairies. The milk suppliers
received financial support equivalent to the expected transport cost savings of 2,5 øre per litre
when the system was fully implemented. This represents a reduction of costs of 30-35%. The
same order of change in transport volumes was expected. However, close before full
implementation the market of liquid milk products changed. The consumers wanted to have
fresher milk. As a consequence MD Foods (which at that time had merged with Kløver Mælk)
introduced the fresh milk concept according to which the milk is never more than 24 hours
under way from cow to consumer.

This has meant the milk has to be pulled through the system at least twice as before. Even if
massive changes in the logistics processes have been carried through this new concept
undoubtedly has eroded the savings of the 2nd day delivery system. However, the shift to 24-
hour operations has improved vehicle utilisation and thus the number of trucks needed. 

With all these counteracting tendencies: what is the result in terms of transport volumes? 

Both dairies reported decreasing transport volumes due to the rationalisation and
consolidation gains they have achieved through the general scaling up the operations in the
link. The Transport Division of MD Foods managed to steadily reduce time consumption with
around 1/100 – 2/100 second/litre natural milk every year. In the period 1988-95 total vehicle
kilometres dropped nearly 10% from 20.3 mill. km to 18,6 mill. km In the same period
average pick-up size doubled from 6.68 hecto litre to 13.37 hecto litre per stop. The number
of truck decreased from 362 to 226 whereas average kilometre production per truck per day
increased around 20% from 186 km to 226 km. 

The introduction of the fresh milk concept after the conclusion of the case-studies allegedly
has put a halt to this positive development. 
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Factors causing change in transport demand in the intermediate transportation and
distribution links

The strategic objective of the intermediate transportation is the functional coherence of the
production system and the feeder transport to the distribution system. There are no clear
boundaries between the intermediary transport system and the distribution organisation. In
HD Transport - an independent company but 100% owned by MD Foods - they are handled as
one overall task, whereas Kløver Mælk has divided them in two. However they are constantly
buying transport services of each other whenever they have available resources at favourable
locations the other party can exploit.

The main tasks of intermediate transportation are:

Transport of
� whole cheese forms for storage, cutting and retail packaging from the various cheese

production units to the warehouse and final processing units;
� cheese to the distribution terminals for the home market and to the export terminals;
� butter and specialty products from the various production units to the distribution

terminals for the home market;
� various types of fresh non-dairy products bound for further distribution via the distribution

terminals.

And they do
� redistribution of transport packaging (empty boxes, cages and pallets) between production

and distribution terminals;
� backup transport operations for the distribution units (e.g. direct distribution to some of

the short chains (like big hyper markets of Dansk Supermarked and FDB) - first and
foremost of butter and some cheese products;

The distribution systems that KM and HD Transport dispose of enable the collection of dairy
products and other perishable products with temperature regulated trucks from the various
production sites to own and customer fresh product terminals, final or direct distribution to
terminals or retail outlets – in a nation wide, fine meshed, high frequency network. The
products are stuffed in re-cycled transport packaging (standardised containers, pallets, cages
and boxes) adapted to the logistics systems and display counters of the retailers.

The distribution networks of KM and HD Transport have been established during the mid-
eighties on the request of their large retail chain customers. They wanted to have a reliable
and homogeneous supply nation-wide that was capable also of taking other types of fresh
products than dairy products. 
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The distribution units perform basically four tasks

� Daily order handling
� Warehousing and distribution of all types of temperature regulated grocery goods to the

retailers
� take-back of transport packaging from own and customer sites
� Management of the milk wholesaler system 

In the table below the most important drivers behind structural development as identified in
the case-studies are listed.

Table no 7-4: Significant drivers behind structural development in intermediate transport and
distribution link

Driving forces
The product
configuration and
volume of sales

� Redistribution of natural milk has decreased to a minimum
� Still more whey is processed instead of used as fodder
� It is drinking milk that form the backbone of the distribution systems
� Share of other fresh products (fish, meat, eggs, fruit) in delivery services increases
� The Koldskål Season 
� Demand for traditional bulk products is stable while the specialty and fresh products market is

rapidly increasing
� Small batch packed products is growing significantly
� Packaging for display or convenience is expanding

Restructuring of
the logistical
system

� Production is getting still more concentrated
� Production is getting still more specialised
� Reduction in the number of distribution terminals
� Zero stock strategies of the retailers has become dominant
� Dairies have developed transport packaging dedicated to the logistics systems and counters of

the retailers

� The introduction of the milk wholesaler system

Changes in the
supply and
demand links

� Increasing scale and geography of customers

� Significant increase in the importance of discount retailing

Rescheduling of
product flow 

� The planning process has been under increasing pressure - still shorter planning cycles are
necessary

� The share of volumes sold through sales campaigns is rapidly increasing
� Customers orders arrive still later and more orders are urgent
� Customers narrow down time windows for delivery

� All customers need the 1st delivery in the morning 

� Customers demand full product assortment
Source: Own working

Like in the previous section the most important factors causing change in the transport and
distribution operations are discussed below using the McKinnon framework.
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Product configuration of the main dairy product categories and the structural impact on
the intermediate transportation and distribution operations

Although it is the in-weighing transport units handle transport of redistributed natural milk
and of whey it is treated as intermediate transportation as it regards transport from dairies to
other locations within the production systems of the dairies.

� Excess milk supplies to the dairies costs extra on quality because it been pumped several
times and it also induces additional transport costs as it needs to be reallocated to other
production purposes in other locations. Planning deficiencies basically causes them. For
this reason it has been a goal of the common milk allocation company M-amba to reduce
them to a minimum. And they have succeeded in doing so. 

� Whey is a residual of cheese production. Previously the milk truck returned from the
dairies with whey to the farmers to be used as fodder. However, now most of it is being
transported to the still fewer centralised protein and milk sugar processing plants. This
development has caused quite substantial increases in transport volumes. In 88/89 1/7 of
volumes was whey in 96/97 the share had increased to ¼.

� The distribution of fresh drinking milk products forms the backbone of the distribution
systems of Kløver Mælk and HD Transport. Since these products need to be distributed in
high volumes, frequently over a vast geographical area, the products are produced on large
production sites located close to the consumer markets and linked directly to high capacity
infrastructures. Milk products have first priority - despite that other products may yield
more profits – due to their strategic importance. They represent the daily contact between
the dairy and the consumers and are regarded as key to long-term survival on the home
market. The transport time of fresh dairy products like full cream milk make up 75% of
the total product lead-time from the farmer to the retail store. For this reason,
transportation is an essential activity and a fundamental performance variable of the whole
logistical network.

� During the ‘90s other fresh products like meat, eggs, fish and fruit have been included in
the product range delivered by the distribution units of KM and HD Transport. This has
however increased time pressure on the distribution systems. Fruit and meat has to be
arranged and prepared in the shops before opening. So, while the fresh milk form the
backbone of the distribution system in terms of geographical coverage and density, and of
delivery frequency, fruit and especially fresh meat decide the time pressure on the
logistical operations.

� The period from Easter to September is called the ‘Koldskål Season’, and is a nice
example of a significant contingency aspect in the transport planning. ‘Koldskål’ is a
summer desert made from buttermilk. When the sun comes out demand explodes one day
to the other from a few pallets up to 100 pallets. These situations create big disturbances
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upstream both at the production sites, inventories that run out of stock and the transport
and distribution organisation that has to incorporate many additional “emergency”
transport trips into their schedules. This problem is particular profound to supply of the
discount stores.

� While the production of traditional dairy products have remained fairly stable with a
tendency to decrease, production for specialty products like creme fraiche and chocolate
milk has increased dramatically 50% and 40% respectively since 1986. Also fresh cheese
products have increased significantly. Their share of total production grew from 14% in
1983 to 35% in 1996. As these products are produced at single locations, and generally
characterised by having short inventory and shelf-lives and subjugated very volatile or
fluctuating demands this development strongly increase both time pressure and
uncertainty, as well as increase transport distances and as a global consequence transport
volumes. This is especially the case in the intermediate transport links 

� There has been a notable shift in demand towards smaller product batches, due to the
decreasing household sizes. This development has been particularly strong in the yellow
cheese market. Sliced cheese in small packagings has completely taken over. Only 15% of
the yellow cheese sold are not sliced. This development has given the dairies better
opportunities to make product differentiation. This has lead to an increasing use of
packaging for display and to significant increases in transport volumes. A dairy has
calculated that cheese products have increased their space demand on trucks with 20%
over a time period of a few years just for this reason.

� The introduction of the quite popular milk plastic jars of 1½ or 2 litres with a handle
meant that conventional milk had become specialty milk in that it was produced just in
one or two of the KM and MD dairies. And they took up much more space. Instead of 800
litres per pallet only 600 litres could be transported at a time – a volume reduction in 25%
and a transport volume increase of the same order. In this way an extra intermediate
transport link had been introduced from the production site to the various distribution
terminals that previously got the milk straight from the production lines adjacent to the
terminals.

Changes in the structure of dairy production and distribution systems and the impact on
the intermediate transportation and distribution operations

� Production of milk has been moving towards logistically central and near major market
locations. Shorter distribution linkages, increased responsiveness and better logistics
services has been the result.

� The general process of concentration of production has resulted in longer intermediate
transportation links, however also in better consolidation opportunities.

� The process concentrated specialisation is the single most significant driver towards
increasing intermediate transportation because an extra transport link is added. The
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process of specialisation is going towards one product category per production place. The
scale advantages production wise outweigh by far the extra transport costs.

� The general process of concentration of the distribution terminals has enabled more
consolidated transport operations to the customer delivery points, but extended the
intermediate transport links.

� The retailers do to a still larger extent rely on zero stock management. This leads to higher
vulnerability to those demand fluctuations that for instance characterise specialty
products, fresh products and sales campaigns. The inventory problem has been pushed
upstream and with increasing uncertainty this has translated into more frequent deliveries,
more emergency transport, and lower vehicle utilisation and thus as a consequence higher
transport volumes.

� In the early ‘90s KM and HD Transport developed a modular transport packaging system
based on plastic boxes that has substituted the very heterogeneous collection of carton
boxes that was used before. The system has been developed to match the logistics systems
of the large retailers. This has dramatically increased the capacity usage of the vehicles as
well as the handling processes. Thus, as consequences lead to lower transport demands.

� Last but not least have both distribution units out-sourced distribution to the small and
peripheral retail outlets to the so-called milk wholesalers at the turn of the 80s. This has
led to notable transport cost savings as the distribution units could concentrate on grand
distribution and leave the small deliveries to small-scale distributors. The annual savings
were calculated to some 3 mill dkk.

Changes in the structure of supply and demand linkages and the structural impact on
the intermediate transportation and distribution operations
The two most important issues relate to the increasing scale and geographical coverage of
retail operations, and the emergence of discount retailing.

� During the ‘80s and 90s the retail chains have taken over the market. 80% of all outlets
were chain members and only 9,4% of turnover did not originate from chains in 1998. The
two biggest chains controlled 60% of the market in terms of turnover in that year (FDB
39% and Dansk Supermarked 22%). They have obtained national coverage both of them.
As they demand same product assortment and quality and same terms of delivery
everywhere it takes access to a national distribution system to meet these requirements –
and of course also the necessary production volume. 

� As they grow bigger of course the dairies become more dependent on their business
practises and the particular demands and that they have. And vice versa as the dairies
become more concentrated.

� Another significant development is the expansion of discount retailing. The discount
chains have doubled their market share from 9% in 1988 to more than 18% in 1998. This
development has nurtured the global trend towards zero stock management.
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Changes in scheduling of product flow and the structural impact on the intermediate
transportation and distribution operations

� The logistics and marketing practises of the retailers cause increasing difficulty in
planning and scheduling distribution operations. This applies especially to zero stock
management of the retailers that tend to encourage discontinuous or ad-hoc ordering
routines, and to the unpredictable sales campaigns, which take a still larger share of total
sales volumes. 

� Zero stock management also implies more frequent deliveries. Where previously dairy
products were delivered a couple of times a week they are now delivered two-three times
a day.

� These planning disturbances are reflected in the shortening of general planning cycles that
the dairies were operating.

� The effect of planning distortions in the distribution and production processes is amplified
in the intermediate transport link due to the complexity of the supply structure.

� Narrower time windows both at the outlets and retailer terminals reduce the scope for full
exploitation of the distribution capacity. As a result more vehicles are needed to deliver
the volumes within the time frame - creating lower fleet capacity utilisation

� All customers need at least one daily delivery. As all customers need this delivery within a
relative narrow timeframe in the morning it is this delivery that decides the overall
capacity needed in the distribution system.

For sure the intermediate transportation link is the melting pot where the strong structural
developments that are taking place both on the dairy production side and on the retailing
business on the other meet. Retailers’ demand on full product range nation wide at the one
end, the development of concentrated specialisation of dairy production at the other, and the
increasing time compression and uncertainty in the middle are the most significant drivers in
the intermediate transport link.

The management of intermediate transportation focuses much less on cost than the in-
weighing transport units. Their greatest challenge is make the product chains stick together.
Transport operations are handled in a very day-to-day manner or even in an hour-to-hour
manner. They do not produce performance-related data of any kind – apart from those needed
to keep track of maintenance needs. Neither have the additional transport costs derived from
structural changes of e.g. concentration and specialisation ever been calculated, due to the
scale of changes taking place constantly - it would be a waste of time as they say.

However, MD Foods calculated that in the 93/94 – 94/95 the bill that the HD Transport issued
on its intermediate transportation activities had increased by no less than 11.4%. 1.4 % was
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the price increase the rest was attributed to the fact that they were moving still more goods
around. It was also stated that this was a very typical trend over the later years. Thus an
estimated increase in transport volumes of 10% every year.

As to the distribution the picture is more blurred. However neither of the distribution units of
KM and HD Transport thought that transport volumes were growing. If they were it was only
very little. They explained that they have achieved great consolidation gains by centralising
their systems, and that much of the extra pressure on transport volumes had been absorbed by
the excess capacity already present in their systems.

Actually the sales and marketing departments of the dairies have used the excess capacity in
the distribution systems strategically to offer better transport services e.g. in terms of
frequency and delivery of other types of fresh products. This duality of supply and demand
driven impulses has been revealed several times in the case-study. Thus, while there for sure
are some significant demand driven powers for structural change there are certainly also some
significant supply driven amplifications of this change. I will return back to this argument in
my attempt to draw some general conclusions from this case-study.

7.4 Analyses of the social structure of dairy product chains
Which governance structures are regulating the dairy product chains and why? Do they in any
significant way influence transport demand generation and operation? Answers to these
questions are pursued in the following. As a means of governance structure evaluation the
previously described framework has been used to analyse the main pairs of relationships
embraced by the empirical analyses: The dairies and the milk producers and the dairies and
the retailers. In relation to these analyses the role and governance of the in-weighing
transportation and the intermediate transport and distribution is discussed. It is claimed that
the governance structures regulating the transportation activities cannot be seen in isolation
but must be viewed in this grander perspective. 

7.4.1 The dairies and the milk producers
The results of the relationship analyses are summarised in the table below.
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Table no 7-5: Summary of the dairy - milk producer relationship analysis 
Dyad Dairies and milk producers 

Transaction focus
Transaction objective Process natural milk of producers, and market and sell dairy products
Nature of transaction Perishable and fragile natural milk
Rationality orientation Milk producers: yearly back payment and milk price, KM producers: to be an alternative

to MD Foods, Thise producers: to be part of an ecological movement
Dairies: To satisfy milk producers profit demand, long term survival

Frequency High
Asset specificity Milk producers: 

Place specificity: location of dairies highly restricts potential alternatives
Technological specificity occurs because the natural milk has to be processed by a dairy
- no alternatives  
Temporal specificity occurs from the constant milk pressure. Milk has to be disposed of
within few hours
� Asset specificity is high
Dairies:
Place specificity: Milk is only produced in certain parts of the country; Milk quotas restrict
total volumes available
Technological specificity: Natural milk cannot easily be replaced by other raw materials;
Milk quality needs to be homogeneous and constant
Temporal specificity: process production needs constant and stable inputs
� Asset specificity is high

Availability/conscious
ness of alternatives 

Milk producers: small numbers market (quasi monopoly)
Eco-milk producers: very small numbers (monopoly)
Dairies: small-medium numbers market
Eco dairies: small numbers

Decision environment Low degree of uncertainty
Contractual
relationship

Co-op

Relationship focus
Atmosphere of
relationship

MD Foods and KM: professional, impersonal (literature suggests)
Thise: close personal contact between members and between members and the dairy

Duration of
relationship

Long - many years/always

Perception of power
distribution

?

Process of tech./org.
adaptation 

Milk producers have adapted their cooling and storage technology to the needs of the
dairies to preserve milk quality and to facilitate 2nd day delivery. Dairies have adjusted
their reception routines according to the production cadence of the milk producers. But
these adaptations cannot be regarded to be relation specific.

Network orientation Allegedly the KM milk producers and the KM dairy management identified themselves as
the only ones who could save the Danish dairy industry and the smaller retailers from the
negative impact of total monopoly of MD Foods.

MD Foods milk producers?

Adherence to a common vision on ecological production regarded very important and an
essential selection criteria by the Thise dairy. The frequent social contacts between
members and between the dairy and its members support this. 

Source: Own working
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Co-op contracting embraces 95% of the dairy production in Denmark. The co-op contract
obliges the milk suppliers to deliver all his milk exclusively to the dairy with which he co-
operates. The dairy in its part is obliged to accept all milk produced by the milk producer
provided that it meets the stipulated milk quality requirements – also if the producer decides
to change from conventional milk production to organic milk. The milk producers have up to
2 years of notice should they want to cancel the contract. However, cancelling is expensive. A
fee has to be paid (currently around 40-50.000 dkk) and they loose their yearly back payment
as well.

What are the advantages of such strong contractual bonds on both parties? Most relevant
factors regard asset specificity, mutual dependence and common orientation and scale
economies. This last factors is discussed in relation to the other two. Inspiration to this
discussion has been gained from among other the following contributions: Bager (1992),
Boon (1996), Gordon (1988), Loader (1996), Migchels 1996), Petersen (1994), Søgaard
(1990) and Wilson (1996).

Asset Specificity

Asset specificity is high on both sides. Milk producers are tied by place specificity, as they
cannot easily move their production. With the process of concentration of dairies a quasi
monopoly has developed which severely restricts the number of alternatives to the producers.
This situation is aggravated by the fact that natural milk is a very low value product. Thus,
high transport costs strongly limit the potential catchment area. Technological asset specificity
occurs because there are few alternatives to having the milk processed at a dairy. Temporal
specificity occurs from the constant milk pressure from the cows. Their production does not
fluctuate with market needs – so the milk must be disposed of.

The dairies on their part are tied by the place specificity originating from milk production
being geographically restricted to certain areas (dislocated from the dairy product demand),
from the costs of transportation, and from Danish consumers’ preference for product made
from Danish milk. Place specificity thus gives some bonds on production location and on milk
procurement. The quantity restriction by the milk quota scheme enhances this specificity.
Technological specificity derives from the fact that natural milk cannot easily be substituted
by other raw materials, and that milk quality needs to be homogeneous, high and constant.
Temporal specificity stems from the process character of production which require constant
and stable inputs in-puts to work right (technically and economically). The technological and
temporal asset specificity increases with the scale of production.

These factors alone explain both from a TACT and a resource dependence point of view why
the vertical integration through strong co-op contractual bondage has been chosen.
Opportunistic behaviour is safeguarded from both sides and both parties achieve access to
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critical resources. You may ask why a co-op arrangement and not a regular contract where the
same obligations can be stipulated (e.g. detailed stipulation of volume, price, quality, delivery,
and exit conditions). This is in fact what MD Foods are doing in England, and in Italy ¾ of
milk supplies are sourced on the basis of regular contracts that e.g. also allow for monthly
price fluctuations and price differentiations according to various milk quality standards.

Of course there is a strong historical trajectory in that it was the milk producers that invented
the dairies and made them part of their production and marketing channel system. Apart from
this the co-op arrangement holds some advantages over the regular contract that can be
decisive.

Mutual dependence and common goal orientation

A very interesting finding regards the dairy co-op management’s access to investment
funding. One of the classical arguments in favour of the co-op mode of governance is that
dairies have direct access to their members pockets. Here in the words of the Head of Sales
and Marketing of Kløver Mælk:

“The back payment is actually only an expression for the production company’s ‘available
capital for use.’ It hasn’t to do a shit with profits. It is something you decide at the beginning
of the year. It is just a part of the profits that is kept maybe instead on lending money.” (intv.
no 8)

If back payments are reduced the dairy management has more (and cheap) money at hand for
e.g. investments in product development or process technology. While this is formally true the
potential entirely depends on the collective willingness of the members to accept lower
earnings for the benefit of the financial manoeuvrability of the dairies. In this respect some
significant differences appeared between the small dairies of Thise and the equally sized
Italian co-op dairy Caseificio Sociale di Fiavé and the big dairies of Kløver Mælk and MD
Foods.

Textbox no. 7-1: The weakness of buying milk via short-term contracts
The Italian city dairy Latte Centrale di Milano suffered from massive seasonal variations in demand for
instance during summer time when the geographical location of consumption is radically changed (Milan is
practically empty of local inhabitants during holidays). For this reason they had to buy milk on relatively short-
term contracts with different co-ops of milk suppliers in order to adjust supplies with demand. The flexibility
this gave on the one hand however proved on the other hand to be a weakness. Such a system has much
lower entry barriers for companies seeking more global coverage than for instance co-op organised dairies.
Their main competitor Parmalat proved to be able to dry out/at least to some extent the wells of supply of
Latte Centrale di Milano as they were entering the Milan market.
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It was evident that to share a common vision or philosophy between the small dairies and
their members was key to gaining accept and access to cheap capital for strategic long term
and risky investments.

To the Thise Dairy one of the primary assets was the collective orientation and idealistic
perspective on the ecological production. When the dairy started long term high risk
investments were necessary, because the market was little developed and the marketing
channels for ecological dairy products likewise. The co-op management referred to shared
visions and idealistic members as the reason why this was possible. 

This is also reflected in their recruitment policy.  Potential new members are refused if they
demonstrate to be too narrowly focussing on the higher back payments level that characterises
the ecological co-ops. This attitude is regarded as a threat to the collective foundation of the
co-op. New members are therefore thoroughly recruited via personal contact networks and
other organisations or societies sharing the same ideals. Individual risk aversity thus has been
experienced to be negatively correlated the level of collective orientation and action.

Considerations as to location of these suppliers play a minor role as long as it does not pose a
serious impediment to the ongoing contacts between members and between members and the
dairy management. Transport costs likewise play a much less role in the organisation of the
supply base than in conventional co-ops. For this reason the Thise Dairy has a geographically
very dispersed member base.

MD Foods had quite another approach or experience. Here in the words of the Head of Sales
and Marketing:

“It is inevitable that in a co-operative where the milk producer immediately can measure
what he gets for his milk and measure how much his dairy is giving him in back payment, then
it is often very difficult to argue that we need to consolidate ourselves and make very large
investments and that we for this reason is not able to pay as much for the milk as other dairies
who do not do anything...This [argument] is of litte use to the single milk producer. This has
had the effect that many of the investments that we have to make must have very short pay
back margins…

If you ask whether if the formal organisation has an importance then it is clear that a limited
company would always meet understanding for the necessity of consolidating as opposed to a
co-operative: We should have as little money as possible. We have had the luck to have a very
skilled, foresighted management who has understood to place money other places than in
milk, at a time where money made money, so that we built a money tank that enabled us to
invest in product development and investments, so that the amount of capital set aside
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stemming from the running turn-overs is minimal. It is not many ‘øre’ [per litre milk] that are
set aside - the rest goes to the milk producer” (HSM, intv. no 11)

Thus, they have had to by-pass this potential advantage because they could not rely on a
strong common vision on long term goals and priorities that opened the pockets of their
members. One may attribute this situation to the one-man-one-vote principle where the
relative decision power decreases with the increasing size of the member base. Thus, scope to
exploit the credit potential of the member base may decrease likewise.

From the milk producers point of view the co-op arrangement enables much higher resource
control and degree of safeguarding against a still more monopolised dairy industry (Hybholt
1994). The big dairies on the other hand have reduced the scope for opportunistic behaviour
on the part of the milk producers because they have grown to become their (close to) only
alternative. Thus, they may have a decreasing interest in the co-op mode of governance. On
the other hand the increasing need to control and develop the manufacturing and transport and
distribution processes a long the entire chain may actually favour a co-op mode of regulation.
On this argument Petersen (1994) wrote:

“The value adding processes of agricultural products often demand precise technical
requirements to the raw material so that they can be used as a part of the production
processes. Thereby is the significance of close co-operative relations between the different
links of the food products chain emphasised. In (Aisec 1991, Lindeløv, Hoen) are the close
relations between the primary production activities in agriculture and the industrial
companies pinpointed as one of the strengths of the co-op organisation.” (Petersen 1994,
p47)

Governance and in-weighing transportation

According to Søren Büchman Petersen some of the basic reasons for vertically integrating the
in-weighing transporting could be the nature of the product and the demands on transporting
of these products.

“In case agricultural products are difficult to transport or perishable a mutual dependency
between local farmers and the production link. In such a system the production company acts
like a monopsonist which in turn depends on the supplies from the farmer in order to exploit
its production capacity.  With the purpose of avoid devastating conflicts it is natural that the
two links are integrated.” (Petersen 1994, p20)

He does not go into detail with this argument but the analysis presented previously suggests a
number of reasons why. In general perishable products – and in particular many dairy
products – accentuate a constant pressure for co-ordination to keep product lead times short
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and to keep the quality of the product through the phases of transhipment and transformation
to use the network terms. The need for control favours a hierarchical chain organisation to
minimise risks and the “devastating conflicts” which could arise from business relationships
where the input specificity is high without strong (e.g. contractual or hierarchy) safeguarding
mechanisms. This goes for the milk supplier-dairy relationship as well as for the transport
interface.

The head of Thise dairy claimed that no dairy would ever dream of sourcing out the in-
weighing transportation. This has also to do with the symbolic value of the in-weighing
transportation as the daily communication channel between the dairies and their members.
This was actually the main reason why Kløver Mælk did not want to merge their transport
activities with MD Foods in the first round of integration in 1993 - despite the obvious cost
savings from rationalisation that could have been harvested. So, both indirectly and directly
does the co-op arrangement  have a bearing on transport volumes.

7.4.2 The Dairies and the retailers
The results of the relationship analyses are summarised in the table below.

Table no 7-6: Summary of the dairy - retailer relationship analysis
Dyad Dairies and Retail Chains

Transaction focus
Transaction objective Supply of full dairy product assortment to retailer terminals and major outlets. Included

also distribution of a range of other fresh grocery products from other producers.
Nature of transaction Perishable products
Rationality orientation Dairies: In a stagnating market they want to grow with those who grow. The dairies seek

equal partners in size such that their output matches the size of demand of their
customers. 
Retailers: Want to benefit from their size by having large suppliers in position of offering
large volume discounts, homogeneous delivery, full product range nation wide

Frequency Very high
Asset specificity Dairies:  

‘Technological specificity’: technological and functional adaptation of logistics systems
between the dairies and the retailers; The centralised and specialised process
production systems depend on a high level of through-put to be profitable. (Could also be
labelled ‘volume specificity’) 
� Asset specificity is medium-high
Retailers:
‘Brand specificity’: Danish consumers prefer products made from Danish milk
‘Place Specificity’ for some dairy products
‘Technological and volume specificity’: Few producers are capable of delivering full
product range nation-wide.
� Asset specificity is medium-high

Availability/conscious
ness of alternatives 

For all parties it is a small numbers bargain

Decision environment Relatively low degree of uncertainty - at the strategic level
Operational level - the uncertainty is high
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Contractual
relationship

Regular contracts

Relationship focus
Atmosphere of
relationship

Strategic level: professional - with some distance (oriented towards business
development)
Operational: Closer - oriented towards daily co-ordination problems

Duration of
relationship

Long contracts: 10-17 years during build of distribution and production systems and retail
structure, after trend towards shorter contracts e.g. 5 years

Perception of power
distribution

The dairies feel that the retailers have significantly increased their buying and thus
bargaining power towards the dairies, e.g. expressed though the capability of setting the
conditions of delivery

Process of tech./org.
adaptation 

During the ‘80s and early ‘90s when the distribution systems were being established
there has been some degree of technological and organisational adaptation between
dairies and retailers. 

Network orientation There is nothing that suggests that the retailers’ behaviour towards the dairies is
grounded in orientations that extend beyond the dyad.

Source: Own working

A very distinct feature of the dairy-retailer relationships is the extremely long contracts. The
first contract made between MD Foods and FDB was running over a period of 17 years while
Kløver Mælk has made contracts with Dansk Supermarked running over periods of “more
than 10 years”. The main reasons for these long contracts can be attributed to asset specificity,
stagnating markets and mutual scale benefits. This last factor is discussed in relation to the
other two.

Asset specificity

Asset specificity is relatively high to both parties for a number of reasons. Technological
specificity is to some extent present in that the cages used in the distribution are designed to
match the handling systems and cold counters of the retail chains. More importantly however
are the scale and quality of the distribution systems developed by the dairies to meet the
changing requirements of the retailers. As we saw in the historical account the establishing of
distribution systems was a major issue between the big dairies and their clients. In the period
from the beginning of the 70s and up to the late 90s was characterised by a dramatic up-
scaling of operations of both the dairy and the retailer industry through horizontal integration.
The development of efficient logistics systems with a fine-grained national coverage was key
to the success of these integration processes.

Apart from this functional aspect control over the distribution channel has also become a
major strategic asset to the dairies. Not only does this allow the dairies to control the handling
of their vulnerable products as close to final consumption as possible27. It also enables the

                                                
27 In markets characterised by strong demand variations and many sales campaigns market information about the
buying behaviours of the consumers is of paramount importance to forecasting and resource allocation. In fact
the daily ordering routines are channelled through the distribution system for this reason.
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dairies to influence the terms of delivery and the product range channelled through to the
retailers. It gives a bargaining power and it provides with an efficient entry barrier to new-
comers in the dairy market. We have also seen that this development has not gone unnoticed
by the retailers. In fact during the period of data-collection the MD Foods transport company
HD Transport lost part of their operations on Zealand to their main client FDB who has been
establishing its own fine grained distribution (or rather feeder) system.

Thus, the battle for controlling the distribution channel is growing in strength as both parties
have developed these strategic assets. A plausible explanation for this could be that there has
been a development going from a mutual interest in establishing an efficient distribution
system between the two parties that facilitated their individual growth strategies, to a situation
where the structural development has lost steam, where both parties have consolidated their
position (including the establishing of own distribution networks) and where the retailers now
try to expand their resource control upstream. 

Another type of technological asset specificity is related to the ever more centralised and
specialised production system of the dairies. You may also call it volume specificity, because
the production technology is geared to process large quantities such that change-over costs are
high. Production batch sizes are high because they are geared to supply big customers with
high volumes of standardised products. You may say that these specificities are not tied
strictly to a certain customer – just to customers of a certain size (of which there are very
few)28.

The retailers have to deal with brand specificity in the sense that Danish consumers prefer
dairy products made from Danish milk. However, that this may be changing is emphasised by
the fact that Dansk Supermarked has been successful in the later years in introducing products
from the biggest dairy in Northern Germany, Nordmilch, under the Danish brand name
‘Engholm’.

You may say that there is also a place specificity in that bulk dairy products are of low value
with a short shelf time. Thus, transport price and transport time limits the geographical area of
sourcing alternative dairy bulk products.

Lastly technological and volume specificity is present as the chain concepts operated by the
retailers imply offering identical, full-range dairy product assortment everywhere. This
requires large suppliers. It also requires that these dairies have access to a high capacity, high

                                                
28 Of course it is also relevant in this context to mention that the production system of MD Foods is not only
geared to supply the local national market, but also - especially what concerns the cheese and milk powder and
protein products - the international markets.
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frequency and high quality distribution network. In Denmark only Kløver Mælk and MD
Foods were able to respond to these requirements.

The pressure for still fresher products and the inventory reduction strategies of the retailers
enhances these asset specificities. As the concentration process in the dairy industry has
progressed these specificities on especially the part of the retailers have increased. This has
shown in the frequent warnings of the retailers against a merger between Kløver Mælk and
MD Foods. In fact Kløver Mælk pointed out that one of the reasons why Dansk Supermarked
went into long contractual relationships with Kløver Mælk (more than 10 years) was also
grounded in a strategic wish to keep at least two big players in the dairy market alive. 

In general the case-studies indicated that dairies and retailers make the best of the scale by
entering contractual relationships with parties of their own size. 

Stagnating markets

Especially in the dairy product markets has over the last decades been characterised by
stagnation in terms of total consumption volumes. Dairy products are basic commodities the
consumption of which is closely linked to the size of population. For this reason growth had
to be achieved through mergers and stealing market shares. The situation has to some extent
been similar in the grocery retailing market. For this reason there has been a mutual interest in
getting linked up with those who grew.

Further, when markets are stagnating there is a higher pressure for reducing costs to maintain
profit margins. This can be done by exploiting economies of scale and by increasing co-
ordination and integration in the supply chains to reduce redundancy costs and local sub-
optimisation. The impact of this situation is enhanced with the trend towards fresher products,
because time and co-ordination pressure increases.

Governance and distribution & intermediate transportation

There is no doubt that the long contractual relationships have played a decisive role both in
terms of making bilateral risky investments in high class distribution systems, and in terms of
developing more efficient and new transport solutions (technically and organisationally). 

Grand distribution is an in-house activity of both dairies. Whereas small-scale deliveries are
sourced out. Grand distribution is a highly strategic undertaking as we have already discussed,
and considered a key resource. Opportunism on the part of the retailers has been a constant
explicit threat in this market. This is staved off by keeping distribution in-house.
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Intermediate transportation is a direct result of the progressing specialisation and labour
decision between intra-firm production units of the two big dairies. It is the glue that holds the
production system of the dairies together and links them up to their distribution systems.
Therefore it is un-thinkable that this activity as a whole will be sourced out. Even if it was
offered in licitation it is highly unlikely that it would be commercially interesting to potential
third party providers due to the extreme ad hoc planning conditions. There is no doubt that it
is not profitable in itself. However, as we already know the scale economies obtained though
centralised specialisation outweigh by far the additional costs incurred by adding intermediate
transport linkages.

7.5 Concluding remarks
This last section of the thesis is devoted to answering the last question raised in the
introduction: “What can be said in general about the relationships between consumption
trends, retailers demand on product supply and delivery, the dairies production and
distribution strategies and the impact on transport demand and operations”?

The empirical data indicates that structural development in one industry cannot be viewed in
isolation. It suggests that structural development is fuelled by the interaction between closely
linked industries. This is of course not a revolutionary finding since we are looking at
phenomena in a demand and supply driven market economy.

One of the major purposes of the thesis has been to examine more in detail how this
interaction takes place in practice. Structural developments show as changing contents and
conditions of interaction. For this reason is transportation a good lacmus test of structural
development. By learning about the changing conditions and contents of transport operation
and organisation you also learn about the structural dynamics in Society in general. That is
exactly why the field of transportation is so intriguingly interesting in my opinion.

In the graphical presentation below I have indicated some of the most important dynamics
revealed by the empirical analyses. The findings suggest that the structural development is
pushed forward by demand lead dynamics. However, there is no doubt that the response from
the supply side has not only supported these trends but often also enhanced the trends,
because solutions often have additional capacities and qualities that can be exploited. This has
e.g. been the case with the development of the distribution systems, where the excess capacity
and capability developed as a response to peak requirements of the retailers has been used to
offer new solutions to the retailers.

It was also clear that the main actors in the dairy industry and the grocery retailing business
supported each other in their expansion strategies both in terms of size, geography and
product development. There is no doubt either that the development of transport organisations

http://www.cordis.lu/transport
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that were efficient, skilled and scaled enough to handle the extreme turbulence the structural
changes produced have been key to the success of the Kløver Mælk and MD Foods on the
dairy side and Dansk Supermarked and FDB on the other side.

Figure no. 7-1: Indications of the structural dynamics between the dairy industry and grocery
retailing in Denmark, and the impact on transport demand and transport operations
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Consumption trends:
• Geographical concentration in city areas
• Decreasing household sizes
• Global standardadisation of consumption

culture
• Individualisation of single customer demand
• Ad hoc life styles
• Danish consumers focus much on price

Challenges to retailing:
• Geographical gap between supply and demand

increases
• Batch sizes decrease leading to higher volume

intensity
• Geographically homogeneous consumption culture

facilitates global chain concepts.
• Individualisation means higher demand on product

diversification
• Ad hoc life styles increase spontaneous buying

behaviour and preference for fresh productsRetailing trends:
• Danish grocery retailing is dominated by few

chains with national coverage
• Discount chains are gaining importance
• Zero stock politics are becoming central
• Fresh products market is the competitive

segment
• Increasing share of campaign sales Challenges to the Dairies:

• Full product range nation wide
• Homogenious quality of delivery nation wide
• Frequent deliveries
• Tight time windows
• Compatibility between retailer and supplier

logistics
• Discontinous order routinesProduction trends:

• Extreme concentration of dairies
• Contration of production, and
• Specialisation to obtain economies of scale
• Product diversification
• Time compression of product chains
• Still fresher products
• Smaller batch sizes and packaging for

display
• Other fresh products included in product

portfolio

Challenges to the Transport management
• Extension of the milk round trips
• Longer intermediate transport links
• Additional intermediate transport links
• Full product range nation wide
• Time compression of product handling
• Frequent deliveries
• Tight time windows
• Compatibility between retailer and supplier

logistics
• Discontinous order routines
• More emergency transport operations
• More volumenous goods
• Higher pressure on temperature control

Intermediate transp. and distrib. trends:
• Concentration of transport management
• Concentration of distribution terminals
• Concentration on grand distribution
• Out-sourcing of pheripheral and small scale

distribution
• Out-sourcing of standard intermediate bulk

transport
• Focus on fresh product deliveries
• Excess capacity to handle peak demand
• 3 daily deliveries
• 24 hour operations on the roads and at

terminals

Demand lead trend dynamics

 Supply lead trend amplification 

Source: Own working

The patterns of consumption which have developed as a consequence of lot of other changes
in Society have both been sustained as well as influenced by the supply that the retailers -
with the help of the dairies and their distribution systems - have offered during the years.
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It was evident in the case of the Italian Co-op dairy Caseificio Sociale di Fiavé that consumer
preferences for the local products was an effective entry barrier towards the chain retailers
that are growing rapidly in strength on the Italian market. In this sense consumer preferences
clearly had a significant impact on transport demand generation in that the dairy could
concentrate their supplies to a geographically restricted area close by. However, the trend was
towards chain retailing with completely other demands to geography, volume, product range
et cetera. 
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9 Annexes

9.1 Annex no 1: Conducted interviews:
Kløver Mælk
1) Erik Ankjær, Sales coordinator, Fredericia (1 interview)
2) Erling Madsen, Regional director, Fredericia (1 interview)
3) Jens Tørring, chief of production at Snejbjerg Dairy (1 interview)
4) Jens Jakobsen, Chief of the Inweighing Transportation Unit, Esbjerg (1 interview)
5) Sten Søgaard, Head of distribution in Jutland and Funen, Fredericia (1 interview)
6) Per Rasmussen, Head of distribution on Sealand and Lolland-Falster; Glostrup (1

interview)
7) Carsten Villadsen & Leif , Responsible for the intermediate transportation activities;

Fredericia (1 interview)
8) Frank Bonde, Head of Sales and Marketing, Fredericia (1 interview)

MD Foods
9) Claus Haase, Transport Manager, Responible for all international distribution activities;

Viby J (2 interviews)
10) Ivar Nedergaard  and Axel Poulstrup, Chief of Production and Chief of International Sales

and Marketing, Viby J (1 interview)
11) Ftitz Hegewald, Head of Domestic Sales and Marketing, Vejle (1 interview)
12) Knud Jensen, Head of The Transport Division, Viby J (1 interview)
13) Peter Johansen, Responible for distribution on continental Europe, Tyrstrup Terminal (1

interview)

HD – Transport 
14) Erik Mikkelsen, CEO, responsible for the intermediate transport of MD and KM, and

main operator of domestic distribution of MD products, Viby J (1 interview)

Thise Mejeri
15) Poul Pedersen, CEO Chief of Production and Distribution, Salling (1 interview)

Caseificio Sociale di Fiavé (Italy)
16) Dott. Gosetti, CEO Chief of Prodcution and Distribution, Fiavé –Trento (2 interviews)

Centrale Latte di Milano (Italy)
17) dott. Galeani, CEO Chief of Production and Distribution, Milano (1 interview)
18) dott. Pierantonio, inweighing control manager (1interview)
19) dott. Moroni, Production manager (1 interview)
20) dott. Lollo, Distribtution Manager, Milano (1 interview)
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9.2 Annex no. II Contractual Conditions between Kløver Mælk and Their
Milk Wholesalers

When a wholesaler takes over a customer of KM the customer is first advised by a consultant
from KM, and then the contractual details is send. The contractual conditions will be almost
identical to those offered by KM. The wholesaler must continuously inform KM of changes in
the customer portfolio in case KM for some reason must take over the servicing of the clients.
To facilitate the informational links to Kløver Mælk a PC and a printer is lent out in order to
handle order intake, invoicing, statistics, discount calculations, customer lists et cetera. The
PC is directly coupled to the central IT-unit of Kløver Mælk. At least one distribution truck is
made available at favourable conditions. The wholesaler is restricted to:

1) Operate in an appointed area specified by KM
2) Distribute a specified product range
3) Operate with conditions of payments as defined by KM
4) Supply with an assumption of guarantee from the bank
5) Comply with a clause of competition (it is not allowed to work for a competing company

simultaneously)

Further, the wholesalers are obliged to put Kløver Mælk streamers on the side of their trucks.
The seasonal variations in volumes are solely a problem for the wholesaler. So, are the
discount campaigns that his customers are running which are not embraced by an agreement
with Kløver Mælk. The costs of campaigns run by chain customers but served by wholesalers
is paid by Kløver Mælk. Pricing products higher than catalogue prices is not allowed either.

KN: Do you train the milk wholesalers in some way?
KM: No, once in awhile we come blow them up and tell them to behave decently. Then they
will swear because of the mistakes that we make. And it is all right. But it is an area we which
we have to improve... It is about service. Even if it never gets as big as the retail business then
we will loose if the Kløver Mælk products are not visible in the canteens, the aeroplanes, the
ferries and other places.
KN: What are the biggest problems with reaching that goal?
KM: The biggest problem is the man who decides to be independent with a truck because he
didn’t want to be an employee. Then getting up in the morning at 2 o’clock to work all night,
go home and sleep, make some accounting. That man is not able - after having driven all
night, washed himself and changed dress – to go out and find new customers. From where is
he going to get the visions? They are not the intellectual types. So, to make a system that takes
an accountant to understand is a wrong system. They have some other capabilities to which
we have to adapt our system.
KN: This includes helping them with some IT system
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KM: We have developed a program that is 100% able to communicate with our system, so
that we take over the flow and control of payments. (Intv. no. 1)

In some cases KM must take over also non-profitable routes from the milkmen because they
need to go there for strategic reasons (first of all to obtain sufficient geographical coverage).
However, the price can be too high. There are areas too peripheral to reach where the volumes
are prohibitively small. This is for instance the case in some parts of Western Zealand and on
the island of Lolland.

KM tries to do what they can to supply the single milkman with enough freight volumes of
KM and fresh products for him to run a business that can keep him going.

KM: “If we cannot supply with a sufficient client base to a milkman, then we might as well
take over the costs. Whether if you loose on distribution or you loose as a debtor… I prefer
loosing on distribution from loosing as a debtor, because of the human problems involved”.
(Intv. no. 6)

Some of the market segments currently serviced by the milk wholesalers may be internalised
again due to the structural changes going on in the retailing business. This is so for the
growing importance of service stations as shopping centres.

In these segments KM sees the need to improve future co-operation with the milk wholesalers
for instance by making special contracts with Q8, Statoil, DSB, where they suggest some new
fresh product supply concepts including changing product portfolio and delivery routines.
These concepts address primarily products that are not necessarily distributed via the grocery
distribution system currently servicing them (Dagrofa). This could be fresh products like
flowers or sandwiches. In the eyes of KM Dagrofa seems to be good at distributing dry goods
whereas on the fresh products market KM sees a change to avoid new market opportunities
slipping into the hands of the retailers’ own distribution networks.
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